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Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:

Rock - Pop

CD 289453X THE WHO: Magic Bus. The definitive recording of the 60's rock and roll band who took you on a Magic Bus Tour. Presents eleven songs that revitalize an era. Includes Disguises; Run Run Run; Dr.ekyll & Mr. Hyde; I Can't Reach You; Our Love Was; I, Call Me Lightning; Magic Bus; Someone's Coming; Doctor, Doctor; Buckett; and Pictures of Lily. MCA Records. $14.95

CD 2821427 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: Chapter and Verse. Collects 18 songs from the rock 'n' roll legend, including Born to Run; Badlands; The River; Born in the USA; Long Time Comin'; The Ballad of Jesse James; Dark Horse; and more. Columbia Records. $15.95

CD 3768546 THE SHIRELLES: Will You Love Me Tomorrow. The legendary Shirelles present 34 tracks on a two CD collection. Includes Will You Love Me Tomorrow; Mama Said; Soldier Boy; Foolish Little Girl; Dedicated to the One I Love; The Ash-Tree; Walk; I Think So; Baby It's You; Bright, Shiny Colors; Stop the Music; I Saw a Tear; The Dance Is Over; and more. Enco. $5.95

CD 2841223 EAGLES: Unplugged 1994. Captured across two CDs, this delightful and rare performance will prove a must-have item for Eagles fans everywhere. Songs include Peaceful Easy Feeling; Tequila Sunrise; Hotel California; Heartache Tonight; Desperado; Life in the Fast Lane; and more. Gekko Funk. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 2902249 PINK FLOYD: The Dark Side of the Moon. Pink Floyd's cohesive masterpiece is one you'll want to listen from beginning to end again and again. Every track is lush, captivating, and utterly iconic: beginning to end again and again. Every track is a masterpiece. Includes Money; I Remember; Us and Them; Any Colour You Like; Brain Damage; and Eclipse. EMI Music. $7.95

CD 6795564 JOHN PRINE: The Broadcast Album. Three CDs collect live broadcasts from the 70s, 80s, and 90s. In Chicago, North Carolina, and Switzerland, Prine offers multiple cuts of Spanish Pipe Dream; Blue Umbrella; Sam Stone; Flashback Blues and more, plus favorites like Hello in There and The Frying Pan. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 3757447 DUANE EDDY: The King of Twang. Collects 66 songs from the Rock and Roll Hall of Famer, including Moomin 'n' Groovin'; Up and Down; Peter Gunn; Fuzz; Night Train to Memphis; You Are My Sunshine; My Blue Heaven; Blueberry Hill; Yesterdays; and many more. Three CDs. Golden Stars. $5.95

CD 6908950 STEVIE NICKS: House of Blues. A super broadcast recorded at the House of Blues in Hollywood for 1994. This 11 song set is Stevie at her raunchiest, most passionate best. Songs include Outside the Rain; Sunrise of Your Life; Songs Out; Trainline; Road; and more. Littlefield Media. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 3991772 TRAFFIC: Santa Monica Shakedown. Recorded on February 21, 1972 in Santa Monica, California Songs include Low Spark of the High Heeled Boys; Rainmaker; Dear Mr. Fantasy; Forty Thousand Headmen; Light Up or Leave Me Alone; John Barleycorn Must Die; Glad-Freddom Rider; Unicorn. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 3774112 JEFF LYNNE'S ELO: Wembley or Bust. A spectacular stadium concert with all the ELO classics plus Traveling Wilburys & Move songs. Twenty-three tracks, including Starrin' in the Band; Woman; All Over the World; Showdown; 10538 Overture; Twilight; Shine a Little Love; Roll Over Beethoven; and more. Two CDs. Sony Music. $7.95

CD 6760023 THE BAND: Syria Mosque 1976. Roll on the heels of their 1970 album Stage Fright, The Band performed this classic live show in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Eighteen tracks include takes on favorites from all three of their albums released until that point, plus a raucous rendition of Little Richard's 'Slippin' and Slidin'.' Zip City. Pub at $14.99. $11.95

CD 6889873 CREAM: The Lost Broadcasts. This compilation of fifteen tracks features the recordings that have come to be known as the lost BBC Sessions including Sleepy Time, I'm So Glad, tales of Brave Ulysses; Blue Condition; Sunshine of Your Life; Songs Out; Trainline; Road; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 2959763 CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL: Transmission Impossible. This three CD collection features live and studio recordings broadcast across FM radio during their short but dynamic tenure. Songs include Bad Moon Rising; Green River; Born on the Bayou; Put a Spell on You; Commotion; Suzie Q; and many more. Thirty seven tracks. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95

CD 2936062 THE BEST EIGHTIES ALBUM: 100 Hits. This five CD collection features some of the best hits that the 80's have to offer. Featuring 100 tracks with classics like Africa by Toto; Walk Like an Egyptian by The Bangles; (Don't) You Believe in Love by Journey; Keep On Loving You by REO Speedwagon; You Spin Me Round (Like a Record) by Dead or Alive; and many more! Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95

CD 2888505 THE WHO: Woodstock Festival 1969. Relive again the sound of 1969 as this iconic group makes a2001 appearance at Woodstock. Contains 23 tracks of unforgettable music which include Intro/Heaven & Hell; I Can't Explain; It's a Boy; Amazing Journey; The Acid Queen; Pinball Wizard; Go to the Mirror (See Me, Feel Me); Summertime Blues; My Generation/Naked Eye Riff; and more. Left Field Ventures. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 6857744 ROY ORBISON: The Complete Sun, RCA & Monument Releases 1956-62. This 58 track set provides a comprehensive overview of the formative years of Orbison's career, comprising the A & B sides of all his singles. Tracks include Only the Lonely; Blue Angel; Crying; Running Scared; Dream Baby; Here Comes That Song Again; Loneliness; Evergreen; Make a Memory; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub at $16.99. $12.95

CD 295334X DICK DALE AT THE DRAGS. Known as “The King of the Surf Guitar” this collection of twenty tracks his tribute the drag-strip and racing. Titles include Wild Mustang; The Victor; Mag Wheels; Elimination; Blonde in the 406; Surf Buggy; Big Black Cad; Flashing Eyes; Night Rider; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

CD 3692337 FLEETWOOD MAC: Greatest Hits. The greatest hits of the version of Big Mac that produced hits with a Capital H! Sixteen tracks include takes on favorites from all three of their albums released until that point, plus a raucous rendition of Little Richard's 'Slippin' and Slidin'.' Zip City. Pub at $14.99. $11.95


**CD 36940781**

**THE ANIMALS:** Animalisms. The third studio album from the grittiest, gutsiest British Rhythm and Blues band of the 1960s, released in 1966. Along with the original titles, this CD includes bonus tracks and bonus stereo mixes. Twenty-five tracks include Maudie, Outcast, Sweet Little Lies, It's All on You; She'll Return, and more. Secret Records. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 28945056**

**STEPHENFELD:** W 16 Greatest Hits. Born to Be Wild was a ferocious anthem for a generation of leather-clad rockers, and here it joins 15 more must have rock hits by the group. It’s Never Too Late; Rock Me, Over; Ride with Me, The Pusher, Screaming Night Hog; For Ladies Only; Tenderness; Monster and more. MCA Records. $5.95

**CD 29597711**

**DIRE STRAITS:** Down Under. This two CD set collects the complete, incredible live performances from April 26, 1986 at the Sydney Entertainment Centre in Australia. Twenty tracks, including So Far Away; Walk of Life; Brothers in Arms; Money for Nothing; For Your Little Eye; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 37757471**

**THE ALAN PARSONS PROJECT:** Tales of Mystery and Imagination. Alan Parsons interprets the chilling works of Edgar Allan Poe in this classic symphonic rock piece. "The Raven; The Tell-tale Heart; The Cask of Amontillado; Doctor Faustus; In this classic symphonic rock piece. 30 tracks on two CDs. Capitol Records. $29.95

**CD 29199002**

**THE DOORS:** Shot to Pieces. On February 25th, 1969, the band members went into Sunset Sound Recorders Studio for one night rehearsal session, which was recorded and is offered here for the first time. Twelve tracks including When My Love; Touch Me; Roadhouse Blues; Waiting For the Warhol; Spoonful; by Del Shannon; by Chicken Little with Prayer; The Soft Parade Intro; Love Me Tender; Rock Is Dead; Woman and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 69612743**

**THE BEE GEES:** Soundstage 1975. Features twenty-five tracks recorded live from the PBS Soundstage, Chicago, U.S.A. and The Festival Hall, Melbourne, Australia in 1974 and 1975 including I Gotta Get a Message to You; Edge of the Universe; New York Mining Disaster 1941, Run to Me; How Can You Mend a Broken Heart; I Started a Joke, and more. Zip City.

**CD 29035280**

**THE SIXTIES ALBUM:** 100 Hits. A live CD, 100 track collection of the best of the sixties includes: Summer in the City by The Lovin’ Spoonful; ‘d Rather Go Blind by Chicken Shack; Runway by Del Shannon; Breaking Up Is Hard to Do by Neil Sedaka. I will Follow Him by Little Peggy March; Ready or Not Here I Come by The Delfonics; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 29327683**

**THE BEATLES:** The Fab Four released this iconic album in 1968, featuring such songs as Back in the U.S.S.R.; Dear Prudence; Julia; Birthday; Yer Blues; Helter Skelter; Wild Honey Pie; Happiness Is a Warm Gun; All You Need Is Love; and more. Collects 30 tracks on two CD’s. Capitol Records.

**CD 37685030**

**CARPENTERS:** 20th Century Masters. Celebrate one of the most beloved duos of ’60s soft rock with 12 classics: Yesterday Once More; I’ve Had the Time of My Life; Mr. Postman; Bless the Beasts and the Children; This Masquerade; I Just Fall in Love Again; I Believe You; Top of the World; Love Is Surrender; Maybe It’s You; and more. Universal Music.

**CD 37493711**

**ABBAPHONIC:** A nostalgic collection of 17 tracks performed by the legendary group Abba includes 'Gimme! Gimme!’ ‘Mamma Mia!’ ‘Waterloo’ and ‘Dancing Queen’. The songs are performed by a string quartet, mixed with a symphony orchestra, and accompanied by live vocals. Voulez-Vous; I Have a Dream; Thank You For the Music; and Dancing Queen Remix. Royal Philharmonic Orche. $5.95

**CD 37757631**

**THE BEST OF CHER: THE MILLENNIUM Collection.** She’s one of music’s true legends, churning out hit after hit for decades. Eleven songs are compiled here, including Gypsies, Tramps and Thieves; The Way of Love; Take Me Home; Dark Lady; Hall of Fame; and more. Hidden Truth of Living in a House Divided. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 37151082**

**THE PLATTERS:** 26 Hits. Features all the ones you know including Only You; Smoke Gets In Your Eyes; Twilight Time; The Great Pretender; Harbor Lights; With This Ring; One in a Million; I Love You because; If I Had A Love; Unchained Melody; and more. Encore. $7.95

**CD 67959433**

**VALEN HALPN:** In the Club. Get a taste of early Van Hille with tracks brought together from three live performances in 1975. This CD features covers and covers, including Rock ‘n Roll All Night; Beer Drinkers & Hell Raisers; For Onwards; Runnin’ with the Devil; I’m the One; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 29093720**

**GORDON LIGHTFOOT:** THE COMPLETE SINGLES 1970-1980. Heil a decade of music from this singer in this collection. 34 track collection. Includes Rainy Day People; The Pony Man; If You Could Read My Mind; Poor Little Allison; Taking in Your Sleep; Nuns Wears Flames of Fire; Dancing Queen Remixed. Universal Music. $19.95

**CD 60988721**

**TOM PETTY:** Transmission Impossible. This three CD set presents a number of broadcast recordings from the live canon of Tom Petty and his veritable Heartbreakers. A total of 43 songs are collected, including /Piano Thing/ /I Won’t Let You Go/ /Should I Go/ Anyway You Want It; I Won’t Back Down; and many more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 67115965**

**ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND:** The Broadcast Archive. Three live albums capture the southern rockers at the height of their powers in three early performances: Shows; Back on the Road; Hollywood Bowl 1972 with Johnny Winter; and A&R Studios: New York 26th August 1971. Over 30 tracks in all, with all live material from Statesboro Blues; Done Somebody Wrong; One Way Out; Stormy Monday and more. Three CD’s. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 37538181**

**JIMMY PAGE & ROBERT PLANT:** What Made Milwaukee Famous. Recorded from two live performances—May 1, 1995 at the Bradley Center in Milwaukee, Wisconsin and March 1, 1995 at the Palace in Auburn Hills, Michigan. Twenty-five tracks, including On Top of the World; Can’t Deny My Love; I’m Bad News From Another Town; Heartbreaker; and more. Capitol Records. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 29808000**

**THE BEST OF LIONEL RICHIE:** The Millennium Collection. Compiles 11 hits, including eight solo songs by Richie: All of Me; Hello; Say You, Say Me; Dancing on the Ceiling; Deep River Woman; and more. Three CDs. Universal Music. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 29036363**

**THE GREAT TRAGEDY:** Winter Dance Party Tour 1959. Surely the best remembered of all 1950s U.S. rock ‘n’ roll tours; for all the wrong reasons. Rock ‘n’ roll would never be the same after the fatal plane crash that took the lives of Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens and the Big Bopper. This 40 track collection includes I’ll Take Care of You; La Bamba; Runnin’ With TheDevil; I’m The One; And should I Go; Anyway You Want It; I Won’t Back Down; and many more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 37758001**

**BUDDY HOLLY:** Icon. Often as the artist who defined rock ’n’ roll, this legendary musician on this 12 track collection. Includes That’ll Be The Day; Peggy Sue; Oh Boy; Everybody; Maybe Baby; Not Fade Away; Think It Over; Rave On; Heartbeat; It Doesn’t Matter Anymore; Early in the Morning; and True Love Ways. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 36919271**

**EAGLES:** Target Principle. On February 22, 1995 the group performed a two CD set at the House of Blues in Minneapolis, MN. This two-CD set features this superb concert in its entirety. Songs include Hotel California; One of these Nights; Tequila Sunrise; The Boys of Summer; Life in the Fast Lane; Take it Easy; I Take Easy; Victim of Love; and more. Universal Music. $3.95

**CD 37758600**

**KISS:** Destroyer. Known for their iconic image, KISS brought the Stadium Tour to life on this 17-track collection. Includes Theater of Illusion; Animalize; Animalize; Dio’s song ‘Shout It Out Loud; Beth; and Do Ya. Love Me? MCA Records.

and enter the item number in the search box.
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**Rock - Pop**

**CD 3770923 THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: The Lost Warehouse Tapes.** From a live broadcast recorded at The Warehouse, New Orleans, September 30, 1971 come these twelve tracks: Statesboro Blues; Trouble No More; Don't Keep Me Wondering; Done Somebody Wrong; One Way Out, In Memory of Elizabeth Reed; Stormy Monday; Hot Lanta; Lil' Red Riding Hood; Midnight Rider; Whispering Grass and Revival. Golden Rain. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 289436X THE BEACH BOYS: Surf's Up!** Listen to the sun-drenched sounds of the most popular group with the California sound. Twelve tracks include Surrin' U.S.A., Little Deuce Coupe; Don't Worry Baby; Help Me Rhonda; Catch a Wave; Barbara Ann; All Summer Long; Do You Wanna Dance; Girls on the Beach; Surrin'; You're So Good to Me; and Summertime Blues. Capitol Records.

**CD 2819910 THE DUANE ALLMAN ARCHIVES.** Collects three CDs: The Allman Brothers Band: A & R Studios New York 26th July 1971; & R Studios 1971: Delaney & Bonnie with The Allman Brothers & King Curtis; and The Allman's Jukebox: comprising 50 tracks including Turn On Your Lovelight; Sweet Little Angel; Done Somebody Wrong; Going Down Slow; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3775909 STEELY DAN: The Royal Scam.** Nine tracks presents the cutting edge music of 1970s. Includes Kid Charlemagne; The Cars of Alphama; Don't Take Me Alive; Sign in Stranger; The Fiz; Green Earrings; Halitai Dvorace; Everything You Did; and The Royal Scam. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 2904877 THE VENTURES: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** Enjoy sixty six numbers from this instrumental rock band that had an enduring impact on the development of music worldwide. Tracks include Walk Don't Run; Luallay of the Leaves; Raunchy; No More Trespassing; Night Train; Ghost Riders in the Sky; Yellow Jacket; Lonesome Town; Dark Eyes Twist; and more. Three CDs. Big3.

**CD 2903733 NEIL YOUNG: Time Fades Away Tour.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The John F. Kennedy Center in 1970. Features tracks including: On the Way Home; Here We Are in the Years; After the Goldrush; Out on the Weekend; Time Fades Away; Southern Man; Let's Have a Party; and more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


**CD 2900635 THE BEST OF THE EVERLY BROTHERS: The Millennium Collection.** This album features the incredible diversity of the Everly Brothers' hit making career. Tracks include Bye Bye Love; Bop Till You Drop; When I'm Lover; I'll Be Missing You in the Rain (Live); and more. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 688699X EAGLES: The Kings of Hollywood.** This CD features the live FM broadcast at The Forum in Inglewood, CA., 1980 with twelve tracks that include Hotel California; Already Gone; In the City; King of Hollywood; The Sad Cafe; Lynyrd Skynyrd; I Can't Tell You Why; Those Shoes; Heartache Tonight; One of These Nights; Turn to Stone; and The Long Run. Good Time. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2894552 URIAH HEEP: Demons and Wizards.** Uriah Heep, a progressive rock group, released this collection in 1972. Included on an eight track CD is The Wizard; Traveler in Time; Easy Livin'; Poet's Justice; Circle of Hands; Rainbow and Pread. And as a gift with this album PolyGram Records.

**CD 2993775 THE BEACH BOYS WITH THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA.** An album that shows the incredible diversity of the legendary rock band. Songs include California Suite: Wouldn't It Be Nice; Help Me Rhonda; Good Vibrations; California Girls; and more. Seventeen tracks. UMG Recordings.

**CD 2962512 THE BEST SEVENTIES ALBUM: 100 Hits.** A live FM rock collection of the best of the seventies includes: Metal Guru by Rex; All the Young Dudes by Mott the Hoople; Teenage Rampage by Sweet; I Donna Make You Understand by David Essex; Blame It on the Boogie by The Jacksons; Boogie by Neathaking; Best of My Love by The Emotions; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 5992137 JACKSON BROWNE: The Broadcast Archive.** Featuring a trio of the finest live recordings available by Browne, this four CD set includes full broadcasts from the 70s, 80s, and 90s–the period during which this maverick troubadour was at his creative peak. Songs include Song for the Asking; I Wish You Could Be Here; and more. Multiple versions of some songs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2982018 TEN YEARS AFTER: Fillmore West 1968.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Fillmore West in San Francisco, CA. June 1968 these nine tracks include Help Me, Rock Your Mama; Sponton; I May Be Wrong, But I Won't Be Wrong; Spider's in My Web; Woodchopper's Ball; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3736237 ROCK JUKEBOX: 100 Essential Rock Classics.** These five CDs collect 100 of the essential rock hits featuring the original artists such as Journey, Boston, Meat Loaf, Alice Cooper, Deep Purple, Toto, Ram Jam, and many more. Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3771172 SIMON & GARFUNKEL: The Lost BBC Sessions & More.** These 27 tracks spread from 1965 to 1970, include BBC radio sessions, live FM broadcasts recorded at Free Trade Hall, Manchester; Regent Alber Hall in London, and rehearsal sessions include The Sound of Silence; April Come She Will; I Am a Rock; Benedictus; Song for the Asking; I Wish You Could Be Here; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2956826 CREAM: The London Sessions.** Recorded in London in 1966 and 1967, all 26 tracks are rehearsals for the Fresh Cream and Disraeli Gears albums including You Make Me Feel; Coffee Song; Beauty Queen; Wrapping Paper; Cat's Squirrel; The Cleanout; Take Wine; Sweet Wine Take One; Singalonga Sock It To Me; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2981041 GRAND FUNK RAILROAD: 20th Century Masters.** Ten tracks from the 1970s band include We're an American Band; Some Kind of Wonderful; The Loco-Motion; Bad Time; Shinin' On; Walk Like a Man; Footstompin' Music; Mean Misstress; Rock & Roll Soul; and Closer to Home. MCA. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6807747 COMMANDER CODY AND HIS LOST PLANET AIRMEN: Berkeley, Baby!** Recorded live at the Keystone in Berkeley, California in July of 1975, these 16 tracks of the country rock band include Requila; The Shadow Box; Good Vibrations and Stems; Cajun Baby; Baby; Tonk Music; High on a Hilltop; Hot Rod Lincoln; Roll Your Own; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3715035 OLD GOOD ROCK 'N' ROLL.** Collects twenty-eight hits by the original artists including Lil Red Riding Hood by Sam the Sham; Bottle of Wine by Jimmy Gunther; Baby; and more by Sammy Turner, The Pretenders; The Pretenders; The Pretenders; The Pretenders; and many more. Encore. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/811
and enter the item number in the search box.
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Rock & Pop

**CD 2829266 THE BEST OF THE BEACH BOYS**: That breezy ‘60s sound is yours to enjoy in 10 Beach Boys hits: Fun, Fun, Fun; California Girls; Good Vibes; I Get Around; Help Me, Rhonda; Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Barbara Ann; Surfer Girl; Surfin’ USA; And Be True to Your School. Capitol Records. $6.95

**CD 3704948 JOE COCKER: With a Little Help from My Friends**: Collects ten songs plus two bonus tracks from the rock icon, including Feeling Alive; With a Little Help from My Friends; The New Age of Lily; Just Like a Woman; Bye Bye Blackbird; and more. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 2894491 SCORPIONS: Icon**: A compilation of iconic recordings from one of music’s most memorable and successful acts. Songs include Rock You Like a Hurricane; Raised on Rock; No One Like You; Big City Nights; The Zoo; and more. Twenty tracks: Mercury Records. $5.95

**CD 3775755 ALICE IN CHAINS: Black Gives Way to Blue**: The classic Alice In Chains sound is presented in this 11 track CD. Includes All Secrets Known; Check My Brain; Last of My Kind; Your Decision; A Looking Glass in View; When the Sun Rose Again; Acid Bubble; Lessons Learned; Take Her Out; Private Hell; And Black Gives Way to Blue. Vitin. $5.95

**CD 3735840 THE KINKS: Pop Stars in Disguise**: From a live broadcast at the Fillmore West in San Francisco in 1969, come these 13 tracks, including Till the End of Day; Mindless Child of Motherhood; Last of the Steam Powered Trains; Love Me Till the Sun Shines; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3736995 VAN HALEN: Transmission Impossible**: From live FM broadcasts recorded at Nakano Sunplaza, Tokyo, Japan; Reunion Arena, Dallas, Texas; and House of Blues, West Hollywood, California, between 1978 and 1994, come fifty-one tracks (with multiple versions of some titles) on 3 CDs including On Fire; Romeo Delight; Ice Cream Man; Jump; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3736547 NEIL YOUNG: Austin City Limits**: From a live FM broadcast recorded at Austin City Limits, Austin, Texas in September of 1984 come twenty-three tracks including Are You Ready for the Country?, Hawks and Doves; Comes a Time; Bound for Glory; California Sunset; Old Man; Down by the River; and more. Unicorp. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 298089X THE BAND: The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down**: These eleven performances were culled from The Band’s Rock of Ages double LP concert album released in 1972. Tracks include Stage Fright; The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down; Across the Great Divide; This Wheel’s on Fire; Rag Mama Rag; The Weight; The Shape I’m In; and more. The Band. $5.95

**CD 6941338 JERRY LEE LEWIS: Sun Recordings Greatest Hits**: Features ten tracks of the rock ‘n’ roll powerhouse’s greatest hits including Whole Lot of Shakin’ Going On; Real Wild Child; Great Balls of Fire; Breathless; High School Confidential; You Win Again; What I’d Say; Invitation to Your Party; Break-Up; and Hang My Up My Rock ‘n’ Roll Shoes. $9.95

**CD 2948737 RICKY NELSON: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection**: Enjoy sixty hits from this actor-singer-songwriter andteen idol. Tracks include Poor Little Fool; Be-Bop Baby; Devil Doo Do Doo; We Belong in the Village; Sweeter Than You; I Wanna Be Loved; Travellin’ Man; You Are the Only One; A Wonder Like You; Baby I’m Sorry; and more. Three CDs. Big $3.95

**CD 287086X JOE SATRIANI: The Broadcast Archives**: No one else has ever been able to play as fast as Joe Satriani, with up fluidity, such timelessness. Joe Satriani is the guitar, plain and simple. This three CD, 36 track compilation features hits like Memoria; Right In Line; Rubina; Pride and Joy; The Feeling; Boogie; Little Wing; La Grange; and more. $14.95

**CD 3757778 FLEETWOOD MAC: At the Other End**: Recorded live at the Manne Road, Manchester, England on August 25, 1990. Twenty-six tracks, including The Chain; You Make Loving Fun; Everywhere; Dreams; Gold Dust Woman; Landslide; Stop Messin’ Around; and more. Two CDs: Zip City. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 684863X THE EVERLY BROTHERS: 100 Hits**: The 100 songs collected here span one era, and rock ‘n’ roll and demonstrate just how influential the Everly Brothers were on popular music. Includes Wake Up Little Susie; Bye Bye Love; All I Have to Do Is Dream; Walk Right Back; You’re Neal My Clown; When We Were Right. Four CDs: Not Now Music. $14.95

**CD 3717402 JETHRO TULL: Skating on Thin Ice**: This two CD set features a dynamic show from the band’s 1973 tour, recorded at the Capital Centre in Landover, Maryland. Songs include Wond’ring Aloud; Skating Away on Thin Ice; Velvet Green; Hunting Girl; Too Old to Rock ‘n’ Roll; and more. Twenty-two tracks. Unicorp. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3965671 ELVIS: 30 #1 Hits**: This double LP collection presents the tracks of the King of Rock and Roll’s greatest hits, includes Heartbreak Hotel; Don’t Be Cruel; Hound Dog; Love Me Tender; All Shook Up; Jailhouse Rock; Don’t; Hard Headed Woman; One Night; Are You Lonesome Tonight?; Surrender; Can’t Help Falling in Love; Return to Sender; and lots more. Sony Music. $7.95

**CD 3775852 THE HUMAN LEAGUE: Icon**: Eleven tracks captures the music that makes this band so sensational. Includes Don’t You Want Me; Love; The Sound of the Crowd; Open Your Heart; Being Boiled; Mirror Man; Fascination; The Lebanon; Louise, Together in Electric Dreams; and Reatura. $11.95

**CD 3754014 THE WHO: Old England, New England**: Recorded from a live FM Broadcast at the Tanglewood Music Center in Lenox, Massachusetts on July 7, 1970. Twenty-three tracks, including Heaven and Hell; Magic Bus; Don’t Even Know Why; We’re Not Gonna Take It; Pinball Wizard; Acid Queen; and more. Unicorp. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3736636 STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN: Soul to Soul Live**: From a live FM broadcast recorded at The B Kathleen Festival Festival, Seattle and House and other shows. This double LP collection presents fifteen tracks including Scuttle Buttin; Say What; Lookin’ Out the Window; Look at Little Sister; Cold Shot; Pride and Joy; Texas Flood; Testify; and more. H.O.P.O. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3729052 SANTANA & FRIENDS: Radio Collection**: Presents the great sound of Santana performing with ZZ Top, John M cLaughlin and others. This two CD collection. Includes Primero; Dn’t You; Invasion; Black Magic Woman; Open Invitation; Star Cycle; Cause We’ve Ended as Lovers; Wild Thing; Freeway Jam; Going Down; and Super Boogie. Laser Media. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 7553048 CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL: Bayou Country**: One of southern rock’s greatest bands delivers such unforgettable classics: Born on the Bayou; Bootleg; Graveyard Train; Good Golly Miss Molly; Penthouse Pauper; Proud Mary; and On Top of the Hill. Universal Music. $9.95

**CD 3714977 THE SHIRELLES: Supr Hits**: Features ten of the Shirelles top hits including Baby It’s You; Will You Love Me Tomorrow; Manna Sia; Dedicated to the One I Love; Soldier Boy; Tonight’s the Night; Foolish Little Girl; Sha La La; Bye Bye Love; All I Have to Do Is Dream; Walk Right Back; and many more. Four CDs. Not Now Music. $5.95

**CD 2880643 SPIRIT: Live at Rockpalast 1978**: Spirit’s concert, a Rockpalast Eurovision broadcast in March 1978, turned out to be one of the highlights of the first Rockpalast series (1977 to 1986). This two CD set includes: Rockpalast Jam; Mr. Skin; It’s All the Same; A Rockpalast Jam; Keep on Chooglin’. $17.95

**CD 2926334 STEADY DATE**: Do some rock ‘n’ rolling with these 25 tracks by the original artists including Tom Cattin’ Around by Jimmy Selph; Oh Yeah by Guitar Slim; Great Balls of Fire by George Gibbs; Proud Mary by Steady Date by Little Richard; True Fine Mama by Little Richard; and many. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**CD 6961460 GRAPEFIGHTER: Pirates of the Deep South**: An obscur event and a rare release, this brief performance March 1970 at a detectives’ haunt, at a Florida park in 1970 is a legendary one. Thirteen tracks including Morning Dew; Mama Tried; Good Love; Don’t Ease Me In; Cold Rain and Snow; High Time; Dark Star; The Other One; St. Stephen; Down; Ain’t No Easy Way; Turn on Your Love; Me and My Uncle; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/811
**CD 3704572**

**CD 2984504**
**TOMMY JAMES:** Greatest Hits Live! Tommy James hits the stage for a show at Bitter End in NYC. Includes live renditions of 14 tracks, including “Crystal Blue Persuasion,” “Say I Am,” “Gettin’ Together,” and “Crimson and Lyme;” and more. Warner Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2956035**
**SANTANA:** Tanglewood 1970. Recorded at the Tanglewood Music Center in Massachusetts on August 18, 1970. Songs include Batuka/Sea a Cabo; Black Magic Woman/Gypsy Queen; Gumbo; Evil Ways; Treat; and more. HBO. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 5674232**

**CD 2894432**
**GEORGE THOROGOOD: 20th Century Masters.** Collects the ten tracks for which this high-energy blues-rock legend is known: “Bad to the Bone;” “I Drink Alone;” “Who Do You Love (Live);” “Tall Dragger;” “If You Don’t Start Drinkin’ (I’m Gonna Leave);” “Move it On Over (Live);” “Treat Her Right (I’m Right);” “You’re Steady Rollin’ Man;” and more. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 2925737**

**CD 5725929**
**BRUCE Springsteen & THE E STREET BAND:** 1978: Rosy Night. Revisit the early days of the Boss with this 1978 Los Angeles show, originally broadcast live on KMET FM. Often flagged by fans as the best gig ever played by the legendary group, it features renditions of “Badlands;” “For You;” “The Promised Land;” “Paradise By the C;” “It’s Hard to Be a Saint in the City;” “Born to Run;” “Land of Hope and Dreams;” “Elevator;” Janie’s Got A Gun;” What It Takes;” Like a Lady; Angel; Rag Doll; Love in an Elevator; Headed Woman; Power Failure; and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 690820X**
**THE BEACH BOYS:** The Broadcast Archive. The 51 tracks collected in this three CD set include broadcasts from 1967, 1971 and 1985. Songs include Good Vibrations; Johnny B. Goode; Help Me Rhonda; California Girls; Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Lucille; Surfin’ USA; Get Around; and many renditions of oldies; For You; Procol Harum: A&R Studios 1971. This collection features sixteen tracks including broadcast recordings in 1970 and 1971. Songs include “More Than That I Didn’t Know;” “Juicy John;” Pink: Power Failure; and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $11.99

**CD 370453X**
**THE BEACH BOYS:** 20th Century Masters. Ten must-have songs by the band that defined summer time rock ‘n roll. Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Surfin’ USA; California Girls; Surfer Girl; Good Vibrations; Help Me, Rhonda; I Get Around; Good, Good, Your Only Love; Fun, Fun, Fun; and Little Deuce Coupe. Capitol Records. Pub. at $9.99

**CD 9992242**

**CD 6909810**
**JONI MITCHELL:** Transmission Impossible. This unique three CD set features a collection of live recordings at 20 concerts and sessions recorded in the 1960s, ’70s, ’80s and ’90s. Songs include “Chelsea Morning;” “Cactus Tree;” “Coyote;” “For Free;” “Festival;” and more. Thirty-eight tracks. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3619705**

**CD 9925885**
**A GOOD LOOKIN’ BLONDE:** Twenty-six rock tracks from the fifties and sixties by the original artists including “Live Fast, Love Hard, Die Young by Faron Young;” “Lordy Moody by Tommy Blake;” “Mess Around by Ray Charles;” “Open Door by Little Booker;” “Too Cool” by Eddy Arnold; and “Finger Pickin’ Man” by Huey “Piano” Smith & The Clowns; “Little Daisy by Sonny Saber;” and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

**CD 9925892**
**FIVE FOOT TWO, EYES OF BLUE:** Twenty-five original recordings from the rock ‘n roll era including “Ubangi Stomp” by Warren Smith; “Rollin’ Stone” by Eddie Fontaine; “Ladies for You Baby” by Guitar This; “The Queenie and the Jocker;” “Don’t You Just Know It by Huey “Piano” Smith & The Clowns; “Little Daisy by Sonny Saber;” and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

**CD 3691462**
**CAT STEVENS:** The Early Broadcast Archive. Collected from three broadcast recordings in 1970 and 1971. Songs include “Moonshadow;” “Tuesday’s Dead;” “World wide;” Father and Son; and Maybe You’re Right; “Headed Woman;” and more. Multiple versions of “Father and Son” are included. Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3721113**
**NEIL YOUNG & CRAZY HORSE:** Roskilde Festival. Collected from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Roskilde Festival, Roskilde, Denmark in June of 2001 these eighteen tracks include Don’t Cry no Tears; I’ve Been Waiting for You; Only Love Can Break Your Heart; Hey Hey, My My, Rockin’ in the Free World; and more. Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 378652X**
**FOREIGNER:** Extended Versions. The rock gods perform 10 tracks live at Texas Station, Las Vegas on November 25, 2006. Songs include “Cold as Ice;” “Waiting for a Girl Like You;” “Dirty White Boy;” “Starrin’;” “Feels Like the First Time;” “Ungroove Hero/Whole Lotta Love;” I Want to Know What. Pub. at $5.95

**CD 3736571**

**CD 2980711**
**THE BEST OF AEROSMITH:** The Millennium Collection. Twelve tracks collect the must-have hits of one of hard rock’s greatest outfits. Includes “Dude (Looks Like a Lady)” “Angels” “Rollin’ Stone” “Elevator;” Janie’s Got A Gun;” What It Takes;” The Other Side; Livin’ on the Edge; Cryin’;” Crazy: Deuces Are Wild; and Amazing. Universal Music. Pub. at $5.95

**CD 370453X**
**THE BEACH BOYS:** 20th Century Masters. Ten must-have songs by the band that defined summertime rock ‘n roll. Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Surfin’ USA; California Girls; Surfer Girl; Good Vibrations; Help Me, Rhonda; I Get Around; Good, Good, Your Only Love; Fun, Fun, Fun; and Little Deuce Coupe. Capitol Records. Pub. at $6.95

**CD 699203X**

**CD 2925164**
**MY BABY SCARES ME:** Collects twenty-five rock tunes from the fifties from the original artists including She Moves Me by Johnny “Guitar” Watson; I Got Surprin’ by You Baby by Guitar Slim; My Baby Scares Me by Tony Morris; You Can’t Be Mine Anymore by Vicky Young; Who Can Explain by Frankie Lymon & The Teenagers; and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $11.99

**CD 3567036**
**DUANE EDDY:** The Complete US & UK Singles and EPS As & Bs. Perhaps the most important artist in the genre of instrumental rock that burgeoned in the wake of the rock ‘n roll explosion, Eddy’s career is celebrated in this 66-track collection. Some of his most beloved hits join material from B-sides and EPS, from “Soda Fountain Girl” (1955) to Liza Jane (1962). Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 9928829**
**PEPPER-HOT BABY:** Featuring So Duggone Lonesome by Bobby Long’s Ole Wifer, Hittin’ It By a Road by Johnnie Carr, featuring Jerry Parker, Hello Little Girl by Lloyd Price; Pepper-Hot Baby by Jaye P. Morgan. Get Out of the Car by The Teniers; One of These Days by Tracy Pendavis & The Blue Notes; and more all by the original artists. Twenty-five tracks total. Explore other Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

and enter the item number in the search box.
CD 2972263 DICK DALE: King of the Surf Guitar. If you love surf music, then you have to have Dick Dale in your collection. Twenty classic songs are compiled here, including Miserlou; King of the Surf Guitar; Let’s Go Trippin’; Tidal Wave; Surfing Drums; Surfing; Rebel; and more. Geffen. Pub. at $9.95.

CD 7553056 CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL: Mardi Gras. Remember one of rock ’n’ roll’s greatest groups with this classic ten-track album. Lookin’ for a Reason; Take It Like a Friend; Need Someone to Hold; Tearin’ Up the Country; Someday Never Comes; What Are You Gonna Do; Sail Away; Hello Mary Lou; Door to Door; and Sweet Hitch-Hiker. Fantasy. $5.95.

CD 3969820 THE BEST OF R.E.M. AT THE BBC. This two CD collection presents 38 tracks from this unforgettable group. Includes World Leader Pretend; Half a World Away; Radio Song; Losing My Religion; Lotus; At My Most Beautiful; Electrolyte; Perfect Circle; Daysleeper; Gardening at Night; Drive; Radio Free Europe; and more. Epic. $14.95.

CD 2888122 THE OZZMAN COMETH. Collects 15 tracks from the one and only Ozzy! Songs include Black Sabbath; Crazy Train; Goodbye to Romance; Mr. Crowley; I Just Want You; Paranoid; and more. Epic. $5.95.

CD 3775828 MCLEAN: American Pie. Ten of his best tracks, headlined by the landmark classic, American Pie. Also includes And I Love You So; Babydon; Vincent; La La Love You; Everyday; Eagles; You Have; Lived; If We Try; and Can’t Help Myself. $9.95.

CD 2895926 GUNS N’ ROSES: The Ultra Rare Trax. Featuring 18 rarely heard recordings from the band, taken from broadcast sessions from their career, this collection includes many tracks that fans have been searching for, for years. Includes One More Night; Free Falling; Chinese Democracy; Madagasc; Sentimental Movie; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99.

CD 2903644 JOE WALSH: Life’s Been Good. Recorded for live FM broadcast via the King Biscuit Flower Hour while touring his 1983 release You Bought It–You Name It, the show presented here was played at the Irvine Meadows Amphitheater in 1983. Eleven tracks include: People Get Ready; In the City; Welcome to the Club; Life in the Fast Lane; All Night Long; Life’s Been Good; Losing My Religion; Lotus; At My Most Beautiful; and more. HBO. Pub. at $14.99.

CD 3714691 FRANK ZAPPA: Radio Show. Nineteen tracks on 2 CDs include Apostrophe; Duke of Prunes; Honey Don’t You Want a Man Like Me?; The Illinois Emoena Bandit; Lonely Little Girl; Swallow My Pride; Zoot Allures; Advance Romance; and more. Laser Media. Pub. at $14.99.

CD 2911114 NIRVANA: In Utero. Collects 12 songs from the alternative rock band, including Serve the Servants; Unplugged in Seattle; All Apologies; Heart-Shaped Box; and more. Geffen. $5.95.

CD 6961655 TOM PETTY: On the Box. This collection brings together over 80 minutes of appearances by Petty, recorded for television across the great man’s career. Nineteen tracks presented were played at the Irvine Meadows Amphitheater in 1983. Eleven tracks include: One More Night; Free Falling; Chinese Democracy; Madagasc; Sentimental Movie; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99.

CD 3712298 THE BEACH BOYS: Transmission Impossible. This 3 CD set features the entire group in various live settings during different eras of their splendid career. Sixty-seven tracks, including California Girls; Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Help Me Rhonda; Surfin USA; Berry! You Glow Girl; and many more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99.

CD 2925788 CHICKADEE: Twenty-five tracks from the rockin’ females including Rockin’ Sister; Rockin’ With the Johnny Carr Band & Jerry Parr; She Sells Sea Shells by Laurie London; She’s the One for Me by The Aquatones; Shake It Up Baby; Frankie Dee; Red Light–Green Light by The Beach Boys; and many more. Universal Music. Pub. at $7.99.

CD 2894376 BEASTIE BOYS: Licensed to Ill. Collects 13 songs from the legendary hip-hop band, including Fight for Your Right; No Sleep Till Brooklyn; Rhymin & Stealin; Slow Ride; Time to Get Ill; Paul Revere; Girls; and more. Universal Music. $5.95.

CD 6979203 THE GRASS ROOTS: The Original Dunhill/ABC Singles. This collection offers the truest essence of the band whose hook filled singles punched through 60s and 70s AM radio. This 24 track album from one of the great singles includes all of their original and many more. Pan-American Recordings. $9.95.

CD 6863752 LITTLE FEAT: Transmission Impossible. These 41 tracks recorded live, capture perfectly the mighty Feat doing exactly what they did best. Featuring FM radio broadcast recordings from the years 1973, ‘74 and ‘75 they include Two Trains; Got No Shadows; Rollin’; Long Swamp; Everything; Cat Fever; Dixie Chicken; and more. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99.

CD 377113X PETER GABRIEL: Woodstock 1994. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Woodstock Festival, Saugerties, NY in August 1994 come these eleven tracks: Come To Me; Quiet Steam; Shaking the Tree; San Jacinto; Red Rain; Solosburg Hill; Digging in the Dirt; Sleddesghammer; Secret World; In Your Face. Pub. at $19.99.

CD 3791059 GRATEFUL DEAD: Candy Man. Collects sixteen tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Oakland–Alameda Arena, in October of 1991. Sugar Magnolia; Sugar Magnolia; Waiting Blues; Althea; When I Paint; Chock ock ock; Come On; Wake Up; Bertha; and Law Fer Ves. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $19.99.

CD 3591616 JEFF LYNNE & THE IDLE RACE: The Lost Radio Sessions. This CD features seven sessions recorded between 1967 and 1969. This compilation of 19 song will delight fans of Idle Race, Jeff Lynne and the classic 60s Beatlesque pop music in general. Tracks include: (Here We Go Round) the Lemon Tree; Imposters of Life Magazine; Hey Grandma; Deborah; Please No More Sad Songs; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99.

CD 2926667 LOVE CHARMS. Features The Flip Side by The Twin Tones; Golly Gosh by Frank Verna & The Playboys; Walking Through My Dreams by the Big Bopper; Love Charms by Sanford Clark; My Lovin Baby by Nick Garrera; Big Foot by Charlie Bop, Ito; and many more. Twenty-five tracks from the original artists. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99.

CD 2926199 MY LOVIN BABY: Featuring 26 hopping ‘tunes from the by the original artists including Shake It Up by Conway Twitty; Louise by Jimmy Thomas; Why Not by John Green; Baby Baby; Jump by Herb Carter; Round and Round by Andy Starr; My Lovin Baby by Ray Stanley; Be Mine by Willie Ward; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99.

CD 3702812 THE JIMI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE: Miami Pop Festival. Relive Jimi Hendrix’s fabulous performance at the Miami Pop Festival on this 11 track CD. Selections include: Hey Joe; Foxy Lady; Tax Free; Fire; Hear My Train A Comin; I Don’t Live Today; Red House; Purple Haze; and more. Epic. Pan-American Recordings. $11.95.

CD 3142271 FIRE AND FLY Lady: A collection of 34 tracks from the legendary hip-hop band, including Fight for Your Right; No Sleep Till Brooklyn; Rhymin & Stealin; Slow Ride; Time to Get Ill; Paul Revere; Girls; and more. Universal Music. $5.95.
Go to Hell; Hot Rod Live; Rumble, and more. Includes DVD of the performance. 71 minutes. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

** CD 5924847 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Cleared for Take Off. A 60's performance that illustrates beyond a doubt that Jefferson Airplane was one of the most influential and important bands in the history of rock. Eighteen tracks include live renditions of Don't Let Me Down; Somebody to Love; It's No Secret; Running Around the World; White Rabbit; and more. Also includes DVD of the performance. 71 minutes. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

** CD 687523 MANIC MONDAY: The Best of the Bangles. Long before the Spice Girls gave us “girl power” the Bangles gave us the 80's an all female pop rock sensation. This 2 CD set features 36 tracks, including 19 of the 21 of Marvelette; Monic Madison; Walk Like an Egyptian; Hazy Shade of Winter; Walking Down Your Street; Eternal Flame; Going Down to Liverpool; and many more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

** CD 377312 THE BEST 80S GROOVE ALBUM: 100 Hits. Collects 100 top hits by the original artists from the eighties on five CDs including such greats as I Wanna Dance with Somebody by Whitney Houston; Automatic by The Pointer Sisters. Let's Go by Earth, Wind & Fire; Landslide by Fleetwood Mac; Who? by Aretha Franklin; and much, much, much more. Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

** CD 3771202 TOM WAITS: Real Gone in Amsterdam. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Koninklijk Theater Carre, Amsterdam, Netherlands in November 2004 come twenty-one tracks including Hust! That Rag; Jockey Full of Bourbon; God's Away On Business; Nighthawks at the Diner; Queen of the Night; and the ensemble performed at Queens College in Florence, New York, for a show which remains quite staggering and is featured on this CD. Fifteen tracks, including Mountains of Fire; Two Fried Dumplings and the Love; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

** CD 6938461 STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN WITH DAVID BOWIE: The 1983 Rehearsal Broadcast. Includes the 1983 rehearsals for Bowie's Serious Moonlight Tour, featuring Stevie Ray Vaughan on guitar, taking place at Las Colinas Soundstage in Dallas, TX. Nineteen tracks include Back in Anger; Joe the Lion; Breaking Glass; Life on Mars? Sorrow; and much, much more. Sony Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

** CD 309564X AC/DC: Shot Down in the Big Easy. On August 24, 1994 this internationally renowned rock band played at New Orleans' Lakefront Arena, where they put on a remarkable show. This two CD set collects 25 songs from this legendary performance including Whole Lotta Rosie; Highway to Hell; Ballbreaker; Shot Down in Flames; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

** CD 2959925 NEIL YOUNG AND THE SANTA MONICA FLYERS: You're Not So Bad. Contains eleven songs from the American heavy metal band: needlehouse; A.I.R.; A.M.'s; Anarchie; I am the Law; Indians; Efilnikufesin (N.F.L.); Antisocial; Got the Time; Belly of the Beast; Bring the Noise; and I'm the Man. 91 tracks from the eighties on five discs. SONY BMG. Pub. at $19.99 $15.99

** CD 2821486 PRINCE: The Hits Collection. Collects 18 tracks from the English heavy metal band, including Out in the Cold; Heading Out to the Highway; Rock Hard, Ride Free; Parental Guidance; Metal Gods; Living After Midnight; and more. Collects ten song s from the popular band. Ones I'll Feel a Whole Lot Better; All I Really Want To Do, The Girl With No Name; This Wheel's on Fire; Here Without You; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99 $19.99

** CD 3072405 THE BYRDS: The Complete Studio Recordings. This 36 track collection brings together the entire recording of this spectacular show. These nineteen tracks include Outside the Rain; Dreams; Enchanted; Gold Dust Woman; In the Ghetto; Stand Back; Forever; Wholly Louie; Troubled; Edge of Seventeen; I Need to Know; Landslide; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

** CD 3095661 ANTHRAX: Icon. Collects 11 songs from the American heavy metal band: Saint of Sorrow; A.I.R.; Armageddon; I am the Law; Indians; Efilnikufesin (N.F.L.); Antisocial; Got the Time; Belly of the Beast; Bring the Noise; and I'm the Man. 91 tracks from the eighties on five discs. SONY BMG. Pub. at $19.99 $15.99

** CD 29086X THE BLACK CROWES: Shake Your Money Maker. The band's fourth studio album collects 12 songs, including Light My Fire; Come On, Come On; Bring On; Let Me Share the Ride; Better When You're Not Alone, Evil Eye; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

** CD 2856010X TONY IOMMI: Iommi. Collects 10 tracks from the British rock band, including Heaven Train; Lonely Man; I'm Saying; The Garden; Heaven Train; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

** CD 2903541 PAUL SIMON: Graceland. This 18 track collection brings together the entire recording of this spectacular show. These nineteen tracks include Outside the Rain; Dreams; Enchanted; Gold Dust Woman; In the Ghetto; Stand Back; Forever; Wholly Louie; Troubled; Edge of Seventeen; I Need to Know; Landslide; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

** CD 3961500 DAVID BOWIE: Under the Covers. This collection features 19 live recordings featuring Bowie covering an eclectic selection of tunes by writers as diverse as Kurt Weil, Pete Townshend, Lou Reed and many other artists. Can't Explain; White Light/White Heat; Amsterdam; I Got You Babe; Imagine; Waiting for the Man; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

** CD 6674259 FLEETWOOD MAC: Into the Eighties. Steve Nicks and the gang bring their exhilarating '70s sound into the Eighties with this live 1982 performance in Inglewood, California. Thirteen tracks include Fleetwood favorites like The Chain; Gypsy; Tusk; Second Hand News; Go Your Own Way; Songbird; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

** CD 2926180 MY KIND OF WOMAN. Collects twenty-live rock 'n tunes from the fifties performed by the original artists including: I Got Love If You Want It by Warren Smith; Beatin' on a Rug by The Wildcats; My Kind of Woman by Jimmy Bowen; Hot Dog! Take-A-Long by The McCoys; It's Only Rock 'n Roll; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

** CD 6632707 RY COODER WITH DAVID LINDLEY: Two Long Riders. Thirteen tracks capture a 1990 broadcast at Montreux Jazz Festival in Switzerland. Includes live renditions of Crazy 'Bout An Automobile; Jesus on the Mainline; Paris; Texas/Vigilante Man; Across the Borderline; It's All Over Now; Mercury Blues; The Long Riders; Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

** CD 3717445 NIRVANA: Under the Covers. This 18 track collection brings together the entire recording of this spectacular show performed by Nirvana but on which none of the band members get a credit. These recordings reveal a little more about the band than one would attain from listening only to their studio albums. Soundgarden; My Kind of Woman; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

** CD 2892872 BON JOVI: Under the Covers. This 17 track feature some of the best that this extraordinary group have ever included walking This Way; Fever; Shout; Good Lovin'; With a Little Help from My Friends; The Boys Are Back in Town; Bang Bang; Good Golly Miss Molly; whole Lotta Rosie; it's Only Rock 'n Roll; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/811
A little bit of what you fancy, just let me rock. Crusader, back on the street, and many, many, em. 432.0x756.0


CD 3702939 THE VERY BEST OF SAXON 1977-1988. The highest-selling album of this unique group is presented in this three CD, 49 track collection. Includes Big Teaser, Stallions of the Highway, Back to the Wall, Military Guard, Hungry Years, Dallas 1PM, And the Bands Played Down on Board, Summer Sunshine, Sailing Nagasaki, The Power and the Glory, Come on Feel the Noize, and many more. Rhino.

CD 2981149 PETER FRAMPTON: Icon. This CD collects 12 solo hits, including Show Me the Way; I Can't Stand It No More; It's a Plain Shame; Signed, Sealed, Delivered (I'm Yours); Breaking All the Rules; and more. Universal Music.

CD 2980770 THE BEST OF EXTREME: The Millennium Collection. A cool compilation of 10 songs from the funk-metal band; Kid Ego; Decadence Dance; More than Words; Hole Hearted; Get the Face Off; Rest in Peace; Stop the World; Am I Ever Gonna Change; Tragic Comic; and Hip Today. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 2796333 THE ORIGINAL ANIMALS: Before We Were So Rudely Interrupted. This was the comeback album from a band with unfinished business. It's been twenty years since they took a break, together, this they felt was the time to reform and have some fun. These ten tracks include Brother Bill (The Last Clean Shirt); It's All over Now Baby Blue; Fire on the Sun; As the Crow Flies; Many Rivers to Cross; A Little Bit of What You Fancy; Just Let Me Rock; Crusader; Back on the Streets; and many, many, em. EMI Records Limited. $17.95

CD 297041X SUNSHINE OF YOUR LOVE: A Concert for Jack Bruce. Collects 12 tracks from the tribute concert performed October 24th, 2015 at London's Roundhouse, along with a DVD of the performance (122 minutes). Tracks include Hit & Run; I Feel Free; Don't Look Now; Keef Does Miles; How You Gonna Keep It Down; No Surrender; How's Tricks; The First Time I Ever Saw Your Face; The Calling; Light My Fire; Wear You to the Ball; Higher Ground; I Won't Close My Eyes; and more. Twenty tracks. Spectrum Music. $7.95


CD 2749509 MEAY: The Calling. Presents the beautiful artistry of Meay in this 12 track CD. Includes The First Time I Ever Saw Your Face; The Calling; Light Flight; Listen, Listen; The Songline to Home; Wayfarer Stranger; Sypass; Shannonado; Once You Were My Lover; Glimmering Girl; Glasgow's Burning; anac. 13 tracks. the Color Water Music. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

CD 6836081 MERLE HAGGARD & CONWAY TWITTY: Elvis Favorites. Haggard and Twitty sing 12 classics from the king of rock 'n' roll. Elvis Presley's songs are: I'm Just Like You;Suspicious Minds; It's All Right (Mama); Don't Be Cruel; Love Me Tender; Jailhouse Rock; That's All Right (Mama); Don't Be Cruel; Love Me Tender; Jailhouse Rock; Have I the Right; and many more. 45 tracks. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2920298 FOREIGNER: Original Album Series. One of the greatest 80s hard rock bands gives us five of their best. Five CDs collect all of Foreigner: Double Vision; Head Games; 4; and more. Featuring hits like Hot Blooded and Juice Box Hero. Packaged in cardboard sleeves with the original album artwork. Rhino. $21.95


CD 2903626 THE FOUR FRESHMEN: Collection 1951-62. Featuring the A & B sides of their singles for Capitol during this era, this 54 track collection includes Then I'll Be Happy; I'll Be Seeing You; Crazy Bones; My Heart Stood Still, Mood Indigo; Malaya; How Can I Tell You, Up Your Tears and Go Home; It's a Blue World; Baltimore Oriole; It Happened Once Before; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 2820218 THE VELVET UNDERGROUND: New York Rehearsal. 1966. These sixteen tracks from a live rehearsal broadcast, New York City, 1966, and a live broadcast recorded at The Cinematheque, New York City, 1966, include Walk Alone; Venus in Furs/Crackin' Up; Rhythm & Blues Instrumental; Day Tripper/Boom Boom; There She Goes Again; Heroin; Got It on Time; and more. Sutra. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 2953439 JAN & DEAN: One Last Ride. Recorded in Roslyn, New York, Jan & Dean give us live audio renditions of 19 stone cold classics: New Girl in School; Linda Baby; Talk; Drag City; Little Deuce Coupe; Shut Down; You've Got to Hide Your Love Away; Help Me Rhonda; I Get Around; Surf City; and more. RockBeat Records. $11.99

CD 2793456 DICK DALE: Live on the Santa Monica Pier. You never really know how appropriater the nickname “King of the Surf Guitar” is until you see Dick Dale perform live. This two CD set collects 30 songs from two live performances. Songs include Misirlou; Shake ‘n’ Stomp; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

CD 279282X AMERICA: The Archives. This fifty track CD set features a collection of live FM Broadcast performances including from Sigma Sound Studios, Philadelphia in 1966; Sigma TV Studio 5, Baden-Baden, Germany, 1966; and Universal Amphitheater, Los Angeles, 1978. Songs include Ventura Highway; Riverside; You Can Do Magic; Submarine Ladies, Horse with No Name; and more. Broadcast Archive. $19.95

CD 2819880 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREED BAND: A Gorilla Ballroom. From the Agora Ballroom, Cleveland, Ohio, August of 1978. This four track set comprises songs from Springsteen’s best performances. Titles include Summertime Blues; Badlands; Factory; Darkness on the Edge of Town; Thunder Road; Sherry Darling; Born to Run; Raise Your Hand; Rosalita; and more. Three CDs. Lettijed Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2811313 RICH HEEP: The Magician’s Birthday Party. This 12 track set is a must have for any fan of this iconic British band. Features some of Uriah Heep’s best hits. Featuring songs like Return to Fantasy; Tales; Sweet Pretender; I’ll Keep on Trying; July Morning; Dedication Dance; Circle of Hands; The Magician’s Birthday; Sympathy; Sunday; Easy Livin’; and Free N’ Easy. The Store For Music. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 2959798 THE EVERLY BROTHERS: Studio Outtakes. Pull up a chair and listen in at RCA Victor Studios in Nashville, as we join the Everly Brothers in session. Collects 34 tracks, including Bye Bye Love; Make Up, Little Shoe; Hey, Doll Baby; Don’t Turn Around; Oh, What a Beautiful Morning; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

CD 2970204 IAN HUNTER: From the Knees of My Heart. This four CD set presents Ian Hunter one of the inventive rock writers to come out of the 70s, on this solo album collection. Songs include Just Another Night; Cleveland Rocks; FBI; Once Bitten Twice Shy; Angeline; I Wish I Was Your Mother; Irene Wilde; Walking With a Mountain/Rock and Roll Queen; All the Young Dudes; Slaughter on 10th Avenue; and much more. Chrysalis. $21.95

CD 2975742 RUSH: R40 Live. This three CD set is a must have for any fan of this iconic rock band. Songs include The World Is The World Is; The Anarchist; Tom Sawyer; YYZ; Moe’s On Fire; What I’m Doing/Wrong Man; One Little Victory; and much more. Thirty-one tracks. Anthem. $14.95

CD 2975734 THE MANY FACES OF DAVID BOWIE. Bowie was one of the most important artists of all time. This three CD set collects 42 songs, including You’ve Been Around; All the Young Dudes; Oh La La; Illusion; Around and Around; Space Oddity; Prisoner; Little Women; and much more. Music Brokers. $14.95

and enter the item number in the search bar.
CD 2894416 BON JOVI. Includes nine songs from these icons of rock. Runaway; Roulette; She Don’t Know Me; Come Back; Shot Through the Heart; Love Dies; Breakout; and Burning for Love. Mercury Records.

CD 2870983 PEARL JAM: Completely Unplugged. Tailor made for a band like Pearl Jam. MTV’s acoustic showcase features 16 tracks of the band’s greatest hits. Features tracks like Yellow Ledbetter, Jeremy, Even Flow; Black; Alive; Porch; Rockin’ in the Free World; Daughter; Wishlist; State of Love and Trust; and their famous cover of Last Kiss. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2927497 JIMMIE RODGERS: The Complete US & UK Singles As & Bs. Rodgers’s early career was marked by pop, country, and R&B, bringing him hits on both sides of the Atlantic. This 45-track collection comprises the A and B sides of all his releases through to 1952, when he enjoyed his last Top 30 success with a UK No. 5 with English Country Garden. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

CD 5818443 EMMILY LU HARRIS with RICKY SKAGGS: Hickory Wind. Drawn from a live FM radio broadcast in Santa Cruz, CA, this stellar 1978 performance features Harris performing To Daddy; My Songbird; If I Could Only Win Your Love; The Angels Rejoiced in Heaven’s Sight; and Hickory Wind, and more. Twenty-three tracks. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2909912 GRATEFUL DEAD ROAD TRIPS, VOL. 4. This three CD track collection includes Cold Rain and Snow; Promised Land; Candyman; C.C. Rider; Brown-Eyed Women; Shakedown Street; Lost Sailor; Saint of Circumstance; Truckin’; The Other One; Morning Dew; Sugar Magnolia; It’s All Over Baby Blue; Terrapin Station; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $39.95 $21.95

CD 6649521 THE JON SPENCER BLUES EXPLOSION: Year One. These gods of alternative blues-rock light up 38 tracks. Twenty Nine; Typenack; Water Man; History of Sex; Chuck Wall; Big Headed; It’s Time To Get Up a Storm; White Tail; Write a Song; Eye to Eye; The feeling of Love; The Vacuum of Loneliness; Biological; and more. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $13.98 $3.95

CD 6992129 JACK SCOTT: The Singles & Albums Collection 1957-62. Comprises the A and B sides of Scott’s 22 singles, plus all the titles from his albums during this time period. This two CD set collects 60 tracks from the rock ‘n roll star, including What in the World’s Come Over You; My True Love; Burning Bridges; Baby, She’s Gone; Now that I; Strange Desire; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 577957X THE BEST OF THE MOTHERS: 1969-1982. Fifty-four tracks comprise the prolific early career of this popular female vocal group. Collects over 40 hits that made the Billboard and Cash Box charts, including their landmark number-ones Sincerely and Sugartime, as well as a variety of other popular titles. Collects 16 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Lounge Blues Club, featuring a legendary south side Chicago Checkerboard. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 2920301 JETHRO TULL, VOLUME TWO: Original Album Series. Five complete albums by this rock band, including Under Wraps; Crest of a Knave; Rock Island; Catfish Rising; and Too Old to Rock ’N’ Roll. Each is comprised of individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. $21.95

CD 2925842 DICKEY BETTS & GREAT SOUTHERN: Live at Rockpalast 1978 and 2008. Featuring three CDs with 21 tracks, and two DVDs with 21 tracks, this boxed collection includes on CD One Way Over; Jessica; Having a Good Time; In Memory of Elisabeth Reed; and more. The DVDs are live concerts at Rockpalast in 1978, and 2008, over the course of the band’s career. Features two DVDs with 21 tracks, and two DVDs with 21 tracks, this boxed collection includes on CD One Way Over; Jessica; Having a Good Time; In Memory of Elisabeth Reed; and more. The DVDs are live concerts at Rockpalast in 1978, and 2008, over the course of the band’s career. Features two DVDs with 21 tracks, and two DVDs with 21 tracks, this boxed collection includes on CD One Way Over; Jessica; Having a Good Time; In Memory of Elisabeth Reed; and more. The DVDs are live concerts at Rockpalast in 1978, and 2008, over the course of the band’s career. Features two DVDs with 21 tracks, and two DVDs with 21 tracks, this boxed collection includes on CD One Way Over; Jessica; Having a Good Time; In Memory of Elisabeth Reed; and more. The DVDs are live concerts at Rockpalast in 1978, and 2008, over the course of the band’s career. Features two DVDs with 21 tracks, and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

CD 2937935 JERRY LEE LEWIS: The Complete US & UK Singles As & Bs, EPs & LPs 1956-62. Coverings every track released by Lewis in the U.S. and UK, whether as an A or B side of a single, or as an EP or LP track, from his 1956 debut through to 1962, by which time he had scored all his Top 50 hits on both sides of the Atlantic. Includes Great Balls of Fire; Don’t Be Cruel; Frankle and Johnny; and more. Nearly 50 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

CD 2927543 THE LITTLE RICHARD COLLECTION 1951-62. This 60-track collection comprises almost all the A and B sides released by Richard during the first and most important decade of his career. A thoroughly entertaining overview of his early career, it features all 21 chart entries he had in the U.S. and UK during that time, as well as some lesser-known material. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

CD 2888327 STEPHEN STILLs: Transmission Impossible. Having spent over 50 years forging an extraordinary music career, Stephen Stills remains a stamping ground for other musicians. This three CD, 46 track collection celebrates his career, featuring tracks like Change Partners; Love the One You’re With; Midnight Rider; Born Under a Bad Sign; Everybody’s Talking; Woodstock; and more. Epic, and more. Epic. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

CD 2953323 BUDDY GUY: Live at the Checkerboard, Chicago 1979. This performance was recorded in 1979 at the legendary south side Chicago Checkerboard Lounge Blues Club, featuring Buddy’s Blues (Part 1). I’ve Got a Right to Love My Woman; Tell Me What’s Inside of You; Done Got Over You; The Things I Used to Do; and more. Ten tracks in all, packaged in a cardboard sleeve. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

CD 6887515 BUCKINGHAM NICKS: Alabama 1975. This twenty track collection includes a previously unreleased recording of Buckingham and London Auditorium, Tuscaloosa, AL in 1974 and ’75. Songs include Lola; Chat; Monday Morning; I Don’t Want to Know; Never Going Back Again (instrumental); Races Are Run; You Won’t Forget Me; Frozen Love; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $11.95 $5.95

CD 5795222 BILL HALEY: The Singles Collection 1948-60. Fifty-seven tracks feature all of Haley’s biggest hits, including top-ten classics like See You Later Alligator; Shake Rattle and Roll; Razzle Dazzle; Rip It Up; Don’t Knit That Frown; and of course, some of the most significant songs in pop history, Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 2993821 FOO FIGHTERS: Concrete and Gold. Collects 11 songs from the rock band’s Shirt; Run; Make It Right; The Sky Is a Neighborhood: La Dee Da; Dirty Water; and more. BMG Rights Management. Pub. at $13.99 $6.95

CD 3704566 JIM PETTY AND THE MEAT PUSHERS: Into the Great Wide Open. Released in 1991, this classic album collects 12 tracks from the American rock band, including Learning to Fly; Out in the Cold; Kings Highway; Into the Great Wide Open; Mr. Murphy; and more. MCA Records. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

CD 3770982 DAVID BOWIE: Outside in Budapest. Collects 16 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded in Budapest in August 1997 including Quicksand; Queen Bitch; I’m Waiting for the Man; The Jean Genie; I’m Afraid of Americans; Seven Years in Tibet; Little Wonder; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 3753734 GUIDED BY VOICES: Live from Austin, TX. One of the last performances from the acclaimed band, recorded November 9, 2004, is compiled here-30 tracks on two CDs. Songs include Demons are Real; Pimple Zoo; Everybody Thinks I’m a Raincloud (When I’m Not Looking); Sleep Over Jack; Echos Myron; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $11.95 $6.95

CD 3729451 THE WHO: My Generation. A stunning 89 track, five-CD superdeluxe set with a spectacular 90-page color volume with many rare period photos and memorabilia, including hours of video and interviews, and the DVD of the performance (97 minutes). New West Records. $5.95

CD 3714761 PEARL JAM: Bridging the Gap – Live DVD. 17 songs from a performance at Neil Young’s Bridge School Benefit Concert on the 19th and 20th of October 2006. Tracks include Footsteps; Sometimes; Better Man; Condoruy; Elderly Woman Behind the Counter in a Small Town; and more. Various. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/811
CD 2925745 BEE GES: Spick and Span. Twelve tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Stadthalle, Bern Switzerland, 1966 include New York Mining Disaster; Every Christian Lion Hearted Man Will Show You; Words; Gilbert Green; Turn of the Century; To Love Somebody; Holiday In Spicks; and World. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99.$11.95

CD 6831680 THE Best of Nilsson. Never performing live professionally, he managed to sustain a relatively lengthy recording career. This two CD set features 36 tracks including Without You; Everybody’s Talking; Cuddly Toy; Good Old Desk; Many Rivers to Cross; I’m Still a Young Man; I Think About Is; Your Woman; Moonbeam Song; and more. SONY BMG. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

CD 2926202 NEIL YOUNG & CRAZY HORSE: Santa Cruz 1984. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Catalyst, Santa Cruz 1984 these thirteen tracks include Rock; Rock; So Tired; Violent Side; I Got a Problem; Stand by Me; Your Love Is Good to Me; Powderfinger; Barstool Blues; Welfare Mothers, Touch the Night; Tonight’s the Night; Cortez the Killer; and more. Capitol. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 2930784 ROGER MCGUINN’S THUNDERBYRD: Hammersmith Odeon Broadcast 1977. From the live FM broadcast recorded at the Hammersmith Odeon, London, 1977 are these twelve tracks comprising Lover of the Bayou; American Girl; Mr. Spaceman; Why Don’t You Do Right; Ain’t No Good (If Lovin’ Ain’t); Mocheta; The Ultimate Test; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 2888114 MOTLEY CRUE: Saints of Los Angeles. Collects 13 tracks from the iconic hard rock band, including Face Down in the Dirt; What’s It Gonna Take; Welcome to the Machine; This Ain’t a Love Song; Just Another Psycho; and more. Zomba. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 2859747 CHICAGO: A Poem for the Peacemaker. Full show of the band’s performance at Tanglewood in Lenox, Massachusetts on July 21, 1970. Twelve tracks, including In the Country; Does Anybody Really Know What Time It Is; I’m a Man; and more. HOBO. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 6673945 SANTANA: Live at the Bottom Line 1978. One of the greatest electric guitarists of all time, originally broadcast live from The Bottom Line in New York City. Includes Wolf Alteight; Black Magic Woman–Gypsy Queen; Europa; No One To Depend On; One Man; She’s Not There; Evil Ways; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 6743999 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: Under the Covers. Presents a wonderful selection of 15 covers performed by Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band in concert between 1974 and 1994. Boom Boom; Back in the U.S.A.; I Want You; Twist and Shout; Not Fade Away; Summertime Blues; Then She Kissed Me; It’s My Life; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 6803273 THE DOOBIE BROTHERS: Original Album Series, Vol. 2. A collection of five albums from the legendary rock band, including The Doobie Brothers; Livin’ on the Fault Line; Minute by Minute; One Step Closer; and the Doobie Brothers Farewell Tour. Each is packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. $21.95

CD 2947145 JACK BRUCE: Live at Rockpalast 1980, 1983 and 1990. Bruce was a guest at Rockpalast various times, this boxset concentrates his 1983 concert as Jack Bruce & Friends, his 1983 concert as Jack Bruce and Band and his 1990 solo Rockpalast. Collects 43 songs on five CDs, including White Room; Hit and Run; Outsiders; Safe Enough Town; Breakdown; and more. Also includes two DVDs covering these three shows. Over four hours. MIG Music. Pub. at $34.99 $27.95

CD 287749X THE CLASH: Hits Back. Two CDs present this influential British punk rock group in this 32 track collection. Includes London Calling; Safe Earth; White Man in Harem; Guns in Your Rights; Ghettos Defiant; Armageddon Time; Stay Free; I Fought the Law; White Riot; Complete Control; Clash City Rockers; Tommy Gun; English Civil War; and many others. Columbia. Pub. at $11.95.

CD 3720551 PRINCE: Live Box. Fifty nine tracks on three CDs of live FM broadcasts. Titles include The Future; Housequake; Sexy Dancer; Purple Rain; Raspberry Beret; Dance Or Die; Controversy; Asia Slesia; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Laser Media. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95
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**CD 370421** DEBBIE GISSON: Anything is Possible. Sixteen songs from the '80s pop star, including Another Brick Falls; Anything is Possible; One Hand, One Heart; Sure; Lead them Home My Dreams; This So-called Dream; Hazel; Anyone Out There; and more. Acraft Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2984490** TOM PETTY: Live at the Chicago Theatre. Tom Petty & the Heartbreakers, Psychotic Reaction. This three CD collection features some of the best years of rock and roll from Tom Petty & the Heartbreakers. Includes the greatest hits: Mary Jane's Last Dance; baby, Please Come Home; American Girl; Bruiser; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 6703917** JOHN COUGAR MELLENCAMP: Dallas 1988. Mellencamp is at the height of his powers in this live broadcast from the Anatole Hotel in Dallas, Texas. Fifteen tracks include renditions of Paper in Fire; Jack & Diane; Long Black Road; and more. The Store For Music. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2848309** THE LITTLE BOX OF TOM PETTY. This three CD collection features the pinnacle years of rock and roll from Tom Petty. Includes Tom Petty & the Heartbreakers, Psychotic Reaction. This collection features the greatest hits: Mary Jane's Last Dance; baby, Please Come Home; American Girl; Bruiser; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 2926373** TODD RUNDGREN’S UTOPIA: Live at the Chicago Theatre. Todd Rundgren’s seminal prog-rock/power-pop band Utopia reunites onstage for the first time in 32 years. This fold-out cardboard case includes a Blu-ray, DVD, and 2 CDs with 24 tracks including Utopia Theme; The Ikon; Another Life; Do Ya; Freedom Fighters; The Wheel; Monument; I Will Wait; One World; and more. MVD Visual. Pub. at $17.99

**CD 8006772** GUNS N’ ROSES: Unplugged. This CD compiles a selection of rare acoustic, “unplugged” recordings, offering a completely different take on many Guns n’ Roses classics, plus a fine collection of covers. Songs include Dead Flowers; You Ain’t First; November Rain; You’re Crazy; Jumpin’ Jack Flash; and more. Thirteen tracks. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2888300** SANTANA: Independence Day 1981. This 10 track album features a quite mesmerizing performance by the legendary guitar frontman, Carlos Santana. Featuring many Santana classics, this live performance featured onstage a White Maracca Woman/Gypsy Queen; Soul Sacrifice; She’s Not There/Dragon Song; All I Ever Wanted; E Papa; Re: Open Invitation; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2871904** URIAH HEEP: Between Two Worlds. The stunning recording of Heep live at the Hammersmith Odeon in London on November 24th 1972, which captures the quintessential British rock band’s greatest hits. This is a testimony to the power of a truly great band. Immerzion. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2920263** BLACKFOOT: Original Album Series. Five complete albums from the American southern rock band, including Strikes; Tomcattin’; Marauder; Sigo; and Vertical Smiles, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3715132** TWIST AND SHOUT. Features five tracks of twist and shout hits by the original artists including Mama Said by The Shirelles; Little Billy Pretty One by Thousand Faces; Little Queen by The Isley Brothers; Down in the Boondocks by Billy Joe Royal; and Sixty Minute Man by Billy Ward & His Dominoes. Gusto. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2882981** TAYLOR SWIFT: Reputation. The 2017 album from the U.S. megastar featuring the singles Look What You Made Me Do; Ready for It; End Game; Delicate; Don'tinen Me; King of My Heart; This is why We Can’t Have Nice Things; and more. Big Machine Records. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 2907774** BON JOVI: This House Is Not for Sale. This album includes hits and celebrates the rock star’s first album in over ten years. This three CD set features a quite mesmerizing performance by the legendary guitar frontman, Carlos Santana. Featuring many Santana classics, this live performance featured onstage a White Maracca Woman/Gypsy Queen; Soul Sacrifice; She’s Not There/Dragon Song; All I Ever Wanted; E Papa; Re: Open Invitation; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2789016** LITTLE FEAT: S1. Valentine’s Day Massacre. Few bands that formed in the early 1970s have managed to survive and continue to touring to the present today. This 12 track album features their landmark 1976 Winterland performance, with hits like Skin It Back; On Your Way Down; Our Love Stand; All That You Dream; Dixie Chicken; Willin’; Triple Face Boogie; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $15.99

**CD 2798506** MADONNA: The Broadcast Archive. This 42 track, three CD set features live FM Broadcasts from the 1980s and 90s, with songs including Open Your Heart; Vogue; Papa Don’t Preach; Heat; Like a Virgin; Love Makes the World Go Round; Dress You Up; Holiday; Over and Over; and more. Material Girl; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 2926326** SLAYER: Praying to Satan. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Le Zenith, Paris, 1991 this comes these ten tracks; Hell Awaits;Angel of Death; War; Christ; Dead Skin Mask; Seasons in the Abyss; Leaf Peepers; Moonchild; Buried Alive in the Wasteland; and more. Private Press. Pub. at $19.99
**CD 6857620 JAMES TAYLOR: The Archives.** This 39 track collection includes the live recordings from The Jabberwocky Club, Syracuse, NY, 1970. The Atlantic Civic Centre, Atlantic, GA, 1981; and Baden Baden, Germany, 1986. Tracks include Rainy Day Man; Diamond Joe; Things to Get Better with; Your Concern; Eyes; How Sweet It Is; and more. Three CDs, Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 690873X THE FRANKIE AVOLON AVALON COLLECTION 1954-62.** This 63 track two CD set comprises tracks from his debut albums, all his A and B sides for the Chairman in USA and the HMV in the UK along with selected tracks from albums during this era. Songs include Venus; Why; Dede Dinosaurs; Go Back; A Boy From Old South; Box to Stockings; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

**CD 6828515 TOM WAITS: UNDER THE Covers.** His interpretations of songs written by others are enticing and delightful. Included in the 24 tracks are Standing on the Corner; Friday's Blues; Spanish is the Loving Tongue; Take it as it Comes; I Left My Heart in San Francisco; and When the Saints Come Marching In. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**CD 6668222 FRANK ZAPPA: Puttin' on the Ritz.** One of the most eclecti c and dangerous figures in the music business, Zappa twice performs live at The Ritz in New York City with this 1981 performance. Two CDs offer 30 tracks, including Teachee Crecile; Montana; Easy meat; Dumb All Over; Sinister Footwear; Whipping Post and more. Gold Fish. Pub. at $16.99 $14.95

**CD 6992099 FRANK ZAPPA: Berlin 1978.** Recorded at Berlin’s Deutscherlandhalle on February 15th, 1978. The two CD set collects 26 tracks, including Dancin’ Foot; The Black Page; Muffin Man; To Mama; Wild Love; The Tormented Fiddler; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6814999 JOHN HIATT WITH RY COODER: Live at the Cotati Cabaret 1983.** The recording featured on this CD is taken from a radio broadcast of a gig by Hiatt and band, plus Cooder on slide and electric guitars. Sixteen tracks including Riding With The King; Don’t Ever Try; Don’t Even Think; House; Satan’s Flowers; and more. Gold Fish. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**CD 6703968 METALLICA: Woodstock 1994.** One of the greatest metal bands of all time performs a 14-song set of their biggest hits, often in jaw-dropping extended renditions. Includes Master of Puppets; Wherever I May Roam; Fade to Black; For Whom the Bell Tolls; Seek & Destroy; Sad But True; Enter Sandman; Nothing Else Matters; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2903768 PRINCE: Small Club 1968.** These twelve tracks are from a live FM broadcast recorded at Paard van Troje, The Hague, Netherlands March 1968 and include: Jingle Bell Rock; More; Diamond Joe; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3736563 PAUL RODGERS: Hollywood Nights.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Troubadour, West Hollywood, in November of 1993 these fifteen tracks include: Shame; Some Action; I Don’t Want To See You; A Whole Lot Better; Fall on You; I Want You Bad; and more. Seventeen tracks. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3691675 METALLICA: Transmission Impossible.** Features rare broadcast recordings from live shows this unique artist performed during the 1980s and 1990s. Songs include Master of Puppets; For Whom the Bell Tolls; Fade to Black; Whiplash; The Four Horsemen; Ride the Lightning; and more. Forty-two tracks on two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6588074 DAVE MASON: The Columbia Years.** The definitive anthology of Mason's solo years with Columbia, collecting 30 tracks on two CDs: Misty Morning; Stranger; Head Keeper; All Along the Watch Tower; You Can’t Take It When You Go, and many more, including live tracks renditions of Feathers’ Alright, Take it to the Limit, and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $23.98 $17.95

**CD 6749542 LYNYRD SKYNYRD: Superjam 1978.** Skynyrd rocks hard with friends, first at the 1978 Sunset Jam (tracks 1-9), then at the Volunteer Jam Vol 1979 (tracks 11 and 12). Includes renditions of Jitter Bug; Cocaine; Reflections; Southbound; I Don’t Want to Go Down; Another Pretty Country Song; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**CD 6776396 PEPPER ADAMS: The Complete Albums Collection 1957-1961.** Brings together over five hours of music and celebrates the genius and unparalleled talent of Pepper Adams, one of the most important tenor saxophonists in jazz history. This collection includes eight complete albums with songs like Mary’s Blues; Minor Mishap; All Too Soon; and more. Forty-four tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6674048 BACHMAN-TURNER OVERDRIVE: Taking Care on the Highway.** Giants of Melodic Rock perform in a live radio broadcast from Chicago, 1974, featuring renditions of Let It Ride; Give It Time; Roll On Down the Highway; Welcome Home; Takin’ Care of Business; Slow Down Boogie; and You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet. Includes a bonus interview track with Randy Bachman. Smithsonian. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6656141 CAPTAIN BEEFHEART: Transmission Impossible.** In this CD set, two CDs present the renowned singer-songwriter performing some of his best songs, recorded in 1982 broadcast at Kaufman Astoria Studios in New York. Includes acoustic versions of Born at the Right Time; The Boy in the Bubble; Mrs. Robinson; Scarborough Fair and more. Twenty-three tracks. Iconography. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6706376 PAUL SIMON: Complete Unplugged.** Two CDs present the legendary singer-songwriter performing some of his best songs, recorded in 1985 at Kaufman Astoria Studios in New York, Live in the 1980s. Includes acoustic versions of In The Pocket; Someone to Love; Tie Me Down Again; and Hypnotized. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2903539 THE CHUBBY CHECKER COLLECTION 1959-62.** This two CD collection of 60 of Checker’s hits captures the essence of the dance craze era through one of its prime movers. Tracks include: The Twist; Hully Gully; Let’s Twist Again; and more. Twenty-three tracks. Iconography. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 667146X CROSBY & NASH WITH NEIL YOUNG: The 1972 Broadcast.** A two CD collection of a tour in 1972. Includes: Woodstock; Crazy Love; Crosby, Nash, and Young’s popularity. Legends of folk and rock come together for Wooden Ships; I Used to Be a King; Southbound Train; Harvest; Only Love Can Break Your Heart; The Needle and more. Twenty-three tracks. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

**CD 6642003 THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: Woodstock 1994.** These stalwarts of southern rock hit the stage in this live FM broadcast of the 1994 Woodstock Festival. Includes: performances of Havana Moon; Little Martha; I Am a Man; Georgia on My Mind; bubbling Hot Fudge; Southbound; Midnight Rider; Jessi; No One to Run With; Back Where It All Began; One Way Out; and Whipping Post. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6949000 THE DEL-VIKINGS COLLECTION 1956-62.** This sixty-track two CD collection features Come Go with Me; How Can I Find True Love; I Love You; The Shag; The Wrong Man; Fools; definitely My Girl; I'm On The Right Track; and many more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**CD 6760112 THE DOORS: The TV Collection.** The definitive collection of all television appearances from unforgettably live TV appearances, including performances on The Ed Sullivan Show; Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour; and more. Features Doors favorites like The End; Moonlight Drive; Build Me A Woman; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6760711 CHUCK BERRY: The Essential Collection 1952-72.** The disc includes performances from the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s, with Chuck often playing solo with his baritone saxophonists during the rise of bebop. Brings together over five hours of music and 39 performances. Twenty-three tracks. Iconography. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/811
**ROCK - POP**

**CD 288289** DAVID CROSBY AND THE GRAZING DEAD: David & the Dorks. This eight track album is a testament to the staggering talent and winding career of David Crosby, who has influenced so many bands who have followed in his wake. Includes tracks from his solo career, Crosby, Stills & Nash, and Crosby, Stills & Nash & Young. 2 CDs. Media. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 292589** GRATEFUL DEAD: Motherless Children. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Shoreline Amphitheatre, California, 1994 these 16 tracks include Good Lovin', Days Between, Terrapin Station, Fire on the Mountain; Here Comes Sunshine; It's All Over Now; Eyes of the World; Promised Land; and many more. 2 CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 6717683** THE RASCALS: The Complete Singles As & Bs. A comprehensive 47-track collection of the band's hit singles including Good Lovin', I Ain't Gonna Eat Out My Heart Anymore; Mustang Sally; Grown; A Beautiful Morning; People Got to Be Free; I Believe; and many more. 2 CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 5690721** FRANK ZAPPA: Live in Barcelona 1988. One of Zappa's finest shows from his 1988 tour place in Barcelona on May 17th. This two CD set captures that night with 22 songs, including The Black Page; She's Lost; Ain't Got a Heart; Love My Life; and more. Solute Productions. Pub. at $19.99.


**CD 2686015** THE STEVE MILLER BAND: Shake Your Tree. Revisit two albums from the studio albums from the early 70s, includingBaby Love; The Joker; Rock Me Baby; Living in the USA; and more. Solute Productions. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 2871076** TED NUGENT: Live in Detroit–Classic FM Broadcast 1986. The 16 tracks in this album are bringing to light bluesy rock ‘n’ roll mayhem. Features several of Nugent’s hits, including Free for All; Hey Baby; Painkiller; Tied Up in Love; Angry Young Man; Stormtroopin'; Snakeskin Cowboys; Baby; Smokin’; and more. Broadway Records. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 6814964** FRANZ ZAPPA: Dutch Courage. Zappa performs 34 tracks live from the Sportpaleis Ahoy in the Netherlands in May 1980. Dance; Foot; Joe’s Garage; You Are What You Is; Chunga’s Revenge; Keep It Greasy; Bobby Brown; Encore Break; I Don’t Want To Get Drafted; and many more. HBO. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 5585261** BETTS, HALL, LEAVELL AND TRUCKS: Live at the Cotton Club 1983. After the Allman Brothers split up in 1982, Dickey Betts formed this new band with Butch Trucks, the soulful bassist, and sax player from Wet Willie. Here they perform 14 tracks; Nothing You Can Do (There Ain’t); Whole Lotta Memories; Ramblin’ Man; Rain; Let Me Ride, Southbound, and more. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 2959755** COUNTING CROWS: Unplugged & Rare. Throughout their heyday, the Crow's would build their radio friendly, play acoustically, and this compilation features 15 such performances. Tracks include Round Here; Murder of One; Mr. Jones; Satellite; Summer Scottish Lute; and more. December; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 375393X** PAUL SIMON: Rhythm in NYC. From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Beacon Theatre on December 8, 1992. This 2 CDs set contains this wonderful compilation of 28 songs. Tracks include That’s Where I Belong; Graceland; You Can Call Me Al; Mrs. Robinson; Kodachrome; The Boy in The Bubble; and many more. 2 CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 3735133** ELVIS PRESLEY CONNECTION, VOL. 1. Collects 33 songs showcasing where Elvis got his music inspirations and style from, including Good Rockin’ Tonight; Love Me Tender; Jailhouse Rock; by the Shelton Brothers; Baby Let’s Play House by Everett; All Shook Up by David Hill; Blue Suede Shoes by Carl Perkins; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99.

**CD 2959576** SMASHING PUMPKINS: The Beautiful People. Collects 12 tracks from alternative rock band–To Steila; Once Upon A Time; Ava Adore; Pug; Perfect; Bullet with Butterfly Wings; Shame; For Martha, 1979. Transmission; and two songs featuring Marilyn Manson–Eye and Beautiful People. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 6585957** METALLICA: Live on All The Best! Rare & Unreleased Tracks 1982-1988. '80s pummeling era with this four CD set, collecting live radio broadcasts from between 1989 and 1993. Includes multiple performances of Master of Puppets; For Whom the Bell Tolls; Seek And Destroy; And more, other classics like One: Dead Sandman and Nothing Else Matters, and fierce instrumental solos. Laser Media. Pub. at $17.99.

**CD 6992056** THE DETROIT SPINNERS: The Ultimate Collection. This sterilizing two CD retrospective features all of the Detroit quintet’s significant recordings, including骨干曲目 Black Magic Woman/Gypsy Queen; Oye Como Va; Treat/Time (I Can’t Tell You Why); and more. Solute Productions. Pub. at $19.99.


**CD 6799337** FRANK ZAPPA & THE MOTHERS: Have a Little Tush. Features twenty-one tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Jemison field-house at Michigan State University in 1974. Songs include Tush Tush Tush (A Token of My Extreme); Village of the Sun; Penguin in Bondage; Montana; Chucka's, beard and Son of Orange County; and more. Solute Productions. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 5705292** BOB SAGET: A Time for Everything. Collects 12 tracks from the alternative rock band–To Steila; Once Upon A Time; Ava Adore; Pug; Perfect; Bullet with Butterfly Wings; Shame; For Martha, 1979. Transmission; and two songs featuring Marilyn Manson–Eye and Beautiful People. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 5692145** JOHN CIPOLLINA/NICK GRAVENITES BAND: Live at Rockpalast- Dortmund 1980. Cipollina never recorded a solo album so this concert is a rare document of seeing him fronting a great band. Collects 15 tracks on two CDs, including Rockpalast Captain; Southside; Luck Of The Draw; Signs of Life; Trust Me; Junkyard In Malibu; and more. Also includes a DVD at $19.99.

**CD 6976328** LOU REED: The Live Archive. Presents three live recordings, on 3 CDs, of Lou Reed’s concerts given in 1976 and 1989. His distinctive style is heard on thirty-eight tracks. Songs included are Sweet Jane; I Believe In Love; Lisa Says; A Sheltered Life; The Kids; Claim To Fame; Romeo Had Juliet; Halloween Parade; Dirt Blvd; and more. MVD Archive. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 2903328** MADONNA: The Immortal Collection. Collects 17 songs from the pop legend, including Holiday; Borderline; Like A Virgin; Papa Don’t Preach; Like A Prayer; Vogue; Lucky Star; and more. Warner Bros. Records. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 6992250** STEVIE NICKS: Transmission Impossible. Contains a selection of rare, unreleased, and live radio broadcasts. All recordings of Stevie in concert, made at various points of her sell out tours of the 1980s. Tracks include Gold Dust Woman; Leather and Lace; I Need To Know; Angel; Edge Of Seventeen; Dreams; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99.
Moon Cricket; Blue Fire; Now Wherever I May Roam. and The Cadillacs, Nicky & the Nobles, Little Jimmy & the Tops, and features 101 tracks on five CDs of sublime Doo Wop music by groups stunning boxed set with a thirty-two page informational booklet

Biggest hits, at the Irvine Meadows Amphitheater during the 2015-2016 performs their double platinum alt-rock album, along with the band's CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99

JANE'S ADDICTION: Alive at Twenty-Five. The Super Rare Doo Wop Box. Collects all the '80s and '90s tracks from The Moving Sidewalks and The Modern World, Beat Surrender, Strange Town, Going Underground, That's Entertainment; and more. Polydor.

CD 2953501 THE SUPER RARE DOO WOP BOX. This stunning boxed set with thirty CDs, includes unreleased demo tracks featuring the cream of the crop from both Stone the Crows and the World's biggest hits, at the Irvine Meadows Amphitheater during the 2015-2016 performs their double platinum alt-rock album, along with the band's CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99

JANE'S ADDITION: Alive at Twenty-Five. The Super Rare Doo Wop Box. Collects all the '80s and '90s tracks from The Moving Sidewalks and The Modern World, Beat Surrender, Strange Town, Going Underground, That's Entertainment; and more. Polydor.

CD 2953501 THE SUPER RARE DOO WOP BOX. This stunning boxed set with thirty CDs, includes unreleased demo tracks featuring the cream of the crop from both Stone the Crows and the World's most famous foursome, including

More. Bear Family Productions.

CD 2917912 RITCHIE VALES: Rocks. Although his life was tragically cut short in 1959, Valens achieved a vaunted status as a full-fledged songwriter and rock and roll legend. This CD collects 33 of his songs in two CD collection. Includes Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley & His Comets, Only You by The Platters; Unchained Melody by Al Hibber; Heartbreak Hotel by Elvis Presley; Yodel Yodel Yodel by Bill Bailey; Whatcha Gonna Do Now by Connie Francis; and For Whom the Bell Tolls, plus other favorites like One and Wherever I May Roam. and The Cadillacs, Nicky & the Nobles, Little Jimmy & the Tops, and features 101 tracks on five CDs of sublime Doo Wop music by groups stunning boxed set with a thirty-two page informational booklet

Biggest hits, at the Irvine Meadows Amphitheater during the 2015-2016 performs their double platinum alt-rock album, along with the band's CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99

JANE'S ADDITION: Alive at Twenty-Five. The Super Rare Doo Wop Box. Collects all the '80s and '90s tracks from The Moving Sidewalks and The Modern World, Beat Surrender, Strange Town, Going Underground, That's Entertainment; and more. Polydor.

CD 2953501 THE SUPER RARE DOO WOP BOX. This stunning boxed set with thirty CDs, includes unreleased demo tracks featuring the cream of the crop from both Stone the Crows and the World's most famous foursome, including

More. Bear Family Productions.

CD 2917912 RITCHIE VALES: Rocks. Although his life was tragically cut short in 1959, Valens achieved a vaunted status as a full-fledged songwriter and rock and roll legend. This CD collects 33 of his songs in two CD collection. Includes Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley & His Comets, Only You by The Platters; Unchained Melody by Al Hibber; Heartbreak Hotel by Elvis Presley; Yodel Yodel Yodel by Bill Bailey; Whatcha Gonna Do Now by Connie Francis; and For Whom the Bell Tolls, plus other favorites like One and Wherever I May Roam. and The Cadillacs, Nicky & the Nobles, Little Jimmy & the Tops, and features 101 tracks on five CDs of sublime Doo Wop music by groups stunning boxed set with a thirty-two page informational booklet

Biggest hits, at the Irvine Meadows Amphitheater during the 2015-2016 performs their double platinum alt-rock album, along with the band's CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99

JANE'S ADDITION: Alive at Twenty-Five. The Super Rare Doo Wop Box. Collects all the '80s and '90s tracks from The Moving Sidewalks and The Modern World, Beat Surrender, Strange Town, Going Underground, That's Entertainment; and more. Polydor.

CD 2953501 THE SUPER RARE DOO WOP BOX. This stunning boxed set with thirty CDs, includes unreleased demo tracks featuring the cream of the crop from both Stone the Crows and the World's most famous foursome, including

More. Bear Family Productions.

CD 2917912 RITCHIE VALES: Rocks. Although his life was tragically cut short in 1959, Valens achieved a vaunted status as a full-fledged songwriter and rock and roll legend. This CD collects 33 of his songs in two CD collection. Includes Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley & His Comets, Only You by The Platters; Unchained Melody by Al Hibber; Heartbreak Hotel by Elvis Presley; Yodel Yodel Yodel by Bill Bailey; Whatcha Gonna Do Now by Connie Francis; and For Whom the Bell Tolls, plus other favorites like One and Wherever I May Roam. and The Cadillacs, Nicky & the Nobles, Little Jimmy & the Tops, and features 101 tracks on five CDs of sublime Doo Wop music by groups stunning boxed set with a thirty-two page informational booklet

Biggest hits, at the Irvine Meadows Amphitheater during the 2015-2016 performs their double platinum alt-rock album, along with the band's CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99

JANE'S ADDITION: Alive at Twenty-Five. The Super Rare Doo Wop Box. Collects all the '80s and '90s tracks from The Moving Sidewalks and The Modern World, Beat Surrender, Strange Town, Going Underground, That's Entertainment; and more. Polydor.

CD 2953501 THE SUPER RARE DOO WOP BOX. This stunning boxed set with thirty CDs, includes unreleased demo tracks featuring the cream of the crop from both Stone the Crows and the World's most famous foursome, including

More. Bear Family Productions.
Rock & Pop

**CD 3753697 BILLY FURY: Wondrous Place, Vol. 2.** This wonderful collection includes 34 songs from the British rock star, including songs from the 1960s. Price: $19.99

**CD 377518 COUNTING CROWS: August and Everything After.** With 11 tracks, the album that pushed Counting Crows into the spotlight is presented here. Includes "Round Here," "Mr. Jones," "Perfect Blue Buildings," and many more. Price: $19.99

**CD 3758729 ROMANCING THE '60S.** Relive the romantic memories of the 60's in this 156 track 10 CD collection. Features great hits such as "American Woman" by The Guess Who, "Jealousy" by Elton John, and many more. Price: $19.99

**CD 6838111 DAVID BOWIE.** The rocker's debut album! Twelve tracks: "Uncle Arthur; Sell Me a Cow; Rubber Band; Love You Tuesday; There's a Happy Land; We Are Hungry Men; When I Live My Dreams; Come and Buy My Toys; Join the Gang; She's Got Marbles." Price: $19.99

**CD 2993999 ROGER DALTREY: As Long as I Have You.** Collects 11 songs from the English singer: "As Long as I Have You; How Far; Where is a Man to Go?; Get on Out of the Water; California for a Live Radio Broadcast in L.A.; Haven't Done Nothing; Out of Sight, Out of Mind." Price: $19.99

**CD 6799493 TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: San Francisco Serenades.** From a live broadcast recorded in San Francisco, 1997 featuring 40 tracks including "American Girl; Moneymaker; I'm Gonna Be Your King; Green Onions; Shakin' All Over; Many Jane's Last Dance; Louie Louis; Alright for Now; Mud and Water." Price: $19.99

**CD 6938604 BEE GEES: Spicks and Specks.** Released in 1966, these seventeen tracks include "Monday's Rain; How Many Birds; Play Down; Second Hand People; I Don't Know Why I Bother with Myself; Big Chance; Spicks and Specks; Jingle Jangle; Tin of Biscuits; Where Are You; Born a Man; and many more. Price: $19.99

**CD 2981157 RUSH: Icon.** A collection of 12 songs from the progressive rock band, including "Working Man; Fly by Night; The Necromancer; The Twilight Zone; Circumstances; and more! Price: $19.99

**CD 683222 CHUCK BERRY & BO DIDDLEY: Guitar Legends.** You'll love the 10 tracks collected here from these two pioneers of rock 'n' roll: "I'm a Man; Carol; Who Do You Love; Thirty Days; Roll Over Beethoven; You Can't Catch a Break; and many more!" Price: $19.99

**CD 2819945 FRANK ZAPPA: Poughkeepsie.** From a live FM broadcast at Mid-Hudson Civic Center, Poughkeepsie, New York, September 1978. These tracks feature "The Deathless Horse; Dancin' Fool; Honey Don't You Want a man Like Me; Is That Guy Kidding or What? Village of the Sun; Magic Fingers; Little House I Used to Live In; Yo Mama; Black Napkins; and more! Price: $19.99

**CD 6738648 JOE WALKER: The Broadcast Archive.** Three CDs collect classic rock performances from the 1960s and 1970s. The "Clown Prince of Rock" performs live for All Night Long (12 tracks); The King of Comedy (14 tracks); and If I Was the President (16 tracks); featuring multiple renditions of "In the City." Price: $19.99

**CD 6839999 AEROSMITH: Pump.** Enjoys fourteen tracks from "The Bad Boys from Boston" including "Young Lust; F.I.N.E.; Going Down; Love in an Elevator; Monkey On My Back; Water Song; Jane's Got a Gun; Dulcimer Stomp; The Other Side; My Girl; Don't Get Mad, Get Even; Hoodoo, Wooden Medicine Man; and What It Takes." Price: $19.99

**CD 2871041 STEPHEN STEVENS: Viva Las Vegas.** This electric set was recorded live for FM broadcast in the mid 1990s. This 13 track collection features live performances of hits like Midnight Rider; Long Time Gone; Done; Stick Woodstock; Born in Ohio; Change Partners; Treetop Flyer; The Ballad of Hollis Brown; Love the One You're With; and many more! Price: $19.99

**CD 696138X DAVID BOWIE: Isolar II Tour 1978.** From a live broadcast recorded at the NHK Hall, Tokyo, Japan, December 1978, these twelve tracks include "Warszawa; Heroes; Fame; Beauty and the Beast; Five Years; Soul Love; Stay; Hang on to Yourself; Ziggy Stardust; Starman; Slaggerhead; and more! Price: $19.99

**CD 6791352 BOBBY VEE: Down the Line—A Buddy Holly Tribute.** In a legend of his own right, Vee pays tribute to one of the most important rockers of the 20th century with this 1999 release. Fifteen tracks revive Buddy Holly classics like "That'll Be the Day; I'm Not a Perfect Boy; Love Me; How Much Love's a Fool of You; Holly Love; Is Strange; and more! Price: $19.99

**CD 287076 DAVID BOWIE: The Lost Sessions.** While Bowie's early career was often sporadic, he was rarely off the wireless. And the sessions he recorded for radio across this period makes for a fascinating body of work. This two CD collection features 32 tracks, including "Waiting for the Man; Love You Till Tuesday; Andy Warhol; Song For Bob Dylan; star Dust; and many more. Price: $19.99

**CD 693856X TED NUGENT: Kentucky State Fair 1995.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Kentucky State Fair, Cardinal Stadium, Louisville, KY, 1995 come these 20 tracks that include "Runnin' to the Center of the Mind; Just What the Doctor Ordered; Wang Dang Doo Lop Pontang; Red Hot; Cal Scruffy; and more. Price: $19.99

**CD 6886914 AEROSMITH: The Broadcast Archive.** This three CD collection of 41 tracks are from live FM broadcasts from Boston, 1973; Burbank, California 1974; Boston, 1978; and Worcester, Massachusetts 1986. Songs include "One Way Street; Somebody; Write Me a Letter; Walkin' the Dog; Movin' Out; Rats in the Cellar; Back in the Saddle; Same Old Song and Dance; and many more! Price: $19.99

**CD 2821478 PEARL JAM: Vitalogy.** Released in 1994 this album has since gone 4-times Platinum and now has been completely remastered. Collects 14 tracks, including "State Exit; Spin the Black Circle; Corduroy; Whispering; Tremor Christ; and more! Price: $19.99

**CD 6795383 JAMES TAYLOR: 1970 and That... Recorded live at the Jabberwocky Club in Syracuse, New York, this 1970 concert is Taylor at his best, featuring songs like "Rainy Day Man; Diamond; Things Go Better with Coke; Machine Gun Kelly; Anyway Like Heaven; Fire and Rain; Circle Round the Sun; Will the Circle Be Unbroken?; and many more. Price: $19.99

**CD 6673813 JACQUELINE BROWN: Awake Again.** Recorded live at the Casino de Maroc in Switzerland, this 1992 broadcast offers 19 live performances of "Somebody's Baby; That Girl Could Sing; Fountain of Sorrow; For Everyone; Knock on Any Door; Your Bright Baby Blues; Tender Is the Night; For a Dancer; and many more. Price: $19.99

**CD 3570309 DON McLEAN: Live at the Plaza.** Recorded live at the Plaza in New York, 1973, this two CD collection features 27 tracks like "The Weight; Sweet Home Chicago; American Pie; and Many More! Price: $19.99

**CD 6839545 PATTY SMYTH AND SCANDAL: Goodbye to You! Best of the '80s Live.** This CD collects 15 songs from two albums by Patty Smyth and her band, Scandal. Songs include " Warrior; Goodbye to You; Less Than Half of what You Say Is True; Tonight; Love's Got a Line on You; She Can't Say No; and more. Price: $19.99

**CD 6673814 BEE GEES: BEE GEES Live.** Released in 1996 this two CD collection features 40 tracks including "Saturday Night Fever; Children of the Night; Children of the Revolution; and many more! Price: $19.99

**CD 6859553 PATTY SMYTH AND SCANDAL: Goodbye to You! Best of the '80s Live.** This CD collects 15 songs from two albums by Patty Smyth and her band, Scandal. Songs include " Warrior; Goodbye to You; Less Than Half of what You Say Is True; Tonight; Love's Got a Line on You; She Can't Say No; and more. Price: $19.99

**CD 6673813 JACQUELINE BROWN: Awake Again.** Recorded live at the Casino de Maroc in Switzerland, this 1992 broadcast offers 19 live performances of "Somebody's Baby; That Girl Could Sing; Fountain of Sorrow; For Everyone; Knock on Any Door; Your Bright Baby Blues; Tender Is the Night; For a Dancer; and many more. Price: $19.99
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CD 2993880 REVAMP: Reimagining the Songs of Elton John & Bernie Taupin. This album sees many of John and Taupin’s songs revered by a new generation of contemporary music’s most vital talents. Tracks include Cuddle in the Wind by Ed Sheeran; Don’t Let the Sun Go Down On Me by Miley Cyrus, Tiny Dance by Florence & The Machine, We Are All F*cked Sometimes by The 1975, and more. Thirteen tracks. Universal Music.

PRICE CUT to $4.95

CD 2980878 BINKY-182. Collects 14 songs from the popular rock band, including Feeling This; Obvious; I Miss You; The Fallen Interlude; Easy Target; I’m Lost Without You; and more. Geffen.

PRICE CUT to $3.95

CD 682286X GRATEFUL DEAD: 50 Shades of Black & White. This double CD set features the entire gig performed by this celebrated group at the Brendan Byrne Arena in 1980. Includes Touch of Grey; New Minglewood Blues; Friend of the Devil; Beat It; On Down the Line; Stagger Lee; Box of Rain; I Need a Miracle; and more. Two CDs. Grateful Dead.

PRICE CUT to $2.95

CD 2903598 THE DON CHERRY SINGLE COLLECTION, 1950-59. Features Cherry’s entire creative output from this era including the top ten hits Mona Lisa; Band of Gold and Thinking of You. Seventy-two additional tracks include: Third Man Theme; Powder Blue; Belle, Belle; My Liberty; I’m Gonna Change My Mind; Where Can You Be; Sip of Moonlight; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat.

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 6673821 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Nothing in Particular. The lost 1968 Dutch broadcast pulling from three performances, finally unveiled and presented on one disc. Thirteen classic rock tracks include multiple cuts of Crown of Creation; and Somebody to Love; plus Plastic Fantastic Lover; In Time; White Rabbit; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95


PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 6693102 POISON: Gold. They started in the 1980s and became one of the biggest, best and most brazen bands around. This two CD set collects 32 songs, including Every Rose Has Its Thorn; Talk Dirty to Me; Look What the Cat Dragged In; I Won’t Forget You; Want It All; and more. Universal Music.

PRICE CUT to $12.95

CD 6673775 GRATEFUL DEAD: San Francisco 1976. The greatest jam band of all time performs at the Orpheum Theatre in this massive three-CD set, collecting live versions of the greatest jams ever. Includes Searer’s Mississippi Half Step Uptown Toodeloo; Cassidy; Mama Tried; Looks Like Rain; Lover; Samson and Delilah; Candleman; Not Fade Away; Johnny B. Goode; and more. Lettiheld Media. Pub. at $19.99

PRICE CUT to $11.99

CD 6826639 ERIC CLAPTON: The Dallas Cowboy. The performance on this milestone album from Dallas Municipal Auditorium on March 15th, 1976 from a live FM radio broadcast. This remarkable concert collects the following nine tracks Hello Old Friend; Sign Language; Badge; Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door; One Night; Tell the Truth; Can’t Find My Way Home; Blues Power; and Layla. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 3706251 WHITE LION: Man Alone. Collects tracks from the debut album of the band formed by frontman Bette Miller and singer George, this 1978 concert in Tokyo is a reminder of Little Feat’s best years. Fifteen tracks include Skin It Back; Rock and Roll Doctor; Feats Don’t Fail Me Now; Rockin’ in My Rocking Chair; and more. Epic.

PRICE CUT to $7.95

CD 2798425 GRATEFUL DEAD: The Wharf Rat Come East. From a live FM Broadcast recorded at the Capitol Theater, Port Chester, N.Y., 1971, come these 18 tracks that include Casey Jones; Me and My Uncle; Handle to Handle; Playin’ in the Band; Sugar Magnolia; Truckin’; Next Time You See Me; and more. Lettiheld Media. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $11.95


PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 6933744 GRATEFUL DEAD: Visions of the Future. From a live broadcast recorded at The Spectrum, Philadelphia, PA, in 1995, these eighteen tracks include Hell in a Bucket; El Paso; Ramble on Rose; The Promised Land; It’s All Too Much; Uncle John’s Band; The Last Time; Rain; and more. Two CDs. Golden Rain. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $12.95

CD 6799477 STEPHEN STILLS & MANASSAS: Winterland. Comprises 18 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Winterland Ballroom, in October of 1973, one of the last performances of Manassas. Includes tracks ‘N’ Roll; Cruisin’ In’; Country Girl; Johnny’s Garden; You’re Still On My Mind; The Treasure/Carry On; and more. Lettiheld Media. Pub. at $14.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 6703879 THE BYRDS: The Boston Tea Party. Originally broadcast live from the Boston Tea Party in Massachusetts, this 1969 CD set features one of the songs from the album Dr. Byrds & Mr. Hyde. Seventeen songs are featured. You Ain’t Going Nowadays; He Was a Friend of Mine; The Ballad of Easy Rider; Rider, Rider; Lay Lady Lay; Come Back Baby; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 6670691 ELVIS PRESLEY: Essential Original Albums. Three CDs bring together the entirety of six classic albums by The King of Rock’n’Roll: A Date with Elvis; Elvis Is Back!; King Creole; Blue Hawaii; G.I. Blues; and Something for Everybody. Relive hits like I Forgot to Remember to Forget; Blue Suede Shoes; and more. Seventy tracks in all. Masters of Music. Pub. at $29.99

CD 3691535 FOO FIGHTERS: The Big Day Out. Features the full broadcast recording of their live performance on January 26, 2000 from Sydney, Australia. Fifteen tracks, including Learn to Fly; Monkey Wrench; Hey, Johnny Park; Everlong; and more. Songs include Songs; Sick Girl; and more. HOB0. Pub. at $14.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 6657795 TOM PETTY & THE HEARTBREAKERS: Strange Behaviour. Sixteen tracks from the live FM broadcast recorded at The Dean Smith Center, Chapel Hill, N.C., 1989, including Bye Bye Johnny; The Damage You’ve Done; Breakdown; Free Fallin; The Waiting; Benmont’s Rider; Lay Lady Lay; Come Back Baby; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 2903725 MORRISSEY: Poetry Hour. Recorded for FM broadcast at the Balch Fieldhouse, Boulder, Colorado in 1992, this dynamic show was part of Morrissey’s tour to promote his album Your Arsenal. These fifteen tracks include lead single The Eastern Front. Features three CDs: David Bowie’s ‘Jubilee’, Iggy Pop with David Bowie, and David Bowie and Friends; The 1980s; You Can’t Do That on Broadway; Thank You Ma’am; Electricity (Drugs); The Anguis of Spring; Wild Is the Wind; Raw Power; Search and Destroy; Sister Midnight; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 668704X THE LITTLE BOX OF DAVID BOWIE. Features three CDs: David Bowie’s ‘Jubilee’, Iggy Pop with David Bowie, and David Bowie and Friends; The 1980s; You Can’t Do That on Broadway; Thank You Ma’am; Electricity (Drugs); The Anguis of Spring; Wild Is the Wind; Raw Power; Search and Destroy; Sister Midnight; and more. HOB0. Pub. at $14.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 6861326 THE ELECTRIC FLAG: Live from California 1967-1968. The CD features 23 songs from one of the premiere rock bands of the sixties. Among the tracks included here are: Soul Searchin’; Groovin’ Is Easy; Spotlight; Hey Joe; I’ve Been Loving You Too Long; and many more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

PRICE CUT to $11.95
**CD** 2870975  PAUL YOUNG: Wherever I Lay My Hat. This comprehensive compilation features all the hits from this pop rock singer's previous albums and 90s with hit singles and top five albums. Features 32 tracks over two CDs, with hits like Come Back and Stay; I Was in Chains; Every Breath You Take; and more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99  
**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD** 2993856 MILEY CYRUS: Younger Now. Twelve songs are presented here from the pop star, including Younger Now; Malibu; Love Someone; Weekend Without You; Miss You So Much; Bad Mood; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $19.99  
**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD** 2841142 AEROSMITH: Bad Boys from Boston. This CD collects 10 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded during their 1973 North America tour. Songs include One Way Street; Dream On; Somebody; Movin' Out; Write Me A Letter; and more. HBO. Pub. at $14.99  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD** 2953544 TODD RUNDGREN: Healing. Recorded in 2010 as part of a special limited six-day sold-out tour these twelve tracks include: Heal; Pulse; Flesh; Golden Goose; Shine; Time Heals; Sons of 1984; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $14.99  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD** 2953536 TODD RUNDGREN: Todd. Joining him on stage in this live concert were Utopia's Kasim Sulton (bass), The Cars' Greg Hawkes (keyboard), The Prince of Prince (drums), Guitar Player Magazine's editor Jesse Gress (guitar), Bobby Strickland (sax) and a full choir. Sixteen tracks include: I Think You Know; The Right Place; The Right Time; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $14.99  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD** 6962393 CROWDED HOUSE: Gold. This two CD set collects 35 songs from this spectacular Australian rock band. Tracks include: Now We're Getting Somewhere; Don't Dream It's Over; Four Seasons in One Day; Into The Sun; Something So Strong; and more. Universal Music. **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**CD** 6803180 GRATEFUL DEAD: Live in Concert. The greatest jam band of all time takes the stage for this 1980 performance. Twelve tracks include: I Love You; Monkey and the Engineer; Jack-a-Rose; Cassidy; I've Been All Around This World; The Race Is On; Alabama Getaway; and more. Grateful Dead. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD** 6992021 ALICE COOPER: Monsters of Rock. The 18 tracks collected are from a performance at the Theatre Monumental in Santiago, Chile on September 9th, 1995. Songs include: Under My Wheels; No More Mr. Nice Guy; Desperado; I'm Eighteen; Lost in America; School's Out; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.99  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD** 2985653 ANTHRAX: Boston Breakout. Recorded from a live performance on August 8, 1993 at the Wallace Center in Fitchburg, Massachusetts. This CD collects 14 tracks from the legendary thrash metal band, including: Playing with Fire; Found in a Mosh; Bring the Noise; Billy of the Best; and more. Smokin'. Pub. at $14.99  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD** 6795781 FRANK ZAPPA: Munich 1980. Sixteen tracks capture a live broadcast in Germany from one of rock’s most daring, eccentric, and fascinating performers. In addition to a pair of 1983 interviews, it includes live renditions of Chunga’s Revenge; Mother Coat; You Are What You Is; Nothing; Joe’s Garage; Cosmik Debris; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD** 2871068 TED KEY & THE KINGSTONS: Raconteur Rock. This classic British indie rock album features 10 tracks that are tinged with both his and politics. Tracks include: The Queen of Ella Street; Len’s Lion; Me Copy O’ London Calling; Oh Cruella; Anarchy in Argos; As Drunk as a Drunk Man Can Be; She Say No; The Bridge to Nowhere; and more. Right Recordings. Pub. at $14.99  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD** 2994534 M1 DEADBREZ/BONNOT: Between Me and the World. Created over the course of four months, these two legends from both sides of the music industry brought their talents together for this amazing collection of ten tracks: Number One with a Bullet; Killing It; Fill in the Blanks; Free up; Open; Tobacco Inc.; Relapse; Real DG; Sacrifice; and Between Me and the World. Sound Weapon. Pub. at $10.99  
**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**CD** 2926415 YOU’RE KILLING ME. This CD collects 25 rockin’ hits by the original artists including Rockabilly Bungalow by George Morgan; Race with the Devil by Gene Vincent & His Blue Caps; You’re Killin’ Me by Milt Tremier & His Solid Six; Do You Love Me by Eddy Arnold & Jaye P. Morgan; She Would Never by Charlie Feathers; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99  
**$5.95**

**CD** 2926393 TWO TIMIN’ WOMAN. Revisit the fifties with these 25 rockin’ tracks by the original artists which include Drummer Boy by Rock and Roll’s Hottest Woman; Rock & Roll’s Hottest Woman by Jack Scott; Don’t Stop Now by Roy Hall; Go Slow by Fats Domino; Little Bitey Mama by Wesley Foley; Crocodile Hop; and more. Dale Thomas; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99  
**$5.95**

**CD** 5878691 CROSBY & NASH: Wind on the Water. Generally acknowledged as one of the best post-split projects from Crosby Stills, Nash & Young, this 11-track album includes Carry Me; Mama Lion; Bittersweet; Take the Money and Run; Naked in the Rain; Look Back; Wind on the Water; If I Could Only Remember My Name; and more. Columbia. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

**CD** 2925923 HEY PRETTY BABY. Features 25 rockin’ tracks by the original artists including They Wanna Fight by Chuck Harrod; Cherrystone by The Addrisi Brothers; Hey Pretty Baby by The Admiral Tales; Blue Swingin’ Mama by Larry Dow & His Band; and more. Sonic Boom. **PRICE CUT to $7.99**

**CD** 2926113 LOVIN’ HONEY. Re-live the rockin fifties with these 25 tracks by the original artists including Go Boy, Go by Carl Smith; Lovin Honey by Thurl Ravenscroft & The Piping Plover; and more. Lovable Man by Sonny James; I’ve Got To Have You by Jimmy Jones & The Pretenders; Take It Easy Greasy by Bobby Charles; and much more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99  
**$5.95**

**CD** 2928239 TINY TAIL GIRL. Includes a selection of 25 tracks from the fifties by the original artists including Eat Your Heart Out Annie by The Jodimars; Pony Tail Girl by Don Lanier; Mad, Baby, Baby by Thurl Ravenscroft & The Sky Dolls; and more. Lovable Man by Sonny James; There Was A Fungus Among Us by Terry Noland; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99  
**$5.95**

**CD** 2926407 YOU ARE MY BABY. Featuring 25 rockin’ hits from the fifties this collection is performed by the original artists and includes: You Oughta See Grandma Royal; Skects McDonald; Gone, Gone, Gone by Carl Perkins; A Fool for Lovin by Vikki Nelson; You Are My Baby by Roy Oitson; Sock Hop by The Night Hawks; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99  
**$5.95**

**CD** 6722334 CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY: Texas Pop Festival 1969. This live performance brings their experimental sounds to the stage for this 1969 concert. Eleven live tracks include: Does Anybody Really Know What Time It Is?; South California Purples; Beginnings; 25 or 6 to 4; Fun in Texas; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99  
**$11.95**

**CD** 5889491 SANTANA: Bill Graham Memorial 1981. Carlos Santana and the band performed at the memorial of Bill Graham with whom they had maintained a long term working relationship. Contains 7 tracks which include Spirits Dancing in the Sky; Everywhere in Heaven; Peace Love & Joy; Mother Earth/Mother Earth/Third Stone from the Sun; Oye Como Va; Bertha; I Love You Too Much; and Jinggo. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99  
**$11.95**

**CD** 6992048 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREET BAND: The Soul Songs. This live album from 1985 of Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band put on a memorable show at the Maple Leaf Gardens in Toronto which is released for the first time on this two CD set. Among the 16 tracks included: Thunder Road; Backstreet: Born to Run; It’s My Life; Night Action; in the Streets; and more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $19.99  
**$14.95**

---

Not Yet By The Do-It-Me-Trio; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99  
**$5.95**

---
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**CD 6887015**

**GREATFUL DEAD:**

**Laughter, Love & Music.** From an FM broadcast recorded at the Bill Graham Memorial, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco on September 5, 1978, are fifteen tracks including "Hell in a Bucket; I Know You Rider; Born on the Bayou; Bad Moon Rising; The Other One; Truckin’; Touch of Grey; Forever Young; and more. Two CDs. Iconography. Pub. at $19.99

**$14.95**

**CD 6818475**

**JANIKA BOPLIN:**

**The TV Collection.** Sixteen tracks bring together the audio of some favorite appearances by the fierce southern rocker, including performances on The Dick Cavett Show; Music Scene; The Tom Jones Show; and the Newport Folk Festival in Rhode Island. Tracks include "Just a Little Bit Harder"; To Love Someone; Rain on the Highway; Good Over; Piece of My Heart, and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99

**$11.95**

**CD 2925834**

**DAVID BOWIE:**

Small Club Broadcast. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Small Club, Paris, 1999, these fourteen tracks include Life on Mars; Thursday’s Child; Something in the Air; World on A Wire; Doctor Who; China Girl; Drive in Saturday; Rebel Rebel; and more. Good Ship Funkie. Pub. at $14.99

**$9.95**

**CD 2953552**

**TODD RUNDGREN’S**

**UTOPIA:** Live at the Fox 1973. From a live performance in Atlanta, 1973 come the first nine tracks including Utopia Thine; Don’t You Ever Learn; Sons of 1984; Open My Eyes; Black Maria; The Last Ride; Slut; Couldn’t I Just Tell You; and Everybody’s Marshall. Pub. at $14.99

**$12.95**

**CD 2925907**

**GUITAR SLIM:**

The Complete Releases 1951-58. Comprising the A & B sides of his singles on the Imperial, J-B, Specialty & Voco Labels these thirty tracks, including his number one hit The Things That I Used to Do feature: Bad Luck Is on Me; New Arrival; Standin’ at the Station; Well, I Done Got over it; Think it Over; If I Should Lose You; I Won’t Mind at All; and many more. ACRAT. Pub. at $16.99

**$11.95**

**CD 6795803**

**GREATFUL DEAD:** Under the Covers. In 15 live covers, the Grateful Dead put their touches on a range of classic songs: Big Railroad Blues; Rain; The Promised Land; The Last Time; Just like Tom Thumb’s Blues; Good Lover; Big River; Gimme Some Lovin’; and More. Books. Daydreamer, The Charleston Fish; Do You Love Me; And A Thousand Miles Away; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**$12.95**

**CD 294883X**

**DANNY AND THE JUNIORS:** The Complete Releases 1957-62. This 35 track, two CD collection comprises the entirety of their recorded output during the core era of their recording career, featuring all their A and B sides. Hits include At the Hop; Sometimes I Cry; It’s All Right; and more. RockFuel Media. Pub. at $24.95

**$14.95**

**CD 3696652**

**SIMON & GARFUNKEL’S**

**GREATEST HITS.** Take yourself on a nostalgic trip when you listen to this 14 track collection of Simon & Garfunkel’s most memorable songs. Includes Mrs. Robinson; For Emily Wherever I May Find Her; The Boxer; The Sound Of Silence; I Am A Rock; Scarborough Fair/Canticle; Box Topper; Bridge Over Troubled Water; America; Kathy’s Song; and more. Sony Music

**$7.95**

**CD 6846899**

**THE ROOTS OF**

**PSYCHOBILLY.** This two CD set collects forty tracks of wild vinyl oddities from the 50s and 60s—a curious mix of rockabilly, surf instrumental and beatnik weirdness. Featuring songs from the Phantom, Link Wrap, The Vampires, Dick Dale, Jett Powers, The Trashmen, and many more. Not Now Music

**$7.95**

**CD 2821451**

**JOHN LENNON:**

**To the Power of**

**The Hits.** A wonderful collection of 56 songs from the rock icon, including Instant Karma! (We All Shine On); Stand by Me; Imagine; Happy Xmas (War Is Over); Power to the People; Gimme Some Truth, Give Peace a Chance; and more. Capitol Records

**$17.95**

**CD 2909024**

**CAT STEVENS:**

**Icon.** Collects 12 tracks by this legendary singer and song writer. Includes Peace Train; Moonshadow, Oh Very Young; The Wind; Roadside; Everyday I Dream; Morning Has Broken; Father and Son, Miles from Nowhere. Trouble; If You Want to Sing Out, Sing Out; and Wild World. A&M Records

**$11.95**

**CD 2981076**

**THE MAMAS & THE PAPAS:**

**16 Of Their Greatest Hits.** One of the best known folk rock bands of the sixties, this CD collects 16 of their songs, including Dedicated to the One I Love; Monday, Monday, California Dreamin’; Feelin’; Dancy In The Street; and more. MCA Records

**$6.95**

**CD 2930725**

**THE ALAN PARSONS PROJECT:**

**Extended Versions.** This two CD set collects forty tracks of songs from the British rock band, including Sirius, Eye in the Sky; The Raven, Time; Luciferama, Standing On The Highest Ground; and more. RCA Records

**$11.95**

**CD 2892055**

**THE BEATLES:**

**Rock ‘n Roll Music Live & Rare 1962-1966.** An amazing collection of 260 tracks on ten CDs from the British rock legends. In addition to several live performances from around the world, you’ll enjoy their first radio interview and a CBC outtake. Includes multiple renditions of many of their hit songs, such as Yesterday; Can’t Buy Me Love; A Hard Day’s Night; I Want to Hold Your Hand; and more. MCM Records

**$34.95**

**CD 2894556**

**THE WHO, Who’s Next.** Originally released in 1971, this iconic group presents nine tracks which include I’m One; We’re Underwood; Baba O’Riley; Bargain; Love Ain’t for Keeps; My Wife; The Song Is Over; Gettin’ in Tune; and more. Rhino

**$17.95**

**CD 2805529**

**SANTO & JOHNNY:** The Essential Recordings. This two CD collection features all of Santo and Johnny’s hits and other key recordings. Features 40 tracks, including Sleep Walk; Caravan; Tenderly; Dream; Teardrop; Bullseye!; Scotch Top; Submarine; California; Reflections; Sea Shells; Song of the Islands; and more. Ghee Media

**$9.95**

**CD 2871847**

**THE BEATLES:**

**Yellow Submarine.** This album remixes all of the original fab four recordings from the movie including a number of songs that were not originally available on the Standard Yellow Submarine. Tracks include Hey Bulldog; Eleanor Rigby; Love You To; Think for Yourself; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. EMI Records Limited

**$11.95**

**CD 2894424**

**CARPENTERS’ Icon.** The unmistakable hits of this beloved musical duo comes together for an indispensable overview of their hits set. Included on this 11 track CD collection is Yesterday, One More Superman; Superstar; Rainy Days and Mondays; Top of the World. (They Long To Be) Close to You; Only Yesterday; I Need To Be In Love; We’ve Only Just Begun and more. Universal Music

**$6.95**

---

- For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/811
CD 28944695 LITTLE RIVER BAND: Icon. Compiles 12 songs from the Australian rock band. It's a Long Way There; Man On Your Mind; Lap of Luxury; Take the Coal Change; Happy Anniversary, Down on the Border; The Night Owls; Reminiscing; The Other Guy; Take It Easy on Me; and Help Is on Its Way. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 38965899 EXPERIENCE HENDRIX: The Best of Jimi Hendrix. This iconic collection presents the best of the legendary musician Jimi Hendricks. Includes Purple Haze; Fire; The Wind Cries Mary; Hey Joe; All Along the Watchtower; Stone Free; Crossroads; Mutilator; Little Wind; It Was 9; Foxy Lady; Bold as Love; Castles Made of Sand; Red House; Voodoo Child; Night Bird Flying; and others. Sony Music. $11.95

CD 290872X THE BEST OF ASIA: The Millennium Collection. This progressive English rock band formed in 1981 and immediately rose to the top of the charts. Twelve songs collected here. Including Call Me; Blue Love; Total Eclipse of the Heart; Heat of the Moment; Don't Cry; The Smile has Left Your Eyes; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 3702782 THE BEATLES: Let It Be...Naked. In this re-release of one of the Fab Four's many masterpieces, the original track album—without songs like Get Back, The Long and Winding Road; Two of Us; Across the Universe; and Let It Be—is presented with the CD on the Fly, offering unique insight into the Beatles at their permited. $11.95

CD 2908975 DEEP PURPLE: Smoke on the Water. A pioneer of modern hard rock, this album collects 10 tracks from the English rock band, including Knocking on Your Back Door; Nobody's Home; Hush; Smoke on the Water; W榕owin'; Knocking at Your Back Door; Wasted Summers; Gypsy's Kiss; Strange Ways; Mitz Dupree; and Dead or Alive. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 2980843 BILLY IDOL: Icon. Eleven songs from the rock 'n' roll bad boy, including Dancing with Myself; White Wedding; Don't Need a Gun; Mony Mony; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 2908798 THE BEST OF J.J. CALE: The Millennium Collection. Hailed as “the apostle of laid-back rock.” Cale exerted a powerful influence on the pop scene of the early 70s. Eleven tracks are collected on this CD, including Call Me Breeze; Crazy Mama; Magnolia; I'll Make Love to You; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 293521X ROLLING STONES: Blue & Lonesome. This recording takes the band back to their roots and the passion for blues music. Collects 12 tracks, including Just Fool; Commit a Crime; I Can't Quit You Baby; All of Your Love; Little Rain; Everybody Knows About my Good Thing; and more. Promotone. $7.95

CD 2935201 ROY ORBISON WITH THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA: A Love So Beautiful. This CD features elegant and spirited arrangements of Roy's best original vocal performances with the world-class musicianship of London's most beloved orchestra. Songs include Oh, Pretty Woman; In Dreams; Running Scared; It's Over; Crying; You Got It; and more. Seventeen tracks. Sony Music. $7.95

CD 6649506 THE JON SPENCER BLUES EXPLOSION: Original Shirt Rock 'N Roll: The First Ten Years. Twenty-two tracks represent the first decade of this alternative rock/blues trio. Includes Chicken Dog; Magical Colors; Money Rock In; I'm Mad; Love Me Tender; Blues Max; History of Sex; Leave Me Alone So I Can Shout! Factory. Pub. at $13.98 $2.95

CD 282017X TALKING HEADS: The Archives. This three CD boxed set includes the albums Talking Heads: The Boston Tea Party; Talking Heads: Heartbeat; and Talking Heads: Little Creatures. Includes Mississippi Half-Step Uptown Toodeloo; Jack Straw; To Lay Me Down; When Push Comes to Shovel; Scarborough Fores; Fire on the Mountain; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 6649513 THE JON SPENCER BLUES EXPLOSION: Extra Wide. Two discs offer 46 songs from this blues-rock band. Includes Afro; History of Lies; Backsider; Soul Letter; Pant Leg; Hey Mom; Invisible World of the Blues Explosion; The World of Sex; Out of Luck; If I Had A Blue Sky; And Sons of Sam; Jailhouse Rock; and more. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.98 $3.95

CD 6883176 THE BEST OF 50'S ROCK 'N ROLL. The 13 tracks collected here contains the seeds of a cultural revolution. Includes (We're Gonna) Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley & the Comets; Blue Suede Shoes by Jerry Lee Lewis; Johnny B. Goode by Chuck Berry; La Bamba by Ritchie Valens; and more. Universal Music. $6.95

CD 6883265 ESSENTIAL STEVE EARLE. Collects 13 songs from the country and rock star. Tracks include Guitar Town; Hillbilly Highway; The Devil's Right Hand; We Got It; Someday; and more. Universal Music. $6.95

CD 2877457 DEMI LOVATO: Confident. This eleven track collection features the sensational musical style of Demi Lovato. Includes Confident; Cool for the Summer; Old Ways; For You; Stone Cold; Kingdom Come; Waitin' for You; Wildfire; Lionheart; Yes; and Father. UMG Recordings. $6.95

CD 6837948 MEAT LOAF: Bat Out of Hell II. Eleven of the singer/songwriter's best hits including Do Anything for Love; Life Is A Lemon and I Want My Money Back; Rock and Roll Dreams come Through; It Just Won't Quit; Out of the Frying (and into the Fire); Wasted Youth; and more. MCA Records. $3.95

CD 6883311 RAINBOW: Rising. A classic album from the British hard rock band, led by guitarist Ritchie Blackmore. Collects six tracks: Tarot Woman; Run with the Wolf; Starstruck; Do You Close Your Eyes; and Light in the Big Polymag Records. $6.95

CD 6971741 ELVIS AT THE MOVIES, VOLUME ONE. Relive Elvis’ hits from the big screen in this four CD set. These 80 tracks include memorable songs from six hit movies Love Me Tender; Loving You; Jailhouse Rock; King Creole; GI Blues; and Flaming Star. Reel to Reel. $11.95

CD 2685906 CHUCK BERRY. 1955-61: The Complete Chess Singles As & Bs. One of the key figures of rock 'n' roll, Berry's formative years are celebrated in this 50-track set. This comprises tracks A- and B-side released during this period, including Maybelline; The Downbound Train; Johnny B. Goode; Roll Over Beethoven; Let Two CD: Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

CD 2888467 NEIL YOUNG: Paris 1989. Serves as a testament to the dynamic performances Young gave in Paris. Contains bonus cuts from live broadcast recordings made in the U.S. Included on 15 tracks are My My; Hey Hey (Out of the Blue); Rocker in the Free World; The Old Laughing Lady; Don't Let It Be Over; Down; This Notes for You; and much more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

CD 6963129 RUSH: Gold. This two CD set features many of the Canadian rock band's biggest hits, including The Spirit of Radio; Fly by Night; Tom Sawyer; Time Stand Still; Limelight; Red Barchetta; 2112 Overture; and more. Twenty-nine tracks. Mercury. $15.95

CD 6971741 ELVIS AT THE MOVIES, VOLUME TWO. Relive Elvis' hits from the big screen in this four CD set. These 80 tracks include memorable songs from six hit movies Love Me Tender; Loving You; Jailhouse Rock; King Creole; GI Blues; and Flaming Star. Reel to Reel. $11.95

CD 6883979 ELVIS AT THE MOVIES, VOLUME THREE. Relive Elvis' hits from the big screen in this four CD set. These 80 tracks include memorable songs from six hit movies Love Me Tender; Loving You; Jailhouse Rock; King Creole; GI Blues; and Flaming Star. Reel to Reel. $11.95

CD 6971741 ELVIS AT THE MOVIES, VOLUME FOUR. Relive Elvis' hits from the big screen in this four CD set. These 80 tracks include memorable songs from six hit movies Love Me Tender; Loving You; Jailhouse Rock; King Creole; GI Blues; and Flaming Star. Reel to Reel. $11.95

CD 6891000 TALKING HEADS: Lodger. Two CD set compiles 34 tracks from the legendary band, featuring old favorites, live tracks and rarities. Tracks include Walk This Way: Jamie's Got a Gun; Dream On; Let the Music Die; The퀭 and more. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 6971741 ELVIS AT THE MOVIES, VOLUME FIVE. Relive Elvis' hits from the big screen in this four CD set. These 80 tracks include memorable songs from six hit movies Love Me Tender; Loving You; Jailhouse Rock; King Creole; GI Blues; and Flaming Star. Reel to Reel. $11.95

CD 6883606 THE JON SPENCER BLUES EXPLOSION: Original Shirt Rock 'N Roll: The First Ten Years. Twenty-two tracks represent the first decade of this alternative rock/blues trio. Includes Chicken Dog; Magical Colors; Money Rock In; I'm Mad; Love Me Tender; Blues Max; History of Sex; Leave Me Alone So I Can Shout! Factory. Pub. at $13.98 $2.95

CD 6971741 ELVIS AT THE MOVIES, VOLUME SIX. Relive Elvis' hits from the big screen in this four CD set. These 80 tracks include memorable songs from six hit movies Love Me Tender; Loving You; Jailhouse Rock; King Creole; GI Blues; and Flaming Star. Reel to Reel. $11.95

CD 2909004 GRATEFUL DEAD ROAD TRIPS, VOL. 4, NO. 2. Presents the music of this utilotable group in this third CD, 33 track recording. Includes: San Francisco; Swamp; Samson and Delilah; China Cat Sunflower; I know You Rider; Embarred Prophet and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $47.98 $37.95
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**CD 2070145** ROCKTHOLOGY, VOLUME 4. Experience hard rock and heavy metal like never before with this video collection. Songs by some of the biggest names in rock history are featured, including an electrifying live concert. Includes interviews, band history highlights, discographies and more! Volume Four features rock legends like AC/DC, Bon Jovi, Ozzy Osbourne, Black Sabbath, Whitesnake, and more. 120 minutes on two DVDs. BMG. PRICE CUT to $14.95

**CD 2070195** CHRISTINA AGUILERA: Back to Basics–Live and Down Under. Aguilera is one of the hottest artists around. This DVD is better than ever with this spectacular-filled live performance DVD. She lights up the stage in Australia with 21 songs including Come on Over; Still Dirty; What A Girl Wants; Lady Marmalade; Beautiful; Fighter; and more. 120 minutes on two DVDs. BMG. PRICE CUT to $17.99

**CD 2070053** DANNY LLP: Runnin' Hot; Out of Your Life; The Healer. This eighteen track collection includes Welcome To This World; Heart Shaped Stone; All I've Got Is the Moon; Hell Hath Lost Its Power; Until the Devil Gets Played; That Dawn; A Falling Leaf; Daybreak; The First Day of Spring; Thus Wipe the Angel; Comatose Joe; Searching the Heavens; Loretta; and more. Capitol Music. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2072101** KATY PERRY: The Prismatic World Tour Live. Widescreen. Directed for the stage in seven thematic acts, this unmissable special captures live hits at over 100,000 tickets sold. This Prismatic Tour allows Katy to share intimate moments with her fans in a unique shared connection with the music. Songs performed include Roar; Firework; Wide Awake; Birthday; and more. 147 minutes. Eagle Vision. **$5.95**

**CD 2072093** THE POLICE: Cer tifiable. Widescreen. Live in Buenos Aires comes to CD and DVD on a multi-disc set. The concert from River Plate Stadium Cer tifiable DVD includes all of the bands classics such as Message in a Bottle; Walking on the Moon and Ever y Breath You Take. 109 minutes. The Rolling Stones. Two DVDs of the Police’s historic reunion tour. 50 minutes. Two bonus CDs with music from the concert included. A&M Records. **$5.95**

**CD 2071291** THE ROLLING STONES: Some Girls Live in Texas 78. Widescreen. The Rolling Stones 1978 tour of the USA in support of that year’s Some Girls album is considered by fans to be one of the very best. Presented both on a DVD and a CD, this Fort Worth, Texas set features live performances of such iconic classics as Honky Tonk Women; Imagination; and Jumpin’ Jack Flash. 128 minutes. New West Records. **$5.95**

**CD 2071283** ELVIS DELUXE: The Story So Far. Widescreen. The greatest rock band in history performs live in a can’t-miss summertime extravaganza in 2013. Set includes a DVD of the concert, plus two audio CDs collecting unforgettable highlights from the concert, including It’s Now Or Never; It’s All Right; Valencia; Start Me Up; Gimme Shelter; Jumpin’ Jack Flash; Sympathy for the Devil; You Can’t Always Get What You Want; and more. 132 minutes. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 2071275** 2975563 KATY PERRY: The Prismatic World Tour Live. Widescreen. Directed for the stage in seven thematic acts, this unmissable special captures live hits at over 100,000 tickets sold. This Prismatic Tour allows Katy to share intimate moments with her fans in a unique shared connection with the music. Songs performed include Roar; Firework; Wide Awake; Birthday; and more. 147 minutes. Eagle Vision. **$5.95**

**CD 2071267** THE ROLLING STONES: Some Girls Live in Texas 78. Widescreen. The Rolling Stones 1978 tour of the USA in support of that year’s Some Girls album is considered by fans to be one of the very best. Presented both on a DVD and a CD, this Fort Worth, Texas set features live performances of such iconic classics as Honky Tonk Women; Imagination; and Jumpin’ Jack Flash. 128 minutes. New West Records. **$5.95**

**CD 2071259** DANNY LLP: Runnin’ Hot; Out of Your Life; The Healer. This eighteen track collection includes Welcome To This World; Heart Shaped Stone; All I’ve Got Is the Moon; Hell Hath Lost Its Power; Until the Devil Gets Played; That Dawn; A Falling Leaf; Daybreak; The First Day of Spring; Thus Wipe the Angel; Comatose Joe; Searching the Heavens; Loretta; and more. Capitol Music. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2071251** KATY PERRY: The Prismatic World Tour Live. Widescreen. Directed for the stage in seven thematic acts, this unmissable special captures live hits at over 100,000 tickets sold. This Prismatic Tour allows Katy to share intimate moments with her fans in a unique shared connection with the music. Songs performed include Roar; Firework; Wide Awake; Birthday; and more. 147 minutes. Eagle Vision. **$5.95**

**CD 2071243** THE ROLLING STONES: Some Girls Live in Texas 78. Widescreen. The Rolling Stones 1978 tour of the USA in support of that year’s Some Girls album is considered by fans to be one of the very best. Presented both on a DVD and a CD, this Fort Worth, Texas set features live performances of such iconic classics as Honky Tonk Women; Imagination; and Jumpin’ Jack Flash. 128 minutes. New West Records. **$5.95**

**CD 2071235** ELVIS DELUXE: The Story So Far. Widescreen. The greatest rock band in history performs live in a can’t-miss summertime extravaganza in 2013. Set includes a DVD of the concert, plus two audio CDs collecting unforgettable highlights from the concert, including It’s Now Or Never; It’s All Right; Valencia; Start Me Up; Gimme Shelter; Jumpin’ Jack Flash; Sympathy for the Devil; You Can’t Always Get What You Want; and more. 132 minutes. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $14.95
**Blu-ray 681428**
**DAVE CLARK FIVE: Live in Sweden**
Widescreen. On April 5, 2012, the Dave Clark Five played a special concert with friends to honor the legendary Dave Clark, who passed away on April 9, 2011. The concert was performed live in Sweden and includes performances of hits like "Glad All Over," " Nimbus," and "Bits and Pieces."

**Blu-ray 681459**
**BILLY JOE ARMSTRONG: Live in Tokyo**
Blu-ray. This live concert features performances of hit songs from the Green Day album "American Idiot," as well as covers of classic rock songs. The concert was performed in Tokyo, Japan, in 2006.

**Blu-ray 681363**
**MIKE + THE MECHANICS + PAUL CARRACK: Live at Shepherds Bush London**
This exhilarating live show sees Mike & the Mechanics reunite with Paul Carrack to perform songs from their latest album, "Rewired," along with all the songs made famous by the band. The concert was performed live at Shepherds Bush in London.

**Blu-ray 681335**
**INNOCENT HEARTS: The Collectors’ Complete Collection**
Full screen. Features interviews with the band members, rare photos, and live performances from their heyday. This collection captures the essence of the band's music and their influence on the music industry.

**Blu-ray 681336**
**INNOCENT HEARTS: The Collectors’ Complete Collection**
Full screen. The greatest rock band in history performs live in a can’t-miss summertime extravaganza in Hyde Park, with a line-up of stars that includes Def Leppard, Journey, and the Pretenders. The concert was performed live in Hyde Park in London.

**Blu-ray 681337**
**INNOCENT HEARTS: The Collectors’ Complete Collection**
Full screen. On February 9, 2012, Paul McCartney brought his newly released "Kisses on the Bottom" to London in a live show that was recorded for the BBC. The concert features performances of hits like "Hey Jude," "In the Kingdom," and "A Hard Day's Night."

**Blu-ray 681338**
**INNOCENT HEARTS: The Collectors’ Complete Collection**
Full screen. The Rolling Stones, with special guest David Bowie, perform at Hyde Park in London to celebrate the band's 50th anniversary. The concert features performances of hits like "Brown Sugar," "Paint It Black," and "Jumpin' Jack Flash."

**Blu-ray 681339**
**INNOCENT HEARTS: The Collectors’ Complete Collection**
Full screen. On July 2, 2012, Paul McCartney and the band Wings performed live at Hyde Park in London to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the band's formation. The concert features performances of hits like "Let It Be," "Blackbird," and "Hey Jude."
and enter the item number in the search box.
Oldies - Easy Listening

**CD 5981174 THE VENTURES COLLECTION, 1960-62.** Sixty-four tracks offer a comprehensive overview of the entire era of The Ventures' career, comprising their A and B sides during the period, as well as the complete content of their first four albums—Walk Don't Run, The Ventures, Another Smash, and The Ventures D.J.s. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95

**CD 2894306 THE BEST OF CHUCK MANGIONE: 20th Century Masters.** Illustrating his prowess on the flugelhorn, here are ten of Mangione's hits including Land of Make Believe, Bellavita; Main Squeeze; Chase the Clouds Away, Feels So Good; Hide and Seek; Children of Sanchez; Hill Where the Lord Hides; Fun and Games; and Give It All You Got. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 3096793 THE PIANO MEN.** This 28-track collection showcases Henry Mancini performing Moon River; Days of Wine and Roses, and more; Floyer Cramer performing Always; Softly, As I Leave You; Danny Boy, and more; Roger Williams performing Autumn Leaves; What a Wonderful World; and more; and Peter Nero performing Stormy Weather; The Look of Love; Allee, and more. Two CDs: Reader's Digest. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3702092 TOP 100 USA.** Take a journey back in time with this five CD set, collecting 100 songs from music supersstars like Ray Charles, Stevie Wonder, Tony Bennett, Aretha Franklin, James Brown, Elia Fitzgerald, Dean Martin, Paul Anka, Elvis Presley, The Beach Boys, Roy Orbison, Andy Gibb, Boyz II Men, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.98

**CD 6548393 BALLADS OF THE GREEN BERETS: SSgt Barry Sadler.**Sadler delivers 13 tracks by turns partriocic and moving. The title track joins I'm a Lucky One; Letter from Vietnam; Badge of Courage; Sadness; Salute to the Nurses; I'm Watching the Raindrops Fall; Garet Trooper; The Soldier Has Come Home; Lullaby; Trooper's Lament; Barniba; and The "A" Team. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.98 $12.95

**CD 6897569 TERESA BREWER: The Single Collection 1949-62.** This 57-track collection includes many of the stylish and versatile singer's hits including her memorable number one hits Music! Music! Music! and I'll Wait Again with You. Comprising selected A and B sides from the singer's hit albums, the collection also includes Copper Country; Let Me Go, Lover; A Tear Fell; A Sweet Old Fashioned Girl; Ricochet; Jilted; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 6878202 THE CLASSIC SONGS OF COLE PORTER.** Collects 50 Porter songs, some by artists who were legendary interpreters of his work like Ella Fitzgerald, Frank Sinatra, Tony Bennett, Nat King Cole, Fred Astaire and Dinah Washington, along with others who simply dipped into Porter's rich catalog of landmark tracks and songs for their albums. Crooners. Pub. at $16.98 $12.95

**CD 6705855 THE FABULOUS FIFTIES: Those Wonderful Years.** Rediscover the magic of a decade in great music with 150 timeless songs. Includes Venues by Frankie Avalon; Love Is a Many-Splendored Thing by The Andrews Sisters; Love Letters in the Sand by Pat Boone; Tammy by Debbie Reynolds; My Happiness by Connie Francis; and more. TIME LIFE. $5.95

**CD 2867419 LIBERACE: Greatest Hits.** Collects 20 tracks from the legendary pianist, including As Time Goes By; Bewitched; Mosquito; Summer of Love; Over the Rainbow; I'll Be Seeing You; and many more. TGG. $4.95

**CD 5923085 INSTRUMENTAL BEATLES.** Sixteen of the best Fab Four tracks find new life in these charming instrumental adaptations. Includes And I Love Her; Blackbird; Hey Jude; Here, There and Everywhere; Hey Jude; If I Fell; In My Life; Lady Madonna; Let It Be; Michelle; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95

**LIMITED EDITION CD 3720276 BEST OF CROONERS.** This live five CD set collects 100 songs from some of the most popular names in music history, including Tony Bennett, Elvis Presley, Ray Charles, Marvin Gaye, Dean Martin, Harry Belafonte, Frank Sinatra, Nat King Cole, Bing Crosby, Johnny Mathis, Louis Armstrong, Perry Como, and many more. Wagram Music. $11.95

**CD 36921519 DORIS DAY: The Hits Collection, 1945-62.** Day was one of the most universally popular entertainers of the post-war era on both screen and record. This 79-track, three-CD set features a multitude of hit songs, including Sentimental Journey; I've Got You Under My Skin; Are You Getting Better All the Time; Love Somebody; A Guy Is A Guy; Secret Love, Ode Sera, Beautiful Love, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 18448789 RICKY NELSON: The Definitive Collection, 1957-62.** A comprehensive 108-track collection featuring all A and B sides of all of Nelson's U.S. and U.K. singles up to 1962, and all the tracks from the seven LPs he released in that same period. Includes I'm Walkin'; A Teenager's Romance; Poor Little Fool; Travlin' Man; Hey, Pretty Baby; Mad, Mad World; and much, much more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $34.99 $24.99

**CD 5878853 THE INK SPOTS: Greatest Hits.** All the top-tier treasures of this four-man vocal group come together in 18 tracks: If I Didn't Care; Address Unknown; When the Swallows Come Back to Capistrano; Whispering Grass; We Three (My Echo, My Shadow, and Me). To Each His Own; Blueberry Hill, I Can't Give You Anything But Love; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**CD 6587639 THE KINGSTON TRIO COLLECTION 1958-62.** Comprises all their A & B sides from the first formative years of their recording career. Fifty-five tracks include Scarlet Ribbons; Three Jolly Coachmen; Tom Dooley; Run Away Hone; Honeymoon On Goodnight My Baby; The New Frontier; Oh, Sail Away; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2899067 DEAD MARTIN: The Millennium Collection.** He was known as the "King of Cool" with his relaxed, crooning voice, churning out dozens of hits, many of which are collected here, including Ain't That a Kick in the Head; That's Amore; You're Nobody Until Somebody Loves You; and more. Ten tracks. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 435074X HERE'S NAT KING COLE.** Nat King Cole performs on twenty-one tracks, including such favorites as Pretend; Lover Come Back To Me; Young Love; Smile; Two Little Boys; Leaves; Unforgettable; Nature Boy; Mona Lisa; Forgive My Heart; Darling, Je Vous Aime Beaucoup; The Sand & the Sea; Answer Me My Love; and Somebody Loves Me. Disky Communications. $6.95

**CD 2909742 THE WONDERFUL EYDIE GORME.** Twenty-one Eydie Gorme instrumental adaptations. Includes Begin the Beguine; Downstairs; I'll Take Romance; Too Close for Comfort; Johnny One Note; Together (Wherever We Go); Your Kisses Kill Me; To You From Me; After You're Gone; Stormy Weather; Singer in the Rain; Tip Toe Through the Tulips with Me; and much more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $19.99

**CD 3705254 YANNI: Nightbird – The Rare Collection.** A collection of Yanni's favorite number one hits on both screen and record. This 79-track, three-CD set features a multitude of hits from the seven LPs he released in that same period. Includes The Spynx; You Only Live Once; The Nightbird; The Return of Oblivion; Don't Let Me Be Misunderstood; Go On; The World Was Never; The World Was Never Too Young; Dream of the Blue Devil; Whispering to an Angel; We Three (My Echo, My Shadow, and Me); Blueberry Hill; I Can't Give You Anything But Love; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**CD 3702554 YANNI: Port of Mystery.** Collects eight tracks from the new-age music legend: The Spyone; You Only Live Once; Port of Mystery; Bullets and the Dance; Farewell; Street Level; The Return of Oblivion; and Looking Glass. BMG. $4.95

**CD 2981084 MARVIN GAYE: Ballads.** Collects twelve tracks of Gaye singing ballads including The Shadow of Your Smile; My Funny Valentine; Piece of Clay; Yesterday; Your Song; I Must Be In Love; The Masquerade Is Over; Too Young; Unforgettable; There Goes My Baby; Night World; We've Only Just Begun; Superstar; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.95 $10.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/811
Oldies - Easy Listening

**CD 376302 THE JUDY GARLAND COLLECTION 1953-62.** This six CD, 122 track set presents Judy’s fabulous recording career, it includes: Memory; The Man That Got Away; and the A Star Is Born soundtrack. This set also has all the 9 albums she released Miss Show Business; Judy, Alone; Judy in Love; Judy Garland That’s Entertainment; the Garland Touch. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 376309 THE JUDY GARLAND COLLECTION 1937-47.** Judy Garland remains one of the enduring icons of show business. This 76 track, three CD set, includes hits such as Over The Rainbow, I’m Nobody’s Baby; A Journey To A Star; The Trolley Song; Meet Me in St. Louis, Louie; Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; This Heart Of Mine; On the Atchison, Topeka and the Santa Fe, and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 294755 THE CLAUDE THORNHILL COLLECTION 1943-53.** Admired by his peers for the unique distinctive and stylish approach of his orchestras, as well as his skill and versatility as a pianist, Claude Thornhill was one of the most respected personalities in the swing and big band era. Collected here are 46 tracks covering the two core decades of his career. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

**CD 5808590 JO STAFFORD: I Remember You.** Stafford performs with the orchestras of Tommy Dorsey and Paul Weston in 18 tracks. The title song plus renditions of ‘Embraceable You; This Is My Song; The Trolley Song; Blues In the Night; Let’s Just Pretend; Too Marvelous for Words; This Is Always; I Love You; Long Ago (and Far Away); and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**CD 3753689 AUTUMN LEAVES.** Twenty-nine gems for the golden season of Indian Summer. Songs include, Stormy Weather by Ella James, Rain, Rain, Go Away by Bobby Vinton; Waiting for the Bell by Hunter; September in the Rain by Diny Dar; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

**CD 2947285 TROUBLE.** A nostalgic collection of 25 classic rock ‘n’ roll songs, including Big Bety by Ray & Lindy; Here I Come by Jimmy Dee; Rock ‘n’ Roll Romance by the Big Rocker, Teenage Wedding by Johnny Angel; Electric Guitar Boogie by Rock Murphy; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

**CD 2927566 PEGGY LEE WITH THE BENNY GOODMAN ORCHESTRA 1941-47.** Forty-four tracks comprise titles Peggy Lee recorded with Goodman. Covers some hard-to-find live radio recordings from between 1941 and 1942. Two CDs include I See a Million People (But All I Can See Is You); Somebody Loves Me, Blues in the Night; We’ll Meet Again; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2927535 THE KITTY KALLEN COLLECTION 1939-62.** Fifty-one tracks feature Kitty’s solo A and B sides, plus performances with Jack Teagarden, Jimmy Dorsey, Harry James, and Artie Shaw Orchestras. Her recordings include Name of the Game. Number One favorites like Besame Mucho; I’m Beginning to See the Light; It’s Been a Long, Long Time; and Little Things Mean a Lot. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95


**CD 4487655 THE BEST OF THE ANDREW SISTERS: Golden Memories.** Patty, LaVerne and Maxene were the most popular trio of the 1930s and ’40s, and were noted for their devotion to entertaining the troops. Here are twenty tracks of many of their best songs, including Rum and Coca Cola; The Best Is Yet to Come and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**CD 2870886 KATE SMITH: God Bless America.** Known as The First Lady of Radio, Kate Smith had an amazing 5 decade singing career. This three CD compilation features 74 tracks, including: Stripes, Harvest Moon; Beautiful Dreamer; The White Cliffs of Dover; I Only Have Eyes for You; Seems Like Old Times; Imagination; Memory Lane; Easter Parade; and many more! Dynamic. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

**CD 3070115 AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1951, VOLUME 2.** This great-value 4 CD collection of 105 tracks comprises every record which charted in the Top 15 of the Billboard Best Sellers and Cash Box chart during 1951 along with those that made the Top 10 of the Juke Box and Disc Jockey charts. Vocalists include Patti Page, Mario Lanza, Guy Mitchell, Eddie Fisher, Vic Damone, Tony Bennett, Jo Stafford and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 6784993 HIT PARADE 1933.** Collects 25 tracks that seized the public imagination and climbed the charts in 1933, including: Glorious; The Singing Fool; Millie; The Honeymoon Drive; Woody Herman; Hold Tight, Hold Tight by The Andrews Sisters; Cherokee by Charlie Barnett; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

**CD 3737071 A KISS IS STILL A KISS: Great Romantic Memories in Song.** This two-CD set collects 39 favorites, including: As Time Goes By by Jo Stafford and the Pied Pipers; Harbor Lights by Rosemary Clooney; Unchained Melody by Captain & Tennille; Misty by Sarah Vaughan; Fly Me to the Moon by Margaret Whiling; and more. Reader’s Digest Music. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2947425 ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK: Live at the Royal Albert Hall, London.** Backed by the London Philharmonic, Humperdinck sings and dances through a collection of romantic favorites and show stopping dance tunes in performance. This great-value four disc DVD/CD combo lets you enjoy 25 of his most treasured ballads such as Quando, Quando, Quando; Mona Lisa; Spanish Eyes; and more! 59 minutes. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3720489 PERRY COMO: Dream on Little Dreamer.** Collects nine songs from the legendary crooner, including Dream on Little Dreamer; Days of Wine and Roses; What Kind of Fool am I; Moon River; Maria; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 685766X NINA SIMONE: The Definitive Collection 1955-62.** This 4 CD set comprises all the recordings from Simone’s albums: Little Girl Blue; Nina Simone and Her Friends; The Amazing Nina Simone; Nina Simone at Town Hall; Nina Simone at Newport; Forbidden Fruit; Nina at the Village Gate; and more! Four discs; 80 tracks; 120 songs. Collection contains Nina Simone’s albums: Little Girl Blue, Nina Simone and Her Friends, The Amazing Nina Simone, Nina Simone at Town Hall, Nina Simone at Newport, Forbidden Fruit, Nina at the Village Gate, and more! Four CDs. Colpix. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 3702617 THE BEST OF THE RAY CONWAY COLLECTION 1951-58.** Rediscover the distinctive harmony sound of this family vocal trio in 62 tracks from their early career. Comprises their A and B sides, including hits Gospel Road, True Love, Take a Chance, I Wonder Who’s Kissing Her Now, A Bushel and a Peck. Includes two bonus tracks. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95
**CD 5717380 JAMES DARREN: The Complete Singles & Albums 1958-82.** Comprises all of Darren’s A & B sides for the Colpix label, plus all the tracks from his albums James Darren Number 1; Sings the Hits of Elvis; Leaving Them for All Sizes. Fifteen-seven tracks, including Gidget; Because They’re Royalty; Her Royal Majesty; Conscience; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6701639 MAURICE CHEVALIER: Oh Come On Be Sociable.** France’s premier cabaret singer, Chevalier’s 1940s recordings, including ‘I Was Lucky; It’s a Great Life if You Don’t Weaken; Livin’ in the Sunlight; Lovin’ in the Moonlight; Oh Come on Be Sociable; Singing a Happy Song; Valentine; Where the Sidewalk Ends; You Talk So Sweet Madame; Rhythm and the Rain; of the Rain; and more. Pegasus Entertainment. $3.95

**CD 292577X THE BUDDY CLARK COLLECTION 1934-49.** Comprising selected A & B sides from his releases during this era, his duets with Doris Day, Dinah Shore, and The Charlesteers; and chart hits including the number ones Linda, Peg O’My Heart, Love Somebody; along with top ten entries Ballerina; You’re the One; Part-Time Love. Thirty tracks, including组曲; I Want to Be Happy; Holding Out for You; I’m Gonna Be Strong; and more. Three CDs. Dynamic. $21.95

**CD 5701549 MOONLIGHT PIANO.** Collects 22 piano classics, including Moonlight in Vermont by Gene Autry, and his Orchestra; It’s Impossible (Gunslinger) by Roy Orbison; Avalon by Piano and Orchestra; My Foolish Heart by Nick Ingman and his Orchestra. Misty by Ronnie Price with his Piano and Orchestra; and more. Orchard. Pub. at $7.99

**CD 3736504 MEL TORME: The Early Years, 1944-47.** Comprises Tormé’s recordings for Decca leading the Mel-Tones as they recorded both under their own name and with artists like Bing Crosby and Eugene Bar. Sixty-one tracks include A Kiss for Corinna, Isn’t That Wonderful, Blue Skies, When I Fall in Love, Blue Hawaii, It’s Only a Paper Moon, My Heart Will Go On, Sunday Song, I Can’t Help Myself, I'll Remember April, and many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3736253 AL JOLSON: The Decca Years, 1945-1950.** Today, almost 70 years after his passing, Jolson is still held in high regard as a performer, comedian, and actor. In this three-CD collection are 80 tracks, including some alternative takes, including Swanee; April Showers; Sonny Boy; I’m Crying for You; Just for You; Jeanie With the Light Brown Hair; My Mother’s Rosary; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $34.95 $21.95

**CD 3717384 HIT PARADE 1958.** Twenty-five tracks offer a snapshot of 1958, featuring many of the era’s stars. Includes favorites like At The Hop by Danny and the Juniors; Sugartime by The McGuire Sisters; Who’s Sorry Now by Connie Francis; You Are My Destiny by Paul Anka; more. Dynamic. Pub. at $16.99 $14.95

**CD 5923050 THE FIRST HOT 100 OF THE 60S.** Highlights a landmark in music history—the first Billboard Hot 100 chart of the 1960s—by collecting every single track featured on that list. Includes El Paso by Marty Robbins; Why by Frankie Avalon; Mack the Knife by Bobby Darin; I Can’t Help Myself by Four Tops; Tino by Conway Twitty; and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 2926032 THE JUNE CHRYST/STAN KENTON COLLECTION, 1945-55.** This 49 track, two CD collection comprises most of June’s studio and live recordings with Stan Kenton during this era, and includes the billboard chart hits Tampico; I’ve Been a Long Time (Sorry to Say I’m Leaving); Sho Fly Fly By and Apple Pie Pie; We’re a Pity to Say Goodnight; Across the Alley from the Alamo; and How High the Moon. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2922640 TONY BENNETT: The Singles Collection 1951-82.** Ranking among the most popular, successful and hespectively vocalists of the 20th century, Bennett’s sound continues to resonate for generations of musicians. Collected here are 78 tracks from his early career, including all of his U.S. and UK chart hits: I Left My Heart in San Francisco; Because It’s Cold Cold Cold Heart; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**CD 294751X PAUL ANKA: The Complete US & UK Singles As & Bs 1956-62.** Comprises the A and B sides of every single the Canadian singer released during this prolific period, including major hits like Lonely Boy; I Love You Baby; You Are My Destiny; and Put Your Head on My Shoulder. Six tracks in all. This is a premiere introduction to Anka’s early library. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 2947501 NEIL SEDAKA: The Complete US Singles and EPs As & Bs.** One of the most successful and ubiquitous songwriters of the late ’50s and early ’60s, Sedaka’s hits include more than nearly 50 nostalgic tracks. This two-CD set includes the A and B sides of every single he released, including smash-hit tracks he wrote for other performers like Connie Francis. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 6878210 GENE PITNEY: The Collection.** One of the most consistent hit makers of the ’60s, Gene Pitney established an idiosyncratic pop style with his trademark melodramatic vocals. This two CD collection brings together his catalog, including ‘Something’s Got a Hold of My Heart; (The Man Who Shot) Liberty Valance; Town Without Pity; I’m Gonna Be Strong; and more. Forty tracks. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6620728 FLOYD CRAMER: I Remember Hank Williams/ Floyd Cramer Gets Organ-Zed.** This two-CD set comprises the A and B sides from his releases during this era, and includes unforgetable songs like Blue Hawaii; A Whole Lot of Loving; I Love You Baby; You Are My Destiny; Put Your Head on My Shoulder. Sixty tracks in all, this two-CD set is a premiere introduction to the era’s stars. Includes favorites like Alice Blue Gown; A Happ, Happ, Happy Day; My Wonderful One; Under Cover, Cruising, France’s premier landmark in music history— the first Billboard Hot 100 chart of the 1960s—by collecting every single track featured on that list. Includes El Paso by Marty Robbins; Why by Frankie Avalon; Mack the Knife by Bobby Darin; I Can’t Help Myself by Four Tops; Tino by Conway Twitty; and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

**CD 692039X JUDY GARLAND: Last Tracks 1929-1959.** Few stars inspire such enduring affection as Judy Garland. Here are over 100 tracks, many never heard before, featuring her unique gifts including I’ll Remember April, I’ll Remember May, I’ll Remember June, I’ll Remember July, I’ll Remember August, I’ll Remember September, I’ll Remember October, I’ll Remember November, I’ll Remember December, I’ll Remember January, and so much more. Four CDs, slipcased. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 2942976 THE CREW CUTS: The Singles Collection 1954-60.** Brings together selected A & B sides from the doowop group’s Mercury and RCA singles together with their Decca albums. This two CD collection includes ‘Earth Angel; Gum Drop, Ko Ko Mo (I Love You So); and Crazy ‘Bout Ya Baby. Sixty tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 2937484 PATI PAGE: The Complete US Hits 1948-62.** Comprises every chart entry that Pati made in the USA from her 1948 debut through to 1962, including four language Number Ones; I’m Gonna Be Strong; Put Your Head on My Shoulder. Sixty tracks in all, this two-CD set is a premiere introduction to the era’s stars. Includes favorites like Alice Blue Gown; A Happ, Happ, Happy Day; My Wonderful One; Under Cover, Cruising, France’s premier landmark in music history— the first Billboard Hot 100 chart of the 1960s—by collecting every single track featured on that list. Includes El Paso by Marty Robbins; Why by Frankie Avalon; Mack the Knife by Bobby Darin; I Can’t Help Myself by Four Tops; Tino by Conway Twitty; and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

**CD 3691624 THE JERRY VALE SINGLES COLLECTION 1953-62.** Comprises A and B sides of Vale’s Columbia singles during the first decade, his biggest hits, including A Million to One; Me Myself and Irene; How ‘Bout You and Me; My Bum’s on the Line; Put Your Head on My Shoulder; I’ll Remember April, I’ll Remember May, I’ll Remember June, I’ll Remember July, I’ll Remember August, I’ll Remember September, I’ll Remember October, I’ll Remember November, I’ll Remember December, I’ll Remember January, and so much more. Four CDs, slipcased. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 3717542 WHY DO FOLKS FALL IN LOVE? You’ll fall in love with these romantic duets from the 1950s and 60s. Includes unforgettable songs like The Twist by Chubby Checker; It’s Now or Never by Elvis Presley; Only the Lonely by Roy Orbison; Beyond the Sea by Bobby Darin; and many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3778971 HIT PARADE 1966.** A new decade is born, and with it came these classic songs of the day. Includes unforgettable songs like The Twist by Chubby Checker; It’s Now or Never by Elvis Presley; Only the Lonely by Roy Orbison; Beyond the Sea by Bobby Darin; and many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
**Oldies - Easy Listening**

★ **CD 2927527** THE KAY STARR COLLECTION 1939-62. Possibly one of the most recognizable voices from what many would call the Golden Age of popular music must be that of Kay Starr. Presented here are 114 recordings tracing her career, as she developed from big band singer to cabaret artist. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95

★ **CD 2956658** THE ANITA BRYANT COLLECTION 1958-62. Comprises all the A & B sides of her singles for Columbia and from this era, plus most of the titles from her albums. Collects 57 songs on two CDs, including Flirting In My Little Corner of the World; Be Good, Be Careful, Dance On; I'm Not a by Vaughn Monroe Orch.; Take Good Care of My Baby; Devil or Angel; Rubber Ball; More Than I Can Say; who bridged the gap between rock 'n' roll and the post-war era. This 54-track collection epitomized the musical spirit of their times and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.95

★ **CD 2943026** DON CORNELL: The Hits Collection 1942-58. One of the cuter of Italian-American crooners to come to the fore during the post-war years. Comprises 47 track collection, comprising all his career hits. Includes Hold My Hand; I'm Yours; Stranger in Paradise; Baby, It's Cold Outside; I'll Walk Alone; Careless Hands and more, some performed with the great Sammy Kaye. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99  $9.95

★ **CD 6661533** MITCH MILLER: Happy Times/Now Time. Miller became a household name in the early 1960s with his sing-along TV show and his 17 Sing Along albums. Included here are 32 tracks from two of the most successful of these albums, plus bonus tracks including Indiana; Side by Side; Beautiful Ohio; Don't Bring Lulu; Night and Day; Embraceable You; The Lady in Red; Sing-Song Girl; and more. Seipia. Pub. at $13.99  $9.95

★ **CD 6717636** THE BOBBY VEE COLLECTION 1959-62. The Teenagers' earth angel who bridged the gap between rock 'n' roll and teenage pop. Bobby Vee delivered top ten entries like Devil or Angel; Rubber Ball; More Than I Can Say; that Lucky Old Sun, Mule Train; The Cry of the Wild Goose; I Believe; Hey Joe; and more. Eighty tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.95

★ **CD 5908728** FRANKIE LAINE: The Hits Collection 1947-61. Three CDs bring together every Billboard Top 100, Cash Box Top 100, and UK Top 50 hit recorded by Laine over the course of some 14 years, including duets with artists from Doris Day to Johnny Ray. Includes landmark classics like Lipstick and Candy and Rubber Sole Shoes; No Other Love; I'll Walk Alone; All I Want; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95

★ **CD 578084X** THE COASTERS: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1954-62. One of the vocal groups to bridge the gap between the doowop and R&B eras of the early '50s, The Coasters remain one of the most recognizable names in their genre. Here are 56 recordings from nearly a decade of their career, including hits like Searchin'; Yakety Yak; Charlie Brown; Poison Ivy; Smokey Joe's Cane; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99  $11.95

★ **CD 5780826** BUD & HOLLY: That'll Be the Day. Rediscover 11 recordings that made you fall in love with one of rock 'n' roll's earliest icons: You Are My One Desire; Blue Day–Black Night; Modern Don Juan; Ting-A-Ling; Girl on My Mind; That'll Be the Day; Love Me; Midnight Sun; and more. Javelin. Pub. at $19.95

★ **CD 3736245** THE ADAME WADE COLLECTION, 1959-62. This husband and wife songwriting team ranks among the most successful of their era. Seventy-five tracks include Adams; Adam & Evening; and One is a Lonely Number Fifty-three tracks include Don't Cry My Love; Tell Her For Me; Them There Eyes; I'm Wise; C'est La Vie; I'll Never Be Free; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95

★ **CD 5903659** THE BOSWELL SISTERS COLLECTION 1925-36. Forty-nine tracks comprise a significant portion of the A and B sides of the 78s the Boswell Sisters released during their active years. The greatest vocal harmony trio of them all performs Shout; Shout; The Object of My Affection; I Found a Million Dollar Baby; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95

★ **CD 2820099** PERRY COMO: Till the End of Time. Three CDs compile the must-have classics from one of the 20th century's biggest music stars. Seventy-five tracks include Till the End of Time; Love and Devotion; and much more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $25.98

★ **CD 4711105** MARGARET WHITING-LET'S FALL IN LOVE: The Lost Recordings. Presented in this collection are fifty-six tracks of Margaret's performances from the Barry Wood Show produced over 70 years ago, including thirty songs she never recorded for commercial release, and 26 that have other versions scattered throughout her commercial discography. Titles include Summertime; Take Me, My Silent Love; Johnny One Note; and many more. Seipia. Pub. at $15.99  $12.95

★ **CD 6811283** ROD MCKUEN SOLD OUT AT CARNEGIE HALL. This album of 44 tracks is a documentary of the poet and singer-songwriter's one-man show consisting of his birthday concert at Carnegie Hall in 1969. Songs include So Long, Stay Well, If You Go Away; So Many Others; People on Their Birthdays; Love's Been Good to Me; Many More. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $25.98
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Oldies - Easy Listening

CD 6793010 DOCTOR WATSON: Sittin’ on Top of the World. Doc Watson’s flat-picking skills and knowledge of traditional American music were highly regarded and he often performed with his son guitarist Merle Watson. Here is a collection of 21 tracks including Six Thousand Years Ago; Tom Dooley; Blue Smoke;introduced Gone Gleanse; Farewell Blues and much more. Two CDs. Acropolis. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2870940 MITCH MILLER & THE GANG: Essential Collection. This three CD collection features 79 tracks that welcome you to sing along! Hits include Memories; You’re My Sunshine; Don’t Fence Me In; Till We Meet Again; That Old Gang of Mine; Carolina in the Morning; Home on the Range; On top of Old Smokey; Goodnight Irene; Tip Toe Through the Tulips with Me; and many more! Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 6886820 JOHNNY MATHIS SINGS THE MUSIC OF BACHARACH & KAEMPFERT. A wonderful collection of 25 songs from MATHIS as he coaxes Morecambe and B. Kaempfert. Tracks include Wonderful by Night; Spanish Eyes; Strangers in the Night; Don’t Stay, I Say a Little Prayer; Odds and Ends; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98 $11.95

CD 2895934 HIT PARADE 1949. Rediscover the sounds of your youth with 25 of the greatest songs released in 1949, as recorded by the original artists. Includes Baby It’s Cold Outside by Dinah Shore & Buddy Clark; Melancholy Blue by Frankie Laine; You’re Breaking My Heart by Vic Damone; Careless Hands by Mel Torme; and more. Dynamic. $14.95

CD 2896766 AMERICAN SONGBOOK: 100 Hits. Collects 100 timeless tracks from the legends, including Frank Sinatra, Billie Holiday, Nat King Cole, Judy Garland, Bing Crosby, Fred Astaire, Louis Armstrong, Tony Bennett, Dean Martin and many more. Five CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 2985934 HIT PARADE 1949. Rediscover the sounds of your youth with 25 of the greatest songs released in 1949, as recorded by the original artists. Includes Baby It’s Cold Outside by Dinah Shore & Buddy Clark; Melancholy Blue by Frankie Laine; You’re Breaking My Heart by Vic Damone; Careless Hands by Mel Torme; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 2993100 MELODY FAIR: Orchestral Classics. This essential collection features three CDs of timeless Orchestral covers of famous hits. With over 75 songs, featuring hits like Smoke Gets In Your Eyes by Gordon Jenkins; Blue Moon by Paul Weston; Twilight Time by Percy Faith; and more! Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 2993609 EDDY ARNOLD: Bouquet of Roses. An ideal introduction, here are 75 essentials from Arnold’s entire output: I’ll Hold You In My Arms; I Can Hold You In My Arms; Just a Little Lovin’; Bouquet of Roses; Anytime, Just Call Me Lonesome; Softly and Tenderly; It Makes No Difference Now; Molly Darling; and much more. Three CDs. Dynamic. $21.95

CD 5848568 THE WAY IT WAS: Let’s Dance the 60’s. It won’t be easy to stay off the dance floor with these 75 classics. Three CDs offer up many of your favorites: Who Put the Bomp by Barry Mann; Venus in Blue Jeans by Jimmy Clanton; Palisades Park by Freddy Cannon; The Twist by Chubby Checker; The Loco-Motion by Little Eva; and many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $23.95

CD 3778363 HIT PARADE 1950. These are the 25 classics that made 1950 a year to remember. Revisit mid-century America with 75 beloved tracks. Includes T-Bone Walker; Jo Stafford; Frank Sinatra; The Platters; The Penguins; King Sister; Claude King; and many others! Three CDs. Dynamic. $21.95

CD 2947455 THE HILLTOPPERS: Singles Collection 1952-58. With their clean-cut college look, wholesome image, harmonious vocals and easily-listening sound, the Hilltoppers found great success in the 1950’s. Collected here are their U.S. and U.K. chart entries, as well as most of their A and B sides from the era, including hits like Trying; PS, I Love You; Only You; and Marianne. Fifty-eight tracks on two CDs. Acropolis. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

CD 2943069 THE PENGUINS: The Complete Releases 1964-62. The overview of this set includes the original 1962 compilation and also features a new bonus collection. This track release under the Penguins name for the Dootone, Mercury, Atlantic, and Sun State labels. The number one smash Earth Angel joins other popular hits. No Worse No Better. No News Today, Hockey Pong of a Fool; and more. Two CDs. Acropolis. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

CD 5795710 THE DICK HAYMES HITS COLLECTION, 1941-56. One of the most popular singers of the postwar period is revived for this 67-track collection, featuring number-one hits You’ll Never Know and I’ll Get By, plus collaborations with Harry James, Benny Goodman, Helen Forrest, Judy Garland; Ethel Merman, The Andrews Sisters, Arlie Shaw and Bing Crosby. Three CDs. Acropolis. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 3717240 THE AMES BROTHERS: You, You, You. This band was among the cream of the crop in 1950s traditional pop. Seventy-five songs are collected here, including Sentimental Me; Rag Mop; The Man and His Banjo; Can Anyone Explain?; Undecided; The Naughty Lady of Shady Lane; Tammy; Melodie D’Amour; and many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

CD 6943098 GUY LOMBARDO: Essential Gold. This three CD, 70 track collection of the Guy Lombardo orchestra’s essentials includes; I’m Nobody’s Baby; I’ll Get You; Only You; I’ll Get You; Carrie; I’ll Get You; and many more! Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 2831139 MELISSA MANCHESTER: Mathematics. This 2 CD, 70 track collection features Victims of the Modern Heart; Mathematics; Energy; Shocked; Restless Love; Water from the Moon; Just One Lifetime; Just One Star Beyond; Just One Star Beyond; Just One Star Beyond. Includes: I’ll Get You; Only You; I’ll Get You; Carrie; I’ll Get You; and more! Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 2715066 LOREZ ALEXANDRIA: Singing Songs Everyone Knows. Featuring hundreds of beloved tracks. Includes: Just One Star Beyond; Then I’ll Be Tired of You; Lush Life; Sometimes I’m Happy; Long Ago and Far Away; But Beautiful; Spring Is Here; Angel Eyes; and more. Gusto. $7.95

CD 2845407 NOEL COWARD: Mad Dogs & Englishmen. This two CD collection of the Guy Lombardo orchestra’s most notable hits is revived with these 25 songs that were popular in their time. Includes: I Still Believe in You; Honey Hungry; I Still Believe in You; Honey Hungry; I Still Believe in You; Honey Hungry; I Still Believe in You; Honey Hungry; and many more! Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 2811561 MELODY OF LOVE: Great 50’s Love Songs. The 1950’s brought us some of the most memorable love songs and ballads. This massive collection has 75 songs on three CDs, featuring hits like Love Me Tender by Elvis Presley; You Send Me by Sam Cooke; and many more! Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 275686X HIT PARADE 1940. An amazing year in music is revived with these 75 beloved tracks. Includes: I’m Nobody’s Baby by Judy Garland; Say Si Si by The Andrews Sisters; Only Forever by Benny Goodman; Fools Rush In (Where Angels Fear to Tread) by Glenn Miller; Over in Europe by Bing Crosby; and more! Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 3715027 FIRESIDE MEMORIES. Collects Beautiful Lady by Jack Greene; Tonight My Lady Learns to Love by Mike Lunsford; Honey Hungry by Gary Puckett; Softer Than a Rose by David Houston; I Still Believe in You by Wanda Jackson; and more. Power Pak. $7.95

CD 2821435 THE ESSENTIAL FRANK SINATRA: THE COLUMBIA YEARS. The Columbia years (1943-1952) represent the singer’s formative era. These 15 songs capture the essence of this amazing year in music is revived with these 25 songs that were popular in their time. Includes: I Still Believe in You; Honey Hungry; I Still Believe in You; Honey Hungry; I Still Believe in You; Honey Hungry; and many more! Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

Discography
OLDIES - Easy Listening

★ CD 2994542 NANCY LA MOTT: Ask Me Again. A special private collection of twenty unreleased recordings from this American singer, including That's For Me, My Darling; I Need You; Leaving Again; Killing Time; Right as the Rain; September in the Rain; I Only Have Eyes for You; The Wind Beneath My Wings; The Music That Makes Me Dance; You'll Never Know; and more. Two CDs. Middletown Records. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT TO $17.99

★ CD 2980851 BING CROSBY: My Favorite Love Songs. Ten tracks from the music icon, including The One I Love (Belongs to Somebody Else); Temptation; Oh! How I Miss You Tonight; Surrender Dear; The Way You Look Tonight; and more. Universal Music. PRICE CUT TO $13.95

★ CD 6961479 GUY LOMBARDO AND HIS ROYAL CANADIANS BY SPECIAL REQUEST! THE BEST SONGS ARE THE OLD SONGS. A collection of 26 recordings that are fine examples of the distinctive Lombardo sound. Tracks include Midnight in Moscow; Don't Break the Heart That Loves You; Crazier; A Little Bitty Tear; Can't Help Falling in Love; Break It to Me Gently; After You've Gone; When I Fall In Love; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 PRICE CUT TO $11.99

★ CD 2991130 PAUL ANKA: Rock Swings. You’ll find 14 tracks from this soft rock icon, including It's My Life; Eye of the Tiger; The Way You Make Me Feel; Tears in Heaven; Jump; Hello; Can't Help Falling in Love; Break It to Me Gently; After You've Gone; When I Fall In Love; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 PRICE CUT TO $7.95

★ CD 6738966 SWINGIN' WITH BING! Bing Crosby’s Lost Radio Performances. Collection of unforgettable live radio appearances by the legendary crooner. Seventy-five tracks include Doin' the Blues; Star Light Star Bright; The Singing in Love Are Free; If This Isn’t Love; and more, plus collaborations with Dinah Shore, Louis Armstrong, Ella Fitzgerald, Les Paul and others. Three CDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT TO $17.99

★ CD 2972344 SURF-AGE NUGGETS: Trash & Twang Instrumentals 1959-1966. Over 100 cool songs are compiled on four CDs; Tracks include Dohmen Run by the Velvetones; Sheba by the Shan-Tones; Mis/Miss by the Emotionals; King of the Stomp by the Hollywood Surfers; Kick Out by the Safari; and many more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $39.99 PRICE CUT TO $24.95

★ CD 3702367 SAM MAKIA: 16 Hits of Hawaii. The perfect CD for your next luau! Sixteen tracks, including Hawaiian Wedding Song; Lovely Hula Hands; On the Beach at Waikiki; Little Grass Shack; Entwining; & Dreaming; and more. Highland Music. PRICE CUT TO $12.95

★ CD 6938582 AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1952, Volume 3. This great-value 105 track collection comprises every record which charted in the Top 15 of the Billboard Best Sellers and Cash Box chart. It features some of the biggest names in music like Jo Stafford, Patti Page, Bailey, Joni James, Eddie Fisher, Guy Lombardo & His Royal Canadians, and much more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 PRICE CUT TO $13.95

★ CD 2841428 VIC DAMONE: Live in Concert. The incomparable Vic Damone recorded live in Las Vegas, Nevada. Songs include The Song is You; I Need My Girl; This Is My Life; The Look of Love and more. Ten tracks. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99 PRICE CUT TO $7.95

★ CD 6908748 GISELE MACKENZIE SINGS DOMINIQUE AND OTHER FAVORITES. On this CD are 26 of Giselle Mackenzie’s recordings from the 50s to the early 60s, including Dominique; Stranger in Paradise; The Song from Moulin Rouge; Blue Tango; Unchained Melody; Dance If You Want to Dance; and many more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 PRICE CUT TO $7.95

★ CD 2973728 THE CARRERE EXCLUSIVE: FRANK SINATRA: THE VERY BEST OF 1955-1964. Rediscover 20 hits by the beloved group, including Baby, It’s Cold Outside; I Got My Eyes on You; Lovely Dovey; Fool Fool Fool; Devil or Angel; Wonder Where My Baby’s Gone; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 PRICE CUT TO $7.95

★ CD 2837404 JO STAFFORD: Pathways Lost Explorations. This four CD set includes 106 tracks of the classic early work of Stafford, including many rarities. Songs include Piggly Wiggly Woo; Let’s Take the Long Way Home; That’s for Me; Goodnight Irene; Please Don’t Go; So Help Me, My Darling; and many more. Price Cut to $12.95

★ CD 2845385 JESSIE MATTHEWS: A Centennial Celebration. This historic collection spans more than 50 years of charismatic performances by this great star, and includes many items never previously released. Songs include Silly Little Hill; My Heart Stood Still; I’ve Got You Again; I Don’t Know About You; and more. Sixty-six tracks on 3 CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 PRICE CUT TO $17.95


★ CD 5880939 THE ROGER WILLIAMS COLLECTION 1954-62. With over 30 chart entries to his name, pianist Roger Williams had success that few musicians of his time could match. Presented here are 51 recordings, including several of those–from Near You to Autumn Leaves–plus his takes on classic melodies like The Warsaw Concerto (The World Outside); Tchaikovsky’s Piano Concerto No. 1; and The Skater’s Waltz. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 PRICE CUT TO $13.95

★ CD 6738642 VIC DAMONE: The Hits Collection 1947-62. One of the significant careers in music, Vic Damone’s fame and influence in the fore in the post-war years is highlighted in a 50-track collection, featuring hits like Your Breaking My Heart; On the Street Where You Live; One but One Heart; Again, My Heart’s Yearning; Your Precious Love; My Darling, My Darling; My Love; My Love; San Francisco (Be Sure to Wear Some Flowers in Your Hair); Cherish; Elusive Butterfly; Here, there and Everywhere; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 PRICE CUT TO $12.95

★ CD 2921561 ANNE MURRAY: Great Memories. Collects 10 tracks from the Canadian singer–It’s All Over; Some Birds; For Baby; Paths of Victory; From Both Sides Now; Buffalo in the Park; Last Thing on My Mind; All the Time; David’s Song; and There Goes My Everything. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99 PRICE CUT TO $11.95

★ CD 4640950 THE VERY BEST OF JONI JAMES, 1951-62. Forty-five tracks highlight the singles of this American popstart who, despite finding huge success in the ‘50s and ‘60s, has largely fallen from the public consciousness. Tracks include Let There Be Love; Is It Any Wonder; Why Don’t You Believe Me; How Important Can I Be?; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 PRICE CUT TO $12.95

★ CD 6943012 TOUCH YOU: The Very Best of Michael Bolton. This collection of 35 tracks is taken from Bolton’s creative high-tide during the ’90s and ’00s featuring numerous hits and outstanding re-creations including When a Man Loves a Woman; Said I Loved You, but I lied; Foozle Game; Soul Provider; Completely; Drift Away; Desperate Heart; and more. Two CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT TO $14.95

★ CD 2801272 ROMANCING THE 70S: A Love Brag track the great love songs of the ’70s with this two-CD collection of 30 tracks performed by the original artists including Right Time of the Night by Jennifer Wanes; Knock Three Times by Dawn and Tony Orlando; Afternoon Delight by Starland Vocal Band; You and Me by Eddie Money; Last Farewell by Roger Whittaker; and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $24.99 PRICE CUT TO $14.95

★ CD 3702472 MY LOVE: Petula Clark Sings the Sixties. Ten songs are compiled here: A Sign of the Times; Dancing in the Street; Groovin’; Groovy Kind of Love; My Love; San Francisco (Be Sure to Wear Some Flowers in Your Hair); Close to You; Come Dance with Me; When Nobody Cares; Nice ‘N’ Easy; and many more. Universal Music. PRICE CUT TO $9.95

★ CD 2981092 MARVIN GAYE & TAMMI TERRELL: Love Songs. Collects 12 songs from this fabulous duo, including Ain’t No Mountain High Enough; If This World Were Mine; Memory Chest; ‘You Ain’t Livin’ Till You’re Lovin’; Your Precious Love; and more. Universal Music. PRICE CUT TO $5.95

★ CD 6971792 FRANK SINATRA: Eight Classic Albums. Hear the extraordinary voice of the incomparable Sinatra in this fabulous four CD collection. The 92 tracks of his seminal albums include songs–Includes Night and Day; Nice Work If You Can Get It; Where are You; Laura; Autumn Leaves; Come Fly With Me; Isle Of Capri; Close To You; Come Dance with Me; When No One Cares; Nice ‘N’ Easy, and many more. Reel to Reel. PRICE CUT TO $14.95

★ CD 2826936 THE KINGS AND QUEENS OF SWING. This four CD set collects 80 tracks from legendary kings and queens of swing, including many legends like Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Dean Martin, Nina Simone, Sammy Davis Jr., Andy Williams, Judy Garland, Louis Armstrong, Paul Anka, Bing Crosby, Dinah Shore, Nat King Cole; and more. Universal Music. PRICE CUT TO $6.95
CD 663209 ROCK AND ROLL AT FIFTY. Rock's first decade is spotlighted in this collection of hits, packaged in a collectible case packed with photos and history. Three CDs offer 60 classics that started it all. Blue Suede Shoes; Hound Dog; Love Me Tender; Tutti Frutti. Pub. at $17.99. $13.95
CD 6784887 EDDY DUCHESS: Let’s Fall in Love. Fall in love over again with 25 classics featuring one of the most popular American pianists and bandleaders of the 30s and 40s. Tracks include You Are My Lucky Star; On the Banks of Chey; See a Dream Walking?; Let’s Fall in Love; Moon over Miami; I Only Have Eyes for You; and more. Dynamic. $5.95
CD 2867400 LESA PAUL AND MARY FORD: Greatest Hits. The dynamic duo perform 20 heartwarming tracks including renditions of Tennessee Williams’ The Moon; I’m Sitting on Top of the World; Lady of Spain; St. Louis Blues; Take Me in Your Arms and Hold Me; Just One More Chance; My Baby’s Coming Home; and more. TGG. $5.95
CD 6786577 CHUBBY CHECKER: King of the Twist. The artist known for giving America one of its most beloved dance crazes of the twentieth century, Checker delivers that original hit and many of its variations and follow-ups, plus other essentials like The Chicken Dance; The Hound Dog; The Twist; The Rock & Roll; Proceed with Caution; Just an Old-Fashioned Girl; Stroll; Dance the Miss Around; and more. Javelin. $2.95
CD 3702537 YANNI: Nightbird. A collection of Yanni’s favorites: North Shore of Matushima; Point of Origin; Within Attraction; Dance with a Stranger; Dancing Shadows; Days of Summer; and Nightbird. Seven Tracks. BMG. $4.95
CD 6687243 WHERE TIME STANDS STILL: The Ultimate Romance Collection. Eighteen tracks of beautiful romantic music include Moon River by Vic Damone; Blanket! by Kenny Rogers; The Very Thought of You by Engelbert Humperdinck; Harbor Lights by The Platters; Isn’t It Romantic? by Tony Bennett, Almost Like Being in Love by Ella Fitzgerald, and more. $5.95
CD 6684680 THE RAT PACK: 100 Hits. Enjoy an album that captures three legends, Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin and Sammy Davis Jr., separately and in combination, performing at their best. The four CD set collects 100 hits, including Volare, Memories Are Made Of This; I Got a Woman; I Got a Kick Out of You; One for My Baby, Come Fly With Me; and many more. Not Now Music. $14.95
CD 6642276 THE CHORDETTES: Greatest Hits. The female vocal group whose bubbly sound made the 1950s dance, the Chordettes are given the mic in these 50 beloved hits. Some are cut with one of the last of the century–Mr. Sandman–it also features Never on a Sunday; Pink Shoe Laces; Lollipop; For Me and My Gal; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. $7.95
CD 6637956 THE RIGHTIOUS BROTHERS: Soul and Inspiration. Enjoy eleven tracks including (You’re My) Soul and Inspiration; He Will Break Your Heart; Justine; Bring Your Love to Me; Little Latin Lupe Lu; Go Ahead and Cry; My Babe; Stranded in the Middle of Nosebleed; He Melancholy Chase; Universal Man; and On This Side of Paradise. Universal Music. $7.95
CD 6764516 ANDY WILLIAMS: The House of Bamboo. Williams was immortalized as the “King of Easy Listening,” and you’ll see why with this collection of his best-loved hits: Moon River; Butterfly; Lips of Wine; Candel Sunsets; Are You Sorry You Ever Set?; Old Fool; Stupid Cupid; The Diary; Coming Home and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.98. $7.95
CD 6908837 THE KEELLY SHOW COLLECTION 1949-62. This 82 track three CD set comprises selected recordings with Louis Prima’s Orchestra and selected solo recordings along with 60 duets with Frank Sinatra. Songs include Cheery My Boy; Nothing in Common; You Are My Love; I Kept When I Shoulda; and many more. Acrobot. Pub. at $19.99. $12.95
CD 6701663 NEIL SEDAKA: Heroes Collection. A legendary performer shows you why he is a musical hero with 50 of his best recordings: I Go Ape; Stupid Cupid; The Diary, Coming Home to Mary Lou; Another Sleepless Night; No Vacancy; As Long as I Live; Rock Me; I Must Be Dreaming; Calendar Girl, Smile; That Same Old Feeling; Old-Foot; and more. Penny Entertainment. $13.95
CD 6684613 EDITH PIAF: 100 Songs. This four CD anthology contains 100 songs–nearly half of Piaf’s entire recorded output, including many of her best-known hits, such as: Accords de Rondes; The Three Bells; Padam Padam; Non, Je Ne Regrette Rien; La Vie En Rose; and many more. Not Now Music. $14.95
CD 6584829 DINAH SHORE: All the Hits and More 1939-60. This 100-track collection features all of Shore’s U.S. chart entries, plus other selected singles, including the number-one hits I’ll Walk Alone; The Gypsy; Anniversary Song; and Bells and Bow. Features the starlet’s work with the orchestras of Xavier Cugat, Dick Todd, and Woody Herman, as well as duets with Tony Martin and Buddy Clark. Four CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $24.99.

CD 6857566 EARTH KITT: The Singles Collection 1952-62. Comprises selected A and B sides of Kit’s singles for the RCA, Kapp and MGM labels including some only released in the UK. Fifty-three tracks include Tierra Va Tembla; Like I’m A-Turkish; My Heart’s Delight; Sweet and Gentle; Honoluli Rock & Roll; Proceed With Caution; Just an Old-Fashioned Girl; and many more. Two CDs. One Day Music. PRICE CUT to $9.95.
CD 6971733 EDDIE FISHER: Seven Classic Albums. Enjoy the smooth sounds of Eddie Fisher captured in this four CD collection. Presents 69 tracks that include Just Say I Love You; Sorry; I’m In the Mood For Love; I’ve Got You Under My Skin; Nature Boy; So In Love; Mr. Wonderful; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.99. PRICE CUT to $7.95.
CD 2909839 JOHNNY MATHIS: I Love My Lady. Surround yourself with the immortal sounds of Johnny Mathis; The Fly; The Riffer; and many more. Four CD anthology contains 100 songs–nearly half of Piaf’s entire recorded output, including many of her best-known hits, such as: Accords de Rondes; The Three Bells; Padam Padam; Non, Je Ne Regrette Rien; La Vie En Rose; and many more. Not Now Music. $14.95
CD 2862538 KATHIE LEE GIFFORD: My Way Home. This is Gifford’s first CD of all original songs. Collects 12 tracks, including everyone’s song, If You Can’t Be with Me, Then I Want My Money Back. Plus: I Can’t Take My Eyes Off You; Beautiful Day; I Can’t Help Myself; and more. LML Music. Pub. at $15.98
CD 6855956 POP MEMORIES. This 30 song compilation from some of music’s biggest stars from yesteryear. Includes Hello Dolly! by Louis Armstrong; Mr. Blue by The Fleetwoods; Twilight Time by Kay Starr; Wonderful Wonderful Woman by Peggy Lee; That’s Amore by Dean Martin, and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.98. $11.95
CD 2799965 KAY STARR: A 10 song compilation from the amazing Kay Starr, including Honey; Don’t Meddle In My Mood; I Ain’t Gonna Cry; Them There Eyes; I’ve Got My Love to Keep Me Warm; Honeyuckle Rose; and more. Classic World Production. PRICE CUT to $14.99. $7.95
Oldies - Easy Listening

**CD 2870967 STEVEN SELDAKA: At His Best.** The prolific singer/songwriter (and recent American Idol judge) celebrates half a century in the music biz with this stellar track collection of hits. Songs include "Silent Movies; One More Mountain to Climb; Gone with the Morning; Rosemary Blue; God Bless Joanna, Cardboard They Done to the Moon; and more! Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2870827 FRANKIE VAUGHAN: US & UK Singles Collection 1950-62.** He was one of the most popular British singers of the 1950s and 60s, his career transcending the vagaries of the rock & roll era. This two CD collection features 60 tracks, including "My Sweetie Went Away; Happy Days and Lonely Nights; Tweede De; The Garden of Eden; That's My Doll; The Very; Very; Young; and Honey Bunny. Baby. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**DVD 49430TX TOM JONES: Live at Cardiff Castle.** Widescreen. Join Tom Jones live as he rocks the house performing songs by Talking Heads, Paul Anka, Von Mann, Randy Newman, Tracy Chapman, Burt Bacharach, the Isley Brothers, Lenny Kravitz, Prince, and more. 104 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99

**DVD 2801264 LOVE FOR LEVON.** Some of the best musicians on the planet convened to honor the beloved drummer and singer, Levon Helm. Features 27 performances, including "The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down" by Roger Waters and My Morning Jacket; "On Cripple Creek" by Levon and Robert Randolph; "Rockin' Chair and Chest Fever by Diersk Bentley; and more! Over 4 hours. StarVista

Blu-ray 290490X MICHAEL FEINSTEIN: The Sinatra Legacy. Widescreen. Backed by a thirty-two piece orchestra, Feinstein takes you on a musical journey of Frank's life. With timeless songs performed in the unmistakable Michael Feinstein style, he conjures up the biggest musical legends of a golden era using their extraordinary music, spiced with intimate stories about their larger than life personalities. 86 minutes. Image Entertainment.

Blu-ray 2801256 LOVE FOR LEVON. Some of the best musicians on the planet convened to honor the beloved drummer and singer, Levon Helm. Features 27 performances, including "The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down" by Roger Waters and My Morning Jacket; "On Cripple Creek" by Levon and Robert Randolph; "Rockin' Chair and Chest Fever by Diersk Bentley; and more! Over 4 hours. StarVista

**DVD 279231X PATRICK GLEESON: An Electronic Portrait of Holst's the Planets.** Conceived and produced by Patrick Gleeson back in the 1970s, Holst's the Planets gets an extraordinary music, spiced with intimate stories about their larger than timeles songs performed in the unmistakable Michael Feinstein style, 111 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.99

**DVD 6792999 DEUTER: Bamboo Forest.** The Shakuhachi is a Japanese flute that has been used for centuries in Zen as a meditation practice. Collected here is eleven tracks for quiet meditation. Originally released as Flowers of Silence. Tracks include "Bamboo 1; Bamboo 2; Mist in a Temple Cave; Silent Stories; Gragile Air; Kyoto Garden;" and more. New Earth Records. Pub. at $15.99

**CD 65599X THUNDER DRUMS.** The music of Native American, African, Hispanic, Aboriginal and South American cultures influence this CD of nine percussive tracks, set to mesmerizing backcrops of a rolling thunderstorm. The result is nothing short of stunning. Global Journey. Pub. at $3.99

**CD 2900001 TANGERINE DREAM: Sonnambulistic Imagery.** Recorded for FM radio broadcast at the Hollywood Bowl Amphitheatre, in Laguna Hills, California on June 6, 1986, this two CD set collects all five tracks from the show—"Imagery One; Imagery Two; Imagery Three; Imagery Four;" and Imagery Five. Lifetimes Media. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 297231X PATRICK GLEESON: An Electronic Portrait of Holst's the Planets.** Conceived and produced by Patrick Gleeson back in the 1970s, Holst's the Planets gets an electronic facelift courtesy of the eMU Polyphonic Synthesizer. Collects seven tracks: Mars; Venus; Jupiter; Mars; Venus; The Singer of Peace; Mercury; the Winged Messenger; Jupiter; the Bringer of Jolly; Saturn; the Bringer of Old Age; Uranus; the Magician; and Neptune, the Mystic. BSX Records. Pub. at $15.99

**CD 6887062 STEVEN SELDAKA: Crystal Bowl Healing 2.0.** By combining two premier sound healing instruments: quartz crystal singing bowls and the Rhodes electric piano, these nineteen transcendent compositions instantly create an aura of inner peace and mindful awareness. Over an hour of meditative music. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6708996 STEVEN SELDAKA: Music for Sound Healing 2.0.** Proven in research studies and the lives of millions, Halpern’s award-winning compositions update the ancient art of sound healing. He mixes the soothing tones of the Rhodes electric piano, cello, harp, and bamboo flute in a mindful audio masterpiece to heal and restore your most stressed. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 5977770 STEVEN SELDAKA: Optimal Health at the Speed of Sound.** Listening to the music on this album provides an easy, effective, and enjoyable way to reduce stress for a healthier life. Halpern’s multi-modal program combines Neuro-Gen Brain Balancing Music with sonic entrainment tones and subliminal affirmations that harmonize body, mind and spirit. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 375863X ADHD MINDFUL MUSIC WITH SUBLIMINAL AFFIRMATIONS FOR ENHANCED FOCUS.** By Steven Halpern. Halpern’s music supports enhanced focus, higher level of awareness, and better control of the mind and body. The recording amplifies the music’s benefits with a series of positive affirmations which are recorded subliminally and mixed inaudibly. Contains identical tracks as ADHD Mindful Music with Subliminal Affirmations for Enhanced Focus. Open Channel Sound Recordings. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 3761568 ADHD MINDFUL MUSIC FOR ENHANCED FOCUS.** By Steven Halpern. Halpern’s music supports focus, executive function and greater emotional control. The recording amplifies the music’s benefits with a series of positive affirmations which are recorded subliminally and mixed inaudibly. Contains identical tracks as ADHD Mindful Music with Subliminal Affirmations for Enhanced Focus. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2848279 I DREAM ABOUT THIS WORLD: The Wyeth Album.** By Catherine Marie Charleton. A collection of compositions that are inspired by paintings and the creative processes of the Wyeth family. Many of the works were collected by Catherine Marie Charleton as well as other composers. Selections on this 10 track CD include "Nonesuch; Granen; by Jean Sibelius; I Dream About This World; Outside of Time, a Healing; Helga Choral:" and more! Presented in it's own booklet. Phil’s Records. Pub. at $29.99

**DVD 2897083 AQUARIUM VISION!** There is something truly captivating about watching beautiful coral reef fish swimming and interacting with each other in their watery world. So, sit back, relax and expect in a new ultra modern home. Relax, sit and relish in the mesmerizing glow and luxurious visual tension. Now you can enjoy the same luxury as one would expect in a new ultra modern home. Relax, sit and relish in the mesmerizing glow and warmth of a modern fireplace anytime of year. Includes a version with soothing music, 60 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.99

**DVD 371165X MODERN ART DECO FIREPLACE VISION!** For those who love for a warm winter night in New York, sitting by the fire with friends and family or a romantic evening for two, now you can enjoy the same luxury as one would expect in a new ultra modern home. Relax, sit and relish in the mesmerizing glow and warmth of a modern fireplace anytime of year. Includes a version with soothing music, 60 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.99

New Age - Nature - Relaxation

**CD 65599X THUNDER DRUMS.** The music of Native American, African, Hispanic, Aboriginal and South American cultures influence this CD of nine percussive tracks, set to mesmerizing backcrops of a rolling thunderstorm. The result is nothing short of stunning. Global Journey. Pub. at $3.99

**CD 2960001 TANGERINE DREAM: Sonnambulistic Imagery.** Recorded for FM radio broadcast at the Hollywood Bowl Amphitheatre, in Laguna Hills, California on June 6, 1986, this two CD set collects all five tracks from the show—"Imagery One; Imagery Two; Imagery Three; Imagery Four;" and Imagery Five. Lifetimes Media. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 297231X PATRICK GLEESON: An Electronic Portrait of Holst's the Planets.** Conceived and produced by Patrick Gleeson back in the 1970s, Holst's the Planets gets an electronic facelift courtesy of the eMU Polyphonic Synthesizer. Collects seven tracks: Mars; Venus; Mars; Venus; The Singer of Peace; Mercury; the Winged Messenger; Jupiter; the Bringer of Jolly; Saturn; the Bringer of Old Age; Uranus; the Magician; and Neptune, the Mystic. BSX Records. Pub. at $15.99

**CD 6887062 STEVEN SELDAKA: Crystal Bowl Healing 2.0.** By combining two premier sound healing instruments: quartz crystal singing bowls and the Rhodes electric piano, these nineteen transcendent compositions instantly create an aura of inner peace and mindful awareness. Over an hour of meditative music. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 587890X THE KINGSTON TRIO LIVE.** Twenty tracks from the popular folk outfit's "Dialy" and "Greenback Doris" albums: Tijuana Jail; Where Have All the Flowers Gone; Scotch and Soda; The Lion Sleeps Tonight; Baby You've Been on My Mind; Shape Him; Things; Hard Travelin' - Round the World; Gambler; When the Sails Go Marching In; and more. Acrobat. $4.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
**World - Folk**

**CD 3714950** ALL-STARS OF POLKALAND, U.S.A. A rousing collection of Polka music featuring twelve tracks that include Just Beersel; Luckenheimer Polka; Too Far South; Polka; Blue Skirt Waltz; Rosalinda Waltz; Sugar Loaf Waltz; You Are My One True Love; Beer Barrel Polka; and more. Gotta Music. $7.95

**CD 6558879** EDITH PIAF: Chansons. An icon, diva, and legend in her own lifetime, Edith Piaf is widely regarded as the most important French singer of the 20th century. Here she brings her peerless talent to 25 French-language tracks. Duragan (Hurricane); Je Ne Sais Plus Que Dire (I Don’t Know); La Vie En Rose (Life Through Rose-Colored Glasses); and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 5993059** JOAN BAEZ: The Debut Album Plus! Joan’s groundbreaking first album, featuring 13 folk-blues classics like Silver Dagger; House of the Rising Sun; Wildwood Flower; John Riley; Mary Margaret; San Luis; and more. Ninety tracks on 3 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2926156** M itch MILLER: Folk Songs/March/Al one. A great selection of 28 folk songs to sing along with Mitch! Includes On Top of Old Smoky; Red River Valley; Down in the Valley; My Darling Clementine; Aunt Rhody; The Blue Tail Fly; I’m Going Back to Dixie; Anchors Away; From the Halls of more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 2936644** THE TARTAN SCOTTISH BAND: Scottish Songs, featuring 27 songs by Scottish-born singers, bands and pipers performing many of Scotland’s best-loved tunes and anthems are included in this 3-CD set with sixty tracks in all featuring Amazing Grace; Auld Lang Syne; Caledonia; Dark Lochnagar; I Love Scotland Forever; Scots Wha Hae; The Dark Island; and more. Scotsdisc. $11.95

**CD 2948753** SPANISH GUITAR MUSIC: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Enjoy the sounds of classic Spanish guitar with this collection of forty numbers including Capricho Espanol, Serenata Bulería, Capricho Arabe, Bolero, Romanesca performed by Andres Segovia, and twenty numbers including Alegria, Buleria, El Aire, and more. Acme. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 6705782** CELTIC TAPESTRY: Contemporary & Traditional Celtic Music. Two CDs present over 30 tracks rich in Celtic character. Timeless Celtic treasures join more modern takes on the Celtic sound in recordings by Karen Ashbrook, Rob Balcom, All City Celtic, Ladybird, Maggie Sansone, Jody Marshall, and many others. TIME. LIFE. $5.95

**CD 3717410** JOHN PRINE: Talking Dirty. Features a performance recorded in October 1986 from Asheville, North Carolina. Twenty-two tracks, including Lu Loo Fat Hollow; The Fortress; End of the World; Six O’Clock News; My Own Best Friend; Spanish Pipedeream; Blue Umbrella; and more. HOB. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3717313** DONOVAN: Bottom Line 1976. This CD comes from an extraordinary show Donovan gave at New York’s Bottom Line Club in April 1976. Featuring most of his material from his 15th album. This stunning concert includes Sunshine Superman; Atlantis; Mellow Yellow; Hurdy Gurdy Man; and more. Nineteen tracks. Unicorn. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2939738** BOB DYLAN: Fallen Angels. This 12 track collection captures the iconic style of the legendary performer along at Heart; Maybe You’ll Be There; Polka Dots and Moonbeams; All the way; Skyliner; All or Nothing At All; On a Little Street in Singapore; The Heart Of You; We Want Money; Mood; That Old Black Magic; and Come Rain or Come Shine. Sony Music. $5.95

**CD 2821419** BOB DYLAN: Original Album Classics. Collects live albums from the legendary Bob Dylan: Shot of Love; Real Live; Dylan & the Dead; and Oh Mercy. Among the 45 tracks you’ll find Heart of Mine; Shooing Star; Shot of Love; Slow Train; I Want You; Where Teardrops Fall; What Good; and more. Capital Records. $14.95

**CD 5990708** JOHN WILLIAMS: 500 Years of Guitar. One of the world’s foremost classical guitarists, Williams performs 14 mesmerizing Spanish compositions, including Sor, variations on a theme of Mozart, and Barcarolle (Cavolina) by Tansman, the single from the film Deer Hunter that rose to Number 13 on the singles chart. Acrobat. $4.95

**CD 2993634** NEIL DIAMOND: Melody Road. A collection of 12 songs from the iconic singer, including Melody Road; First Time; Something Blue; Nothing But a Heartache; In Better Days; Married Man Now; and more. Capitol Records. $5.95

**CD 3717389** JERRY GARCIA: The Broadcast Archives. This triple CD collection celebrates Garcia’s solo work with a trio of live recordings from the great man’s golden shows. Shows are from February 1980 in Hemstead, New York, Santa Cruz, California in 1985, and San Francisco in early 1991. Twenty-nine tracks, including How Sweet It Is (To Be Loved By Me); Little Sadie; The Thrill Is Gone; and more. The Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**CD 2993929** VAN MORRISON: Versatile. Across the 16 tracks collected, Morisson interprets some of the very building blocks of modern music in his utterly distinctive style. Songs include Brown Record, A Foggy Day; Let’s Get Lost; Bye Bye Blackbird; Unchained Melody; I Left My Heart in San Francisco; Affirmation; and more. Exile. $6.95

**CD 6791832** AMERICAN FOLK: Milestones of a Legend. A snapshot of folk music’s trailblazers, presenting the best albums of Bob Dylan and Peter, Paul & Mary; the first four LPs by Joan Baez; two LPs by Burl Ives; four LPs by the Kingston Trio; and the first four albums of Peter, Paul & Mary. Featuring masterwork join the next generation they inspired on 10 CDs, featuring classics from House of the Rising Sun to Lemon Tree. Intense. $24.95

**CD 6831745** LEONARD COHEN: The Archives. The collection of live broadcast recordings of the Canadian singer-songwriter and poet from Switzerland, 1976, Germany 1979, and Switzerland 1993. Features 67 tracks that include Hey, That’s Nothin’; Sassy; Now; Trini; War; I’m Your Man; Closing Time; and more. Six CDs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 2955793** BOB DYLAN: Carnegie Hall 1961. Collects 14 tracks from Dyln’s first performance at the famous hall on November 4, 1961. Songs include Pretty Peggy-O; In the Pines; Gospel Plow; 1913 Massacre; Backwater Blues; Talking New York; and more. BDA. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 896303X** THE MAMAS & THE PAPAS: Gold. One of the most popular 1960s groups, the American folk-rock band produced an array of hits. Among the 32 tracks compiled in this two CD set are Monday; Got a Feelin’; California Dreamin’; Do You Wanna Dance; Dedicated to the One I Love; and more. Geffen. $15.95

**CD 6960271** CONNIE FRANCIS: SING ME SOME OF YOUR SONGS ALONG WITH CONNIE FRANCIS. The beguiling starlet applies her golden voice to 26 timeless folk mainsprings including Oh Suzanna; Red River Valley; On Top of Old Smoky; Home on the Range; I Love You Truly; Down in the Valley; Auld Lang Syne; Clementine; And the Band Played On; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 3717488** RY COODER & THE MOULAL BAND RHYTHM ACES. Santa Cruz. This CD contains a stunning recording from a world-class performance on March 25th, 1987 in Santa Cruz, California. Songs include Let’s Have a Ball; Jesus on the Main Line, Down in Mississippi; Goodnight Irene; Crazy ‘Bout an Automobile; Oh Mercy; Lonesome Road Blues; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
LIMITED QUANTITY CD 3728323 FAIRPORT CONVENTION: Come All Ye–The First Ten Years. This seven CD set contains 121 tracks from the band's first ten British folk-rock albums. Of these 55 of which are previously unreleased. Highlights include key tracks from all of their classic albums, single B-sides, BBC Radio Sessions and TV performances. Also includes discography and a 16-page booklet showcasing the band over this time period. Universal Music. $49.95

CD 390562 LEONARD COHEN: The Lost Songs. Collects 15 BBC recordings, providing fans the opportunity to hear what has been kept in the vaults for more than 50 years. Some include: Come, Wind Me; I Am; Born on a Wire; The Stranger Song; So Long Marianne; Hey that's No Way to Say Goodbye; and more. Multiple versions of some songs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

CD 3899093 BAHAMIAN BALLADS. Presenting ballads from the Bahamas, native singer Andre Toussaint brings smooth and soothing Caribbean songs to this 22 track CD. Includes Island Woman; Gondolier; Est És Felicidad; Calypso Island; C'est Si Bon; Bambino; J’attendrai; Cu Cu Ru Cu Pu Paloma; Watermelon Spoolin’– Here I Go Walkin’; Come Closser To Me; Hold ’n Joe; Granada; and more. Naxos of America, Inc. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

CD 294758 THE XAVIER CUGAT COLLECTION, 1933-1958. Known as the man who first brought Cuban and Latin rhythms into public consciousness in the U.S., Xavier Cugat gets his due on this 30-track collection. Spanning his full career from his earliest 1930s recordings through to material from the late 1950s, it includes Lady in Red; Mi Sombrero; Night Must Fall; La Cucuracha; Amor; Rumba Rumba; Cuban Mambo; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

CD 292739X THE DAVE VAN RONK COLLECTION 1958-62. Collects selected titles from the album The Orange Blossom Jug Five-Skilled in Stereo and all the titles from The Dave Van Ronk Sings Ballads, Blues, and a Spiritual; Dave Van Ronk Sings; and Dave Van Ronk, Folksinger. Forty-seven tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

CD 391659 MARIO LANZA: All the Things You Are. This compilation showcases Lanza's mastery of traditional genes from popular ballads of the '50s to the '90s century operetta before venturing into Neapolitan and Italian song. Twenty tracks including Lola; Besame Mucho; My Wild Irish Rose; La Boheme; O Soave Fanciulla; and many more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

CD 593473 THE CARTER FAMILY 1927-1934. A.P. Sara, and Maybelle–they were the Carter Family, a traditional American folk music group that had a profound influence on genres such as bluegrass to rock and northern Gospel. Remastered from carefully selected originals, these 125-plus tracks capture the best years of a trio that forever changed the landscape of popular music. Five CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $26.99 $14.95

CD 6621368 RAW SHANKAR: Ragas & Talas + India’s Master Musician. Presents two of Shankar’s earliest albums in their entirety, combining to offer nearly an hour and a half of great Indian music. Includes all of Ragas & Talas, first issued in 1965; and India’s Master Musician, first issued in 1958, plus the complete LP In Concert. Lord; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

CD 6941028 BONNIE RAITT: Nobody’s Girl. This dynamic performance delivers 17 tracks including About To Make Me Lose My Runaway; Talk to Me; Green Lights; Have a Heart; Too Soon to Tell; Cry on My Shoulder; Nobody’s Girl; The Road is My Middle Name; Give it Up or Give Me It All; Something’s Gotta Give; Love Letters in the Sand. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2903679 JONI MITCHELL: Den Haag 1983. Features the entire set played on April 27th, 1983, performed at Holland’s Congressgebouw venue, in the Hague. Twelve tracks include: Coyote; For Free; Big Yellow Taxi; A Case of You; You Turn Me on I’m a Radio; You’re So Square; Solid Love; Love; Ladies Man; Don’t Interrupt the Serenade; and You Dream Flat Tires. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2912197 BOB DYLAN: Unplugged Rehearsals. Collects 11 tracks from Dylan’s 1994 rehearsal sessions performed for MTV’s Unplugged series. Songs include I Want You (Take 1); Tontombone Blues; I Want You (Take 2); Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right; Hard Core; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6673864 JONI MITCHELL: Live at the Second Fret 1966. Eighteen acoustic tracks, capturing Joni live at Temple University’s radio station in 1966. The folk-rock favorite performs Deep Sky; Winona Boy; Late Night Café; Ballerina Valerie; Michael from the Mountains; Go Tell the Drummer Man; I Don’t Know Where I Stand; Uproar For Going; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


CD 2714675 CANZONE ITALIANA. Features thirty-two cover-versions by the Neil Young Band including Piu Che Piu; Canzoni Lontane; Bella E Impossibile; Profumo; Va Bene Cosi; Ancora Tu; Menta E Rosmarino; and more. Two CDs. Blue Line. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

CD 2798522 NEIL YOUNG: Transmission Impossible. This three-disc, 20-track set is made up of rare recordings that Neil Young originally transmitted from live shows he performed in the ’70s and ’80s–his glory years. Tracks include Are You Ready for the Country?; Ain’t That A Lot of Love; Lookin’ for a Love; Don’t Let It Bring You Down; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.99

CD 365325 THE CLANCY BROTHERS COLLECTION 1956-62. The Clancy Brothers brought Irish folk music to a wide audience during the late ’50s and early ’60s. This 62-track set includes all of the tracks from their three LPs for their label. Features The Foggy Dew; Paddy Doyle’s Boots; August; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 3758680 DICK GAUGHAN: The Harvard Tapes. This definitive collection features 13 tracks including Erin Go Bragh; Now Westlin’ Winds; Songs of Ireland; Your Daughters and Your Sons; and Glenlogie; On the Road; The World Turned Upside Down; The Worker’s Song; The Freedom Come All Ye; Lemmings; Slibb na mBan; Connolly Was There; and Reels; The Gooseberry Bush; The Chicago Reel; and Jenney’s Welcome to Charlie. Green Tree. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

CD 6940870 CLANNAD: Turas 1980. Collects all BBC Radio Sessions tracks from a live concert in Bremen, Germany in 1980, which include Turas Carolan; An Buimneir Bu; Currnan Ull; Gathering Mushrooms; Rince Philib a Cheoil; and Stobha be Summer. Two CDs. Two Sisters; The Old Couple; and more. CDs. Radio Bremen. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
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**World - Folk**

**CD 6814859 BOB DYLAN LIFE AND LIFE ONLY: Radio & TV 1961-1965.** This 80-minute collection is taken from a selection of radio and television appearances by Bob Dylan spanning the years 1961 to 1965. Features songs and interviews from the 1961 folk Hoedown at the Riverside Church in New York, two TV appearances on The Smothers Show and stand-up comic roles performed as 'Handsome Molly', 'Ornie Wise', 'Sally Gay', and many others. Sixteen tracks. Footprint. Pub. at $14.99

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 220153 SUZANNE VEGA: Capistrano.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Coach House, San Juan Capistrano, CA, 1982. A live TV broadcast of the same year, these twelve tracks include Fred's Sleepin; Marlene on the Wall; Small Blue Thing; Tom's Diner; When Heroes Go Down; Blood Makes Noise; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99


**$14.95**

**CD 397053 PETE SEEGER LIVING IN AUSTRALIA 1963: Folk Icons.** Fullscreen. This beautifully filmed 1963 concert showcases one of the most provocative figures in music history, standing onstage in Melbourne after fleeting prosecution in his homelands. Featuring performances of the folk legend's most memorable songs, this program is made even better by a wealth of bonus footage from Seeger's other Australian TV appearances, In B&W.

**Pub. at $19.95**


**The Collector's Forum. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95**

**DVD 696224 SPIRITS OF MUSIC. PART I.** Widescreen. Bobby McFerrin conducts the Gewandhausorchester Leipzig in a unique encounter of classical, jazz and world music. Musicians from around the world including the USA, took an unusual musical journey ranging from spirituals to Ravel, from Bach to klezmorim, from African folk music to Mozart. Includes: Te Deum: Prelude by Charpentier; Ride On; Hold On; The Kuumba Singers & Bobby McFerrin; and more. 74 minutes. EuroArts. Pub. at $19.95

**$9.95**

**DVD 6807238 THE KINGTON TRIO AND FRIENDS REUNION. 1982.** This historic concert concert with the original members and hosted by Tommy Smothers is filled with the unique and vibrant sound that millions of Kingston Trio fans have loved for over a generation. Performances include Scotch and Soda; Tom Dooley; Reuben James; The John B; and more. Thirty-five tracks. S'More Entertainment. Pub. at $16.95

**$12.95**

**DVD 2932334 FIESTA CUBANA: Live from the Tropicana.** Widescreen. Havana's legendary nightclub, Tropicana, celebrated its seventieth birthday with a revue, and the evening's special guest was Omara Portuondo. Together with the live man band she offers this selection of songs, Fall vez; Aname como soy; O que sera; Dos gardenias; Yo vi; La silleta; and Guantanamera. 85 minutes. EuroArts. Pub. at $16.99

**$8.95**

**Time Life Music**

**CD 3004914 50 CLASSICS FOR RELAXATION.** Featuring 50 tracks on two CDs; these classics include works by Massenet, Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, Chopin, Bach, Brahms, Mozart, Strauss, Rachmaninoff, Debussy, Ravel, Dvorak, Mendelssohn, and many more. Time Life. Pub. at $9.99

**$7.95**

**CD 373708X LORETTA LYNN: All Time Gospel Favorites.** A must-have CD for any fan of the legendary country singer. Thirty tracks, compiled here, including How Great Thou Art; I Feel Like Traveling On; Precious Memories; Old Rugged Cross; Amazing Grace; I'll Fly Away; and more. Time Life. Pub. at $17.95

**$9.95**

**CD 374892 101 TREASURED JEWELS: How Great Thou Art/Amaracng Grace.** This two CD set offers 101 tracks of popular and familiar hymns including Down by the Riverside; When the Saints Go Marching In; Bringing in the Sheaves; etc. On the Promises; I'm Just a Soul Waiting for Jesus; Angels Watching Over Us; When We All Get to Heaven; and more. TIME Life. Pub. at $29.99

**$21.95**

**CD 3701433 70'S COUNTRY: Southern Nights. Thirty-five country classics from this decade's biggest stars. Songs include Love is a Rose by Linda Ronstadt; Don't Make My Brown Eyes Blue by Crystal Gale; The Gamble by Kenny Rogers; Evergreens by Randy Travis; Southern Nights by Glen Campbell; Happy Birthday Darlin' by Conway Twitty; and more. Two CDs. TIME Life. Pub. at $29.99

**$21.95**

**CD 308504X GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Hard-to-Find Hits.** This two CD, 30 track collection showcases such modern country classics by the original artists as Why Bother Why by Red Rose and Webb Pierce; A Little Bit Dear by Burt Ives; Live a Little by a King; by Ned Miller; Hello Vietnam, by Johnny Wright; Wistful Thinking, by Wynne Stewart; Put It off until Tomorrow, by Bill Phillips; and more. TIME Life. Pub. at $29.99

**$21.95**

**CD 3705168 60'S COUNTRY: Cryin' Time.** The historic collection of some of the greatest country music from the '60s including I Can't Stop Loving You by Ray Charles; Wicha Lineman by Glen Campbell; Together Again by Buck Owens; Tender Years by George Jones; C'est Cheri by Etta Lynn; and many more. Two CDs. TIME Life. Pub. at $29.99

**$21.95**

**CD 3737101 SOUL OF THE '70S: Always and Forever. Collects 30 tracks on two CDs, including That's the Way of the World by Earth, Wind & Fire; Family Man by Sly & the Family Stone; Close the Door by Teddy Pendergrass; Best Thing That Ever Happened to Me by Gladys Knight & The Pips; and many more. Two CDs. TIME Life. Pub. at $29.99

**$21.95**

**CD 3767012 70'S COUNTRY: Country Sunshine. Thirty-two songs are compiled on this two-CD set, including Here Come Again by Dolly Parton; Take Me Home, Country Roads by John Denver; Delta Dawn by Tanya Tucker; Blue Eyes Crying in the Rain; and many others. Two CDs. TIME Life. Pub. at $29.99

**$21.95**

**CD 3729524 FIDDLER ON THE ROOF: The 2018 Cast Recording.** This iconic Broadway musical comes to life in this revival of Fiddler on the Roof by original creators, with the plot enchanted as the cast sings Tradition; Matchmaker, Matchmaker, If I Were a Rich Man, Sabbath Prayer; To Life, Lekkhaim; Sunrise, Sunset; Do You Have Me; and many others. Includes a bonus CD in English with 11 songs from the 1964 Broadway production.

**TIME Life. Pub. at $29.99**

**$21.95**

**CD 3737004 60'S COUNTRY: Sweet Dreams.** This two CD set collects 34 songs from country music legends like Johnny Cash, The Statler Brothers, Jim Reeves, Hank Williams, et al. Includes: I'm Tired; Walking the Floor; Don't Be Cruel; Make the World Go Away; and many others. Two CDs. TIME Life. Pub. at $29.99

**$21.95**

**CD 3715639 EASY LISTENING CLASSICS: Times of Your Life. Enjoy some of the most relaxing times with these 32 tracks of nostalgic tunes including, My Cherie Amour by Stevie Wonder; Ramblin Rose by Nat King Cole; Snowbird by Anne Murray; Spanish Eyes by Ali MacGraw; Exhale, Inhale by Kenny Boddie; and many more by the original artists. Two CDs. TIME Life. Pub. at $29.99

**$21.95**
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CD 3701425 "60'S COUNTRY: King of the Road. Collects 34 songs from many of the decade's biggest country stars. Tracks include "The Weight"/"King of the Road" by Roger Miller; "Another Place Another Time" by Jerry Lee Lewis; I'm a Honky Tonk Girl" by Loretta Lynn; "The Race Is On" by George Jones; "Lamborghini" by Waylon Jennings; and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 ★

CD 3701448 BODY + SOUL: Turn Off the Lights. Collects 15 classics from the soul era, including Sexual Healing by Marvin Gaye; Power of Love/Love Power by Luther Vandross; Reason to Be, I'll Shout by Eddy Grant; I Don't Wanna Fight by Gregory Abbott; Turn Off the Lights by Teddy Pendergrass; and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 ★

CD 3701492 COUNTRY MUSIC OF YOUR LIFE: For the Good Times. If you like country music, you'll love this collection of 30 songs from some of the genre's biggest stars. Tracks include Stand by Your Man by Tammy Wynette; Are You Lonesome Tonight? by Elvis Presley; Amanda by Waylon Jennings; Islands in the Stream by Dolly Parton and Kenny Rogers; and more. Two CDs. StarVista. Pub. at $29.99 ★

CD 3085058 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Honky-Tonk Man. Gathers 32 country classics by the original artists, including Elvis Presley; Johnny Cash; Faron Young; Conway Twitty; Marty Robbins; Waylon Jennings; and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 ★

CD 3085023 CLASSIC LOVE SONGS OF ROCK 'N' ROLL: Our Day Will Come. A fantastic collection of 34 tracks of classic love songs by the original artists including Wouldn't It Be Nice by the Beach Boys; Please Me by the Four Tops; Stand by Your Man by Tammy Wynette; Land of 1,000 Dances by Members; Wake Up Little Suzie by the Everly Brothers; We'll Be Together by The Isley Brothers; and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 ★

CD 3099221 THE ULTIMATE COUNTRY MUSIC COLLECTION: Teen Beat. In this ultimate 32-track collection you'll find many of your favorites by the original artists like A Teenager In Love by Dion & The Belmonts; Viva Las Vegas by Frank Sinatra; Wake up Little Susie by The Everly Brothers; Little Billy Nelson; Who's Sorry Now by Connie Francis; Love Letters in the Sand by The Chordettes; and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 ★

CD 3701557 THE ULTIMATE OLDIES BUT GOODIES COLLECTION: Rock Around the Clock. Thirty-two songs to take you back in time when these oldies were just good songs. Songs include (We're Gonna) Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley and his Comets; Little Darlin' by the Diamonds; Lipstick on Your Collar by Connie Francis; Peggy Sue by Buddy Holly; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 ★

CD 3097064 SOUL OF THE '70S: Let's Get It On. Here are thirty Soul tracks by the original artists including Signed, Sealed, Delivered I'm Yours by Stevie Wonder; I'll Be There by The Jackson 5; Roll on, Rollin by Marvin Gaye; I'm Starting to Feel Like A Woman by Diana Ross; and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 ★

CD 3739977 '60S COUNTRY: Then and Only Then. A wonderful collection of 34 songs from the decade's biggest country music stars, including Make the World Go Away by Eddy Arnold; Ring of Fire by Johnny Cash; Stand by Your Man by Tammy Wynette; El Paso by Marty Robbins; Only Daddy That'll Walk the Line by Waylon Jennings; and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 ★


CD 3701530 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Sing Me Back Home. If you love 'lil' ole country music, you'll love the 30 songs collected here. Songs include A Girl I Used To Know by George Jones; The Bottle Let Me Down by Merle Haggard and the Strangers; Rose-Mame by Hank Williams; Blue Range By Tennessee Ernie Ford; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 ★

CD 3701514 FAITH, HOPE & COUNTRY: Old Time Religion. Thirty songs are collected here, including God Bless America by LeAnn Rimes; Shall We Gather at the River by Randy Travis; sing old Country Church by the Tallest Men in Tennessee; Give Me That Old Time Religion by Crystal Gayle; Love Can Build a Bridge by the Judds; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 ★

CD 3097099 TIME LIFE MOVIE CLASSICS. Some of the most notable movie themes are collected in these 28 tracks including The Pink Panther Theme; I've Heard That Song Before; His Orchid 's Dance of Wine by Pink Martini; End Credits from The Shawshank Redemption by Themes; Digital Dogs, by Will Oldham; Julia; Boogie with Kool and the Gang; Mercy Mercy Me by Marvin Gaye; and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 ★

CD 373711X SOUL OF THE '70S: Back in Love Again. The 30 tracks compiled on this two CD set put a spotlight on some of the soul genre's biggest stars. Songs include The Tears of a Clown by Smokey Robinson & The Miracles; Our Girl by Nancy Wilson; Lean on Me by Bill Withers; Just the Two of Us by Boogie with Kool and the Gang; Mercy Mercy Me by Marvin Gaye; and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 ★

CD 3737098 MUSIC OF YOUR LIFE. A special collection of 150 timeless love songs from the '50s, '60s, and '70s. Step back in time with some of the genre's greatest artists. Includes tracks by: Nat King Cole, Johnny Mathis; The Temptations; Jackson 5; The Righteous Brothers; Carole King; Aretha Franklin; Barbra Streisand; Cilla Black; and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 ★

CD 3090590 THE TENNESSEE YOUNG YEARS. Collects 30 songs from 10 songs by Amazing Grace by Johnny Cash; Midnight Hour by Aretha Franklin; What's Going On by Marvin Gaye; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 ★

CD 3737156 SOUL OF THE '60S: Get Ready. Collects 34 songs from legendary soul artists of the '60s. Tracks include Heard it Through the Grapevine by Gladys Knight & the Pips; Glory of Love by Broadway Star; Name of Love by the Supremes; I Can't Help Myself (Sugar Pie, Honey Bunch) by the Four Tops; My Guy by Mary Wells; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 ★

CD 3708174 THE 25TH ANNIVERSARY ROCK & ROLL HALL OF FAME CONCERTS. On October 29th, 2009, rock 'n roll royalty held court at Madison Square Garden, featuring a who’s who of rock n’ roll. Here in this four CD set are 54 tracks of rock ‘n roll’s most legendary tracks by such legends as Paul McCartney, The Rolling Stones, The Beatles, Stevie Wonder, Ray Charles, B.B. King, Bob Dylan, Bon Jovi, Bruce Springsteen, and many more. Four CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $39.99 ★

CD 3701662 SOUL OF THE '60S: Get Ready. Collects 34 songs from legendary soul artists of the '60s. Tracks include Heard it Through the Grapevine by Gladys Knight & the Pips; Glory of Love by Broadway Star; Name of Love by the Supremes; I Can't Help Myself (Sugar Pie, Honey Bunch) by the Four Tops; My Guy by Mary Wells; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 ★

CD 3737047 FAITH, HOPE & COUNTRY. This is the most complete and most inspirational collection of country music ever assembled. This amazing set includes 10 CDs featuring 155 tracks. Artists include Lee Greenwood, Glen Campbell, George Strait, Patsy Cline, Marty Stuart, Waylon Jennings, Anne Murray, Barbara Mandrell, Tanya Tucker, and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 ★

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/811
**CD 3097056 SOUL OF THE ’60s.** A collection of 151 tracks by the original artists including This Old Heart of Mine, by The Isley Brothers; Love Is All Over, by Tom Rush; whom Don Rawls; You Beat Me to the Punch, by Mary Wells; Soul Man, by Sam and Dave; Funky Broadway, by Wilson Pickett; Heat Wave, by Martha & the Vandellas; Get Ready, by Temptations; Pride, by The Isley Brothers; and more. Nine CDs. LifeMusic. Pub. at $149.99 $119.95

**CD 3717224 SOUL OF THE ’70s.** This ten CD set contains 150 soul favorites from the 70s. Featured artists include: Earth Wind & Fire; Stevie Wonder; the Jackson Five; James Brown; Kool & the Gang; Lou Rawls; Gladys Knight & the Pips, Commodores, Marvin Gaye; Aretha Franklin; Smokey Robinson and the Miracles; and many more. LifeMusic. Pub. at $119.95

**CD 3723096 LIFE’S EASY LISTENING CLASSICS.** This ten CD set collects 122 tracks of easy listening music from music legends such as: John Denver, Carole King, Elvis Presley, Dinah Washington, Sonny & Cher, Carly Simon, Elton John, Ray Charles, Dean Martin, Patsy Cline, such as John Denver, Carole King, Elvis Presley, Dinah Washington, Sonny & Cher, Carly Simon, Elton John, Ray Charles, Dean Martin, Patsy Cline, and more. Nine CDs. LifeMusic. Pub. at $119.95

**CD 3894822 ANNIE: The Broadway Musical.** Soundtrack to the 30th anniversary production of Annie, as well as Annie 2. Includes: It’s a Hard-Knock Life, Tomorrow, Little Girls, and You’re Never Fully Dressed Without a Smile. Features Carol Burnett, Kathie Lee Gifford, Sally Struthers, and Gary Coleman. Two CDs. LifeMusic. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 3701670 TANYA TUCKER: Greatest Hits.** This CD collects 13 hit songs from the country music star, including Delta Dawn; What’s Your Mama’s Name; Would You Lay with Me (in a Field of Stone); Here’s Some Love; Wine Me Up, If It Don’t Come Easy, and more. LifeMusic. Pub. at $9.95

**DVD 3906724 OPRY VIDEO CLASSICS: Legends.** What makes a country star a legend? Instant recognition on a first name basis like George (Jones) performing White Lightning, or Johnny (Cash) doing Ring of Fire. Here are thirteen other legends performing their hits, including Marty Robbins, Faron Young, Ray Price, Patsy Cline, Tammy Wynette, Conway Twitty, Dolly Parton, Loretta Lynn, and more. In B&W and Color. 58 minutes. LifeMusic. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 3701573 OPRY VIDEO CLASSICS: Pioneers.** Presents the greatest collection of vintage live country music performances ever assembled. Performers include: Roy Acuff, Grandpa Jones, Vern Gosdin, and many more. Two CDs. LifeMusic. Pub. at $11.95

**DVD 3906505 OPRY VIDEO CLASSICS: Hall of Fame.** This collection honors the artists from the Country Music Hall of Fame. Includes: Chet Atkins and Patsy Cline. Thirteen other performances include Big River, by Johnny Cash; Mr. Record Man, by Willie Nelson; Po’ Folks, by Bill Anderson; Oh Lonesome Me, by Don Gibson. One’s On the Way, by Loretta Lynn; Joshua, by Dolly Parton; and more. In B&W and Color. 56 minutes. LifeMusic. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 3701581 OPRY VIDEO CLASSICS: Queens of Country.** Features Kitty Wells’ Making Believe, along with major hits by Patsy Cline, Loretta Lynn, Tammy Wynette and Dolly Parton. As a special treat, this set includes: The Hound All Over, by Rose Colored Glasses by Eddy Arnold; One’s On the Way, by Loretta Lynn; I Fall to Pieces, by Patsy Cline; Texas Watermelon, by June Carter; and many more. In B&W and Color. 56 minutes. LifeMusic. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 3719731 MOTOWEN: 25 Yesterday, Today, Forever.** Features an extended version of Motown 25, with almost 30 minutes of footage never broadcast. Virtually every major Motown artist is spotlighted, including Smokey Robinson, Mary Wells, Martha Reeves, Diana Ross, Lionel Richie, Mary Wells, Martha Reeves, Jeri Walker and the Commodores. CC. 173 minutes. StarVista. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 3092844 OPRY VIDEO CLASSICS: Duets.** Presents the greatest collection of vintage live country music performances ever assembled, from the ’50s to the ’70s. These fifteen historical duet performances include Don Gibson & June Carter, Oh Lonesome Me; Bobby Lord & Patsy Cline, (Remember Me) I’m the One Who Loves You; Porter Wagoner & Dolly Parton, If I Had You; Oh Lonesome Me, and more. In B&W and Color. 57 minutes. LifeMusic. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 3906558 OPRY VIDEO CLASSICS: Honky-Tonk Heroes.** Nobody got things rolling better than these fifteen classic live country music performances, including Walking the Floor over You, by Ernest Tubb, Hot Numbers by the Barbara by Ray Price, Six Days on the Road, by Dale Dudley, Kaw-Liga, by Charlie Pride; and The Race Is On, by George Jones. In Color and B&W. 53 minutes. LifeMusic. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD 370159X OPRY VIDEO CLASSICS: Songs That Topped the Charts.** Presents the greatest collection of vintage live country music performances ever assembled. Performers include: Carl Smith; Don Gibson; Bobby Darvis; Leroy Van Dyke; Sonny James, Ernest Ashworth, Billy Walker, Del Reeves, Donna Fargo, and others. In Color and B&W. 51 minutes. LifeMusic. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 3906555 OPRY VIDEO CLASSICS: Love Songs.** Offers 15 love songs by the likes of Del Shannon, Pat Boone, Johnny Cash, by John Denver, Carole King, Elvis Presley, Dionne Warwick, Sonny & Cher, Gladys Knight & the Pips, manic performers. Includes: Caroline, My Love; (Sweet Talkin’) Mary; (I’m Afraid) I Can’t Wait; If You’re Gonna Walk Out, Walk Out With Me; I’ll Never Love Again; Your Cheatin’ Heart; She Thinks I Still Care; Loretta Lynn (Love Is the Heaviest Thing I’ve Ever Had to Carry); and many more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**DVD 2981118 TRACE ADKINS: The Millennium Collection. Collects 10 tracks from the country star, including Rough & Ready, This Ain’t No Thinkin’ Thing; You Gonna Miss This; Po’ Country Girls Love Country Boys; and Universal Music. $11.95

**DVD 6621260 MARTY ROBBINS: The Complete Recordings 1952-1960.** From one of country’s leading crossover artists comes six live records, plus his complete singles catalog, across from eight prolific years. Includes the entirety Rock’n Rollin’ Robbins, Songs of Robbins, Song of the Islands, Marty Robbins, and Songs That Topped the Charts. In other words, this DVD is the ultimate musical portrait of the most important country music artist in the post-war era. This massive 103-track set presents the complete singles catalog, more than 400 songs, including his posthumous releases up to 1955—including his releases as Luke the Drifter. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $25.99

**DVD 2801200 COUNTRY USA: I’ve Been Everywhere.** Collects 30 tracks from some of the biggest stars in country music, including Rhinestone Cowboy, by Glen Campbell; Down Among the Sheltering Willows, by George Jones; (I’m So) Lonely for Someone, by Don Gibson; Orange Blossom Special, by Johnny Cash; El Paso, by Marty Robbins; White Line Fever, by Merle Haggard; and many more. Two CDs. Sony Music. $5.95

**DVD 584651X HANK WILLIAMS: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1947-55.** More than a country legend, Hank Williams was one of the most important figures in the American musical landscape in the post-war era. This massive 103-track set presents the single A-side and B-side albums from his releases, through the end of 1962—just months before his tragic death. Includes Wonderful Feeling After Midnight; I Fall to Pieces; Crazy, She’s Got You; and much more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 369691X JOHN DENVER: The Ultimate Collection.** This 19 track collection captures the musical style and the gentle sound of this great performer. Includes: Annie’s Song, Take Me Home, Country Roads, Rocky Mountain High; Sunshine on My Shoulders; Back Home Again; Thank God I’m a Country Boy; Like a Sad Song; Sweet Surrender; My Sweet Lady; Calypso, Flyaway; and much more. Sony Music. $5.95

**DVD 375734X DWIGHT YOAKAM: 21st Century Hits—Best of 2000-2012.** Collects 14 songs from the country music star, including The Sad Side of Town; The Late Great Golden State; Crazy Little Thing Called Love; A Heart Like Mine; If Teardrops were Diamonds (with Willie Nelson), and more. New West Records. $5.95
Country & Western - Bluegrass

**CD 7615191 HANK SNOW: The Complete US Country Hits, 1949-62.** This 48-track set covers the most important era of Hank Snow’s hillbilly career, and comprises every A and B side which made the country charts from his chart debut in 1949 through to 1962, including 39 of the 43 top ten hits he had. Acro. Pub. at $16.99... $12.95

**CD 5909686 JIMMIE RODGERS: Blue Yodels.** He is a founding father of country music whose influence is incalculable. Here, 20 tracks including some of his finest 1927 recordings, remind listeners why his name is etched in the annals of music history. Includes The Soldier’s Sweetheart; Train Whistle Blues; Blue Yodel II; Blue Yodel IV; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $11.95... $4.95

**CD 4552911 JOHNNY CASH: The Complete Sun Releases and Columbus Singles, 1955-62.** One of the greatest figures of American music, Johnny Cash gets a fitting tribute in this 82-track collection. An overview of his early career, it assembles all his tracks with the Sun label, plus the A and B sides of his singles for Columbus during the same period. Also included are five tracks from a feature entitled Prison Blues so I Can’t Help It. Acro. Pub. at $16.99... $13.95

**CD 3698663 DOLTON PORTON: The Hits.** Nineteen tracks bring together the hits that made Dolly Parton so enduring. Includes Jolene; 9 to 5; Here You Come Again; Islands in the Stream; with Kenny Rogers; Tennessee Homesick Blues; The Bargain Store; Love Is Like a Butterfly; Two Doors Down; Romero; The Seeker; Single Woman; Joshua; and more. Sony Music. $7.95

**CD 3985031 WAYLON JENNINGS: Goin’ Down Rockin’—The Last Recordings.** Just prior to his death in 2002, Waylon recorded these tracks, including some of his greatest later hits and some of his greatest later studio recordings. Reminds listeners why his name is etched in the annals of music history. Includes I Belong; New Mexico; Greatest Hits 1927-1934. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99... $11.95

**CD 4640829 ERNEST TUBB: The Complete US Hits 1941-62.** This 71-track collection comprises every Ernest Tubb record that featured in the U.S. country pop chart more than once. Includes 1964’s Top 10 hit You’re the One. Acro. Pub. at $19.99... $14.95

**CD 2841290 THE HIGHWAYMEN: On the Road Again.** Supergrup is a fitting label for these legends: Johnny Cash, Kris Kristofferson, Willie Nelson and Waylon Jennings. This CD collects 17 songs, from a performance recorded April 19th in Scotland. Tracks include Highwaysman; On The Road Again; Folsom Prison Blues; Crazy; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99... $11.95

**CD 682062X EAGLES GRASS.** The Eagles’ most beloved hits get the Grass treatment with this collection of twelve authentic blue grass renditions, including Kan i Do; New York; 疣e’ll Be Around; The Highway; Black Mountain Folk Song; and many more. Universal Music. $9.95

**CD 2980819 THE BEST OF LUCKY LONE, VOL. 1.** The Millennium Collection. Collects 13 hits from a true legend of country music. Songs include Blue Moon of Kentucky; Crazy; She’s Got You; Sweet Dreams; Walkin’ After Midnight; Back in Baby’s Arms; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 5978713 DON WILLIAMS: Just a Country Boy.** Fourteen tracks bring Don’s true country style to your collection. You’re My Best Friend; When I’m With You; Some Broken Hearts Never Mend; I’m Just a Country Boy; It Must Be Love; Where Are You; I’m Missing You; You; Love... and many more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99... $21.95

**CD 5942853 GENTEN OLD TIME MUSIC: Classic Country Recordings 1927-1934.** Venture back to a time when country music’s sound was just being developed with this huge set of remastered classics. Four CDs and nearly 100 tracks bring together important contributions from pioneers like Fiddlin’ Doc; the Red Fox Chasers; Ted Chestnut, Sydne... and many more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99... $21.95

**CD 2980959 JOHNNY CASH/CASSIEL HILL: Classic Hall of Fame Series, 50 Tracks.** Twenty tracks from the Man in Black, including Get Rhythm; I Walk the Line; Walkin’ After Midnight; Black Veil; Thing Called Love; Ballad of Ira Hayes; Blue Train; I Walk the Line; and more. PolyGram Records. $5.95

**CD 3754022 THE WILBURN BROTHERS COLLECTION, 1954-62.** This 59-track, two-CD collection comprises most of the A & B sides by this top brother country duo. Two discs during this era, plus selected titles from their albums, Teddy and Doyle; Side by Side; Livin’ in God’s Country, The Big Heartbreak, and Sing and City Limits. Includes titles such as I Can’t Help It. Acro. Pub. at $14.99... $11.95

**CD 5878624 THE CARTER FAMILY: Greatest Hits 1927-1934.** Collects 18 country classics from the Carter family’s recordings to feature 18 previously unreleased tracks, plus its complete 1950’s hit album, Gunsmingers, with limited edition cover art, and the 25th anniversary edition of Friends in Low Places. Other CDs highlight periods and themes from throughout Garth’s career, from his debut album, On the Road, to his recordings on The Ultimate Collection. Covers of other well-worn classics. Pearl Records. $14.95

**CD 6700810 THE JOHNNY HORTON SINGLES COLLECTION 1950-60.** This 60-track anthology comprises selected A & B sides by this honky-tonk and rockabilly star, including his 1958 hit country hits from U.S. and the U.K. The Battle of New Orleans; The Foggy Mountain Top; Keep on the Sunny Side; I’m Thinking Tonight of My Blue Eyes; Jimmy Brown the Newsboy; John Hardy Was A Desperate Little Man; Wabash Cannonball; and more. Acrobat. $7.95

**CD 587827X TUMBLING TUMBLEWEEDS: Songs of the Golden Old School.** A wonderful collection of 75 classic songs from country and western music’s biggest stars. This CD collects Goin’ Down Rockin’; Belle of the Ball; If My Harley Was A Woman; Int’l’l Peace Officer; I Don’t Miss My Baby; Send Me The Pillow You Dream On; 20 Greatest Hits 1927-1934. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99... $11.95

**CD 2833948 GARTH BROOKS: The Ultimate Collection.** Ten CDs feature 18 previously unreleased tracks, plus its complete 1990’s hits album, Gunslinger, with limited edition cover art, and the 25th anniversary edition of Friends in Low Places. Other CDs highlight periods and themes from throughout Garth’s career, from his debut album, On the Road, to his recordings on The Ultimate Collection. Covers of other well-worn classics. Pearl Records. $14.95

**CD 3651832 THE JIMMY WAKELEY COLLECTION 1940-53.** Wanley was one of the last of the “singing cowboys,” personal favourite who combined appearances in western movies with recording country and western records. This three-CD, 64 track set comprises A and B sides by this honky-tonk country star, including My Name (the Other has my Heart); I Love You So Much It Hurts; Slippin’ Around; and many more. Acro. Pub. at $14.99... $11.95

**CD 6848664 JOHNNY CASH: 100 Hits.** The Man in Black dominated the music scene for decades and this four CD set collects 100 of his greatest songs, including Folsom Prison Blues; In the Jailhouse Now; Five Feet High and Rising; Ballad of a Teenage Queen; Big River; Get Rhythm; I Still Miss Someone; and many more. Universal Music. $14.95

**CD 2981112 PATSY CLINE: Live In Opy.** To this day, Cline remains one of country music’s biggest stars. This CD collects 12 songs, including A Church, a Courtroom, and Then Goodbye; I’ve Loved and Lost Again; When He Calls The Phone; I Fall to Pieces; I’m So L... and many more. Universal Music. $5.95

---
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**CD 6961428 GEORGE JONES: Ten Classic LPs.** This four CD collection celebrates the early and best part of one country music’s great songwriters and vocalists, and follows his extraordinary career. Bringing together ten original albums and a host of non-album singles these 135 tracks include Why Baby Why; Seasons of My Heart; Don’t Care Anymore; I Love You Just as You Are; and more. Universal. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6941303 HANK WILLIAMS: The Greatest Hits Live, Volume 1.** Collects eleven of Williams’ greatest hits, some from live recordings including Cold, Cold Heart; The Funeral; Comedy with Hank and the Drifting Cowboys; I Can’t Help It (I'm Still in Love with You); Half As Much; Moanin’ the Blues; I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry; You’re Gonna Change; From Jerusalem to Jericho; On Top of Old Smoky; and I’ll Have a New Life. TIME LIFE. $4.95

**CD 4612841 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1954.** A who’s who of country music’s best represented on this collection of essential 1954 gems. Packed with nearly 60 tracks, it includes favorites by Jim Reeves, Ray Price, Hank Thompson, Porter Wagoner, Marty Robbins, Faron Young, Jimmy Newman, and others. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

**CD 3715086 MOON MULLICAN: 22 Greatest Hits.** Features Farewell; Ragged But Right; Magnolia Rag; Sweeter Than the Flowers; Joe! Blon; Wabash Cannonball; Bottom of the Glass; Louisiana Ragman; Wise; Pipeline Blues; Good Deal Lucy; and more. Twenty-two tracks. Highland Music. $7.95

**CD 2888408 BILL MONROE & THE BLUEGRASS BOYS: Castle Studio 1950-1951 Complete Sessions.** Includes all of Bill Monroe’s recording sessions from 1950 and 1951. The boys represented bluegrass at its zenith and whose influence has lasted from their time to ours. This 5 CD, 181 track collection includes Blue Grass Ramble, Raw Hide; Poison Love; Cabin of Love; and more. Also contains an informative booklet about the group. RWA. Pub. at $42.99

**CD 3771091 THE JIMMY NEWMAN COLLECTION 1948-62.** Features eighteen hits on the U.S. Country Chart, with nine Top 10 entries including the number 2 hits Fallen Star and You Make Me and a number for the hit Cry Cry Darling along with selected A & B sides for the Modern, Fais Do Do, Feature, DOT, MGM and Decca Labels during this era. Fifty-eight tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

**CD 3702413 CONFEDERATE RAILROAD: Notorious.** The southern country rock band’s second album collects 10 songs, including Daddy Never Will Understand; Elvis and Cadillac; And Summer in Dixie; I’m Just a Rebel; and more. Atlantic. $4.95

**CD 2953617 THE LOUVIN BROTHERS COLLECTION 1949-62.** Over 50 tracks capture the short-lived but prolific career of this influential country/gospel duo, celebrated for their distinct blend of mandolin, guitar, and melodic vocals. Includes classics like Cash on the Barrehead; When I Was Dreaming; Running Wild; I Don’t Believe You’ve Met My Baby; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 3788482 MARTY ROBBINS: The Complete 1951-1963.** Featuring hits from eight of Robbins’ albums, this 107 track, 4-CD collection includes such tunes as A Little Sentimental; Hurt; To Each His Own; Ushainted Melody; I’m in the Mood for Love; All the Way; the Ashes of an Old Love Affair; The Sea and Me; Tall Handsome Stranger; and more. Many. Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6992307 WILLIE NELSON: At the Boarding House.** Nelson performed a dynamic show at San Francisco’s Boarding House on March 7, 1965. Featuring a dazzling set of tunes from his recent albums, plus a number of well-chosen covers. Songs include Shotgun Willie; Funny How Time Slips; What the World Needs Now; Mary’s Motel of Love; Away/Crazy Night Life; and more. Seventeen tracks. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 295978X EMMYLOU HARRIS & SPOTY: Bottom Line, New York 1998.** The legendary Laurel Canyon artist played this gig at the Bottom Line club, a gig that was recorded for live FM broadcast. This CD collects 16 tracks, including Wrecking Ball; Pancho and Lefty; Two More Bottles of Wine; Born to Run; Benny’s Song; I’m Singing the Blues; Waters; and more. Lefteff Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 5879043 ROY ROGERS: Ride Ranger Ride.** The multi-talented western icon gives us 21 of the tracks that helped make his household a name: I’m an Old Cowhand; You Needed Too Long; The Hills of Old Wyoming; Chapel in the Valley; Ride Ranger Ride; Moonlight in the Prairie; Don’t Fence Me In; Hi Ho Silver and more. Acrobat. $4.95

**CD 5878802 HANK SNOW: We’ll Never Say Goodbye.** Drawn from the Montreal sessions, recorded between 1957 and 1943, here are 22 tracks from the yodeling country great: Man Can’t Live on Memory Alone; Mama; The Hobo’s Blues; Rodeo; Lonesome Blue Yodel; There Was Ever a Fair Like You; My Little Swiss Maiden; Someday You’ll Care; We’ll Never Say Goodbye and more. Acrobat. $4.95

**CD 3702902 TRUCK STOP.** The songs and artists in this album are typical of the fare enjoyed by roadhouses, honky tonks, and old country truck stops. Ten tracks, including Sleeper Cab Blues by Tom O’Neal; Pinball Machine by Lonnie Irving; Wheels a Turning by The Willis Brothers; and more. Starday Records. $4.95

**CD 2805243 FLOYD TILLMAN: The Essential Recordings.** A pioneer of both the western swing and honky tonk sound, Tillman was one of the first Country artists to write Pop crossover hits. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Each Night at Nine; G.I. Blues; World, Simon!; Ain’t That Just Like Me; Why Baby Why; Seasons of My Heart; Favorite Hymns; The Great Speckled Bird; Once More-It’s Roy Acuff; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $28.99

**CD 2821012 ROY ACUFF: The Early Albums Collection.** Four CD set comprising 113 tracks feature ten of Acuff’s early albums including Old Time Barn Dance; Songs of the Smokey Mountains; Favorite Hymns; The Great Speckled Bird; and more! Primo.

**CD 3996839 GLEN CAMPBELL SINGS FOR THE KING.** Presents 18 tracks by this legendary artist. Includes We Call Him On a duet with Elvis Presley; Anytime; Easy Go; Any Day I Can’t Help Myself; Anyone Can Play; I Got Love; I’ll Never Know; All I Needed Was the Rain; How Can You Loose what You Never Had; Spinout; Magic Fire; I’ll Be Back; Love on the Rocks, and more. Universal. Music. $6.95

**CD 3097072 TANYA TUCKER: My Turn.** From one of the greatest country music voices comes these twelve tracks that include Wine Me Up; Lovesick Blues; Love’s Gonna Live Here; Crazy Arms; After the Fire is Gone; is Anyone Gonna to San Antonio; I Love You a Thousand Ways; Big, Big Love; Walk Through This World with Me; Oh, Lonesome Me; You Don’t Own Me; and Ramblin’ Fever. Prodigal. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6908926 SHE’S SELLING WHAT SHE USED TO GIVE AWAY.** Collects 28 risque hillbilly songs from the ’30s, including Frankie and Johnny; Johnnie and Gene Autry; When Lid’s Gone by Sanger; I’ve Never Had Nighttime Blues by Bill Davis; Nobody’s Business by Riley Puckett; Feel Good by Hartman’s Heart Breakers; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $28.99

**CD 6993787 THE HANK WILLIAMS STORY.** Features a 23 track spoken word biography. Accompanied by a 2 CD collection of sixty music tracks including Calling You; Never Again (Will I Knock on Your Door); I’m a Long Gone Daddy; Calling You; A Tramp on the Street; The Prodigal Son; Jesus Died for Me; and more. Four CDs in all. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 6998177 GEORGE JONES The Millennium Collection.** This CD of 100 tracks provides a wonderful sampling of this country legend’s illustrious career, including She Thinks I Still Care; The Race Is On; A Girl I Used to Know; Not What I Had in Mind; and more. Universal Music. $5.95
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**CD 2862522 JERRY BYRD: Byrd's Expedition.** This CD collects 30 tracks from the lap steel master, including Stealin' The Blue Moon Blues, Missionary Blues, Texas Playboy Rag, Byrd's Expedition, Blue Boogie; and many more. RWA. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**CD 2927365 BOBBY HELMS: The Complete Releases 1952-62.** A ‘50s country star whose smooth Nashville sound crossed over onto the pop charts, Helms is highlighted in 52 classic recordings. Collecting every A and B side he released during this period, they include hits like I Don’t Ever Get Tired; How Proud I Would Have Been; Flowers for Mama; Things Have Gone to Pieces; and much. TIME LIFE. $4.95

**CD 2788433 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1962.** This 110-track four CD collection of the greatest hits of the year includes Walk On By Leroy Van Dyke; You’re the Reason by Bobby Edwards; Sometimes I’m Tempted by Marty Robbins; Old Rivers by Walter Brennan; Wollverton Mountain by Claude King; Adios Amigos by Jim Reeves; and so many more. Includes informational booklet on all the performers. Acrobat Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6941273 GEORGE JONES: Mr. Country and Western Music.** A collection of 14 top hits from the country western star including I Just Lost My Favorite Girl; What’s Bad for You Is Good for Me; Don’t You Ever Get Tired; How Proud I Would Have Been; Flowers for Mama; Things Have Gone to Pieces; and more. RWA. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**CD 3702456 JERRY RIVERS: Stories and Great Fiddle Music.** The entertaining collection of stories and songs included here were recorded by Rivers in the early 1960's for Starday Records. Twenty-nine tracks, including Fiddler's Delight, The Stuff of the Fiddle, Different Styles of Fiddle Playing; Skip to My Lou; When the Saints Go Marchin' In; and many. Gusto. $4.95

**CD 6858848 THE RICK O'BAY RIDGE: Original Greatest Hits.** This collection presents 15 numbers from country hits as originally recorded by the original band, plus a couple of number two hits. Tracks include I’ll Be True to You; Erika; Trying to Love Two; Love Song; American Made; Bobbie Sue; and many more. RecordMall.com. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 5767074 THE BOB WILLS AND HIS TEXAS PLAYBOYS COLLECTION 1935-50.** A pioneer of the Western Swing style of the 1930s and 40s, Bob Wills’s distinctive sound is the focus of this collection. Over 50 tracks in all, it brings together the highlights of some 15 years of his career. Tracks include: I’ll Go On Alone; Pretty Words; I Can’t Quit; Stairway of Love; She Was Only Seventeen; Ain’t I the Lucky One; Ruby Ann; Don’t Worry; El Paso; Singing the Blues; The Story of My Life; and many. RWA. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 3757720 WEBB PIERCE: The Complete US Country Hits 1952-62.** One of the most successful country artists during the 1950s, Webb Pierce scored more country No. 1’s during the ten years compared to Eddy Arnold and Jim Reeves as a country duet. Tracks include: Turned Her That Way, Country Boy; and more. Gusto. $7.95

**CD 6961436 THE GEORGE MORGAN SINGLES COLLECTION 1949-62.** A country singer from Tennessee, Morgan was compared to Eddy Arnold and Jim Reeves as a country duet. Morgan had hits on all three of the major labels. Tracks include: Queen, Born to Lose; Folsom Prison Blues; Don’t Take Your Guns to Town; Come In Stranger; You Dreamer You; Give My Love to Rose; Train of Love; and much more. Dynaco. Pub. at $14.95 $10.95

**CD 2927411 FERLIN HUSKY: The Singles Collection 1951-62.** The prolific country hit maker of the ‘50s and ‘60s is revived across three CDs, collecting 80 vintage tracks including hits like A Dear John Letter (with Jean Shepard); Gone, Wings of a Dove; I Feel Alive; Over; Little Tom; Across the Bend; and many. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**CD 2958887 LEROY VAN DYKE: The Complete Releases 1955-62.** This 42 track two CD set focuses on the early years of Van Dyke’s career, and comprises the A and B sides of all the singles for the Dot and Mercury labels from his 1955-1962. Songs include Walk On By; The Big Man in a Big House; If a Woman Answers; and much. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2817551 JIM & JESSE: The Old Dominion Masters.** To ensure they had the total freedom to produce themselves as they saw fit, Jim & Jesse took the radical step of creating their own label, and this first release that appeared on their own label, The Old Dominion during the ‘70s. Includes four CDs with over 100 tracks, and a 16 page LP sized booklet featuring history on this Bluegrass duo. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $35.99 $27.95

**CD 3738562 TELL IT TO ME: Remembering the Johnson City Sessions, 1928-1929.** Showcasing vernacular music genres and styles that were popular across Appalachia during the early years of the twentieth century, this CD collects 26 recordings by 15 different acts, including Tell it to Me by Grant Brothers & Their Music; Home Town Blues by Roane County Rambler’s; The Coo-Coo Bird by Clarence Ashley; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

**CD 2927446 THE HANK LOCKLIN SINGLES COLLECTION, 1946-62.** Nearly 60 tracks highlight Locklin’s output of singles over the first 15 years or so of his career, including country and pop hits like Send me the Pillow (That You Dream On), Let Me Be the One; From Here to There to You; Gosh! Girl It’s A Little Too Late. Acrobat Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 5653338 MY RIFLE, MY PONY AND ME.** Twenty-six tracks bring together iconic songs inspired by great western adventures on the big and small screen. My Rifle, My Pony & Me by Dean Martin & Ricky Nelson; The Sons of Katie Elder; Johnny Cash: Ring of Fire; Frankie Laine; The Yellow Rose of Texas by Rogers; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 2937508 PORTER WAGONER: The Singles Collection 1952-62.** Comprises every A and B side from the 99 singles released by Wagoner over the course of his career. Tracks include: Satisfied Mind; Misery Loves Company; Company’s Comin’; Eat, Drink and Be Merry; What Would You Do?; Your Old Love Letters; and much more. Sixty tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 2947741 MARTY ROBBINS: The Complete US Hits. 1952-62.** Comprises 34 tracks. From the record that launched his first decade of his career. Tracks include: I’ll Go On Alone; Pretty Words; I Can’t Quit; Stairway of Love; She Was Only Seventeen; Ain’t I the Lucky One; Ruby Ann; Don’t Worry; El Paso; Singing the Blues; The Story of My Life; and many more. RWA. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6908802 JIM REEVES: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1949-62.** Gentleman Jim was one of the most successful country artists of the 1950 and 1960s. This three CD set collects 80 songs, comprising A and B sides for the MCA, VOC, Rebel, Abbott, Fabor and RCA labels. Tracks include Mexican Joe; Bimbo; Billy Bayou; Four Walls; He’ll have to Go; My Heart’s like a Welcome Mat. RWA. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3763080 THE VERY BEST OF JOHNNY CASH.** This two CD, 50 track collection features the greatest songs from the “Man in Black,” including: I Walk the Line; Ring of Fire; Folsom Prison Blues; The Jordan River; Walking the Floor Over You; Folsom Prison Blues; I’m a One Man Man; I’m So Lonesome; The Sound of a Train; Midnight Train to Memphis; Bitter Tears; and many more. Boundless. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

**CD 3757404 NEKO CASE: Live from Austin, TX.** This debut Austin City Limits box set highlights Case’s performances on the Austin City Limits program and includes live versions of songs from Neko’s three seminal solo releases at the time, combining elements of country, gospel and punk. Fourteen tracks, including Favorite; Outro with Bees; Behind the House; In California; and more. New West Records. $5.95

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CD</th>
<th>2685973</th>
<th>KITTY WELLS: The Complete Country Hits 1952-62.</th>
<th>Comprises every record by Kitty which made U.S. country charts for a 10-year period between the '50s and '60s. This collection provides a comprehensive view of her career. Songs include “Dust off Your Bobbins,” “My Man,” “Cold Feet,” and more.</th>
<th>Country &amp; Western</th>
<th>Bluegrass</th>
<th>$19.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>2841399</td>
<td>MEL &amp; MONTGOMERY: Golden Moments. The golden voice of Mel and the wailing harmonies of Montgomery for a 30-year period between the '50s and '60s. This collection provides a comprehensive view of their careers. Songs include “Blue Moon of Louisiana,” “Don’t Be Ashamed,” and more.</td>
<td>Country &amp; Western</td>
<td></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>5963842</td>
<td>THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1957. These 120 tracks comprise every record that appeared on Billboard’s Country &amp; Western charts for the year, including notable numbers from stars like Elvis Presley, Johnny Cash, and others.</td>
<td>Country &amp; Western</td>
<td></td>
<td>$17.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>5778347</td>
<td>COUNTRY HIT PARADE 1956-57. This 54-track, two CD set comprises selected A and B sides from Cooley’s Columbia Singles As &amp; Bs 1955-62.</td>
<td>Country &amp; Western</td>
<td></td>
<td>$16.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>184570X</td>
<td>PROBITYL: The Minstrel and Tin Pan Alley DNA of Country Music. This three-CD anthology is the first to track 20th century American vernacular music of old time country, bluegrass, and jazz and blues.</td>
<td>Country &amp; Western</td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>2870851</td>
<td>JIMMY DEAN: The Complete Mercury &amp; Columbia Singles As &amp; Bs 1955-62. He was a country singer, radio personality and actor and this two CD collection celebrates his long and illustrious career. The 51 tracks include hits like “False Pride; Hello Mr. Blues; Freight Train Blues; What This Old World Needs; A Fool in Love; Love Me So I’ll Know Where To Find You; and more.</td>
<td>Country &amp; Western</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>5942942</td>
<td>LEFTY FRIZZELL—COUNTRY MUSIC LEGEND: Selected Sides 1950-1959. Head to the country for 100 selected sides by a king of country music's most decorated artists.</td>
<td>Country &amp; Western</td>
<td></td>
<td>$21.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>6668273</td>
<td>HOMER &amp; JETHRO ASSAULT THE ROCK ’N ROLL ERA. The forefathers of song parody, country music jesters Homer Haynes and Jethro Burns offer their hilarious takes on the biggest rock hits of their time. Thirty-five tracks include parodies like Hoot Dawg (multiple takes), Two Tone Shoes, Red Hot Teenager; At the Flip; and more.</td>
<td>Country &amp; Western</td>
<td></td>
<td>$18.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>3714999</td>
<td>BEST OF THE BEST OF THE DUX. Ten tracks from 3 country western dos, the Louvin Brothers, Johnny &amp; Jack, and the York Brothers including I Don’t Believe You’ve Met My Baby; Cryin’ Heart Blues; River of Tears; My Baby’s Gone; Kentucky; and more.</td>
<td>Country &amp; Western</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>2849937</td>
<td>JOHNNY PAYCHECK: Greatest Hits. This collection features 11 tracks from the man who changed how country music is sung! Tracks include Take This Job and Shove It; She’s All I Got; Slide Off Your Satin Sheets; Motel Time Again; For a Minute There I Thought You Meant; Dance Man; Something About You I Love; and more.</td>
<td>Country &amp; Western</td>
<td></td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>2982255</td>
<td>BUCK OWENS: Bound for Bakersfield 1953-1956. A robust collection of 24 songs from the country legend’s pre-capitol days. Tracks include Blue Love; Down on the Corner of Love; I Don’t Show on Me; I Wonder How My Baby’s Gone; Blue Love; and more.</td>
<td>Country &amp; Western</td>
<td></td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>2863424</td>
<td>GOOD OLD BOYS LIVE: Drink Up &amp; Go Home. Frank Wakefield, David Nelson, Brantley Kearns, Pal Campbell and many others. An accompanying hardcover volume with 223 pages includes hundreds of photos and profiles on each artists. 10 CD s. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99</td>
<td>Country &amp; Western</td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>6904846</td>
<td>THE CHET ATKINS SINGLES COLLECTION 1946-62. This 59 track, two CD collection focuses on Atkins’ work as a recording artist, covering a period over more than a decade and a half. Tracks include Canned Heat; I Know When I’m Blue; Barber Ship Rag; Spanish Fandango; A Man Has a Job; Mr. Sandman; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99</td>
<td>Country &amp; Western</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>6700802</td>
<td>JOHNNY CASH: Original Albums. Six complete albums by The Man in Black: Ride This Train; Now, There Was a Song!; The Sound of Johnny Cash; Hymns From The Heart; Tennessee Flat Top Box; and John &amp; June.</td>
<td>Country &amp; Western</td>
<td></td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>6675921</td>
<td>GID TANNER AND THE SKILLET LICKERS. Featuring Riley Puckett, Clayton McMichen, Lone Star and others, here are 100 vintage tracks by “Old Timey’s Favorite Band”, remastered for a new audience. Includes renditions of Rock That Cradle; Lucile; Bonaparte’s Retreat; Cripple Creek; Bully of the Town; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>Country &amp; Western</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>3749797</td>
<td>LOUISE MANDRELL: The Jimmie Davis Collection 1929-47. Presents a selection of 53 classics performed by one of the most popular hillbilly singers of the 1930s, including Out of Town Blues; She’s a Hum Hum Dinger (From Dingersville); Wampus Kitty Mama; and more. Two CDs. Mandrell 4 Mandrell. Pub. at $24.99</td>
<td>Country &amp; Western</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>2953609</td>
<td>THE JIMMIE DAVIS COLLECTION 1929-47. This box set presents 100 vintage tracks by “Old Timey’s Favorite Band”, remastered for a new audience. Includes renditions of Rock That Cradle; Lucile; Bonaparte’s Retreat; Cripple Creek; Bully of the Town; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>Country &amp; Western</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>374695X</td>
<td>JOHNNY MCGREYLD &amp; FRIENDS: Play the Mountain Moonshiner’s Songs from the mandolin-playing legend, including The Bull Mountain Moonshiners; Billy in the Lowground; Sally Goodwin; Somebody’s Joy; Snowbird; Turkey; and more. Acro</td>
<td>Country &amp; Western</td>
<td></td>
<td>$17.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>2871092</td>
<td>TEXAS HILLBILLIES. Ninety three instrumental songs and providing a glimpse into the string band music performed by Texas’ hillbilly musicians. This four CD collection includes tracks like Honeymoon Cowboy by Arthur Miles; Chicken in the Garden by Hugh Roden and Ray Courts; Dawn’s Early Light; and more. One CD. Mandrell 4 Mandrell. Pub. at $24.99</td>
<td>Country &amp; Western</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>3763048</td>
<td>THE BAKERSFIELD SOUND. This boxed set is the first sprawling anthology of Bakersfield’s country music heritage. Some 239 tracks begin with the 1940s and recordings of many significant figures, including Merle Haggard, Buck Owens, Wynn Over, and many others. An accompanying hardcover volume with 223 pages includes hundreds of photos and profiles on each artists. 10 CDs. Bear Family</td>
<td>Country &amp; Western</td>
<td></td>
<td>$199.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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★ CD 3736407 THE GARRETT NEWTON BAND: Bluegrass Barn. These twelve tracks include the title tune along with Take Me Home to Charlotte; Breakdown; You Don’t Have to Be a Baby to Cry; Back to Hancock County; Let the Church Roll On; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

★ CD 3755547 WILLIAMSON BRANCH: Classy, Sassy, Bluegrass. Collects 12 tracks from the bluegrass family band, including Blue Moon Over Texas; Half Past You; The Ballad of Dan and Tom; Mindy Mae; I’ll Go with You; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

★ CD 282003X LEFTY FRIZZELL: An Article from Life. This ultimate boxed collection of one of the greatest songwriters and singers in country music includes a 264 page, fully illustrated, hard cover volume spanning all of Frizzell’s career, a twenty CD set with 361 tracks—all 78, 45, and LP tracks—from his entire career; along with Lefty’s audio biography, on 8 of the CDs, plus over one hundred non-session recordings. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $239.99 $224.95

★ CD 2937441 MACY’S TEXAS HILLBILLY: Presents a 25-track selection of the best of the Macy label’s country and hillbilly releases, including Sittin’ on the Doorstep by Woody Carter and His Hooted Boys; I’ve Never Been So Blue by Jim Rees; Tennessee Grass by Jim Rees; Moonin’ by Tommy Scott; Boogie Boogie Blues by Art Gun and His Arizona Playboys; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95

★ CD 6749534 JOHNNY WESTERN: Gunfight at O.K. Corral. Sixteen unforgettable recordings capture the hard-bitten spirit of classic western cinema: Ghost Riders in the Sky; Gunfight at O.K. Corral; The Gunfighter; Don't Take Me Home; Days of Slavery; Doin' Time; Three to Tango; Losing Alaska; Cattle Drive; Bonanza; Rawhide; Ballad of Boot Hill; Wyatt Earp; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95

★ CD 6878245 LITTLE JIMMY DICKENS: The Singles Collection 1949-62. This collection of 57 tracks from A and B sides of Dickens’s singles for Columbia during this first phase of his career, including Top 10 successes Country Boy; My Heart's Bouquet; Pennies for Papa; Take an Old Cold Tater; Hillbilly Work; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $13.95 $6.95

★ CD 2942968 COUNTRY SLIDE. Presents 25 early examples of slide guitar playing in Country and Hillbilly music in the 1930s and '40s. Tracks include Red Nightrider by Jimmie Davis; Careless Love by Darby and Tariton; Beautiful Stars by The Dixon Brothers; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99 $12.99

★ CD 2953366 EPIC AMERICANA: Pre-War Blues, Country & Folk. A 78 track anthology of pre-war music featuring 25 tracks of Blues; 31 of Country and 26 of Folk. Tracks include: Twenty-six tracks of Blues: Crazy Blues; Rambler Blues; Porch Blues; Romance of the Road; Mississippi Moon and more. Floating World. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

★ CD 2959879 THE LARRY STEPHENSON BAND: Two Hearts on the Borderline. Collects 12 tracks from the bluegrass band, including Two Hearts on the Borderline; I've Got a Funny Feeling; Lonesome Day; The Land of the Living; Emotions; Mountain Way of Life and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $13.99 $6.95

★ CD 3698774 DEBBY BOONE: You Light Up My Life. Collects 12 tracks from the '70s music idol. Songs include You Light Up My Life; When the Lovelight Starts Shining; A Rock and Roll Song; He's a Rebel; My Guy; Please Mr. Postman; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

★ CD 665646X ROY ACUFF: The King of Country Music. Acuff proves his right to the crown with his 14 classic country tracks including Tid Down; What Will I Do; Is It Love or Is It Lies; Lonesome Joe; Sweep Around Your Own Back Door; Don’t Say Goodbye; Somebody's Goin' Down Easy; Been to Georgia on a Fast Train; Black Rose; Old Five and Dimey Like Me; and more. 2 CDs. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $49.99 $33.95
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Holiday for Strings: and more. Three CDs. Big3. $9.95

★ CD 2972954 NEW ORLEANS JAZZ. That brand of jazz unique to the deep south, compiled into one addictive collection. Twenty-five tracks include contributions from Johnny Bayerdorfer & His Jazzalla Novelty Orchestra, Papalisa & His Orchestra. The New Orleans Rhythm Kings, Bunk Johnson, King Oliver & His Creole Jazz Band, and others. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 $6.95

★ CD 6701530 STAN GETZ: The Classic Albums Collection, 1955-1963. Among the truly great saxophonists of the Jazz Age, Getz’s most potent era is highlighted in this four-CD collection. Collects eight classic albums: Hamp and Getz; Stan Getz and J.J. Johnson at the Opera House; Jazz Giants ’58; Focus, Jazz Samba; Big Band Bossa Nova; Jazz Samba Encore!. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 $11.95

★ CD 5689878 1958: The Year That Jazz Changed, Collects, in their entirety, four of the year’s most groundbreaking jazz records: Miles Davis’s liberating Kind of Blue; Dave Brubeck’s quartet’s unorthodox Time Out; Charles Mingus’s Mingus Ah Um; an album that anticipated post-modernism; and Ornette Coleman’s landmark Shape of Jazz to Come. Chrome Dreams. $5.95

★ CD 2986000 THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET: The Early Years 1952-56. From one of the most innovative, distinctive and influential groups in jazz in the 1950s comes this 32 track two-CD set comprising recordings from 1952 to 1956. This is a definitive collection of some of the very best jazz that you are likely to hear. Things You Are; La Ronde; The Queen’s Fancy; Django; Ralph’s New Focus; Jazz Samba; Big Band Bossa Nova; Jazz Samba Encore!. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 $6.95

★ CD 57855X RAY NOBLE & HIS ORCHESTRA: His Collection, 1931-47. Consists of 46 hits from the songbook of this British pianist, bandleader and composer who was as big a hit in the states as back home, including Lady of Spain; Hold My Hand; Sailing on the Robert E. Lee; Love Is the Sweetest Thing; Who Walks In When I Walk Out?; Mad About the Boy; The Piccolino; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ CD 4589075 SCOTT JOPLIN: His Complete Works. A key figure of the genre’s recent revival, Richard Zimmerman revisits the groundbreaking career of Scott Joplin (1868-1917), a pioneer whose inimitable work with Impulse! as a bandleader. Featuring six original LPs, plus an unreleased session. Albums include: Inception; Reunion with Chet Baker; And others. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 $11.95

★ CD 9293814 WHEN THE SAINTS GO MARCHING IN: Greatest Dixieland Jazz. This collection of some of the greatest Dixieland Jazz includes: Basin Street Blues by Eddie Condon; Muskrat Ramble by Wild Bill Davison & His Concert; California Cowboy by the Joe Venuti Quartet; Recorded in Boston at Storyville; The Guy rack: Gapplegate; Reunion with Chet Baker; Annie Ross Sings a Song with Mulgrew! Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 2870952 MCCOY TYNER: The Impulse Albums Collection. This four-CD collection showcases all of Tyner’s work with Impulse! as a bandleader. Featuring six original LPs, plus an unreleased session. Albums include: Inception; Reunion with Chet Baker; And others. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 $11.95

★ CD 6857787 STAN KENTON: The Classic Albums Collection 1948-1962. Comprises nine complete albums. A presentation of Progress Jazz (1944); City of Glass (1951); of Progressive Jazz (1948); City of Glass (1951); New Concepts of Artistry in Rhythm (1961); and even a recruitment message. Flyright Records. $21.95

★ CD 5821355 OSCAR PETERSON: The Classic Verve Albums Collection. This four-CD collection brings together eight of Peterson’s finest albums, all recorded for the esteemed Verve label during his heyday in the 1950s and 1960s. Collects: Stan Getz & Oscar Peterson Trio; Ben Webster Meets Oscar Peterson; The Trio; Something Warm, The Sound of the Trio; Put on a Happy Face; Night Train; and We Get Requests. Sixty tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 5717921 DAKOTA STATON: The Complete Early Years 1955-58. This two CD set comprises the A & B sides of Staton’s Capitol singles and the tracks from the first four albums of her career, The Laronde Show; In the Night; Dynamic; and Crazy He Calls Me. Collects 55 songs from the jazz legend. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 692834X LOUIS ARMSTRONG: The Essential Albums. Two CDs capture the best of one of jazz’s greatest musicians, delivering 50 tracks like, Cornet Chop Suey; Heebee Jeebees; Muskrat Ramble; Mellancoly; Fireworks; West End Blues; Basin Street Blues; Weather Bird; St Louis Blues; Shine; Them There Eyes; When the Saints Go Marching In; Ain’t Misbehavin’; ABM. $4.95

★ CD 6675018 GLENN MILLER: How Sweet You Are. Glenn Miller and the Army Air Forces Training Command band perform 18 classics in two full wartime broadcast performances from 1943. Includes renditions of Jukebox Jumpin’; Star Dust; I Sustain the Wings; plus a pair of medleys, complete with Army Air Corps fanfare and even a reception message. Flyright Records. $3.95

★ CD 6879746 COUNT BASIE: The Classic Albums Collection 1955-1960. This four CD collection showcases some of Basie’s most lauded work and includes his most successful albums to date. Including some of his greatest hits like Flight of the Fool; The Mockingbird; Atomic Cookin’; Kansas City Shout; Rat Race; Quince; Stormy Monday Blues; Life is a Song; and so many more! Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 2985888 BILLY TAYLOR: Eight Classic Albums 1955-1962. This four CD box set features music from the golden era of this elegant pianist and composer in his musical career, comprising eight original albums. Tracks include Ever So Easy; Radioactivity; The Song Is Ended; Back Home; Somewhere I’m Going; Rainbow and more. Seventy-seven tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
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Gotta Have Love; Unforgettable; ST. LOUIS BLUES; CD; $11.95

**CD 2959866 ARCHIE SHEP: The Early Albums Collection.** This four CD set chronicles the early years of Shepp’s musical career, as an originator and pioneer of the early 1960s free-form movement. Collects 43 tracks, including I Got Rhythm; April in Paris; Early Autumn; All About Me, Oh Mistress Mine; You Don’t Know Why (I Just Do); Sweethearts Forever; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 2805154 CLEO LAINE: The Essential Early Recordings.** This two CD collection celebrates the early years of a pioneering artist who challenged the very definition of what constitutes Jazz music. Features 40 tracks, including A Time for Love; I Know; On the Street; All for Love; Harvest Time; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.99

**CD 2937264 BENNY GOODMAN: Small Band Recordings 1936-1944.** Twenty-five tracks from the Benny Goodman Trio (Goodman, Teddy Wilson, and Gene Krupa, plus Lionel Hampton on three tracks). Includes In a Sentimental Mood; Sing; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $6.95 $4.95

**CD 5819516 NAT KING COLE: The Complete US & UK Hits 1942-1962.** Enjoy an array of early hits by the transcendent Nat King Cole with this unique and wide-ranging collection. At 113 tracks, it features all his U.S. Billboard chart entries from the period, as well as his UK hits, including In the Wee Small Hours of the Morning; Straighten Out; Love Is; and many more. Fifty-three tracks, complete with many treasures like Nature Boy; Mona Lisa; Too Young; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**CD 5822471 THELONIOUS MONK: The Complete Albums Collection 1957-61.** Featuring collaborations with other great jazz artists, this ten-album collection captures four years in the career of an icon. Includes the track listings for Thelonious Monk with John Coltrane, Coltrane’s Interactions. Features Thelonious Himself, Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers with Thelonious; Thelonious in Action; Stomu Yamashita; Thelonious Alone in San Francisco; and more. Five CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2796331 BOBBY TIMMONS: The Riverside Albums Collection.** This 4 CD collection brings together the entire Bobby Timmons repertoire for Riverside, featuring eight albums originally released between 1957 and 1964 including: The Bobby Timmons Trio in Person; This Here Is Bobby Timmons; Soul Time; Bobby Timmons; Easy Does It; This Here Is Bobby Timmons Trio; Bobby Timmons and the Sweet and Soulful Sounds; and John Jenkins, Cliff Jordan, and Bobby Timmons. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6799388 JOHN COLTRANE: The Classic Collaborations 1957-1963.** This collection brings together the very finest albums Coltrane recorded in collaboration with other jazz greats including Thelonious Monk, Duke Ellington, Milt Jackson, Red Garland and more. Collects 43 tracks on 4 CDs including Mating Call; Soutrane; On a Misty Night; You Know Me Beautiful; Dedicated To You; and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3717429 LAMBERT, HENDRICKS & ROSS: The Early Years, 1954-59.** Dave Lambert, Jon Hendrick and Anna Ross revolutionized the world of vocal jazz in the 1950s. This two CD collection just about covers all their recordings from this era, including all the tracks from the albums Sing a Song of Basie, Sing Along with Basie; The Swingers; and The Hottest New Group in Jazz. Forty-three tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3703540 TONY AGUARO KING COLLECTION 1939-40.** Collects 192 tracks on 25 CDs, comprising selected A and B sides from King’s releases for the Victor and Brunswick labels during this time period. Tracks include Dream a Little Dream of Me; Good Night, Sweetheart; The Waltz You Saved for Me; Wabash Moon; I Don’t Know Why (I Just Do); Sweethearts Forever; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 8807798 THE JIMMY DORSEY HITS COLLECTION 1935-7.** The ultimate collection of one of the most significant musicians and band leaders of our time with 105 tracks encompassing many of his number one hits. Includes Wait a Minute; Change Partners; The Breeze and I; Amapola; Green Eyed Sister; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 3832741 THE JAZZ FROM U.N.C.L.E. LIVE IN CONCERT. The Summit Six Sextet.** A very special concert celebrated at the 50th anniversary celebration of the classic spy series, featuring composers Jerry Goldsmith, Lalo Schifrin, Gerald Fried and Robert Drasin. Tracks include Theme from the Man from U.N.C.L.E.; Change Partners; The Breeze and I; Amapola; Good Morning Little School Girl; Theme from the Man From U.N.C.L.E. and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6887058 MILES DAVIS: The Classic Collaborations 1953-63.** Featuring collaborations with John Coltrane, Sonny Rollins, Gil Evans and others these 43 tracks include Taddy Pudding; Porgy; Wilje the Water; For Adults Only; A Night in Tunisia; Autumn Leaves; Love for Sale; Somedee; Sonny Stomp; and many more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2926016 JOHNNY GRIFFIN: The Blue Note & Jazzland Collection.** Features eight albums collaborations including Johnny Griffin; Introducing Johnny Griffin; A Blowing Session; The Congregation; Tough Tenors; Grill & Lock; Blues Up and Down; and many other favorites. Fifty tracks on 4 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2926326 BUDDE GREGG: Let’s Laugh Like It’s Swinging.** Features twenty tracks from this American jazz/pop singer and pianist including: The Song Is You; Let’s Laugh; The Song Is You; Everything I’ve Ever Done; Day in Day Out; Secret Love; and many more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95
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**CD 3713679 A LITTLE BIT OF DUKE: THE Danish Radio Big Band.** This 9 track CD contains music written by, or homage to, the Duke in a 1935 concert from Copenhagen. Selections include Bojangles; Come Sunday; Cotton Tail; The Governor; Blue Rose; Rocking in Rhythm; Blue Light; Black and Tan; and Moon Over Miami. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6675972 MILT JACkSON: THE Atlantic Albums Collection 1956-1961.** Experience the output of a rare master of the vibraphone with this eight-album collection. Compiled onto four CDs are the entirety of Jackson's work on Atlantic: Plenty, Plenty Soul; Bags & Flutes; Soul Brothers; The Ballad Artistry of Mil T Jackson; Bean Bags; Bags & Trane; and Soul Meeting. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3691126 MUSIC TO FLY BY: GREAT SONGS OF Aviation.** Presents 16 tracks performed by the U.S. Air Force Band. Includes The Aviators by John Philip Sousa; Squadron Song by Moore, Hall & Fitch; The Copilot Song; Those Magnificent Men in their Flying Machines and Fly Me to the Moon by Ron Goodwin; Blue Skies by Irving Berlin; Wind Beneath My Wings by Larry Henley, Jeff Silbar and more. Altissimo. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 2985968 SAN Francisco BAY BLUES: THE Jesse Fuller Collection 1954-61.** Collects 43 tracks on two CDs, bringing together just about all of Fuller's output from the peak of his career during this era. Songs include Railroad Worksong; Lining Up the Tracks; Levain' Memphis Frisco Bound; Got a Date Half Past Eight; take this Hammer; Memphis Boogie; Jesse’s New Midnight Special; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 587274X HERBIE MANN: THE Complete Recordings, Part Three 1959-1962.** The Herbie Mann retrospective continues with a collection of eight complete albums featuring the jazz flute legend at his best: Flamingo Cornet Ground; The Family of Man; Flute, Brass, Vibes and Percussion; At the Village Gate; Brazil; Bossa Nova and Blues; Right Now; and St. Thomas. Fifty-two tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 1833588 BILL EVANS: 12 Classic Albums 1958-1962.** This massive collection of 87 jazz essentials collects nearly all the tracks from twelve unforgettable Bill Evans albums: New Jazz Conceptions; Everybody Digs Bill Evans; The Ivory Hunters; Portrait in Jazz; Sunday at Evans; Good Life; Monterey Pop; Waltz for Debby; Undercurrent; Moon Beams; Interplay; Empathy; and How My Heart Sings. Six CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6675190 THE TERRITORY BANDS 1935-1937.** Twenty-four tracks cross the country to present the jazz and big band outfits of the era, featuring Barney Bigard, Bobby Gordon, Blanchett Calloway, the Original Yellow Jackets and more, performing tracks like Loveless Love; I Gotta Swing; Blue Drag; It's Our Business; and Lazy Rhythm. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95

**CD 2932721 THE BILLY MAY COLLECTION 1939-60.** During the big band era, orchestral arrangers were among the most important elements of recordings and stage performances. Billy May, one of the paragons of this circle of master craftsmen, is celebrated in this massive collection. It offers some 100 tracks featuring Frank Sinatra, Peggy Lee, Nat King Cole, Glenn Miller, Louis Armstrong, Ella Fitzgerald, and many others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 5872561 ALBERT JAMAL: THE Complete Collection, Part One 1951-1959.** Offers up the complete track listings of eight essential albums by the great jazz pianist and composer: Piano Scene; Ahmad Jamal Plays; Mainstream Jazz; Count Every Star; The Pershing/Don’t forget for Me; Live at the Spotlight/Trio All Stars; and The Pershing/But Not for Me. Live at the Spotlight/Trio All Stars; and The Pershing/But Not for Me. Live at the Spotlight/Trio All Stars. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4937492 THE PAUL WESTON COLLECTION 1935-61.** Paul Weston was a hugely influential postwar musical figure, skilled as a musician, conductor, and composer. This massive 103-track set sees him collaborating with a who’s who of contemporaries, including Tommy Dorsey, Dinah Shore, Lee Wiley, Betty Hutton, Dean Martin, Doris Day, Judy Garland, Ella Fitzgerald, and many others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95

**CD 3736860 ALBERT MANGELSDOFF QUINTET: Legends Live.** This 9 track CD presents Albert Mangelsdorff, one of Germany’s greatest jazz stars, in a 1964 concert. Selections include Now Jazz Ram邦wong; Set ‘em Up; Rakham; Sakura Waltz; Burning a New Theme from Faster Panner; The Singing Sun; and Engle, Armando Magda. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6638546 GRANT GREEN: THE Classic Albums Collection.** Among the most influential albeit underrated guitarists of the 20th century, Grant Green’s musical sound encompasses these four jam-packed CDs. Includes the complete contents of eight albums: Grant’s First Stand; Green Street; Sunday Morning; Grantland; Born to Be Blue; Feelin’ the Spirit; Am I Blue; and Idle Moments. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3028612 DIZZY GILLESPIE: THE Classic Verve Collection 1957-1961.** This four CD collection features Dizzy Gillespie recorded for Verve Records during this pivotal period of his career. Includes Dizzy in Greece; Dizzy Gillespie and Stuff Smith; At Newport; Duets; Sonny Side Up; Have Trumpet, Will Excite; An Exciting Evening with the Dizzy Gillespie Quintet; and Perceptions. Forty-seven tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2927586 NANCY WILSON: THE Early Years 1956-62.** Provides a thorough look at the formative years of Wilson’s career, illuminating as one of the finest vocalists to take the mantle of jazz in the mid-20th century. These 32 tracks assemble all five of her first LPs including Like in Love; Something Wonderful; Hello Young Lovers; The Swinging’s Mutual; and Nancy Wilson with Cannonball Adderley. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.95


**CD 6584888 J.J. JOHNSON: THE Columbia Albums Collection 1956-1961.** Compiles the entirety of Johnson’s work as a bandleader for the Columbia label—10 complete albums by a true pioneer of the trombone: J Is for Jazz; First Place; Blue Trombone; Dial J.J. S.; J. J. in Person; Realy Livin’; Two of a Kind; Tuba Trombone and Voices; and J. J. Inc. Fifty-eight tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 295995X THE SAMMY KAYE COLLECTION 1937-53.** Collects 72 tracks on three CDs, comprising selected A and B sides from Kaye’s releases on Vocalion, Victor and Columbia during these years. Songs include Daddy; I’m a Big Girl Now; Chickery Chick; The Old Lamp-Lighter; Harbour Lights; and many more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 2985942 THE HORACE HEAT HITS COLLECTION 1937-47.** Collects 30 songs on two CDs showcasing an artist whose music has not enjoyed the profile which his remarkable success deserves. Tracks include Gone with the Wind; Ti-Pi-Tin; G’bye Now; Goodbye Dear, I’ll Be Back in a Year; I Don’t Want to Set the World on Fire; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 2981438 THE AMES BROTHERS SING FAMOUS HITS OF FAMOUS QUARTETS/SWEET SEVENTEEN.** Collects 26 tracks from the renowned quartet, including Goodnight Irene; Paper Doll; The Choo Choo Train; To Each His Own; Smile Again; Moonlight Cocktail; Seventeen; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

**CD 3736490 THE MAXINE SULLIVAN COLLECTION 1937-49.** This collection offers a substantial and fairly comprehensive overview of Sullivan’s work during her key formative years, and is also a showcase for a distinctive and somewhat underestimated talent. Seventy-six tracks include Stop, You’re Breaking My Heart; Moments Like This; Down the Old Ox Road; Don’t Save Your Love; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3738421 THE HORACE SILVER COLLECTION 1956-60.** This 9 track CD, two CD collection, including extended previews comprises recordings which Silver made leading his own trio and quintet during the early years of his career. Tracks include Thou Swell; Quicksilver; Time In; Day In; Day Out; My Seven; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99
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include Lawd, Lawd; In a Mellow Mood; Blues in the Night; Blues; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

** CD 309664X THOSE SENTIMENTAL YEARS: Reader's Digest Music. A fantastic collection of 60 tracks of the music listened to by the "Great Generation," performed by the original artists, including In the Mood, by Glenn Miller & His Army Air Force Band; Deep Purple, by Helen Forrest; One O'Clock Jump, by Benny Goodman; took Him Her, by Les Brown; and many more. Three CDs. Reader's Digest. Pub. at $39.99 $31.95

** CD 2947412 EARL HINES & HIS ESQUIRE ALL STARS. In the 1950s, radio station KKSB in San Francisco broadcasted a regular live Saturday night half-hour show from Doc Dougherty's Club Hangover. Presented here are the first season Club performances of Earl Hines, one of the most important and influential pianists in 20th century jazz. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

** CD 2937530 THE WYNONIE HARRIS COLLECTION 1944-47. A consistent hitmaker in the heyday of post-war R&B. Wynonie Harris helped establish the template for the outrageous rock 'n roll life-style. Here are 44 tracks from his early career, bringing together every recording he made for Decca, Philo, Apollo, Bullet, and Aladdin, before he signed to the King label. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

** CD 293731X THE DELLS: The Early Years. One of the longest-lasting of all the many R&B vocal groups that had roots in the gospel and doowop era of the 1950s, the Dells are celebrated in a 29-track set exploring their early career. Includes Darling / Knock on Wood and (That's What) the East (By) Moon? (Hey,). A Distant Love; What You Say Baby; Jeeps Creepers; God Bless the Child; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

** CD 2937328 THE FATS NAVARRO COLLECTION 1943-50. Despite his tragically brief career, bebop trumpeter Fats Navarro built an impressive library with this 39-track collection, featuring several of his early collaborations with the best players of the post-war genre. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

** CD 3735184 JAMES MASON: Rhythm of Life. Considered a lost classic, this album was Mason's only solo production. Ten tracks from the jazz musician, including Sweet Power Your Embrace; Good Time; Slick City; Rhythm of Life; and more. Chiaroscuro Records. Price: $12.99


** CD 3753670 ADRIAN CUNNINGHAM & HIS FRIENDS PLAY LERNER & LOEWE. This album, a reinvention of a set of glorious songs in some cases almost 75 years after they were first played, is in fact a candy store. Featuring songs such as Anyone Till You; Essie's Dance; Doxy; Oleo; I Talk to the Trees; Yesterdays; and many other memorable classics. Acrobat. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

** CD 2870894 THE KAY KYSER HITS COLLECTION 1935-48. This 73 track, 30 set comprises Kyser's Broadway and other chart hits of his career, encompassing his work as a sideman, as a leader of his own groups and as an accompanist with a range of vocalists and bands. Songs include Lawd, Lawd; In a Mellow Mood; Blues in the Night; Blues; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

** CD 2937468 THE OSCAR PETERSON TRIO LIVE 1953-56. One of the greatest of the jazz pianists of the post-war genre is at his best in three live performances from the mid-1950s, first at the Blue Note in Chicago, then at The Stratford Shakespearean Festival in Ontario. Twenty-five tracks include: Heat Wave; Somebody Loves Me; Anything Goes; How High the Moon with Eddie Harris. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 PRICE CUT to $7.95

** CD 6657817 TOMMY DORSEY--TENDERLY: The Best of the Decca Years. This seventy track collection features the best recordings for Decca from 1939-57, showing that Dorsey was still a formidable trombonist and innovative performer. Tracks include: Opus Two; They Didn't Believe Me; Smoke Gets in Your Eyes; The Touch of Your Hand; Hot Tom Alley; The Blue Room; Rock Out of Bed, Alone Together; and more. Three CDs. Sepia. Pub. at $24.99 PRICE CUT to $13.95

** CD 6675077 JAN SAVITT AND HIS TOP HATTERS ORCHESTRA: 1938 & 1939 Broadcasts. Featuring appearances by Carlotta Dale and Don Bex, these 21 tracks represent late 1930s-early 1940s recordings---one at WXYZ Detroit, one at WJZ New York---showing that Savitt was still a formidable trombonist and innovative performer. Tracks include: Opus Two; They Didn't Believe Me; Smoke Gets in Your Eyes; The Touch of Your Hand; Hot Tom Alley; The Blue Room; Rock Out of Bed, Alone Together; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

** CD 6992234 SAMMY KAYE--SWAY & SWAY: Hit Parade Platinum Collection. This collection features 25 outstanding recordings by Kaye and his orchestra, including Love Walked In; There Goes That Song Again; Careless Hands; The Gypsy; Powder Your Face with Sunshine; That's My Desire; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

** CD 6919626 MILES DAVIS: The Archives. A collection of live FM radio broadcast concerts from 1970 to 1990 jazz great Miles Davis. This 3 CD boxed set includes Miles Davis Tokyo 1973; Miles Davis San Francisco 1970; and Miles Davis Chicago Jazz Festival 1990. Broadcast Archive. Price: $9.95

** CD 290358X DIZZY GILLESPIE QUINNET/HANS KOLLER NEW JAZZ STARS: NDR 60 Years Jazz Edition, No. 1. Recorded in 1953 in Germany, this 37-track collection features 50 tracks from the Dizzy Gillespie Quintet including They Can't Take That Away From Me; Alone Together Malena; Conception; Sixty Minute Man; A Night In Tunisia; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

** CD 3691543 FRED FRITH: Woodwork. This solo guitar album was recorded live in concert in Brussels as part of a European tour. Includes ten tracks from the 2-track release from the Shadow. Klang. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $12.95

** CD 5923042 THE WALTZ FATTER COLLECTION 1922-43. This valuable 25-track collection traces Waller's inimitable career, from his first recordings all the way to just before his untimely death in 1943. Playing on both piano and organ, he's joined by other greats like Eddie Condon to Adelaide Hall in standards like Honeysuckle Rose and Ain't Misbehavin'. Acrobat. Price: $4.95

** CD 2947315 ARTIE SHAW: Begin the Beguine. Twenty-two tracks showcase the talents of this band great. Includes Night and Day; Beginner's Luck; The Chant; The Blues March Parts 1 & 2; Free Wheeling; Back Bay Shuffle; Any Old Time; Non-Stop Flight; Lover, Come Back to Me; Rose Room; Oh, Lady Be Good; One Fool in the Grove; Jungle Drum; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

** CD 2927449 THE JACK TEAGARDEN COLLECTION. 1928-52. One of the great names of jazz, Jack Teagarden is celebrated in this carefully selected collection, featuring 48 tracks from the bulk of his recording career. Includes ten tracks from the 2-track release from the Shadow. A fascinating and engaging footnote to Coltrane's career, the albums compiled here have been in and out of print for years. Twelve tracks include: Clifford's Kappa; Flipido; Two Sions; Paul's Pat; Under Paris Skies; I Hadn't; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

** CD 2937409 JOHN COLTRANE: The Complete Ray Draper Quintet Sessions 1957-58. A fascinating and engaging footnote to Coltrane's career, the albums compiled here have been in and out of print for years. Twelve tracks include: Clifford's Kappa; Flipido; Two Sions; Paul's Pat; Under Paris Skies; I Hadn't; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95
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**CD 5812712 KENNY BURRELL, 1957-1962: The Complete Albums Collection.** Experience Burrell's trademark fusion of pop, R&B, and jazz across eight albums from his storied career. Includes the complete track listings for Interplay for 2 Trumpets and 2 Tenors; Blue Lights Volumes 1 and 2; The Cats; On View a Time; Live at Five Spot Café; A Night at the Half Note; Weaver of Dreams; and Kent Burrell & John Coltrane. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2820137 SONNY ROLLS PLAYS THE BLUES.** This anthology charts a course through some of Rollo's greatest musical encounters with other giants like Dizzy, Miles, Coltrane and Monk, as well as documenting his never-ending quest for the most stimulating of instrumental contexts. This two CD set features 17 extended performances by the Jazz great. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6928277 CALIFORNIA BOPPERS.** Gather two dozen tracks from the likes of the Lionel Hampton Orchestra; the Dizzy Gillespie Jazzmen; Howard McGhee; the Benny Carter Orchestra; the Jimmy Mundy Orchestra; Dodo Marmarosa; and Wardell Gray. ABM. Pub. at $12.95

**CD 2925729 ART BLAYKE & THE JAZZ MESSENGERS: ‘Live’ at the Cafe Bohemia, November 1955.** Comprises the performances from Cafe Bohemia which were subsequently released on Blue Note, along with three studio tracks. Nineteen cuts in all including Like Someone in Love; I Waited for You; Soft Winds; Yesterdays; Prince Albert; Spinning Crow; Room 608; Dodadin; Stop Time; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2927500 JIMMY SMITH: The First Decade, 1953-62.** This 42-track selection is from most of Smith’s significant sessions and albums along with some ‘live’ recordings, and recordings with major names like Hank Mobley, Charlie Christian, Sonny Stitt, the Modern Bounce; Summertime; Plum Nellie; The Sermon; Cool Blues; Sister Rebecca; and many more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $12.95

**CD 2798476 LEARNIN’ THE BLUES: The Jazz Stars Play the Sinatra Songbook.** This new compilation collects twenty-five appropriate arrangements of the Sinatra Songbook performed by some of the finest names from the Golden Age of Jazz. Includes Gert Mulligan performing The Lady Is A Tramp; Illinois Jacquet performing Lean Baby; Meck Whloepe by Red Garland and Al Haig; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2900475 THE BEST OF GUY LOMBARDO & HIS ROYAL CANADIANS.** The celebrated Canadian-American bandleader and violinist features 20 recordings in the masterful Autumn Leaves; Around the World; Canadian Sunset; Coquette; Dancing in the Dark; Fascination; Frankie and Johnny; Humoresque; I’ll See You in My Dreams; Stardust; and more. TIG.

**CD 2805405 NANCY WILSON: The Essential Recordings.** Renowned for her sultry voice, Wilson's vocal style transcends all narrow definitions. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Guess Who I Saw Today? The Nearness of You; Teach Me Tonight; You Leave Me Breathless; The Old Country; Happy Talk, My Foolish Heart, The Verdict; and more! Primo. $6.95

**CD 280512X BILLY ECKSTINE: The Essential Recordings.** He’s mainly remembered as a peerless, stylish, balladeer, but this two CD collection hopes to re-establish his place a vocalist who inspired a whole generation of future Jazz and Soul artists. Features 40 tracks, including I Apologize; Blue Moon; My Foolish Heart; Tenderly; Imagination; Little Mama; Be My Love; and more! Primo. $6.95

**CD 2805446 PAUL ROBESON: The Essential Recordings.** This two CD collection brings together the huge array of musical talents that Paul Robeson possessed. Features 40 tracks, including Oh! Man River; It Ain’t Necessarily So; Water Boy; I Still Suits Me; Blues Prelude; Go Down, Moses; Rockin’ Chair; Steal Away; Bear De Burton; Mah Cindy Lou; and more! Primo. $6.95

**CD 2805535 SPADE COOLEY: The Essential Recordings.** This self-acclaimed King of Western Swing brings together the best of all Western Swing bands. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Tell Me Why; You Better Do It Now; Haas Stomp; Time Changes Everything; At My Home on You; Minuet in Swing; Texas Steel Guitar; Detour; and more! Primo. $6.95

**CD 675838X ESSENTIAL NEW ORLEANS JAZZ.** Collects 50 original Dixieland Jazz favorites on 2 CDs. This compilation features jazz legends like Louis Armstrong, Jelly Roll Morton, Bix Beiderbecke, Bob Crosby, Pee Wee Russell, Sidney Bechet, Kid Ory, and many more. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 2806219 ERYKAH GARNER: The Essential Recordings.** This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including I Feel For You; That’s How I Know; I Know Him So Well; My Life; My Friend; Oh Honey; Keepsake; and more. This one time performer who was a giant of jazz piano. Features 38 tracks, including Misty; Teach Me Tonight; Red Top; Old Black Magic; Rosalyn; You Are My Sunshine; That Old Feeling; But Not For Me, Mambo 207; Passing Through; Erof’s Theme; and more! Primo. $8.95

**CD 6678121 BOOGIE WOOGIE: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** A collection of sixty jazz hits by the original artists including Honky Tonk Train Blues by Meade Lux Lewis; No Special Rider Blues by B.B. King; Montgomery, Vines Street Boogie by Jay McShann; Bashful Song by Lionel Hampton; and more. 3 CDs. Big3. $9.95

**CD 6676292 THEY ALSO SANG WITH TOMMY DORSEY.** A wide array of hit performers singing for Tommy Dorsey & His Orchestra in these 25 recordings from the '30s, '40s, and '50s. Collaborators like Jack Leonard, Anita Boyer, the Clark Sisters, Lucy Ann Polk and others perform. Four CDs. Acrobat. $11.95

**CD 6675034 GLENN MILLER: The Complete Sustaining Broadcasts, Volume 2.** One of the greatest bandleaders shows us how he became a legend with 19 tracks representing two complete shows (1938 and 1939), at Paradise Cabaret & Restaurant in New York City. Includes takes on This Can’t Be Love; King Porter Stomp; My Reverie; Blue Skies; and more. Flyright Records. $3.95

**CD 6675093 LES BROWN AND HIS BAND OF RENOWN: ‘S Wonderful.** Twenty-two tracks from Les Brown & His Orchestra, recorded on 2 CDs. Includes Standard Milk; Hello Mr. President; Prez; Tendertly; Carooca; Suspence; A Foggy Day; Drifting and Dreaming; People Will Say We’re in Love; and more. Flyright Records. $5.95

**CD 6992110 THE IVIE ANDERSON COLLECTION 1932-46.** A wonderful two CD set featuring 50 tracks from the acclaimed jazz singer. Includes I Got It Bad; Hayfoot, Strawfoot, Mexico Joe; It Don’t Mean A Thing; Watermelon Man; Truckin’; Troubled Waters; Delta Bound; All God’s Chillun Got Rhythm; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**CD 6892153 JOHN COLTRANE: Trane Meets the Tenors.** John Coltrane racked up a number of sideman performances, including performances with Al Cohn, Johnny Griffin, Coleman Hawkins, Hank Mobley; Sonny Rollins and others. This four CD set collects 26 tracks, including Weeja; Polka Dots and Moonbeams; Smokestack; The Warm Note; Look Tonight; Catlin’; Blues for Tomorrow; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $13.95

**CD 6961282 BEN PATERSON: Live at Van Gelder’s.** Ten tracks recorded live at Rudy Van Gelder’s Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey recording studio by this Jazz pianist and composer and his bandmates including: S.O.S. Frame for the Blues; Green Jeans; Enchantment; The Vibrator; I Remember Clifford; The Hustler; Easy Time; and Sweater”. Cellar Live Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**CD 2792992 SONNY CRISP: Six Classic Albums.** An alto saxophonist of prominence during the bebop era of Jazz is celebrated here with six Classic albums: Jazz USA; Go Man; Sonny Criss Plays Cole Porter; At the Blackhawk; Javert’s Theme; and more. Not Now Music. $14.95

**CD 2792923 PETE RUGOLO: Six Classic Albums.** Collects six of Rugolo’s essentials, digitally enhanced and remastered for superior quality. These complete works include: Introducing Pete Rugolo and His Orchestra; Adventures in Harmony; Rugolomana; Music for My Hi Fugs; The Music of Richard Diamond and Al Haig; and Behind Bigtime Bardot. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. $14.95
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**CD 2947498** MUGGSY SPANNERI'S RAGTIME BAND: ‘Live at Club Hangover, San Francisco, April/May 1953.** Collects four complete radio broadcasts by the band, two of them never released in any form. Twenty-five tracks in all, this two-CD set is a stunning showcase for Spanneri's straightforward and un-complicated jazz style around which he finely-honed his finesse in unhindered fashion. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95

**CD 294054X** BUDDY RICH: Swingin’ Big Band Collect.** Contains 17 songs from the legendary drummer and his band. Tracks include Reddymix; Basically Blue; Cric’s Choice; My Man’s Gone Now; Sister Sadie; More Soul; Naptown Blues; Never Will I Marry; and more. Pacific Jazz. Pub. at $24.99. **CD 2947544** SOHO BLUES: The Ronnie Scott Anthology 1956-62.** Ronnie Scott has carved a formidable reputation as one of the UK’s finest jazz musicians, yet many of his early 1960s recordings have been largely overlooked. This 45-track collection corrects that balance, combining work that Scott recorded under his own name from 1956 to 1961 with featured recordings under the leadership of other British jazz icons. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95. **CD 2953625** WOODY HERMAN: The Third Herd Live 1952, Woody Herman’s highly regarded line-up from the early to mid-50s. The Third Herd, performs in Portland, Oregon in late 1952. Featuring vocals by Herman, as well as Dolly Houston and Dinah Washington, these 25 tracks include I Would Do Anything for You; You Belong to Me; This Is New; I May Be Wrong; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95. **CD 2820072** THE NAT GONELLA COLLECTION 1930-62. A comprehensive 96-track collection comprising recordings with Billy Cotton and Roy Fox, creating an entertaining showcase for one of the great personalities of British Jazz. Tracks include New Tiger Rag; Oh Monah; That’s My Mammy; My Home; Georgia’s Gorgeous Gal; I’m Gonna Wash My Hands of Sin; Sunset in Paradise; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **CD 2792966** SAM JONES: Three Classic Albums. This remastered collection spans Jones’ career from 1960 to 1962 and includes 24 tracks. Collects three classic albums. The Soul Society; The Third Album; Down Home. Features delightful hits like Some Kinda Mean; I’ll Be Satisfied; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95. **CD 2841126** THE GREATEST HITS OF ACE CANNON. More Than Tuff. An awesome best-of collection of the amazing Ace Cannon. Collects ten tracks, including When a Man Loves a Woman; Raindrops Keep Falling on My Head; Bad Boy Leroi Brown; When a Man Loves a Woman; World; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95. **CD 2908212** CORY WEEDS QUINTET: Live at Frankie’s Jazz Club.** Brings together the heartfelt and resonant sound of the Cory Weeds quintet on this 9 track CD recorded live at Franlie’s Jazz Club. Includes Falling on My Head; Bad Boy Leroi Brown; When a Man Loves a Woman; Raindrops Keep Falling on My Head; Good By-Sunday; Southbound; and more. Arbores Records. Pub. at $13.99. PRICE CUT to $5.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY DVD 3713598** CHARLES MINGUS LIVES IN ’64: Jazz Icons.** Features three exceptional documentaries performed in Berlin, Belgium and Sweden in 1964, that showcase Mingus’ incredible depth and diversity with unique performances and arrangements including So Long Eric; Peggy’s Blue Sky/ Meditations On Integration; Orange Was the Color of His Hair. Also Blue Sky; Silk; Parkeriana; and more. George Wein and the “X” Train. In B&W. 120 minutes. Naxos. **CD 2936127** TOM McDERMOTT MEETS SCOTT JOPLIN. This 17 track album is Tom McDermott’s tribute to the career of Scott Joplin. Inspired by Joplin’s classic rag tag, he takes on hits like The Easy Winners; Magnetic Rag; The Strenuous Life; Pineapple Rag; Rose Leaf Rag; Rossebud Rag; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **CD 2974824** JOHNNY DANKWORTH: Three Classic Albums. Collects three of Dankworth’s essential recordings: his critically remastered and enhanced for superior quality. These complete works include: 5 Steps to Dankworth; Collaboration–Dankworth and the London Philharmonic; and London to Newcastle March; Flig Leaf Rag; Christiania; and more. Arbores Records. Pub. at $13.99. PRICE CUT to $5.95

**Blues - R&B - Reggae**

**CD 2953471** PAUL BUTTERFIELD, Live, New York 1970.** Features a live performance by the legendary and influential blues band live at the A&R Studios on WLPJ in New York City, December 1970. Ten tracks on 2 CDs include Born Under a Bad Sign; Play On; Driftin’ Blues; The Boxer; Love March; Back Together Again; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.95.

**CD 2753565** MUDDY WATERS/ROLLING STONES: Checkerboard Lounge. On November 22, 1981 the Stones played a visit to Buddy Guy’s club, the Checkerboard Lounge, to jam with Muddy and his band. They played for less than 200 people. This collection includes a DVD and an 11 track CD of this historic performance. Songs include Pleas Don’t Go; One Eyed Woman; Hoochie Coochie Man; and more. 106 minutes. Eagle Rock. **CD 5795729** SAM COOKE: The Complete Solo Singles As & Bs, 1957-62. Explore the solo output of a pioneer in soul music with nearly 60 tracks, representing the A & B sides of his singles on Specialty Keen, RCA and SAR labels. Includes classics like You Send Me; Only Sixteen; Wonderful World; Cupid; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95. **CD 2872634** CENTURY OF THE BLUES: The Definitive Country Blues Collection.** An astounding 100 tracks, this comprehensive compendium contains the very best of Blues music from the Mississippi Delta, then sprouts out across the south, ending with the electrified sounds of B-Bone Walker, Muddy Waters, and B.B. King. The result is a wide-ranging look at blues music’s greatest creations. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. **CD 6799527** STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN: The Archives. The blues-rock legend features in a trio of live radio broadcasts: San Antonio Rose: Texas Broadcast 1987; Blues You Can Use: Philadelphia 1987 Broadcast; and a special collaboration with David Bowie. The 1986 Revised Edition includes: 26 Tracks; Endless Riffs; Can’t Take My Eyes Off You; Built To Last; Heroes; Love Shot Baby; and more. Three CDs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.95. **CD 3778975** STANLEY TURRENTINE: The Classic Blue Note Collection. This four-CD box set collates Turrentine’s albums as a leader–across the peak of his lengthy musical career. Eight classic albums are presented here Look Out!; Blue Hour; Comin’ Your Way; Up a Minton’s, Volume 1 & 2; Deary Beloved: Z.T.’s Blues; and That’s Where It’s At. Four-Lucky Letter. Pub. at $11.95.
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**CD 3775895 RICK JAMES:** Icon. Get freaky with 12 classics that made James one of the biggest names of ‘70s & ‘80s R&B. Super R&B: Funky; Funk; Out; Street; Mary Jane; Ebony Eyes featuring Smokey Robinson; Give It to Me Baby; Dance Wit’ Me; Cold Blooded; 17; Big Time; Glow; and She Can Do The World. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

**CD 6909818 SHAPES OF THINGS:** The Best of the Yardbirds. A definitive collection of the very best recordings from the highly influential British R&B & rock bands. This two CD set collects 40 tracks, including Shape of Things; Over Under Sideways Down; Evil Hearted You; Got To Hurry, and many more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3778320 THE BEST SOUL ALBUM: 100 Hits:** Collects 100 top soul hits by the original artists on five CDs including Everyday People by Sly & The Family Stone; Lady Marmalade by LaBelle; Love Really Hurts Without You by Billy Ocean; Ain’t No Stoppin’ Us Now by Billy Ocean; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 2085324 LENA HORNIE: The Essential Recordings.** An elegant and dynamic performer with a distinctive and commanding stage presence. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Stormy Weather; That Old Feeling; You’re My Thrill; Speak Low; Moanin’ Love; Careless Love; Love Me or Leave Me; Get Away; That Lucky Old Sun; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95

**Out of Town: Where or When:** Featuring vocal music from the late 1940s and early 1950s. Includes Boogie Woogie; Squirreltail; Good Rockin’ Daddy; All I Could Do Was Cry; At Last; I Got A Woman; I’m A Woman; I’ll Be Around; She Don’t Love You; Drifting Love; and so much more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3735117 BLUES KINGS OF BATON ROUGE.** Collects 53 tracks featuring blues legends like Slim Harpo, Lazy Lester, Lightnin’ Slim, Rufal Neal, Smokey Babe, Tabby Thomas, Jimmy Anderson, Whispering Smith, Silas Hogan, Robert Pete Williams, Isaiah Chattman, and many more. Two CDs. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

**CD 2884440 JOHNNY WINTER: Live from Japan.** The songs Johnny played during his stellar set in Japan, are soaked with more blues riffs in this one night than most guitar players can match in their careers. This 14 track CD includes Hideaway, Sugar Coated Woman, She Loves to Love, Real Love, Love Working; Johnny G. Block; Blues; All Ture Down; Dust My Broom; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**CD 2903652 JOHNNY HODGES: The Best of the Verve Years.** Features eight of Hodges albums: Not So Dukish; Back To Back; Side by Side; Gerry Mulligan Meets Johnny Hodges; Blue Hodge; Johnny Hodges with Billy Strayhorn and the Orchestra; Sandy’s Gandy; and Mess of Blues. Four CDs include 70 tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 291054X STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN: The Pennultimate Show.** This 11 track collection features live performances from one of Stevie Ray Vaughan’s final shows. Includes Raful Neal; Byrd; blues; SRV and more. Primo. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

**CD 5872057 COMBINATION BOOGIE.** Twenty eight tracks present the harmonica blues tunes of a variety of artists. Includes Cat Squirrel by Doctor Ross; Wondering by Little Walter; Georgia Sippin’ by Big Al Downing; Stormy Monday Blues by Jimmy Reed; Don’t Love Me by Bo Diddley; Cut that Out by Junior Wells; Combination Boogie by J.B. and His Hawks; Are You Alright? by Paul Clifton; and many more. Koko-Moyo. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**CD 2972204 ALBERT KING: Live in the ’70s.** Collects 12 tracks from the Blues legend, including Blues Power, Crosscut Saw; Born Under a Bad Sign; Personal Manager; Matchbox Blues; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**CD 3715000 CHUCK JACKSON: Super Hits.** Ten of this R&B, Pop, and Soul recording artist’s top hits are featured here including Any Day Now; Don’t Want to Cry; Heavenly; Human Nature; I Wake Up Crying; I Didn’t Love You; (I’ll Never Happens) In Real Life; I Need You; Shame on Me; and Since I Don’t Have You. Gusto. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

**CD 3714942 ALBERT KING: The Big Blues.** Standing tall at 6’4” and 260 pounds, everything about Albert King was BIG. Here are twelve hits from his catalog including Let’s Have a Ball; What Can I Do to Change Your Mind?; I Get Ev’d; Had You It Like It Was; This Morning; I Walked All Night Long; and more. Gusto. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

**CD 3710725 COMBINATION BOOGIE.** Twenty eight tracks present the harmonica blues tunes of a variety of artists. Includes Cat Squirrel by Doctor Ross; Wondering by Little Walter; Georgia Sippin’ by Big Al Downing; Stormy Monday Blues by Jimmy Reed; Don’t Love Me by Bo Diddley; Cut that Out by Junior Wells; Combination Boogie by J.B. and His Hawks; Are You Alright? by Paul Clifton; and many more. Koko-Moyo. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**CD 5872626 B.B. KING: Complete Recordings 1949-1962.** This massive set takes fans on an all-encompassing tour of more than a decade in King’s legendary career. More than eight hours of music, these six jam-packed discs include nearly 170 tracks including Got the Blues; Hard Working Woman; Please Help Me, Blind Love; My Heart Belongs To You; Boogie Woogie; I Believe (I’ll Go On) To Another Day; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2947439 ETTA JAMES: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1955-62.** Over 50 tracks encapsulate more than half a decade in the career of this top blues, R&B, and soul talent. Collects all her A & B sides recorded during the period 1955-62, including titles like Wallflower (Roll with Me Henry); Good Rockin’ Daddy; All I Could Do Was Cry; At Last; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.99

**CD 6787037 MARY WELLS: The One Who Really Loves You.** A R&B queen delivers 10 mesmerizing recordings. Includes I Can’t Help Myself; That’s Why I Cry; Beatin’ Around You; Got a Woman; The Day Will Come; Strange Love; You’re My Desire; I’ll Still Be Around; She Don’t Love You; and Drifting Love. Tonila. Pub. at $4.95

**CD 3729044 I’M A WOMAN.** Great women performers make up this 28 track collection. Includes He’s My Baby by Donna Hightower; I’m a Woman by Martha and the Vandellas; Walkin’ Down The Road by Eddie Bradley; My Man by Dolly Cooper; That’s Why I Cry by Varetta Dillard; Don’t Mess With My Man by Irma Thomas; I Like The Way You Walk by Betty James; Wild Child by Little Esther; If It Ain’t One Love by Elta James; and more. Koko-Moyo. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
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★ CD 3717518 THE TEXAS ALEXANDER COLLECTION 1927-51. Collects 66 songs on three CDs, comprising all the recordings Alexander made at various sessions in New York, Fort Worth and San Antonio, plus two titles made in 1951 on the Freedom label. Tracks include Levee Camp Moor Blues; Section Gang; Most Likely a Woman Blues; Stealing to Her; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

★ CD 6787142 THIS IS THE MIRACLES. The sounds of the Motown quartet are revived once more in this 22-track assembly. The Miracles take on That’s the Way I Feel, Everybody’s Gotta Pay Some Duties, Mama, Ain’t It Baby, Embraceable You; Broken Hearted; Who’s Lovin’ You; Shop Around; and more. Motown. $2.95

★ CD 3717437 LAURA NYRO: The 1964 Broadcasts. Collects two superb concert performances from Kintetsu Hall in Osaka, Japan and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania at Point State Park. Both shows were recorded in 1994. Songs include Dedicated to the One I Love; Ooh Baby Baby; And When I Die, Walk the Dog and Light the Light; The Wind; and more. Includes various versions of some songs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 2980797 THE BEST OF JAMES BROWN, VOLUME 2: The ‘70s. Collects ten songs from the Godfather of Soul, including, Get Up (I Feel Like Being a) Sex Machine; Super Bad; Papa Don’t Take No Mess; Get Up Offa that Thing; and many more. Universal. $6.95

★ CD 3715994 PERCY SLEDGE: When a Man Loves a Woman. Seventeen of all the performing artists top hits are featured including When a Man Loves a Woman; Take Time to Know Her, Dark End of the Street; Hard Loving Woman; My Special Prayer; Mobile Bay; Personify; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 2959393 PAUL BUTTERFIELD BAND: Live at Rockpalast 1978. This CD contains Butterfield’s first performance in Europe. Collects nine tracks, including Fair Enough; One More Love Letter; Fool in Love; It’s All Right; Goin’ Down; Just When I Needed You Most; Be Good to Yourself; New Walking Blues; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 2937387 JACKIE WILSON: The Complete Sings As & Bs, 1952-62. A 55 track selection of tunes from the man known as “Mr. Excitement,” including Reel Petite; To Be Loved; Lonely Teardrops; Night; Alone at Last; The Blue of the Evening; My Empty Arms; What Good am I Without You; A Girl Named Iamiko; Rainy Day Blues; A Woman, a Lover, A Friend; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95


★ CD 2937653 THE NAPPY BROWN: Singles Collection, 1954-62. Compiles the A & B sides of Brown’s Savoy singles from the years between ’54 and ’62, including two titles recorded at the beginning of his recording career as a member of the Heavenly Lights gospel group. This collection of 61 tracks presents his works in chronological order of release, including six tracks for Savoy and five on Specialty records. The CD contains a mix of classic blues and fusion jams, conversations on phrasing, and performances of some favorites including A Thrill Is Gone, Hummingbird, and Rock Me Baby. Ten tracks. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


★ CD 298041X THE MOONLIGHTS: The Complete Singles As & Bs, 1953-62. Fifty-six tracks span the career of this influential doo-wop outfit, compiling the A and B sides of every record they released before they parted company. Running the gamut from up-tempo bluesy R&B to smooth, immaculate ballads, this two-CD set includes Most of All; Sincerely; We Go Together; See Saw; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95


★ CD 298041X THE MOONLIGHTS: The Complete Singles As & Bs, 1953-62. Fifty-six tracks span the career of this influential doo-wop outfit, compiling the A and B sides of every record they released before they parted company. Running the gamut from up-tempo bluesy R&B to smooth, immaculate ballads, this two-CD set includes Most of All; Sincerely; We Go Together; See Saw; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

★ CD 5846447 BOBBY BLAND: The Complete Singles Collection 1951-62. Bobbie “Blue” Bland, one of the best blues, R&B and soul singers of the post-war era, is revived in this 56-track set, bringing together Bland’s A and B sides recorded for Duke over a decade. Includes hits like Father Up the Road; That’s the Way Love Is; I’ll Take Care of You; Don’t Cry No More; Turn on Your Love Light; and Stormy Monday Blues. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 2927349 ARETHA FRANKLIN: The Complete Releases 1956-62. Collects 48 tracks from the years when Franklin was establishing herself as a distinctive, soulful, and drama-filled performer. Her dozen recordings as a gospel artist join all her singles for Columbia, primarily drawn from the albums Aretha Franklin with the Ray Bryant Combo; The Swinging Aretha Franklin; The Tender, The Moving, The Singing Aretha Franklin; Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

★ CD 2798301 BROOK BENTON: The Singles Collection 1955-62. Features almost all the A & B sides of Benton’s releases during the first eight years of his recording career, including many chart hits. These 57 tracks make it’s a Matter of Time; Endlessly; Kiddio; So Many Ways; The Boll Weevil Song; Hotel Happiness; Somebody to Love; Come on Be Nice; Love Made You My Fool; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 2811502 BOTTLENECK GUITAR: Selected Sides 1934-39. This deluxe CD box set features 88 tracks, including Packin’ Trunk Blues by Leadbelly; Traveling Riverside Blues by Robert Johnson; Dust My Broom by Elmore James; Wild Cow Blues by Big Joe Williams; You Can’t Catch a Rick by Sonny Boy Williamson; Muddy Waters; and more! JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $19.95


★ CD 298041X THE MOONLIGHTS: The Complete Singles As & Bs, 1953-62. Fifty-six tracks span the career of this influential doo-wop outfit, compiling the A and B sides of every record they released before they parted company. Running the gamut from up-tempo bluesy R&B to smooth, immaculate ballads, this two-CD set includes Most of All; Sincerely; We Go Together; See Saw; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

★ CD 298041X THE MOONLIGHTS: The Complete Singles As & Bs, 1953-62. Fifty-six tracks span the career of this influential doo-wop outfit, compiling the A and B sides of every record they released before they parted company. Running the gamut from up-tempo bluesy R&B to smooth, immaculate ballads, this two-CD set includes Most of All; Sincerely; We Go Together; See Saw; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95
**#CD 2959968 SHIRLEY AND LEE: The Complete Singles & B's 1952-62**. This teenage duo had a string of R&B and pop hits during the 1950s and early ’60s. The 62 tracks collected here comprise the A and B sides of all their releases, plus an additional 6 tracks that have never before been released. “I’m Gone;” “Feel So Good;” “Let the Good Times Roll;” “I Feel Good;” “Sweethearts;” Everybody’s Rocking;” and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**#CD 6861237 ALBERT COLLINS: Funky Blues Live 1973.** Like a million-watt incandescent bulb, Albert Collins set countless stages ablaze with his electrifying Texas blues. Collected from a live performance these 10 tracks include Gonna Walk with You Baby; Funk Dancing; Let Me Down; Funk Jam; 2 Backstroke; Conversation with Collins; Can’t You See What You’re Doing; To Me; Frosty; and Get Your Business Straight. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99.

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**#CD 6735853 THE FLAMINGOS COLLECTION, 1953-61.** Eighty tracks comprise almost all the titles the Flamingos released during this primary period of their career, including the hits I’ll Be Home and I Only Have Eyes for You. It contains all the tracks from the Chance, Parrot, Checker, Decca, and End labels, along with the tracks from their first three LPs. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99.

**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**#CD 6961630 THE STAPLE SINGERS COLLECTION 1947-62.** This 3 CD anthology brings together just about all the records this celebrated group ever released as singles and albums during these years. Fifty seven tracks include It Rained Children; Uncloudy Day; Let Me Ride; Since He Lightened My Load; Downward Road; Revive Us Again; Somebody Saved Me; Day by Day; and Gone; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**#CD 3691683 PERCY MAYFIELD: The Singles Collection 1947-62.** Mayfield was one of the most admired and influential R&B singers and songwriters of the post-war era. This two CD set comprises just about all his A and B sides during the first era of his career. Fifty-four tracks, including Please Send Me Someone; Someone Saved Me; Day by Day; and Gone; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**#CD 2953293 B.B. KING: The Best of RPM & Kent Recordings.** Thirty-one tracks offer a great example of the R&B musician’s recordings from his work with RPM and later for the Biharis’ RPM & Kent Recordings. This two-CD set features 51 tracks, including Please Send Me Someone; Someone Saved Me; Day by Day; and Gone; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99.

**PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**#CD 2927470 IKE & TINA TURNER: Sing the Blues.** In 1969, Ike Turner recorded two albums of blues-oriented material to Blue Thumb records—The Hunter and Outta Season. Here, 18 tracks from those works are brought together, tying Ike’s blistering guitar with Tina’s unforgettable voice. Includes I’ve Been Loving You Too Long; Mean Old World; Dust My Broom; Early Morning and favorite tracks recorded with the Ike and Tina Turner Band. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**#CD 292160X THE FIFTH DIMENSION: Live!** Get lost in The Fifth Dimension with these 19 classic tracks, including The Beat Goes On; Be Good to One Another; If That’s the Way You Want It; Respect; The Way I Feel About You; Goin’ Out of My Head and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**#CD 2947382 CHUCK WILLIS: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1951-59.** Enjoy every A and B side from nearly a decade of singles by this talented and distinctive singer and songwriter of the R&B realm. Includes Rockin’ Blues; Counting the Blues; Toad Frog Blues; Rider Blues; Last Minute Blues; Farewell Daddy Blues; Bass Stomp Blues; You Beat Me to the Punch. This four CD set comprises most of the A and B sides of Willis’s releases as a solo artist, plus many more. Four CDs. Real Gone Music.

**#CD 2947576 BOOGIELOGY: The Atlas Records Story.** This short-lived California label with several major claims to fame, Atlas Records is celebrated in this 24-track selection. Includes the golden days of music—devoted to a number of revered lady singers like Damita Jo, Betty O’Brien, Etta James, Big Maybelle, Mamie Stallings, Carol Anderson, and many more. Twenty-eight tracks. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $9.99.

**$7.95**

**#CD 2947058 AIN’T GONNA HUSH.** An awesome anthology with some of your favorite blues and R&B artists, including the golden days of music—devoted to a number of revered lady singers like Damita Jo, Betty O’Brien, Etta James, Big Maybelle, Mamie Stallings, Carol Anderson, and many more. Twenty-eight tracks. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $9.99.

**#CD 6962963 THE FOUR TOPS: Gold.** A wonderful collection of songs from one of the most successful groups in the history of Motown. This two CD set includes hits like Baby I Need Your Loving; Can’t Seem To Get You Out Of My Mind; I Can’t Help Myself (Sugar Pie, Honey Suckle); Reach Out, I’ll Be There; and Songs in the Style of Motown.

**$15.95**

**#CD 6962947 DONNA SUMMER: Gold.** A wonderful collection of 34 tracks from the Queen of Disco, Songs include Love to Love You Baby; I Feel Love; Try Me, I Know We Can Make It; Could It Be Magic; The Wanderer; Saturday Night Fever; Hunger; I’d Do Just About Anything; and many more. Two CDs. Mercury.

**$15.95**

**#CD 6786561 BARRETT STRONG: Money & Other Big Hits.** Twenty Motown classics: Money (That’s What I Want); Yes, No, Maybe So; I’m Gonna Cry (If You Quilt Me); Money and Me; Misery; Do the Very Best You Can; Oh I Apologize; You Know What to Do; Whirlwind; You’ve Got That Love Right; and Let’s Rock. Javelin.

**$2.95**

**#CD 2782669 LONNIE JOHNSON, VOLUME ONE, 1929-1932.** This collection of 99 original songs celebrates the blues pioneer who inspired artists like Robert Johnson and B.B. King. Explore hits that helped shape the blues genres like “Bed of Sand;” “Love Story Blues;” “Nile of Geno;” Baby, Will You Please Come Home; Black Cats; Blue Ghost Blues; and many more. Four CDs. Real Gone Music.

**PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**#CD 6787118 THE SATINTONES: A Love That Can Never Be.** Nine tracks by a beloved Motown vocal group, joining the hit title track with My Kind of Love; Going to the Hop; Tomorrow and Always; Love that Can Never Be; Sugar Daddy; Motor City; I Know How It Feels; Angel; and My Beloved. Tolit Media.

**PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**#CD 6961337 SMOKEY ROBINSON & THE MIRACLES: Gold.** A two-CD set featuring 51 tracks, including Got a Job; Going to a Go-Go; Bad Girl; Shop Around; Satisfaction; The Tracks of My Years; My Story; I Only Have Eyes for You; I’ve Been Loving You Too Long; Mean Old World; Dust My Broom; Early Morning and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99.

**$15.95**

**#CD 294071X THE BEST OF GAP BAND.** Collects 13 hit songs from the smooth R&B band, including Early in the Morning; Shake; Outstanding; The Boys Who Built the Town; Party Train; You Can’t Stop the Feeling; Slow Motion; Javelin; Sweet Thing; and many more. PolyGram Records.

**$9.95**

**#CD 6992080 THE FLOYD DIXON SINGLES COLLECTION 1949-62.** This 77 track, three CD set comprises most of the A and B sides of Dixon’s releases during the most important era of his illustrious career. The 84 tracks included offer a great example of the R&B musician’s recordings with RPM and later for the Biharis’ RPM & Kent Recordings. Songs include Sad Journey Blues; Telephone Blues; Call Operator 210; Dallas Blues; Houston Jump; Walkin’ and Talkin’ Blues; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99.

**$15.95**

**#CD 2947374 THE CHARIOTERS COLLECTION 1937-1948.** Collects A and B sides of selected releases by one of the most successful and popular early doowop groups. Includes: Way Down Yonder in New Orleans; So Long; I Got It (and That Ain’t Good); I Got My Love from You; It’s All Over; Swing Low, Sweet Chariot; and many more. Fifty-six tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95.

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**#CD 2870924 MA RAINEE: The Definitive Collection 1928-29.** This four CD, 94 track collection honors one of the towering figures of early blues: Featuring tracks like She Worked Hard For the Money; I’m Ready; I’m Going to the Hop; I’m Ready; Bird! Bird! Around in Town. This 73-track, three CD set comprises most of the A and B sides of Rainey’s releases during the most important era of her illustrious career. The 84 tracks included offer a great example of the R&B musician’s recordings with RPM and later for the Biharis’ RPM & Kent Recordings. Songs include Sad Journey Blues; Telephone Blues; Call Operator 210; Dallas Blues; Houston Jump; Walkin’ and Talkin’ Blues; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99.

**$15.95**

**#CD 6962953 SHIRLEY AND LEE: The Complete Singles & B’s 1952-62.** This teenage duo had a string of R&B and pop hits during the 1950s and early ’60s. The 62 tracks collected here comprise the A and B sides of all their releases, plus an additional 6 tracks that have never before been released. “I’m Gone;” “Feel So Good;” “Let the Good Times Roll;” “I Feel Good;” “Sweethearts;” Everybody’s Rocking;” and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.
**Blues - R&B - Reggae**

**CD 293728** THE CECIL GANT COLLECTION 1944-51. Fifty-two tracks represent the early career of boogie-woogie pianist Cecil Gant. His unique style comes through in ‘Wonder: Wake Up Cecil Wake Up; Midnight on Central Avenue; Killer Diller Boogie; Anna Mae; Rock Time Will Tell; and many more. Thirty-four tracks on 2 CDs. **PRICE CUT to $7.99**

**CD 697149** THE AD LIBS: The Complete Blue Cat Recordings. The first ever album devoted to the classic Blue Cat recordings by this legendary duo wop vocal group. Featuring 23 tracks, 10 tracks taken straight from the original master session tapes. Including five unreleased songs and hits like The Boy From Down Below and more. Thirty-four tracks on 2 CDs, packaged in a cardboard sleeve. **RockBeat Records. Pub. at $26.99**

**CD 293549** SOLOMON BURKE: The Last Great Concert. Though not his last, but one of his very best, this concert in Lugano, Switzerland, December 5th, 2008 features That’s How I Got to Memphis; Fast Train; Diamond in Your Mind; Detroit City; Mofo; Blue Atta Way to Go; What a Wonderful World; and more. Thirty-four tracks on 2 CDs, packaged in a cardboard sleeve. **Price Cut to $12.95**

**CD 697424** THE COMPLETE LOMA SINGLES. The first of four 2 CD collections containing the complete singles output for Loma Records. On these 50 tracks you will find legendary artists performing hits like Somebody Needs You by Ike and Tina Turner, I’m the Lover Man by Little Jerry Williams, and Walkin’ by Joe Pace; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**CD 287079** DON COVAY. This eight track collection comprises an eclectic mixture of soul, rock’n’roll, pop and rock gems from the pen of the multi talented Don Covay. Tracks include Yo Yo; I Don’t Think I Can Make It; Three Time Loser; An Ugoly Woman (IsTwist As Sweet); Love is Sweeter on the Other Side; Got to Me. Classic World Productions. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**CD 283117** MONK HIGGINS: Extra Soul Perception. Originally released in 1965, these twelve tracks include Extra Soul Perception; The Look of Slim: A Good Thing; Watermelon Man; Straight Ahead; Canadian Sunset; Collision in Black; Just Around the Corner; Little Green Apples; Poker Chips; Sittin’ Duck; and Doing It to Dell. Real Gone Music. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**CD 6837565** KIKI DEE: Original Album Series. Collects five essential albums by the acclaimed soul artist, including Kiki Dee–Love; Free, The Kiki Dee Band; I’ve Got the Music in Me; Kiki Dee–Kiki Dee; Kiki Dee–Stay with Me; and Kiki Dee–The Songbirds, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**DVD 290196X** BILL WYMAN’S RHYTHM KINGS: Let the Good Times Roll. Widescreen. This film takes us inside the Rhythm Kings on the road, in the studio and onstage during their 2004 European tour. Featuring a host of talented musicians, the Rhythm Kings perform some of the greatest songs of the last 50 albums, over 23 tracks. Concert One. Pub. at $9.95 **$7.95**

**DVD 2888432** JOHNNY WINTER with DR. JOHN: Live in Sweden 1987. Blues legend Johnny Winters is joined by the equally legendary Dr. John on this collection. The performance includes Sound the Bell; Don’t Take Advantage of Me; Mojo Boogie; You Lie too Much; Sugar Sweet; Love Life & Money; Jumpin’ Jack Flash; and Prodigal Son. 59 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**DVD 6814840** BB KING: Standing Room Only. Time had no apparent effect on King, other than to make him more popular and more cherished with each year. Over his illustrious career he defined the blues for a worldwide audience. In this outstanding performance, recorded in Atlantic City, B.B. delivers with class like The Thrill Is Gone; Let the Good Times Roll; Ain’t Nobody’s Business What I Do; and more. 62 minutes. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 **$11.95**

**DVD 2685868** JOHNNY WINTER: Live Through the ’70s. An incredible collection of official archival footage from the ’70s, including performances from Danish TV show Gladværk Teen Club (1970) The Royal Albert Hall (1970) Peking University Theater in Waterbury, CT (1975) and Rockpalast in Germany (1979); and more. He performs 14 songs in all, 111 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**Blu-ray 6899099** B.B. KING: Live at the Royal Albert Hall 2011. On June 28, 2011, the “King of Blues” played to an adoring sold-out crowd at London’s spectacular Royal Albert Hall. Experience that unforgettable night here, as the legendary bluesman and guitarist joins fellow virtuosos like Derek Trucks, Susan Tedeschi, Ronnie Wood, Mick Hucknall, and Slash for ten songs. 111 minutes. Shout! Factory. **$6.95**

**Christian - Gospel**

**CD 5818354** THE SOUL STIRRERS: The Singles Collection, 1950-61. Rediscover a decade of singles from one of the most important and influential gospel quartets in the 20th century. Comprising the A and B sides recorded for the Specialty and SAR labels, these 54 tracks represent a period that saw the great Sam Cooke as part of their ranks, followed by another great soul star, Johnnie Taylor. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**

**CD 6941230** ENCOURAGED: Today’s Greatest Gospel Anthems. Twelve of the greatest songs of our time. From every genre. Featuring such legends as Bebe & Cece Winans; Shirley Caesar; Dottie Peoples; Kirk Franklin & The Family; and many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**CD 2959336** JIM REEVES: Gospel Favorites. Reeves was one of the biggest early hits in the country. On these 4 CD collection centers on his most beloved gospel offerings. Collects 29 tracks, including I’ll Fly Away, Mother Went A-Walking; It Is No Secret; How Long has It Been; Oh, Gentle Shepherd; and many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**CD 6760090** CLASSIC GOSPEL, 1951-1960. Over 100 tracks represent a decade in Acrobats significant catalog of gospel recordings, including spirited tracks by The Original Five Blind Boys of Mississippi, The Dixie Hummingbirds; The Pilgrim Jubilee Sisters; The Gospalites of Dayton, Ohio; and many more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 **$17.95**

**CD 2893734** THE GOLDEN GATE ROCK & ROLL SOUL: Twenty vintage tracks from Virginia’s gospel quartet, including Golden Gate Gospel Train, Jonah in the Whale; Go Where I Send Thee; Sampson; Massas in the Cold Cold Ground; Preacher junk Bear; Noah; Our Father; Job; Yes, God Is Real; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 **$9.95**

**CD 5934966** SACRED HARP and SHAPE NOTE SINGING: The Complete Recording History, 1922-1950S. Evolving from 18th-century singing-school traditions, Sacred Harp’s haunting melodies and harmonies make for a captivating listening experience. This three-disc set is a selection of the best from this traditional music tradition, performed by Dye’s Sacred Harp Singers; Roswell Sacred Harp Quartet; Alabama Sacred Harp Singers; and others. More than 80 tracks on four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99 **$21.95**

**CD 670185X** ULTIMATE GOSPEL: Testify. Lift your spirit with this 2 CD collection, featuring only the greatest gospel tracks, including Testify by Dottie Peoples; Hold On (Change Is Comin’) by Sounds of Blackness; So Good by Colorado Mass Choir featuring Marvin Sapp; and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. **$5.95**
CD 283104X ANDRE KOSTELANEZ AND HIS ORCHESTRA: THE COMPLETE CHRISTMAS ALBUMS. This 2 CD collection comprises three complete albums: Joy to the World; Music for Christmas; Wonderland of Christmas; and Wishing You a Merry Christmas, including The First Noel; It Came Upon the Midnight Clear; Silent Night; Holy Night; O Holy Night; White Christmas; Away in a Manger; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $21.99  $17.95

CD 283105X THE COMPLETE CHRISTMAS ON THE PONDEROSA. This 22 track collection comprises two albums: Bonanza; Christmas on the Ponderosa, featuring the cast of Bonanza; and Have a Happy Birthday, features; along with two bonus tracks. Titles include Deck the Halls; The New Born King; O, Come, All Ye Faithful; Stuck in the Chimney; We Wish You a Merry Christmas; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98  $13.95

CD 2993805 ELVIS PRESLEY: Christmas with Elvis and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Collects 12 Christmas songs from the King, including If I Didn't Care, Little Drummer Boy, Blue Christmas; Winter Wonderland; Silver Bells; Santa Bring My Baby Back (to Me); and more. Sony Music. $6.95

CD 6705979 THE RADIO CITY CINEMA ROCKETS SING YOUR CHRISTMAS FAVORITES. The beloved New York Christmas movies bring their gift: 2 CD close to 150 holiday gems. The Rockettes perform Winter Wonderland; Jingle Bells; Merry Christmas Everybody; Let It Snow; Santa Claus Is Comin' to Town; Caribbean Christmas; Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; and more. Madison Square Garden. $4.95

DVD 2663953 BING CROSBY'S WHITE CHRISTMAS ALL STAR SHOW. Produced by the USO for troops overseas, this must-see concert film features over 50 top names from stage, screen, and TV in an evening of music and comedy. Crosby is joined by Louis Armstrong; Benny Goodman; Dinah Shore; Bob Hope; Lena Horne; George Burns; Jimmy Stewart; Shirley MacLaine; and many others. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95  $7.95

DVD 3749576 SOUNDS LIKE CHRISTMAS. Widescreen. Here Baroque meets jazz and traditional classical Christmas music is set off by impromptu breaks. Includes Gloria: Concerto Grosso, Op. 6 No.8; Viivdili’s Volta Concerto, RV 270; Bach’s Bereite dich, Zion; Handel’s Thou Art Gone Up on High; Mauersberger’s Weihnacht; and more. 82 minutes. EuroArts. $8.95

DVD 2795657 HOW THE WEST WAS WON: THE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK RECORDING. Conducted by the legendary Alfred Newman, the score for this classic western film is widely considered one of his best. Collects 14 tracks, including How the West was Won; Home in the Ponderosa; The River Pirates; Cheyenne Autumn; Goodbye; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99  $9.95

DVD 698908X HILLSONG: LET HOPE RISE. Widescreen. Spotlight the talent and humility of the Australian based church band, Hillsong United, who have become a global phenomenon. This film spotlights the talent and humility of the group from their modest beginnings to their astonishing rise to prominence. English SDH. 103 minutes. Pure Flix.  $3.95

DVD 6803679 GOTTA SERVE SOMEBODY: THE GOSPEL SONGS OF BOB DYLAN. Fullscreen. In 2003, an all-star cast of Gospel singers took Bob Dylan’s gospel compositions and created this Gripping collection. The compilation features roof-raising performances by these spirited artists while documenting the making of the album of the same name. 82 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95  $11.95

DVD 371253 YULESLEEVES! 33 ROCKIN’ ROLLIN’ CHRISTMAS BLASTERS FOR THE COOL SEASON. A compilation of 33 rockin’ rollin’ Christmas blasters for the holiday season on one kick back track on CD. Includes favorites such as Ring Those Christmas Bells; Winter Wonderland; Happy Holiday; The Christmas Waltz; I Like a Sleighride; The Little Drummer Boy; Christmas Carousel; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

DVD 3759947 BLINK BEFORE CHRISTMAS. Rockin’ Christmas tracks compiled by Little Victor–the mojoe man—and remastered by Black Shack recordings. Tracks include White Christmas by James “Sugar Boy” Crawford; Santa Claus Blues by Big Joe Turner; Cowboy Santa Claus Blues by Bill Lacey; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99  $9.95

CD 3710661 SHA NA NA: ROCKIN’ CHRISTMAS. Celebrate the holidays and dance the night away in this 23 track collection of holiday songs. Includes Ugly Christmas Sweater; Rockin’ Around the Christmas Tree; Rock Rudolph Rock; Ain’t No Holly in Hollywood; Jingle Bells; Christmas; and so much more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99  $9.95

CD 3775877 PEGGY LEE: Icon Christmas. The incomparable Peggy Lee, with her sultry voice and powerhouse delivery, takes on the Mount Vernon Church Choir, Lady and the Tramp sides from 1949-62. and tracks that only appeared on her He’ll Fix It and Stop Gambler albums. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $7.95

CD 3776540 ANDRE KOSTELANEZ AND HIS ORCHESTRA: THE COMPLETE CHRISTMAS ALBUMS. This 2 CD collection comprises three complete albums: Joy to the World; Music for Christmas; Wonderland of Christmas; and Wishing You a Merry Christmas, including The First Noel; It Came Upon the Midnight Clear; Silent Night; Holy Night; O Holy Night; White Christmas; Away in a Manger; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $21.99  $17.95

CD 2947153 THE LEE BOYS: LIVE ON THE EAST COAST. This album presents live performances recorded at three 2018 concerts: Performing Arts Theater, Martinsville; Virginia, December 22, Suwannee Roots Festival, Live Oak Florida, October 12 and 13, and Allan Law’s Thanksgiving, December 22. Songs include In the Mood; Walk with Me Lord; Praise You; and more. Eleven tracks. M.C. Records. Pub. at $12.99

CD 2975614 THE MERRIEST CHRISTMAS ALBUM. A wonderful 15 track, three CD collection of classic Christmas music performed by the original artists. Tracks include Jingle Bells; Bing Crosby & The Andrews Sisters, The Christmas Song by Nat King Cole, I’ll Be Home for Christmas; Let It Snow; Christmas; and so much more. Gold Label. Pub. at $17.99  $13.95

CD 3766056 THE TWELVE ROCKIN’ DAYS OF CHRISTMAS. Explore these thirty seasonal goodies around the gifts offered in the evening’s entertainment. The Twelve Days of Christmas. Tracks include A Cool, Cool Christmas by The Sabers; Christmas Date Boogie by Big Joe Turner; Here Comes Santa Claus by Bobby Helms; For Georgia; We Wish You a Merry Christmas by Connie Francis; and more. Atomic Record. Pub. at $12.99  $9.95

CD 3706656 THE TWELVE ROCKIN’ DAYS OF CHRISTMAS. Explore these thirty seasonal goodies around the gifts offered in the evening’s entertainment. The Twelve Days of Christmas. Tracks include A Cool, Cool Christmas by The Sabers; Christmas Date Boogie by Big Joe Turner; Here Comes Santa Claus by Bobby Helms; For Georgia; We Wish You a Merry Christmas by Connie Francis; and more. Atomic Record. Pub. at $12.99  $9.95

CD 3730764 THE MADAME EDNA GALLMON COOKE COLLECTION 1949-62. This 49-track collection recaps the career of fine female singers in her time in the gospel genre, including material recorded for the Merit Deluxe, Regal and Republic labels, as well as early tracks along the sides from future hits, and tracks that only appeared on her She’ll Fix It and Stop Gambler albums. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $7.95

CD 2798514 THE MERRIEST CHRISTMAS ALBUMS. A wonderful 15 track, three CD collection of classic Christmas music performed by the original artists. Tracks include Jingle Bells; Bing Crosby & The Andrews Sisters, The Christmas Song by Nat King Cole, I’ll Be Home for Christmas; Let It Snow; Christmas; and so much more. Gold Label. Pub. at $17.99  $13.95

CD 2795657 HOW THE WEST WAS WON: THE ORIGINAL Soundtrack Recording. With a total of over 50 full length feature film tracks to his name, Alfred Hitchcock remains one of the most influential and esteemed movie directors in cinema history. This four CD collection includes 140 tracks, bringing together five full soundtrack albums for Hitchcock films, along with numerous themes for others of his classic creations. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99  $11.95

CD 2795266 ANDREW WEBBER LLOYD: Unmasked—The Platinum Collection. The ultimate highest hit collection from the works of the king, including the hits from Jesus Christ Superstar; The Phantom of the Opera; and more. This collection contains all-time favorite copyrights by world class performers such as Barbara Streisand, Madonna, Sarah Brightman, Elivs and Beyonce. Tracks include: Superstar; It’s Easy for You; With One Look; The Phantom of the Opera, and more. Thirty-nine tracks on 2 CDs. Really Useful Group. $5.95

CD 3614387 MOVIES GREATEST HITS: Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Enjoy forty-eight selections from some of the greatest movies performed by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Features The Wizard of Oz; Blue Velvet; Funny Girl; Two Peaks; Flashdance; Dr. Zhivago; Breakfast at Tiffany’s; The Deer Hunter; The Godfather; Gone With the Wind; and many more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95  $9.95
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★★ 2848864 The Marlene Dietrich Collection 1930-62. This two CD set comprises film, studio and live recordings from across her entire career, including the classics Fallen in Love Again; Lil Marlene; Nobody Loves Me; Black Market Love; Lili; When I Am Sweetheart Than Wine; and many more. Fifty-five tracks. Acrobot. $4.95

★★ 6941095 ORGON AND BESS: An Original Sound Track Recording. The original sound track recording of the film version of George Gershwin’s beautiful unique folk opera is comprised of 19 tracks: Overture; Summertime; I Got Plenty O’ Nuttin’; It Ain’t Necessarily So; and just some of the classic pieces. With powerful lyrics by DuBose Heyward and Ira Gershwin. Music conducted by Andre Previn. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $11.99. $9.95

★★ 2805340 The Essential Soundtracks. Two of the original sound tracks collection proves that the gift of glitz and glamour laid a true gifted musician and one who was a master of various styles of music. Features 40 tracks, including September Song; Easter Parade; Fascination; I’ll Be Seeing You; Chopsticks; Smile; Love Letters; Too Young; Consolation; and more! Primo. $6.95

★★ 5881005 Unforgettable Movie Themes. Feel the action, passion, and emotion of your favorite films with these classic compositions that graced their soundtrack. Features pieces by Bizet, Tchaikovsky, Beethoven, Mozart, Bach and others, drawn from films like There’s Something About Mary; Miserly; The Spy Who Loved Me; Moonstruck; The Sopranos; and more. Seventeen tracks on 3 CDs. Northquest. $3.95

★★ 2848856 The Marilyn Monroe Collection 1949-62. This two CD set features the studio recordings, songs from movies and film extracts, plus her legendary Happy Birthday for President John F. Kennedy. Thirty-four tracks includes Every Baby Needs a Daddy Daddy; Anyone Can See I Love You; Do It Again; I Chases a Girl; You’d Be Surprised; and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $18.99. $9.95

★★ 6992188 Oklahoma! The 75th Anniversary Collection. Comprises the complete original cast album from the first 1943 Broadway production and the original soundtracks: Bubbling Brown Smoke; movie version. Features landmark songs like Oh What a Beautiful Morning; People Will Say We’re in Love; Surrey with Fringe on Top; Oklahoma; and more. Twenty-eight tracks on two CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

★★ 4467809 Wild West Heroes. Ranges over 20 years of classic film extracts, including The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly; The Big Country; The Magnificent Seven; Dances with Wolves; Hang ’Em High; A Fistful of Dollars; Two Mules for Sister Sara; Once upon a Time in the West; and For a Few Dollars More; True Grit; Bonanza; and High Noon. Signature. $6.95

★★ 2795981 The Longest Day: Original Film Soundtrack. Collects both, part one and part two of the original soundtrack of Darryl Zanuck’s widely acclaimed film, starring Henry Fonda, John Wayne and Robert Mitchum. The music was composed by the legendary Elmer Bernstein with narration in a theater by Lowell Thomas. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95

★★ 6938612 The Best of Gilbert & Sullivan. The D’Oyly Carte Opera Company & Glyndebourne Festival Opera perform the best of Gilbert & Sullivan featuring favorites from Trial by Jury; The Sorcerer; The Pirates of Penzance; H.M.S. Pinafore; Patience; Iolanthe; Princess Ida; The Mikado; Ruddigore; The Yeomen of the Guard; and The Gondoliers. Three CDs. Includes a bonus DVD of live performances of their greatest hits. H&H. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

★★ 2798387 An Enchanted Evening on Broadway with Earl Wrightson. One of America’s finest baritones, Earl Wrightson, brings us a selection of some of the most well-loved ballads of Broadway including They Call the Wind Maria; Lost in the Stars; Some Enchanted Evening; Shenandoah; Anywhere I Wander; With the Wind; When a Fella Needs a Friend; and more. Two CDs. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95

★★ 3770990 DEBBIE REYNOLDS: The MGM Singles. Collects thirty of Reynolds singles from her films at MGM including Aba Daba Honeyman; Row Row Row; Oogie Oogie Wa Wa; Am I In Love?; A Lady Loves; Speak Low; All Grown Up; It Started with a Kiss; How’s Hearl; Caroline; The Hunter; The Bravados; The Day After Halloween; The Survivor; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95

★★ 6832156 Show Boat. Experience the original motion picture soundtrack of the renowned musical, brought to life by Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein II. This wonderful double features: The composition and arrangement of the film including Ol’ Man River; Can’t Help Lovin’ Dat Man; Make Believe; I Might Fall Back on You; and many more. Sony Music. $9.95

★★ 372042X The Brian May Fantasy Film Music Collection. All 36 of Brian May’s second fantasy film soundtrack albums are presented here in a three CD set. Includes The Jungle Book; The Lion King; Star Wars; The Clone Wars; and many more. BMG. Pub. at $10.99. $9.95

★★ 3553736 Science Fiction’s Finest, Volume One. Set your CD player to stun’ with a collection of 36 tracks from sci-fi television and film. Some of the genre’s more well-loved franchises are represented, including The Twilight Zone; Star Trek; Buckaroo Banzai; Avatar; The Terminator; Dune; Star Wars; The Clone Wars; and many more. Erato. Pub. at $18.99. $14.95

★★ 2921731 John Williams: Conductor. Composing and conducting music for six decades, John Williams remains one of the best loved and most sought after musicians of our time. This fabulous 20 album collection features The Classic Spielberg Scores with the Boston Pops; John Williams: Carnegie Hall; Star Trek: The Next Generation; and many more. Atlantic. $4.95

★★ 3756482 PATRICK GLEESON’S Star Wars. Originally recorded in 1977, Gleeson used what were, at the time, state of the art synthesizer systems to electronically recreate John Williams' iconic score. Seven discs feature Star Wars; The Empire Strikes Back; Return of the Jedi; and many more. BMG. Pub. at $18.99. $11.95

★★ 3691144 Now Playing on Marco Polo. Presents 9 tracks of classic film scores. Includes Roots of Heaven; Overture music by Malcolm Arnold; Look Out! It’s King Kong coming from King Kong; and many more. BMG. Pub. at $18.99. $11.95

★★ 2841215 The Bravados: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack. This CD features the complete dramatic underscore to the acclaimed western, The Bravados plus all of the surviving source music. The music was composed by the legendary Elmer Bernstein with narration in a theater by Lowell Thomas. Tracks include The Hunter; The Scaﬀold; Mistaken Identity; Jail Break; The Pesar’s Roses; and more. Thirty-one tracks. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

★★ 6840649 The Magnificent Seven. Experience Elmer Bernstein’s iconic score to one of the greatest westerns ever made, presented here in a three disc set. Includes The Magnificent Seven; and many more. BMG. Pub. at $18.99. $11.95

★★ 2796070 Shirley temple’s Hits from her original film soundtracks. The lovable Shirley Temple continues her success with these 26 tracks once again to captivate hearts of millions all over the world. Seventeen songs are collected, including On the Good Ship Lollipop; Polly Wolly Doodle; That’s What I Want for Christmas; Oh Goodness, Baby, Take a Bow; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95

--- End ---

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/811
CD 3702731 CLAUDIO SIMONETTI'S GOBLIN/DAEMONIA/DAWN OF THE DEAD. On this twenty track, 2 CD set, Claudio Simonetti reinterprets the scores of one of the most famous horror movies of all times to celebrate 40 years of the film Dawn of the Dead. Includes all the original music of the film plus bonus tracks. Note: Includes 2796023, 3715205, 3712359, 3702574, 3702574.

CD 3702464 MAVERICK: The Soundtrack. Twelve songs are compiled here from this blockbuster starring Mel Gibson, Jodie Foster and James Garner. Tracks include Renegades, Rebels and Rogues by Tracy Lawrence, A Good Run of Bad Luck by Clint Black, Miss Molly by Heartless Heaven, Ophelia by Vince Gill, and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $19.99

CD 3702464 MAVERICK: The Soundtrack, Vol. 2. Features 18 tracks from the motion picture including Main Title: Modern Times, The Fair Machine; The Factory Set; Charlie's Dance; Charlie at the Assembly Line Belt; The Ballet; Visions; The Gamin; Charlie and the Warden; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $19.99

CD 370243X FOR THE BOYS: Music from the Motion Picture. A 1991 specially starring Bette Midler and James Caan. This soundtrack collects 13 songs, including I'm Gonna Love Me Again, I'm Gonna Leave My Baby; I Love That There, Dreamland; Vickie and Mr. Valves; I Remember You; and more. Atlantic.

CD 370274X DEMONS: Music Composed by Claudio Simonetti. On this twenty four track, 2 CD set Claudio Simonetti reinterprets the scores of his original soundtracks for his infamous horror movie Demons. On CD 2 the soundtrack is remixed. Includes Demon; Cruel Demon; Killing: Threat; The Evil One; Out of Time; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $19.99

CD 3702411 MIKLOS ROZSA: Jungle Book/The Thief of Bagdad. Performed by the Frankenberg State Symphony Orchestra and conducted by Miklos Rozsa. Eight tracks include The King's Fantale; The Harbour of Bagdad; Procession; Eternal Love; Gallop of the Flying Horse; Dance of the Silver Maid; The Market Place of Basra; and The Jungle Book Suite. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $19.99

CD 2378000 ELMER BERNSTEIN: To Kill a Mockingbird/Blues & Brass. This album features 23 tracks, including Your Time Has Come; Lowman's Balcony; Rake and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $19.99

CD 3690838 BOBBY SANABRIA: West Side Story Reimagined. A re-imagining from the perspective of a Latin musician and a native Nuyorican son who is proud to say he is from the city that defines ache, hipness, and cool. Twenty tracks include America; Gee, Officer Krupke; and more. LML Music. Pub. at $19.99

CD 3715205 THE ROOTS OF HEAVEN: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack. The music for The Roots of Heaven is remarkable in that it creates a vivid listening experience, whether or not the listener has also seen the film. Just as the film’s theme has scope and grandeur, so does this sound-track. Includes: Overture; Main Title; Wild Elephant; More's Camp; The Sandstorm; Return to Blondi; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $19.99

CD 3691178 PIANO DREAMS. Enjoy many hours of the world's best loved piano music comprising complete works and selected movements on 5 CDs. Includes Nocturne in B flat minor; Op.9 No.1; Etude in E major; Op.10 No.3 by Chopin; Barcarolle; Adagio sostenuto Piano Concerto No.2; Op.18 by Rachmaninov, Pavane pour une infante defunte by Ravel, Gymnopedies by Satie; and more. Erido. Pub. at $34.99

CD 6886957 CLEOPATRA: Original Soundtrack. From the movie starring Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton, and Rex Hamson these fifteen tracks include Caesar and Cleopatra: A Gift for Caesar; The Fire Burns; The Fire Burns; Caesar's Assassination; Anthony and Cleopatra; My Love Is My Master; Dying Is Less Than Love; Scheherazade Op.35; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $19.99

CD 6886957 CLEOPATRA: Original Soundtrack, Vol. 2. This set is complete with 30 tracks on two CDs. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $19.99

CD 6908861 MEN IN WAR. Eleven wonderful tracks comprising the soundtrack of the renowned film, Men in War. The music was composed and conducted by Elmer Bernstein. Tracks include: World War II; Men in War Theme; Run for Cover; End of the Road; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $19.99

CD 3691748 A SONG IS BORN. Freed from the happy but sappy plot of A Song Is Born, this CD gathers 25 tracks, including I'm Gonna Love Me Again; Just One Look; by Benny Goodman; Stealin' Apples by Benny Goodman; A Song was Born by Louis Armstrong and his All-Stars; Anita's Boogie by Ford Lee Washington, and more. Sepia. Pub. at $19.99

CD 3796368 THE ROOTS OF HEAVEN: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack. The music for The Roots of Heaven is remarkable in that it creates a vivid listening experience, whether or not the listener has also seen the film. Just as the film’s theme has scope and grandeur, so does this sound-track. Includes: Overture; Main Title; Wild Elephant; More's Camp; The Sandstorm; Return to Blondi; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $19.99

CD 3795325 1001 ARABIAN NIGHTS: The Original Motion Picture Soundtrack. Composed by George Duning and featuring vocals by Jim Blackus as the voice of Milter Magoo, along with The Clark Sisters and The Jud Conlon singers, this twelve track CD includes Sounds of the Desert; Sultan's Parade and You Are My Dream; Wedding Celebration; Bar Fly Magoo; Dream Girl; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $19.99

CD 3692073 CHARLIE CHAPLIN: Modern Times Motion Picture Sound Track. Features 18 tracks from the motion picture including Main Title: Modern Times, The Fair Machine; The Factory Set; Charlie's Dance; Charlie at the Assembly Line Belt; The Ballet; Visions; The Gamin; Charlie and the Warden; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $19.99

CD 3796023 TRAPEZE: Music from the Soundtrack. This soundtrack was composed by Malcolm Arnold and collects 12 tracks, including Lola’s Theme; Fantane and Elephant’s Walk; Trapeze; the Jove; The Simplex Forever; The Extraordinary; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99

CD 3702411 MIKLOS ROZSA: Jungle Book/The Thief of Bagdad. Performed by the Frankenberg State Symphony Orchestra and conducted by Miklos Rozsa. Eight tracks include The King's Fantale; The Harbour of Bagdad; Procession; Eternal Love; Gallop of the Flying Horse; Dance of the Silver Maid; The Market Place of Basra; and The Jungle Book Suite. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $19.99
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/811

CD 2893207 FAMOUS TRUMPET CONCERTOS. This collection represents some of the most beautiful trumpet concertos ever written. Includes: Trumpet Voluntary by Clarke; Concerto for Two Trumpets and Orchestra in C major by Vivaldi; Concerto for Trumpet, Strings and Continuo in D major by Telemann; Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra in E flat major by Hayden and many more. Classical. $5.95

CD 2893444 RUSSIAN MASTERPIECES. This collection presents several works from Russian composers. Includes: Romeo and Juliet; Overture Fantasy by Tchaikovsky; In the Steppes of Central Asia by Borodin; Romance No. 8 (The Gaddly) Op.97 by Shostakovich; Fantasy on Yerbian Themes Op.6 by 12-year-old David Khatchaturian; and Oriental Fantasy by Balakirev. Classical. $5.95

CD 3691187 THE Puccini EXPERIENCE. This two CD set collection comprises music from every one of Puccini's operas. Includes O mio babbo caro from Gianni Schicchi; Che gelida marina; O soave fanciulla from La Boheme; Donna non vidi mai from Manon Lescaut; Damm i i colori from Brunhilde; and Questa cosa che ritorna from Turandot. Classical. $5.95

CD 2932326 DVORAK AND AMERICA. This collection includes the first ever recording of Hiawatha Melodrama by Joseph Horowitz and Michael Beckerman. Also Going Home by William Amris Fisher; Violin Concerto No.1 Op. 108; Two Moostovers Op. 103; A Overture in E flat major for Trumpet and Orchestra in D major by Sibelius; and Continuo in D major by Teleman; and Prokofiev, this collection showcases the variety of Russian opera at its best. This compilation features recordings by both Russian and non-Russian vocalists. 5 CDs: EMI Records Limited. Pub. at $24.99

CD 2932312 FRENCH OVERTURE OPERA. This collection represents the overtures of French Opera. Includes Carmen Overture by Bizet; Overture to La Vie Parisienne by Offenbach; Fra Diavolo Overture by Auber; Roman Carnival Overture by Berlioz; La Dame Blanche Overture by Boieldieu; Orpheus in the Underworld Overture by Offenbach; The Black Donalb Doorway Overture by Boieldieu. Classical. $5.95

CD 2932311 MORE FAMOUS OPERA CHORUSES. This collection presents choruses from operas by more composers. Includes Aida: Triumphal March and Chorus; La Forza del Destino: The Soldiers Chorus; Il Trovatore: The Gypsy Chorus; Nabucco: Gl’avenird festivi e Macciell; Piazza, ove oppressa1 by Verdi; I Pagliacci: The Peasants Chorus by Leoncavallo; and Der Rosenkavalier Overture and Introduction Chorus and Lohengrin: The Bridal Chorus by Wagner. Classical. $5.95

CD 2932261 ANGEL CHERUB CARDS. By Hildegard von Bingen. Enclosed in this package is a beautiful variety of six blank angel cherub cards along with six CDs. Each card contains a copy of a Gregorian chant music by Hildegard von Bingen. Heavenly Revelation: Hymns; Sequences, Antiphons, Responses by the Oxford Camerata, directed by Jeremy Summerly. These cards are sure to bring joy to someone special in your life. Names of America, Inc. Pub. at $19.99

CD 4528077 THE MARLA LANZA COLLECTION. He was one of the finest tenors of the 20th century, respected and admired by his peers and fans around the world. This massive 92-track set includes classics from across his all-too-brief career, including many of his best-known songs over a period of opera and A B sides of his single. RCA. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

CD 3713563 THE BEETHOVEN ACADEMY (1824).    This 2 CD collection presents Christoph Sperring conducting the Chorus Musica Koln at Das Chorwerk Moxe in selected works by Beethoven. Includes Overture “Die Weihe Des Haune” in C Major Op.124; 3 Hymns from “Missa Solemnis” Op.123; and Symphony No.9 in D Phoenix

CD 2935244 PETE TOWNSHEND’S CLASSIC QUODROPHENIA. Townsend has created a classical version of one of The Who’s landmark albums Quadrophenia for a symphony orchestra, opera singer and choir. This classic rock opera is conducted by Robert Ziegler and features popular British singer Alfie Boe on vocals, with Townsend himself on electric guitar and performing cameo vocal roles. Collects 17 tracks. Eel Pie. $5.95

CD 3691039 HENZE: Guitar Music 1. Presents the guitar music written by Hans Werner Henze. Includes: Russian Masterpieces: Three Fragmente nach Holderin; Trio; Overture to Die Jungfrau von Navarre; Drei Fragmente nach Holderin; Drei Tontos; Selbst und Zwiespil-Schaepe; and Neue Volksleeder und Hintergeschae. Featuring Franz Konwitschny, guitar. Deutsche Grammophon. Pub. at $11.99


CD 2893452 SCANDINAVIAN MASTERWORKS. This collection presents four Scandinavian composers and features some of their works. Includes: Midsummer Vivaldi (Swedish Rhapsody No.1 Op. 19) by Matthias Brunn; Russian Seasons Op.95 by Dmitri Shostakovich; 4 Pieces for Piano Op. 6 by Ragnar Sinding; The New Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Carlo Panta processes Johannes Brahms’ Hungarian Dances Nos.1-24; The Virtuoso Horn Concerto by Olof Larsson; Don Giovanni Overture by C.P.E. Bach; The Occidental; The New York Hippodrome; The Frenchman; and many more. Polyphony. Naxos. 2 CDs. Art for Art. Pub. at $11.99

CD 2932431 SACRED VERDI. Sir Anthony Pappano conducts the Orchestra dell’Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia with soloists which Giuseppe Verdi selected at the end of his life. Includes: Quattro Pezzi Sacri; Ave Maria; and Libera me. Ciro visco conducts the Coro dell’Accademia di Santa Cecilia with Maria Agresta, soprano. Warner Music Group. Pub. at $17.99

CD 3749533 STRAVINSKY: The Rake’s Progress. This 2 CD collection presents Ravel’s harmonically radical opera The Rake’s Progress. This is the story of the fall of Tom Rakewell, who indulges in the ways of London in the company of Nick Shadow, who is the Devil. With Jane West as Anne Trulove, Jon Garrison as Das Musikalische Oedipus, and Harvey Atkin as Piero. Classical. $4.95


CD 3691029 SCANDINAVIAN OPERAS. This collection presents six of the most popular operas in the world. This massive 92-track set includes classics from across his all-too-brief career, including many of his best-known songs over a period of opera A B sides of his single. RCA. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99
CD 2893371 MOZART: Bassoon Concerto/Oboe Concerto/Clarinet Concerto. The works of Mozart featured in this recording combine Basoon Concerto in B-flat major; Oboe Concerto in C major; and Clarinet Concerto in A major. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2898509 TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto No. 1. This collection combines two of Tchaikovsky's most beautiful compositions. Includes the Piano Concerto No. 1 in B flat major Op. 23 and the Violin Concerto in D major Op. 35. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893355 MOZART: 3 Violin Sonatas. This recording presents three of Mozart's beautiful works for violin and piano. Includes Sonata for Violin and Piano in E minor; Sonata for Violin and Piano in A minor; and Sonatina for Piano and Violin in A. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 28934X HANDEL/HAYDN: Organ Concertos. The organ concertos of Handel include Organ Concerto in G major Op. 41; Concerto for Organ in F major Op. 41 and Concerto for Organ in F major Op. 4 Euen Denis Davidsen conducts G major Romana with Eberhard Kraus on organ. The Haydn pieces include the Organ Concerto in C major Hob XVII:1 and the Organ concerto in C major Hob XVII:5. Bohdan Warchal conducts the Slovak Chamber Orchestra with Ferdinand Klinka on organ. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2974347 ROMEO & JULIET AND OTHER WORKS INSPIRED BY SHAKESPEARE. Antonio Wit conducts the Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra in Tchaikovsky’s The Tempest, Op. 18.; Adrian Leaper conducts the Polish National Symphony Orchestra in Rachmaninov's Fantasy on an Oriental Theme, Op. 22. And Brallam conducts the Slovak Philharmonic Orchestra in Mendelssohn's A Midsummer Night’s Dream; and Andrew Mogerlia conducts the National Symphony Orchestra of Ukraine in Prokofiev’s Romeo and Juliet, Op. 64. J. C. S. Naxos. Pub. at $49.99 $9.95

CD 2893917 TCHAIKOVSKY: Sonatas No. 1 & 2. This collection features two of Tchaikovsky’s great sonatas. Includes Symphony No. 2 in C minor Op. 17 “Little Russian”. Alberto Lizzio conducts the Philharmonia Slavonica. And the Symphony No.3 op. 39 in D major “Italian”: Carlin conducts the Philharmonia Slavonica. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2898374 HAYDN/MOZART/BEETHOVEN: Dances & Minuets. Presents dances and minuets from three great composers. Includes Haydn’s Twelve German Dances; Mozart’s Six Landler KV 606; and Beethoven’s Twelve Fantasias for Orchestras Wo.146 and Twelve Minuets Wo.171. Vlasta Horak conducts the Chamber Orchestra of Bratislava. Classical Gallery. $5.95


CD 2893282 HAYDN: Various Concertos. This collection presents three works by Handel. Concerto in C major for organ, two oboes and string orchestra. The Concerto in C major by Handel for oboe, two trumpets, timpani and string orchestra; and the Sinfonia Concertante in B flat major for violin, violoncello, oboe, bassoon and orchestra. Bohdan Warchal conducts the Slovak Chamber Orchestra. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2898350 ROSSINI: Guillaume Tell. This production of Guillaume Tell is performed in its original version. With Andrew Foster-Williams as Michael; Mark Maitland; and Judith Howell as Mathilde. Antonio Fogliani conducts the Virtuosi Brunensis. 4 CDs. Naxos. Pub. at $49.99 $9.95

CD 2932350 JOHANN STRAUSS, JR.: Famous Overtures. Alfred Walter conducts the Viennese Philharmonic Orchestra, heard in this recording of Johann Strauss, Jr.'s overtures. Includes Die Fledermaus; Eine Nacht in Venedig; Indigo und die Vierzehn Rauher; Cagliostro in Wien; Prinz Mettmuslen; Blindeblicke; S. Zentner; a general Walzer; D. Zigeunerbaron. Naxos. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

CD 2893363 MOZART: 4 Horn Concertos. Features four of Mozart’s horn concertos. Includes Horn Concerto No.1 in G major; Horn Concerto No.2 in D major; Horn Concerto No.3 in E-flat major; and Horn Concerto No.4 in F major. Alberto Lizzio conducts the Mozart Festival Orchestra. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893398 MOZART: Flute Concertos No. 1 & 2. This collection presents three works by Mozart featuring the flute. Includes Flute Concerto No.1 in G major; Flute Concerto No.2 in D major; and Concerto for flute, harp and orchestra by Mozart. Alberto Lizzio conducts the Mozart Festival Orchestra. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893101 JOHN CORIGLIANO: Music for Violin and Piano. Presents works from one of America’s finest and most widely performed composers. Includes Sonate in C major for Violin and Piano; The Red Violin; Chaconne; Fantasia on an Ostinato and The Red Violin Caprices. Features Ida Bieler, violin and Nina Hennick, piano. Classical Gallery. $9.95

CD 5739270 THE MOSCOW STRING QUARTET: Gluck/Tchaikovsky, Alikhanova and Valentina Alykova (violin); Tatiana Kokhanovskaya (viola); and Olga Ogranovich (cello and violoncello) join a number of guests for Gluck’s Grand Serestino di Venezia; Lescaut; and Tichman, piano. Naxos. Pub. at $12.99


CD 369092X THE BEST OF WEBER. Here is an opportunity to appreciate works by Carl Maria von Weber. Includes Overture to Eugene Onegin (J291), Overture to The Marriage of Figaro (J51); and Overture to Der Freischütz (J50). Performances by the Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra. Naxos. Pub. at $12.99

CD 3690946 CASALBLANCAS: Piano Music. Presents piano compositions by Spanish contemporary composer Benet Casalblancas. This collection includes Three Preludes and Fugue; Three Scherzos and Intermezzi; Three Pieces; Scherzo; Three Aphorisms; Tombeau; Seven Épigraphes; Prelude and Fugue in C; and Three Bagatelles. With Jordi Maso and Miqel Villalba on piano. Naxos. Pub. at $12.99

CD 3691012 GRAUPNER: Partitas for Harpsichord. This collection brings together three harpsichord works of Johann Christoph Graupner. Includes Partita in A major; Partita in C minor; Partita in F minor “Winter”; and Chaconne in A minor. Features Ichiro Nodaira, Piano. Naxos. Pub. at $9.99
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**CD 2933533 VON WEBER–CLARINET CONCERTOS/MOZART–RONDO FOR FLUTE.** This collection combines the works of two great composers. Includes Von Weber’s Concerto for Clarinet and Orchestra No. 1 in F minor Op. 73, Concerto for Clarinet and Orchestra No. 2 in E flat major Op. 11 and Mozart’s Rondo for Flute and Orchestra in C major. Classical Gallery. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**CD 2893830 SCHUMANN PIANO CONCERTO/CHEPITO PIANO CONCERTO NO. 1.** This collection brings together two of the great composers’ concerti in a side by side setting from the Romantic period. Includes Schumann’s Piano Concerto in A minor Op. 54 and Chopin’s Piano Concerto No. 1 in E minor Op. 11. Classical Gallery. **$5.95**

**CD 2893346 SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 7.** This collection presents two beautiful works by Schubert. Includes Overture Op. 26 “Die Zauberharfe” and Symphony No. 7 in C major. Classical Gallery. **$5.95**

**CD 2893225 SCHUBERT: Poets of Sensibility, Vols. 1 and 2.** The “poets of sensibility” played an important part in Schubert’s early years as a composer. This collection includes Songs based on poems of Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock and Songs based on poems of Friedrich von Matthison. With Simone Nold, soprano; Marcus Ullman, tenor; Thomas Bauer, baritone and Ulrich Eisenlohr, piano. Two CDs, Naxos. Pub. at $25.99. **$6.95**

**CD 2933393 PETER MAXWELL DAVIES: Naxos Quartets Nos. 1 and 2.** Peter Maxwell Davies is universally acknowledged as one of the foremost composers of our time. The Naxos Quartet presents Davies’ Naxos Quartet No. 1 and Naxos Quartet No. 2. Naxos. Pub. at $12.99. **$2.95**

**CD 2895476 MOZART OPERAS, VOLUME 23: La Clemenza di Tito/La Finta Giardiniera.** This exceptional 5 CD collection brings together two of Mozart’s operas: La Clemenza di Tito, Andre Post is Tito Vespasiano; Claudia Patakca as Vitellia; and Francine van den Heyden as Servilia. Jed Wentz leads the Musica Ad Rhenum. Love and jealousy reign in La Finta Giardiniera, with Ugo Benelli as Il Podestà, a role that has been characterized as Belfiore. Sylvain Cambreling conducts the Orchestra Theatre Royal de la Monnaie. Brilliant Classics. **$11.95**

**CD 2893371 AN INTRODUCTION TO...ROSSINI: The Barber of Seville.** Presents Eduard van Beinum conducting the mid-century London Philharmonic Orchestra in Arnold’s Beckus the Dandipratt; Mahler’s Songs of a Wayfarer; Beethoven’s Overture, Leonore No. 1; Brahms’s Variations on a Theme by Haydn Op.56, and Elgar’s The Wand of Youth. Presented by Youth, Suite No. 2 London Philharmonic Orchestra. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95 **$5.95**

**CD 2908239 INVITATION: Trios for Clarinet, Violin and Piano.** This collection includes the beautiful works of Darius Milhaud’s Suite Op. 157b, Patrick Cardy’s Tango! Aram Khachaturian’s Trio for Clarinet, Violin, and Piano, and Polenc’s Invitation au Chateau. Marquis. **PRICE CUT TO $5.95**

**CD 6832091 PETER TCHAIKOVSKY: The Nutcracker.** The CD side of this DualDisc contains highlights from The Nutcracker Ballet, including the Overture; The Waltz of the Snowflakes; Tarantella; and Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy. The DVD side contains the complete Nutcracker Ballet in surround sound. Silverline. **$4.95**

**CD 683213X RESPIGHI: Pines of Rome, Fountains of Rome, Metamorphosis Modii XII.** The Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra performs Ottorino Respighi’s Pines of Rome; Fountains of Rome; and Metamorphosis Modii XII. Telarc. **$4.95**

**CD 2893315 FAMOUS OVERTURES.** This collection represents some of the most beautiful overtures ever written. Includes Peel and Peasant Overture by Von Suppe; William Tell overture by Rossini; Overture, in the Underworld by Berlioz; Ofenbach, Jolly Robbers Overture by Von Suppe; The Merry Winds of Windsor Overture by Nicolai; Russian and Ludovica by Gluck; and The Beautiful Galatea Overture by Von Suppe. Carlo Prampalli conducts the New Philharmonic Orchestra. Brilliant Classics. **$5.95**
CD 2893193 FAMOUS RHEAPSDIES. This collection represents some of the most beautiful rhapsodies ever composed. Includes Hungarian Rhapsody No.5 in D major and Hungarian Rhapsody No.5 in E minor by Liszt; Eszter-Rhapsody for Orchestra by Chabrier; Rumanian Rhapsody No.1 in A major Op.11 by Bartok and Orchestra Op.43 on a Theme of Enescu, and Rhapsody No.2 to Bizet by Rachmaninoff. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893495 SPANISH GUITAR FESTIVAL. Combines the works of seven classical Spanish composers. Includes Tárrega’s Capricho Arabe; Albeniz’s Suite Espanola; Sevilla; Granados’s Danzas Espanolas; Andaluca; De Falla’s El sombrero de tres picos; Danza del Molinero; and Sedrós’s Melodías Popular Catalana; Turina’s Moreno-Torroba’s Suite Castellana; and more from each composer. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893223 GEORGE GERSHWIN: Piano Concerto/Rhapsody in Blue/An American in Paris. This collection presents three works by the exceptional American composer George Gershwin. Includes Piano Concerto in F minor; Rhapsody in Blue; and An American In Paris. $5.95

CD 2893190 FAMOUS CONCERT MARCHES. Presents a collection of marches from a wide variety of composers. Includes Verdi’s Aida; March 2nd Act; Tchaikovsky’s The Nutcracker Suite Op.71 March; Chabrier’s Marche Joyeuse; Beethoven’s March of the Turks from The Ruins of Athens Op.112; Mendelssohn’s Wedding March from A Midsummernight’s Dream; Elgar’s Pomp and Circumstance March Op.39; and more. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893177 FAMOUS OPERA CHORUSES. This selection of famous opera choruses showcases some of the most popular melodies of the Western opera tradition. Includes Mascagni’s Cavalleria Rusticana; Introduction Chorus; Verdi’s Nabucco; Chorus of the Hebrew Slaves; Donizetti’s Don Pasquale; Verdi’s Requiem Chorus; and Wagner’s Germany Chorus. Includes biographies of singers. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893169 RACHMANINOV: Rhapsody on a Theme of Henri IV. Bells in Moscow. This closing concert of the First International Rostropovich Festival presents works that include Festive Overture Op.96 by Dmitri Shostakovich; Chant du mensuel Op.71 by Alexander Glazunov; The Bells Op.35 and Vocalise by Sergey Rachmaninov; and Entr'acte from Khovanshchina by Modest Mussorgsky. Jose Serebrier conducts the Russian National Orchestra. Warner Music Group. Pub. at $18.95. $5.95

CD 2893198 FAMOUS CONCERT VARIATIONS. Presents a collection of five outstanding composers. Includes Tchaikovsky’s The Nutcracker Suite Op.71 Chor; Glazunov’s Concerto in D major No.1 Op.11; Dvorak’s Waltz in A major Op.54; Sibelius’ Kullervo Suite-Varie Op.44; Delibe’s Sylvia-Valse lente from the 1st Act; Nchoclo's La Bale of Hopecita-Elvida; and more. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 7526717 PIANO CLASSICS: The Gold Collection. This collection of 13 enduring piano classics, from Mozart’s playful Turkish Ronoto to Beethoven’s dramatic Fur Elise, will delight you with its variety and depth of emotion. Also includes, Moonlight Sonata; Clair de Lune; Pathetique; and more. Somerset. $4.95

CD 2893053 RICHARD WAGNER: Beloved Opera Melodies. An amazing collection of Wagner’s best loved opera melodies. Includes selections from Tristan und Isolde; Die Walküre; Der fliegende Holländer; Tannhauser; and Die Meistersinger von Nurnberg; and Die Walküre. Carlo Pastaelli conducts the New Philharmonic. 113; and Ottorino Respighi Ancient Airs and Dances-No.3 Op.30. Bohdan Warchal conducts the Slovak Chamber Orchestra. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893134 CONCERTO FOR TWO VIOLINS: Bach/Albinoni/Telemann/Stamitz. This collection presents four great composers and their concertos for two violins. Includes Bach’s Concerto for Two Violins; and Strings in C minor; Telemann’s Concerto for Two Violins and Strings in C major; and Stamitz’s Sinfonia Concertante for Two Violins and Orchestra in D major; and Albinoni’s Concerto for Two Violins Op.7 No.7 in D minor. Bohdan Warchal conducts the Slovak Chamber Orchestra. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2974215 A-Z OF SINGERS. By David Pailmore. Four CDs presents selected recordings of singers including, Marian Anderson singing Saint-Saëns’s Samson et Dalila. Act II: Softly Awakens My Heart; Enrico Caffo singing Verdi’s Rigoletto, Act I: Questo o Qualche; Maria Callas singing Puccini’s Tosca; Act II: Viss’ d’Arte; and more. Also includes a fascinating guide than gives more than 350 biographies of singers. Naxos. Pub. at $38.99. $7.95

CD 2893436 ROMANTIC PIANO MUSIC. This collection features romantic piano pieces from a variety of composers. Includes Beethoven's Für Elise; Schumann's Traumerei; Rubinstein’s Melody in F; Schubert’s Moment Musical, and Impromptu; Mozart’s Rondo alla Turca; Grieg’s Butterfly and To the Spring; Mendelssohn’s Song without Words Op. 19; Liszt’s Liebestraum; and more. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893290 HAYDN: Concertos for Flute and Oboe. This collection features three of Hayden’s concertos. Includes Concerto for Flute and Orchestra No.1 in D major; Concerto for Oboe and Orchestra in C major; and Concerto for Flute and Oboe for King Ferdinand VI of Napolon HV/1/3 in G major. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893231 GRIEG: Peer Gynt Suites Nos. 1 & 2. Presents the incidental music used in Peer Gynt, the play by Henrik Ibsen. Peer Gynt Suite No.7 Op.46 and Peer Gynt Suite No.2 Op.55. Also includes the Hungarian Rhapsody Op.10; Vladimir Altschuler conducts the Academy Symphony Orchestra of the St. Petersburg Philharmonic. Audophile. $5.95

CD 2893552 TRAVAURELI. This collection contains a wonderful selection of romantic masterpieces, which were collected under the title Travaureli or “ravishment,” because of the dreamy character. Includes Trademerei from “Scenes of Childhood” Op. 15 by Schumann; Lullaby Op.49 in E flat major by Brahms; Air from Suite No. 3 in D major Op.28; and Satie’s Songs of the Invisible Merchant by Rimsky-Korsakov, and more. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893304 INVITATION TO THE DANCE. This collection features a variety of composers and their works that were inspired by dance. Includes Invitation to the Dance Op.65 by Von Weber; Dance of the Hours from La Gioconda by Ponchielli; Dance of the Blessed Spirits, from Orpheus and Eurydice by von Gluck; Polonaise in A major Op.40 by Chopin; Danse Macabre; Poeme Symphonique Op. 40 by Saint-Saëns; and more. IMC Music Ltd. $38.99

CD 2893029 BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas Nos. 12, 17, 19 & 26. This collection presents five out standing piano sonatas. Includes Beethoven’s Well Tempered Clavier Op.28; No.3 in C minor; and their works that were inspired by dance. Includes Benjamin Britten’s The Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra Op. 34; and more. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893307 BEETHOVEN: String Quartets, Nos. 2, 3 & 5. This collection presents three of Beethoven’s fantastic string quartets. Includes String Quartet No.2 in G major Op.18; String Quartet No.3 in D major Op.18; and String Quartet No.5 in A major Op.18. Played by the Bamberger Quartet. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 289310X BRITTEN/ELGAR/BARTOK/RESPIGHI. Presents four of classical music’s most prominent composers in this boxed collection. Includes Benjamin Britten's Simple Symphony for Strings Op.4; Edward Elgar’s Serenade for Strings in E minor Op.20; Bela Bartok’s Divertimento for the most popular chamber music, and Ottorino Respighi Ancient Airs and Dances-No.3 Op.30. Bohdan Warchal conducts the Slovak Chamber Orchestra. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893347 MOZART: 3 Divertimentos. This collection presents five outstanding pieces by Mozart. Includes Divertimento No.15 in D major; Divertimento No.2 in B flat major; Divertimento No.3 in F major; Symphony No.31 in D major (The Paris Symphony); and the most popular “Divertimento No.4” in B flat major. CD Classic. $5.95

CD 2893312 J.S. BACH: Orchestral Suites, Nos. 1, 2 & 3. This collection of orchestral suites by Bach includes Orchestral Suite No.1 in C major; Orchestral Suite No.2 in B minor; and Orchestral Suite No.3 in D major. Bohdan Warchal conducts the Slovak Chamber Orchestra. Classical Gallery. $5.95
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CD 2893824 ROMANTIC BALLET MUSIC. This collection features three composers and their works for ballet. Includes ballet music from Rossini's 'Guillaume Tell', and ballet music from Faust by Gounod. Classical Gallery. PRICE CUT to $3.95


CD 2854368 MOZART OPERAS, VOLUME 17: Il Sogno di Scipione/Cosi Fan Tutte. This brilliant 5 CD collection brings together two operas. In Il Sogno Di Scipione, Claron McFadden is Fortuna; Claudia Palacca, Costanza, and Francois Soons, Scipione. Jed Wentz leads the Musica Ad Rhenum. Sigiswald Kuijken conducts La Petite Bande, Orchestra and Chorus in Mozart’s comedy Così Fan Tutte with Solis Boekel: Monica Gropp as Dorabella and Huub Claessens as Don Alfonso. Brilliant Classics. $29.99


DVD 3749398 BEST OF VERDI ARIAS. Widescreen. A selection of arias from Verdi’s operas is beautifully presented in this collection. Includes Ernani/Strano! Semper libera from La Traviata; Libiamo ne’mondo from Rigoletto; Don Carlos: Cara che piangi da Don Carlos; Celeste Aida from Il Trovatore; and more. In Italian with English subtitles. 112 minutes. Unitel Classica. Price: $19.99

LIMITED EDITION QUAD DVD 3743687 LIVE CONCERT FROM THE CHURCH OF ST. NICOLAI, LEIPZIG. Widescreen. Herbert Blomstedt conducts the Gewandhaus Orchestra Leipzig in this stellar concert. Includes Beethoven’s Symphony No. 5 in C minor, Op. 67; Bach’s Toccata and Fugue in D minor; “Furchtich nich” from Chaconne from Partita No. 2 in D minor; “Dona nobis pacem” from Mass in B minor; Mendelssohn’s Hare Israel; “Furchtich nich” from Elais Op. 70. 116 minutes. Arthaus Musik. $7.95

DVD 3744444 THE CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA AT CARNEGIE HALL. Widescreen. This concert by The Cleveland Orchestra with Franz Welser-Most as conductor includes Schubert’s Unfinished Symphony in D major, Mozart’s Concerto for Piano and Orchestra No. 17 in G major; and The Marriage of Figaro; and Johann Strauss’ Lie of an Artist Waltz; Anne’s Polka; and Die Fledermaus. Orchestral Society of the Columbia University. $5.95

DVD 374316X GREAT STARS OF OPERA. Widescreen. The supernovas of opera feature in performances of timeless opera excerpts. Backed by the Prague State Opera Orchestra, conducted by Frantisek Filmorchester Babelsberg, and Pendercely Orchestra, performers like Lucia Aliberti, Agnes Baltsa, Neil Shicoff and Gunther Emmerich interpret music from Don Giovanni, Carmen; La Traviata; Tosca; and more. 103 minutes. EuroArts. $4.95

DVD 3749592 VERDI: Messa da Requiem. Widescreen. Presents Yui Temikian as he conducts the Orchestra E Coro del Teatro Puccini Di Parma in Verdi’s Messa Da Requiem. Along with profound spirituality, this masterpiece brings together Verdi’s finest qualities. Requiem in Latin with English subtitles. 59 minutes. Unitel Classica. $5.95

DVD 3749517 MUSSORGSKY/SEREBRY: Pictures at an Exhibition. Widescreen. Presents Jose Serebriak conducting the National Youth Orchestra of Spain in Wagner’s Prelude for Die Meistersinger, Mussorgsky’s Symphony No.3 “Symphonie Mysterieuse”, Mussorgsky’s A Night on Bare Mountain; and Bizet’s L’Atalante Suite No 2. Farandole. 84 minutes. Naxos. $5.95

DVD 3749541 RICHARD STRAUSS: Ariadne auf Naxos. Widescreen. Presents Christoph Von Dohnanyi conducting The orchester der Opera Zurch in Ariadne Auf Naxos. This opera combines slapstick comedy with music. With Emily Magee as Ariadne, Elena Mocci as Zethinetta, Roberta Sacca as Bacchus, Michael Voile as Muskelher and Michelle Breed as Komponist. In German with English subtitles. 112 minutes. TDK. $9.95

DVD 3601276 WOLF-FERRARI: La Vedova Scaltra. Widescreen. The Teatro La Fenice, Venice, Italy presents Wolf-Ferrari’s comedies. With Anne-Lise Soillié as Rosaria; Maurizio Muraro as Milord Renuteb; Emanuele D’Aguanno as Monsieur Le Bleau; and Elena Rossi as Mariannette. Karl Martin conducts the Orchestra of the Teatro La Fenice, Venice. In Italian with English subtitles. Over 2 hours on two DVDs. Notcions. $7.95

DVD 3974231 CHRISTMAS WITH JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH. Widescreen. Reflective music and great joy express these three Bach cantatas. Includes Cantata BWV 61: Nun komm, der Heiden Heiland; Cantata BWV 63 Christian, abet diesen Tag; and Cantata BWV 248 J. Ludwig, Ich weiss, wie schwerre die preiset die Tage aus dem Weihnachtsoratorium. Jorg Breiding conducts the Barockorchester LA Arco and the Kranbacher Hannover. In German with English subtitles. 54 minutes. Brilliant Classics. $29.99

DVD 3713695 MY FAVORITE OPERA: DON GIOVANNI. Widescreen. World famous bass-baritone Ruggiero Raimondi preparea a staging of Mozart’s opera Don Giovanni at Bologna’s historic Teatro Comunale. As the production develops he takes time out to reflect on his career and life. This portrait of a great opera singer also reveals how an opera production is created on the highest level. 58 minutes. EuroArts. $5.95

DVD 3749495 MARC MINKOWSKI AT MOZARTWOCHEN. Widescreen. Presents Marc Minkowski conducting Les Musiciens Du Louvre in Mozart’s Concerto A Major for Violin and Orchestra. Also includes Schubert’s Symphony No. 8 in C Major, the 4th movement; and Mozart’s Sonata for Violin and Piano in E Minor, the 2nd movement. 72 minutes. Unitel Classica. PRICE CUT to $4.95


DVD 3690997 FLIGHT, THOUGHT ON GOLDEN WINGS. Widescreen. This documentary on the life and work of Verdi is hosted by historian Thomas Hampson. Included are four complete Verdi arias sung by Hampson. I due Foscari, O vecchio cor, che baci; Macbeth, Pietà, rispetto, amore; Il Trovatore, Tut est deserto... Son regard; and Tito. Presented in Italian with English subtitles. 60 minutes. EuroArts. Price: $15.99 $5.95

DVD 3691004 GALA REOPENING OF THE TEATRO LA FENICE. Fullscreen. Riccardo Muti conducts the Orchestra E Coro del Teatro La Fenice at this gala event. Recitals performed were Beethoven’s Overture to Fidelio; Mussorgsky’s A Night on Bare Mountain; Stravinsky’s Symphony of psalmuses; Caldaira’s Le Deum; and Wagner’s Kaisermarsch and Huldigungsmarsch. Features Ciocci, Ganassi, Mirande, Faller, Persuti, and Revenger. In Italian with English subtitles. 104 minutes. TDK. Price: $29.99 $6.95
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**DVD 2974223 GEORGES BIZET: Carmen.** Widescreen. Passion between Don Jose, Carmen, and Escamillo, a celebrated toreador who is infatuated with her, leads to jealousy, murder and death. Rinal Shaham as Carmen, Dmytro Popov as Don Jose, Andrew Jones as Escamillo and Nicole Car as Micaela. Brian Castle-Union conducts the Australian Opera and Ballet Orchestra. Sung in French with English subtitles. 141 minutes. OperaArts. Pub. at $19.99

**$7.95**

**DVD 2932466 WEST COAST ALL STARS.** Widescreen. Features the West Coast All Stars in their debut performance at the JazzOpen Festival in Stuttgart. Their program includes these selections Four; Bernie's Tune; Secret Garden; The Wanderer; Dizzy Gillespie's For Howard; If I Only Had a Brain; Old Folks; Oleo; and Walkin'. 90 minutes. EuroArts. Pub. at $19.99

**$3.95**


**$5.95**


**$5.95**

**Blu-ray 297435X VERDI: IL Corsaro.** Widescreen. In a period notable for its skirmishes between Christian pirates and the Ottoman Empire, the action centers on complex love affairs of all which end badly. Bruno Ribeiro as Corrado, Irina Lungu as Medora, Silvia Dalla Benvenuta as Gualdera, and Luca Salsi as Said. Carlo Montanaro conducts the Orchestra E Coro Del Teatro Regio Di Parma. In Italian with English subtitles. 119 minutes. C Major Entertainment. Pub. at $34.99

**$7.95**

**Blu-ray 2974401 VERDI: SIMON BOCCANEGRA.** Widescreen. Presents a monument of Verdi'swork. Daniele Callegari leads the Orchestra E Coro Del Teatro Regio Di Parma. With Marianna Pimenta as Lucrezia; Fabrizio Frittoli as Bartolo; and Claudio Aguiari as Baldassare. In Italian with English subtitles. 324 minutes. C Major Entertainment. Pub. at $34.99

**$7.95**


**$7.95**

**Blu-ray 2974312 RICHARD STRAUSS: Ariadne auf Naxos.** Widescreen. Christoph von Dohnanyi conducts the Orchestra of the Zurich Opera House inStrauss's grand opera. Ariadne auf Naxos. With Emilé Mangiaglia as Ariadne/Primadonina; Elena Mosuc as Zerbinetta; Roberto Scacciati as Tbarbos; and Michael Volle as Musiklehrer. Andris Nelsons conducts the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra in an all Richard Strauss program. Selections include Also sprach Zarathustra, Op.30; Ein Heldenleben; Don Quixote; and Der Schwanenduck. 172 minutes. EuroArts. Pub. at $19.99

**$5.95**

**Blu-ray 2974436 SPIRA MIRABILIS.** Widescreen. This documentary focuses on an extraordinary new project drawing together some of the finest young players and conductors offering a neue approach to classical music making. Spira Mirabilis performs Robert Schumann’s “Spring,” Symphony No. 1 Op.38 in German with English subtitles. 88 minutes. EuroArts. Pub. at $39.95

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**
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★ **CD 2972271** DICKIE GOODMAN: Long Live the King. Considered the "king of novelty," Goodman's recordings fit into so many categories, including parody, samples, cut-ins or mash-ups. This CD collects 27 tracks with hits such as The Flying Saucer Part 1; The Flying Saucer Part 2; Mr. Jones; Hey E.T.; Watergate; Russian Bandstand; Mr. President; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 6648916** CAJUN PARTY: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Collects sixty Cajun classics performed by the original artists including Lafayette by Joseph Falcon, Jolie Lion by Harry Choates, Jambalaya by Moon Mullican, Bayou Pom Pom One Step by Angelas Le Jeune, Cajun Love by Link Dumas, and more. 3 CDs, Big3. $9.95

★ **CD 2924749** THE 2 LIVE CREW: Greatest Hits. Collects eleven hits from this Rap group including Throw the D; Move Somethin’; Me So Horny; C’morn Babe; Pop That Coochie; Some Hot Head; The Keeper; Boyz with da Bass; The Spak Shop; We Like to Chill; and The 2 Live Crew Mega Mix. Lil’ Joe Records. Pub. at $16.99

Vinyl Records

**LIMTED QUANTITY VINYL 3768597** THE BEATLES: The Hits! Volume 2. The extraordinary hits that made the Beatles famous are collected on this 14 track vinyl album. Includes: Love Me Do; All My Loving; I Saw Her Standing There; Please Mister Postman; From Me to You; This Boy; Eight Days a Week; Can’t Buy Me Love; I Wanna Hold Your Hand; Twink; and more. Stargrove Entertainment. 12¼x12¼. $7.95

**LIMTED QUANTITY VINYL 3768589** THE BEATLES: The Hits! Volume 1. The Fab Four’s greatest hits are presented in this 14 track vinyl album. Includes: A Hard Days Night; She Loves You; Do You Want to Know a Secret; Roll over Beethoven; I’ll Follow the Sun; Baby’s in Black; Long Tall Sally; Please Please Me; Rock N Roll Music; And I Love Love Love; You Really Got a Hold on Me; and more. Stargrove Entertainment. 12¼x12¼. $7.95

**VINYL 3768562** THE BEACH BOYS’ HOLIDAY FAVORITES. A nostalgic Christmas collection presents 12 tracks on this vinyl recording including White Christmas; Santa Claus Is Cummimg to Town; Merry Christmas, Baby; I’ll Be Home for Christmas; Frosty the Snowman; Little Saint Nick; Blue Christmas; We Three Kings of Orient Are; The Man with All the Toys; Christmas Day; Santa’s Beard; and Auld Lang Syne. Stargrove Entertainment. 12¼x12¼. $7.95

**VINYL 3768678** ROOTS OF ROCK & ROLL. Brings together a collection of great classics from the early days of rock and roll in this 14 track vinyl album. Includes Jerry Lee Lewis Great Balls of Fire; Every Brothers Bye Bye Love; Fats Domino Blueberry Hill; Paul Anka Diana; Billy Haley Rock Around the Clock; Chuck Berry Johnny B. Goode; Little Richard Tutti Frutti; and more. Stargrove Entertainment. 12¼x12¼. $7.95

**VINYL 3768635** THE FRANK SINATRA CHRISTMAS COLLECTION. Sinatra gives a festive flair to the holidays with this 12 track vinyl collection of favorite Holiday songs. Includes: Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas; O Come All Ye Faithful; Jingle Bells; Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; Light; Call Me; Christmas Time; Christmas Dreaming; Winter Wonderland; and more. Stargrove Entertainment. 12¼x12¼. $7.95

**VINYL 3768643** JOHNNY CASH: Christmas Favorites. Johnny Cash puts his spin on holiday favorites in this 12 track vinyl collection. Includes: Blue Christmas; I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day; The Christmas Spirit; The Gifts They Gave; Who Kept the Sheep; Christmas as I Know It; Silent Night; The Drummer Boy; and more. Stargrove Entertainment. 12¼x12¼. $7.95

**VINYL 3768600** CROONERS CHRISTMAS CLASSICS. Perry Como, Frank Sinatra, Nat King Cole and others come together in this 13 track vinyl album. Enjoy Dean Martin as he sings Silver Bells; Frank Sinatra croons Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; Perry Como delivers I’ll Be Home for Christmas; and Nat King Cole shares his festive version of Jingle Bells; and more. Stargrove Entertainment. 12¼x12¼. $7.95

**VINYL 2862476** DEL SHANNON: Greatest Hits & Finest Performances. This 180 gram vinyl collection celebrates the rock & roll legend, including: Runaway; Hats Off to Llarry; Little Town Flirt; Handy Man; She’s Gotta Be Mine; Move it On Over; Time of the Day; and more. RWA. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $11.99

**VINYL 2993848** MILES DAVIS: Live at the Chicago Jazz Festival. A remastered recording from a live performance at the Chicago Jazz Festival on August 30, 1990. This vinyl edition collects six tracks from the jazz icon; Human Nature; Perfect Way; Time After Time; Star People; The Senate, Me and You; and Wrinkle. MCPS. 12¼x12¼. $9.95

**VINYL 371384** JUTTA HIPP: The German Recordings 1952-1955. This classical vinyl recording presents the recordings of jazz pianist Jutta Hipp. Side A Includes Blues After Hours; Errol’s Bounce; Gone with the Wind; You Go to My Head; and What Is This Called Love; and more. Sound King. Come Back to Sorrento; Daily Double; Indian Summer; Everything Happens to Me and Serpentine. Arthaus Music. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $29.99

**VINYL 371974X** ROCK & ROLL HALL OF FAME LIVE, VOLUME 1. This collection presents 16 tracks from rock & roll Hall of Fame performances by Prince, Bruce Springsteen, Tom Petty, Chuck Berry, Jimmy Page, Metallica, James Taylor and more. Stargrove Entertainment. 12¼x12¼. $24.95

**VINYL 3689026** IRON BUTTERFLY: Live in Copenhagen 1971. Recorded live in Copenhagen, Denmark on January 25, 1971. Collects seven songs on two vinyl albums: Best Years of Our Life; Soldier of Our Town; Stone Believer; Easy Rider (Let the Wind Play the Way); Butterfly Blu; In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida; and Goodbye Jam (with members of Yes). Pub. at $11.99

**VINYL 3689123** THE TURTLES: 45 RPM Vinyl Singles Collection. A collection of 16 songs on eight inch vinyl singles. Tracks include Happy Together; She’d Rather Be with Me; You Showed Me; It Ain’t Me Babe; She’s My Girl; Love in the City, and more. Pub. at $21.95

**VINYL 3728404** DEADPOOL 2. This vinyl collection features 12 songs from the blockbuster movie soundtrack. Tracks include: Ashes by Celine Dion; In Your Eyes by Peter Gabriel; I Could Turn Back Time by Cher; 9 to 5 by Dolly Parton; We Belong by Pat Benatar; and more. Stargrove Entertainment. 12¼x12¼. $17.95

**VINYL 3728322** BOB DYLAN IN CONCERT. Brandeis University 1963. Recorded at the Brandeis University concert in Waltham, Massachusetts on May 10, 1963. This vinyl collection features seven songs from the concert: Honey, Just Allow Me One More Chance (Incomplete); Talkin’ ‘Bout a Plane; Paradox Blues; Ballad of Hollis Brown; Masters of War; Talkin’ World War III Blues; Bob Dylan’s Dream; and Talkin’ Bear Mountain Picnic Music. Columbia. 12¼x12¼. $17.95

**VINYL 3689042** LADIES & GENTLEMEN..MR. B.B. KING. A double 180 gram vinyl album includes Happy Woman, Make It Harder, and the work of the great B.B. King. Collects 17 songs, including How Blue Can You Get?, I Wonder Why; Sweet Sixteen; Cadillac; When Love Comes to Town (with U2); The Thrill Is Gone; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. $27.95
Vinyl Records

**VINYL 3689050** THE ROLLING STONES ON AIR. This vinyl release features 32 classic tracks on two 180 gram LPs. Songs include Come On; (I Can't Get No) Satisfaction; Memphis, Tennessee; Everybody Needs Somebody to Love; I'm Moving On; and more. 12¼x12¼. 

**PRICE CUT to $15.95**

**VINYL 3728390** BOSTON. This vinyl collection eight songs from the popular band More Than a Feeling; Peace of Mind; Foreplay/Long Time; Rock & Roll Band; Smokin'; Hitch a Ride; Something About You; and Let Me Take You Home Tonight. Sony Music. 12¼x12¼. 

**$19.95**

**VINYL 3689077** ROY ORBISON: Big O. This vinyl collects 12 songs, including Break My Mind; Help Me Rhonda; Only You; Casting My Spell on You; When I Stop Dreaming; Money; Down the Line; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. 

**PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**VINYL 299383X** KINGS AND QUEENS OF COUNTRY. This vinyl compilation includes 18 tracks from some of country's biggest stars: Songs include Patsy Cline; I Walk the Line by Johnny Cash and the Tennessee Two. Stand by Your Man by Tammy Wynette; Don't Be Cruel by Minnie Pearl; and more. MCPS. 12¼x12¼. 

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**VINYL 3689093** SANTANA: 1968 San Francisco. Five tracks are collected on this limited edition purple vinyl, including Soul Sacrifice; Santana Jam; Evil Ways; Rock Me; and a Medley of Let's Get Ourselves Together/Jun Go Lo Ba. 12¼x12¼. 

**PRICE CUT to $15.95**

**VINYL 3689925** THE BOB SEGER SYSTEM: Ramblin' Gamblin' Man. Eleven songs are collected from the rock 'n roll legend on this wonderful vinyl recording. Tracks include Ramblin' Gamblin' Man; White Waltz; Down Home; Gone; Black Eyed Girl; and more. Capitol Records. 12¼x12¼. 

**PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**VINYL 3689934** JUDY AT CARNEGIE HALL: Judy in Person. This concert appearance has been called "the greatest night in show business history." The Grammy Award-winning live masterpiece was recorded at Carnegie Hall on April 23, 1961. This 180 gram double vinyl collects 26 tracks, including Puttin'on the Ritz; A Foggy Day; When You're Smiling (The Whole World Smiles with You); Do It Again; and more. Capitol. 12¼x12¼. 

**PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**VINYL 3689041** A CAPITAL CHRISTMAS. Celebrating 75 years of Capitol Records, this vinyl collection features 24 Christmas classics from Capitol's vast catalog. Artist include Frank Sinatra, Nat King Cole, Peggy Lee, Ella Fitzgerald, Dean Martin, and more. Two LP set in a gatefold package. Capitol Records. 12¼x12¼. 

**PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**VINYL 3689107** SINATRA SINGS GREAT SONGS FROM GREAT BRITAIN. Recorded in London in June 1962, this vinyl compiles 15 songs from the music legend, including The Very Thought of You; We'll Gather Lilacs; If I Had You; Now Is the Hour; We'll Meet Again; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. 

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**VINYL 3688992** THE DRIFTERS: Under the Boardwalk. Twelve classics are included on this vinyl, including Under the Boardwalk; One Way Love; Up on the Roof; On Broadway; Rat Race; and more. Atlantic Recording. 12¼x12¼. 

**PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**VINYL 3689069** ROLLING STONES: Blue & Lonesome. This double vinyl collects 12 songs from the legendary rock band, including Just You Fool; Core; Be My Lover; Don't You Know I Care; All of Your Love; Little Rain; Everybody Knows about my Good Thing; Blue and Lonesome; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. 

**PRICE CUT to $34.95**

**VINYL 2993791** BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN AND THE E STREET BAND: LIVE! Estadio River Plate. Recorded live at Estadio River Plate in Buenos Aires, Argentina on October 15, 1988, this vinyl collects nine songs from the Boss and his E Street Band: Born in the USA; Glory Days; Dancing in the Dark; The River; My Home Town; and more. Sony Music. 12¼x12¼. 

**$9.95**

**VINYL 3689131** THE UNBROKEN CIRCLE: The Musical Heritage of the Carter Family. This double vinyl is a tribute to the music of June Carter Cash and her family, the first family of country music. Collects 15 songs, including Worried Man Blues by George Jones; No Depression in Heaven by Sheryl Crow; Engine One Forty-Three by Johnny Cash; and more. Dualtone Music Group. 12¼x12¼. 

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**VINYL 3689933** CANNED HEAT: Stockholm 1973. Recorded live in Stockholm, Sweden on June 17, 1973. This vinyl album collects seven songs, Let's Work Together; On the Road Again; Harley Davidson Blues; Election Blues; So Long Wrong; Shake 'n Boogie; and Goodbye for Now. 12¼x12¼. 

**PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**VINYL 3689085** SAM & DAVE: Double Dynamite. The landmark second album from the dynamic duo is collected on this vinyl LP. Twelve tracks, including Said I Wouldn't Tell Nobody; When Something Is Wrong with My Baby; You Got Me Hummin'; Sweet Pains; That's the Way It's Gotta Be; and more. 12¼x12¼. 

**PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**VINYL 3688968** CARPENTERS: Close to You. This remastered 180 gram vinyl collects 12 songs, including We've Only Just Begun; Love is Surrender; Baby It's You; I'll Never Fall in Love Again; Maybe; It's You; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. 

**PRICE CUT to $21.95**

**VINYL 368895X** CARPENTERS. This 180 gram vinyl collects 10 songs from the iconic group, including Rainy Days and Mondays; Saturday; Superstar; One Love; For All We Know; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. 

**PRICE CUT to $21.95**

**VINYL 3689018** GLEN CAMPBELL: Rhinestone Cowboy. Collects 10 songs, remastered on this 180 gram vinyl. Tracks include Rhinestone Cowboy; Country Boy (You Got Your Feet in L.A.); Count on Me; I Miss You Tonight; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. 

**PRICE CUT to $13.95**
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Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.

To allow the lowest prices, we do no billing and do not accept credit cards. However, the same items may be obtained online from www.HamiltonBook.com using MasterCard, VISA, or PayPal.